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I IIPEAMCAOBME 

Yqe6Hoe noco611e npe.D.Ha3HaqeHo .D..JUI cTy.D.eHTOB TeXHHqecKHX cneuH
a.JibHOCTei1 BY30B H HanpaHJieHO Ha pa3BHTHe H3biKOBbiX M KOMMYHHKaTHB
HblX HaBbiKOB B c<t>epax COUMaJibHO o6yCJIOBJieHHOfO H npo<t>ecCMOHaJibHO
OpMeHTMpOBaHHOfO 06lUeHMH. 

noco6He paCC'lJHTaHO Ha 136 qacoB yqe6Horo BpeMeHM. Ero CTPYKTypy 
COCTaBJIHIOT 13 yqefiHbiX pa3.D.eJIOB (Units), MaTepHaJI .LI,JIH TTOBTOpeHHH 
(Check Your Progress), npe.D.cTaBJieHHbiH nocne 7, 13 pa3.D.eJioB, aKTHBHbiH 
JieKCWieCKHH cnosapb (Active Vocabulary), rpaMMantl.fecKMM. cnpauol.fHMK 
(Grammar), MaTepHa.JI .li.JlH .li.OTTOJIHMTeJibHOfO l.fTeHMH M nepeBO.D.a 
(Supplementary Reading) 11 npMJIO)I(eHMH (Most Frequently Used 
Abbreviations, Units of Measurement, Conjunctions, Spelling, Word 
Formation, Most Frequently Used Prepositions, Conjunctions and Adverbs, 
List of Irregular Verbs). 

Kax.D.biH pa3.D.eJI (KpoMe nepsoro) cocTOHT H3 2 l.facTeM. (Sections), Ka)I(
.D.aH BKJIIOqaeT BBe.D.eHHe B TeMy (Lead-in); ynpa)f{HeHWI, npe.D.Ha3Hal.feHHbie 
.lJ)lH <t>opMMposaHHR H3hiKOBhiX HaBhiKOB (Language Practice), 3a.D.aHMH .li.JIH 
o6yqeHMH 'lJTeHMIO 11 rosopeHMIO (Reading and Speaking), .lJ)lH aKTHBM3aUmf 
peq11 (Activity) M .li.JIH o6yqeHI1H T111CbMeHHOH. pel.fM (Writing). 

Pa3.D.eJI Further Reading BKJIIOqaeT .D.Ba TeKcTa .li.JIH 'lJTeHMH, qTo no3BOJIH
eT o6ecnel.fi1Tb HH.li.11BMJ1.YaJibHblH M .D.M<t><t>epeHUMPOBaHHblH flO,llXO.li. K o6y
qeHMIO aHrJIMiicKOMY H3hiKY B TeXHMl.feCKOM By3e. 

TeKcToBoi1 MaTepMaJI 3aMMCTBOBaH 113 3apy6e)f{HhiX MCTOl.fHMKOB 11 ero 
TeMaTMKa onpe.D.eJieHa nporpaMMOH TTO.li.fOTOBKH CTTeUMaJIMCTOB TeXHM'lJeC
KOfO npo<t>MJIH. 

KOMfllleKC 3a.D.aHMH OCHOBaH Ha <l>YHKUHOHaJihHO-KOMMYHHKaTMBHOM 
TTO.D.XO.D.e, npe.D.TTOJiaraeT B3aHMOCBH3aHHOe o6yl.feHM.e BCeM BH.D.aM pel.feBOH 
.D.eHTeJibHOCTM, peaJII13yeT onpe.D.eJieHHbie KOMMYHHKaTHBHbie Ja.D.atm B CM
TyaUMHX COUI1aJibHO o6yCJIOBJieHHOfO 11 rrpo<t>eCCI10HaJibHO-OpMeHT11pOBaH
HOfO 06UJ.eHHH H HarrpaBJieH Ha <t>opMMpOBaHHe KOMMYHHKaTHBHO-KOMne
TeHTHOH JII1l{HOCTI1 HH)f{eHepa. 

PaJ.D.eJI Supplementary Reading c KOMfllleKCOM Ja.D.aHMi1 Ha npe.D.TeKcTo
BOM 11 TTOCJieTeKCTOBOM ypOBHHX CTTOC06CTByeT aKTI1BI13aUI1J.t pel.feMblCJIH
TCJibHOH J1.CHTCJihHOCTI1 CTY.D.CHTOB H pa3BI1TI110 CTa6MJihHhlX KOMMYJiMKaTMB
HbiX YMCHMH B rrpo<t>eccMOHaJihHO opHeHTMposaHHhiX c<t>epax o6meHMR. 

PaJ.D.eJI Grammar CO.II.ep)f{HT KpaTKHe cBe.D.eHHH o rpaMMaTMl.feCKOM Ma
TepMaJie, BKJIIOl{CHHOM B yqefiHhiC TeMaTMl.fCCKMe UMKJihl, KOTOpbiH aKTHBI1-
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3RpyeTC.R KOMillleKCOM ynpa:>KHeHHH, npe)J.CTaBneH B KOHUe KHHfH K Ka)I(

)J.OMY ytte6HOMY paJ)leny. 

Ytte6Hoe rroco611e MO)I(eT 6biTb peKoMeH.uosaHo .D.Jl.R caMOCTOHTCJibHoro 

HJytteHH.R HJbiKa. 

AsTopbi Bhipa)l(aJOT HCKpeHHJOJO 6Jiaro.napHOCTh peueH3eHTaM: 

JJ.OUCHTY Ka¢e.IJ.pbl MCTO.II.HKH npellO)J.3B3HHH HHOCTpaHHbiX H3biKOB 

MHHCKoro rocy.uapcTaeHHoro JIHHfBHCTHttecKoro yHHBepcwTeTa KaHJJ.HJJ.a

TY ne)J.arorHttCCKHX HayK A.n. noHHMaTKO Ja UCHHbiC COBCTbl 11 JaMetta

HH.R, KOTOpbiC 6biJIH YttTCHbl IlpH JJ.Opa60TKC pyKOilHCH; 

.II.OUCHTy, K3H.IJ.H.II.aTy ¢11JIOJ10fl1l!CCKHX HayK 33BCJJ.YlOIUCMY Ka¢e.npoH 

aHrJIHHCKoro .R3hiKa ecTeCTBeHHhiX ¢aKyJihTeToB EeJiopyccKoro rocy.uapcT

BeHHoro YHHBepcHTeTa T.f. JlyKrne, a TaK)I(e KOJIJ1CKTHBY Ka¢e.uphi; 

KOJIJ1eKTHBY Ka¢e.upbi aHrJIHHCKoro .RJhiKa NQ 1 EeJiopyccKoro HaUI10-

HaJihHoro TCXHHttCCKOfO YHHBepCHTeTa 33 arrpo6aUHlO ytte6HOfO 110C06HH 

B 3KCI1CpHMCHTaJibHblX rpyrrnax. 

ABmopbt 



I ENGINEERING 

An Engineering Student 

Lead-in 

I. List the main branches of engineering. Compare your list with that of 
your groupmates. 

II. You are a student at University now. Listen to the dialogues you can 
hear at University during your first days of studying and learn how to 
introduce yourself. 

A 

Teacher: Good morning! Let me introduce myself. I am your English teacher. 
I am here to help you with English. What are you? What do you 
do? Why are you here? 

Class: We are students. 
Teacher: Are you first-year students? Are you freshmen? 

Class: Yes, we are. · 
Teacher: Will you introduce yourselves? Who are you? 
Student: I am Andrew Kolosov. I am here to study English. 
Teacher: What is your name? 
Student: My name is Kate Gomonova. I am a first-year student. I am here 

to master my English, too. 
Teacher: Thank you. I am glad to meet you. 

Students: We are glad to meet you, too. 

B 

Teacher: Allow me to introduce your supervisor. 
Supervisor: How do you do? 

Students: How do you do? 
Supervisor: You are eager to study at our Technical University and become 

good specialists, aren't you? 
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Students: Yes, of course, we are. 
Supervisor: You are lucky to study at our University. I wish you success. 

Students: Thank you very much. 

c 
Teacher: (in whisper) Oh, I'm sorry, who is this student? 

Monitor: This is Oleg Smirnov. 
Teacher: I see. He is 18 years old, isn't he? 
Monitor: Yes, he is. 
Teacher: Is he from Moscow? 
Monitor: No, he isn't. He is Belarusian. He is from Grodno, from the Repub-

lic of Belarus. 
Teacher: OK. Thanks a lot. 

D 

0/eg: Hello, Kate. How are you? 
Kate: Very well, thank you. And how are you? 
0/eg: Quite well, thanks. Kate, this is Mike. He is my friend here at 

University and he was my friend at school. 
Kate: Hello, nice to meet you. 
Mike: Hi, rm glad to meet you, too. 

Ill. That•s how we greet and introduce each other in E'nglish. Study this 
table. 

6 

{ 
morning. 

Good after~oon. 
evenmg. 

Hello. 
How do you do? 
How are you? 
How are you doing? 
How are you getting on? 
How are things? 
Is everything fine? 
Let me introduce myself. 
My name is ... 
This is Mr., Mrs., Miss ... 

' 

{ 
morning. 

Good afternoon. 
evening. 

Hello. 
How do you do? 
I'm fine, thank you. 
I'm OK, thanks. 
Not bad. 
Quite well. 
Excellent, thanks. 
Nice to meet you. 
Pleased to meet you. 
I am ... 
Glad to meet you. 



Language Practice 

I. Imagine Kate and Mike or other students of the group are talking. 
Put in is I am I are and reproduce the dialogues. 

a) Kate: Excuse me, are you Paul? 
Michael: No, I . .. . My name ... Michael. 

Kate: Well, Mike, are you tired after your first day at University? 
Michael: No, I ... , really. I ... eager to study here. 

Kate: Me too. They say the Technical University ... a very exciting 
University to attend. 

b) Andrew: I ... Andrew Kovalev. I ... fond of computers. And you? 
Alice: I ... Alice. I ... fond of programming as well. And besides, I ... 

Andrew: 
c) Ann: 

Alexey: 

interested in graffiti arts. 
What is it? 
Alexey, you ... good at drawing. 
Really? I ... glad to hear it. 

II. Correct mistakes in the passage. 

Hello! We am first-year students of the Technical University. Our names 
is Oleg, Mike and Kate. We is eager to know what it am like to be an 
American student. We is from Minsk. Minsk am the capital of Belarus. 
Minsk are about 750 kilometres far from Moscow. The transportation system 
in Minsk are rather complicated. 

The average temperature in Belarus in winter months are about -10°C 
(14°F) and about +20°C (68°F) in summer months . 

. Ill. Study the following expressions in the frame and fill In the gaps. 

to be afraid of, to be good/bad at, to be tired of, 
to be busy with, to be surprised at, to be impressed hy, 
to be bored wit/1, to be fed up with, to be interested in, 

to be fond of, to be crazy ahout, to be proud of 

1. Tom is impressed ... the design of this tower. 2. They are fond ... geo
graphy. 3. I'm fed up ... this task. 4. We are busy ... our home task. 5. He isn't 
interested ... physics. 6. Our classmates are crazy ... programming. 

IV. Make up sentences using the Word Order Rule. Consult Grammar 
Section. 

1. freshmen University at are we. 
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2. are students technical we. 
3. fond of music am I. 
4. is interested in he engineering. 
5. good at are they programming. 
6. never tired of we studying are. 

V. Study the names of different professions. 

1. He is a student of computer engineering. So he is a programmer. 2. He 
is a student of processing engineering. So he is a technologist. 3. He is a stu
dent of metrology. So he is a metrologist. 4. He is a student of economics. So 
he is an economist. 5. He is a student of construction engineering. So he is a 
builder. 6. He is a student of mechanical engineering. So he is a mechanical 
engineer. 

VI. Name the specialists who work in these areas. 

physics 
ecology 
technology 
economy 

mathematics 
metrology 
programming 
architecture 

VII. You are probably familiar with the following jobs: physician, physi
cist, accountant, etc. Which description fits which job? 

1. physician a) a student or expert in physics 
2. physicist b) a person whose profession is to keep and examine 
3. accountant business accounts 
4. technician c) a specialist in scientific and industrial fields 
5. technologist d) a doctor of medicine or surgery 

e) a skilled workman, especially who repairs 

VIII. Match the expressions from the columns to form pairs of synonyms. 
Use the dictionary if necessary. 

8 

excellent 
a sophomore 
to be interested in 
horrible 
beautiful 
I'm great 
a freshman 

a second-year student 
terrible 
attractive 
a first-year student 
to be fond of 
I'm fine 
brilliant 



IX. Fill in the blanks with the following: 

a) many, much, a lot of 
1. Measure as ... objects as possible. 2. Add ... acid to the mixture. 3. Pour ... 

liquid into the beaker. 4. Are there ... instruments in the box? 5. There are not 
... nuts on the shelf. 

b) fow, a fow, little, a little 
1. They have too ... time for experiment. 2. There is ... fuel in the tank. We 

need some more. 3. There are only ... nails on the worktable. 4. There is ... 
cement in the sack. That is enough. 5. There are ... spare tyres in my garage. 

X. Find and correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

1. - How are you do? - Quite well, thank you. 2. Let me to introduce 
myself. My name's Alex Frolov. 3. He is fond in computers. 4. My best friend 
isn't interested at graffiti arts. 5. He's crazy of programming. 6. I'm really 
well at Chemistry. 7. Mark is a student of technology. He's a technician. 8. 
My mother's friend is a doctor. She is a physicist. 9. Who is this man?- He's 
an engineer. 10. Are these objects have different shapes? 11. How width is the 
block? 12. The screw is the shortest than the nail. 13. How many motor vehi
cles there are with mixed fuel engines? 14. Are there some motorcycles with 
gas engines? 

XI. Translate the following sentences into English. 

1. Ilo3BOJibTe npe.D.CTaB.HTbCR . .J.I - M.HCTep fei1Tc, saw npeno.D.aBaTeJib 
aHfJI.HHCKOfO H3biKa. 

2. Mbi - cTy.D.eHTbi TeXHWJecKoro yHuoepcuTeTa. 
3. OH- cTy.D.eHT nepooro ~cypca 11 otieHb }'BJieKaeTcR KOMnbiOTepaM.H. 
4. OH Yti.HTCH Ha 3-M ~cypce. • 
5. - KaK Bbi no)l(uoaeTe? - Cnac116o, xoporno. 
6. - 0Ticy.D.a ,[()I(OH? - ,[()I(OH 113 JlOH.lJ.OHa, OH aHfJII1"1aHI1H. 
7. - Oner, 3TO MOH xopOllli1H .ll.PYf naoeJI. - ,[(o6pbiH .D.eHb. - ,[(o6pbiH 

.D.eHb. 
8. - KTo 3To? - 3To faHc lliMI1.lJ.T. - KTo oH? - OH - cTy.D.eHT-nepoo

KYPCH.HK 3JieKTpoTeXH.HtiecKoro ¢>aKYJibTeTa. - KTo OH no HaU110HaJibHOC
Tl1? - OH HeMeu. 

9. - Oner 113 MI1HCKa, OH 6enopyc. 
10. qeM 3aHI1MaeTcH TBoti .D.pyr? - OH MexaHHK 11 cTy.D.eHT MarnHHOCTpa. 

11TeJibHoro <PaKYJlbTeTa. OH xoporno pa36upaeTcH a <j:>l1311Ke. 
11. OH )l(eHaT 11l111 xonocT? 
12. CKOJlbKO eMy neT? 

' Ia 3aK. 355 9 



Reading and Speaking 

1. a) Fill In the blanks In this diagram with the branches of engineering 
that you know. 

I 
Civil 

Aeronautical 

Engineering 
I 

I 
Electrical 

I 
I 

Electrical 
installation 

b) Read this text for additional information and complete the diagram. 

Engineering is a very practical activity. It is the process of applying the 
latest achievements of science and technology into practice. 

There are a lot of branches in engineering. Mechanical engineers are 
experts in the design and manufacture of tools and machines. Mechanical 
engineering has marine, automobile, aeronautical, heating and ventilating 
branches. 

Electrical engineering is about producing and applying electricity in vari
ous fields of national economy. It has the following branches: electrical 
installation, electrical generation, lighting, etc. 

Components and equipment for computing and communicating are the 
product of electronic engineering and bridges, roads and airports are the 
object of civil engineering. 

c) Match each branch of engineering with its products. 

1. civil a) planes 
2. electronic b) ships 
3. automobile c) wire 
4. electric d) roads and bridges 
5. heating and ventilating e) cars and lorries 
6. marine f) air-conditioning 
7. aeronautical g) computers 

II. You are a participant at the International Students' Conference in the 
Netherlands .. Your new friends are from Germany, Sweden and Italy. They 
are all techmcal students. Make up a conversation with them about your 
study at University. 
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Writing 

I. This is how we write letters in English. Study this example. 

Martha is a German student who studies in Brighton. Read her letter to 
Gerhard, her friend in Germany. 

We begin with Dear ... 

---• 
Dear Gerhard, 

Address, date 

• 
34 Royal Street 

Brighton l7S 
25th September 

How's life? I'm well. Now I'm in Brighton. I am a student of the 
Mechanical Engineering Faculty here at the Polytechnic. There are 
12 students in our group. They are from different countries -France, 
Russia, Turkey, the Ukraine, Syria, Bulgaria, and Belgium. All of them are 
very friendly. We are happy to study together. And our teachers are bril
liant. 

My address is at the top of the letter. I live in the hostel on campus. My 
roommate is a sophomore and we are really good friends. She is fond of 
physics as well as I am. 

I'm really impressed by the size of our University. The buildings are very 
modern here. The students' canteen is very noisy and always full of hun
gry students. British food is tasty, but coffee is terrible here. 

I'm really eager to study at this University but frankly speaking, I miss 
home. 

Write to me back soon. 
Best wishes, 
Martha . 

I a* 

• 
Ending ( Regards, Love) 
Signature 

ll 



11. Write a similar letter to your friend about your first days at University. 

111. Translate the following text into Russian. Make sure you know the 
International words before you start. 

Many areas of science are "-ologys". Some of them are familiar 1 to you, 
for example, biology. Some of them are not. Let me tell you about several sub
jects and professions. 

Molecular biology is interested in cells2 and genes. Molecular biologists 
are good at analysing DNA or fingerprints. 

Afineralogists3 are busy with studying minerals in soils and rocks. 
Enzyme technologists4 are interested in synthesizing new organic mole

cules or modifying existing molecules to makeS useful medicines and phar
maceuticals. 

Geomorphology6 is busy with protecting water and important river ecosys
tems. 

And immunologists7 are interested in studying different transplants, aller
gies, HIV and development of vaccines. 

1HJBeCTHbl, 2KJieTKH, JMHHeponorw, 4¢epMeHTOflOrH, 5qT06bi COJ.JJ.aTb, 6reOMOp

$onorHH, 7HMM}'HOJ10fl1 



EXPERIMENTING 

Section A. Experimenting 
with Car Devices 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Is experimenting important for the development of technology? If so, 
give your reasons. 

b) In what spheres of engineering can people use experiments? 

II. Paul and Alex are in the lab now. Listen to their conversation and name 
the car devices they are working with. 

Alex: Hello, Paul! How are you doing? 
Paul: Hi, Alex. I'm great, thanks. And you? 
Alex: Not bad. What are you doing here? 
Paul: Well, I'm studying some car devices. For example, this one is called a 

tachometer. 
Alex: A tachometer? And do you know what it is used for? 
Paul: Sure, it is used for indicating the engine speed. It is called a revolution 

counter. You see, now it is indicating 2,500 rpm. It means that the 
engine is turning over quite fast. 

Alex: And what is this instrument? What is it indicating? 
Paul: This one is called an ammeter. At the moment it is indicating +lOA. 
Alex: Well, I see. 
Paul: By the way, we are writing a test on car devices tomorrow. 
Alex: Really? Then I'm staying with you in the lab. 
Paul: OK. then. 

13 



Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

A 8 

A: ... A: 
B: I'm fine, thanks ... 
A: ... 

B: It is called a tachometer. 
A: What is it used for? 

B: I'm studying the car design. B: 
A: ... A: I see. 

c 
A: What is thi~ revolution counter indicating now? 
B: ... It means that ... 
A: .. . 
B: And this ammeter is indicating + 12A at the moment. 
A: I see. · 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 
1. How are you doing? a. It is used for indicating the engine speed. 

2. What are you doing here? b. It is a device that is used for measuring 

3. What is a revolution 
counter used for? 

4. Are you writing a test 
tomorrow? 

5. What is an ammeter? 

current. 
c. Yes, it is. 
d. We are testing some car devices here. 
e. I'm excellent, thanks. 
f. Yes, that's why I'm staying in the lab. 

6. Is the tachometer 
indicating 750 rpm now? 

Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the English words with their Russian equivalents. 

1. current, n 
2. perform, v 
3. investigate, v 
4. charge, v 
5. speed, n 
6. repair, v 

14 

a) BbinOJIHHTb 
b) t.B1HI1Tb 
C) CKOpOCTb 
d) TOK 
e) 113yYaTb 
f) 3apmKaTb 



11. Match the words from both columns to make all possible word combi
nations. 

1. car a) counter 
2. instrument b) panel 
3. revolution c) design 
4. mathematical d) vehicle 
5. motor e) operations 

Grammar: Present Progressive Active 

Ill. Write down the -ing form of these verbs. 

move
pay
perform
do
put-

test
measure
indicate
work
study-

IV. Say what is true for you and your groupmates now. 

EXAMPLE: I/ study English. I am studying English. 
Theyjwatch TV. They are not watching TV now. 

l. I I listen to the teacher. 
2. We I practise a new grammar rule. 
3. He I perform mathematical calculations. 
4. I I drive a car. 
5. We I sit in the class. 
6. They I measure the dimensions of this room. 

V. You are now at the lab class with your groupmates. Ask each other 
what they are doing. 

EXAMPLE 1: to study the instrument panel of the car I car design 
A: Are you studying the instrument panel of the car? 
B: Yes, I am. I'm studying the instrument panel of the car. 

or B: No, I am not. I'm studying the car design. 

to look at the indications of a speedometer I tachometer 
to repair the car I tyre 
to test the new device I new engineering materials 
to check the volume of the petrol I oil 
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EXAMPLE 2: to measure the pressure in the tyre I to change the wheel 
A: Are they measuring the pressure in the tyre? 
B: Yes, they are. They are measuring it. 

or B: No, they aren't. They are changing the wheel. 

to drive in nails I to tighten screws 
to cut wooden blocks I to cut metal sheets 
to use chisels I to use hammers 
to shape workpieces I to measure their dimensions 

What is he doing? 
EXAMPLE 3: to test the new engine 

A: What are you doing? 
B: I am testing the new 

engine now. 
He is testing the new engine 
now. 

To perform mathematical operations; to investigate the properties of cop
per; to control the quality of engineering materials; to work with wood. 

VI. Put all possible questions to the following statements. Consult the 
table. 

Paul is ca r~fu/ (v studying a new derice in the lah now. 

Is Paul carefully studying a rtew device in the lab now? 

What is Paul carefully studying in the lab now? 

What is Paul carefully doing in the lab now? 

Where is Paul carefully studying a new device now? 

How is Paul studying a new device in the lab now? 

When is Paul carefully studying a new device in the lab? 

Which is Paul carefully studying in the lab now? 
device 

Who is carefully studying a new device in the lab now'! 

1. The battery is discharging rapidly. 2. The students are testing the new 
engineering materials. 3. The driver is measuring the pressure in the wheels. 
4. This car is moving at the speed of 70 kph now. 
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VII. Give your partner more information about what these people are 
doing. 

EXAMPLE: 0/eg - to drive a car- to do it carejitl/y 
A: Oleg is driving a car, isn't he? 
B: Yes, that's right. He is driving a car and he is 

doing this very carefully. 

Michael - to increase the speed - to watch the indications of the 
speedometer; 

Andrew - to turn the key clockwise - to start the engine; 
Paul - to test the device - to describe the results of the test; 
Paul and Alex - to measure the pressure in the wheels - to put air in 

the tyres; 
Ann - to draw different objects - to define their area. 

VIII. Make up some questions for the following answers. The answers 
need n •t be true. 

1. It is used for indicating current. 2. Right now. 3. Motor Engineering. 
4. A new modern car. 5. It's called a speedometer. 6. Yes, they are. 

IX. Correct mistakes. 

1. The speedometer is indicate 60 kph. 2. We not performing mathemati
cal operations. 3. Are the car moving now? 4. The alternator is not produce
ing enough current now. 5. Paul, what is you doing here? 6. Ann is driving a 
new car, is she? 7. The engine not producing any power now. 8. We studying 
the main components of a motor vehicle . . 
X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. - '-ITo OH cetiqac .u.enaeT? - OH IBYt.IaeT rrpH6opHyiD rraHenh aBTOM0-
6Hn.sr. 

2. - KaKJ1e npw6ophi HaXO.IJ.SITCSI Ha 3Toi1 rraHenw? - Cnw.u.oMeTp, Taxo
MeTp, aMnepMeTp H )J.pyrHe. - llOHSITHO. 

3. -A liTO .u.enaiDT lleTp H AHHa?- 0HH Ha6niD.UaiOT Ja rroKaJaHHSIMW 
TaXOMeTpa. 

4. - '-ITo cei1qac noKa3biBaeT a!'vmepMeTp? - OH rroKa3hiBaeT + 20 A. 
5. feHepaTOp nepeMeHHOfO TOKa Bblpa6aTbiBaeT MOIUHhli1 TOK )J..JHI )J.BW

raTeflSI. 
6. EaTapeSI cei1qac pa3p.SDKaeTcSI. 
7. TaK KaK .u.swraTenb cei1qac spamaeTcSI Me)J.JleHHO, reHepaTop nepe

MeHHoro TOKa TaiOKe BpamaeTCSI Me)J.fleHHO. 
8. CTy.u.eHThi cei1llac llepTSIT rpaqmK. 
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Reading and Speaking 

1. It is impossible to live and work without a car these days. A lot of peo
ple drive a car to work or when they travel. Discuss the following ques
tions with your partner. 

1. Do you or your parents have a car? 
2. Would you like to have a car in the future? 
3. Do you think it's necessary to have a car? 

11. List as many parts of a car as you can. Compare your list with that of 
the other groupmates. 

Ill. Now read the text and then answer the questions given after it. 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Look at the picture. There are some instruments 
for the car panel there. In fig.l the speedometer 
is indicating zero kph I. The car .is not moving. 
The engine is turning at minimum speed 
(approximately 750 rpm2). 

As the engine is turning slowly the alternator 
is also turning slowly. It is not producing enough 
current for the engine. The battery is discharg
ing and so the ammeter is indicating about 
-5A3. 

Look at fig.2. The car is now moving at 
60 kph. The engine is turning at 2,500 rpm and 
so the alternator is turning quite fast. It is pro
ducing a strong current for the engine. The bat
tery is now recharging from the alternator and 
so the ammeter is indicating +lOA. 

1kph- kilometers per hour; 2rpm- revolutions per minute; 3 A- ampere 

1. Is the speedometer indicating zero kph in fig. 1? 
2. The car is not moving in fig.l, is it? 
3. Why is the alternator turning slowly? 
4. Is the battery charging or discharging in fig.l? 
5. What is the car doing in fig.2? 
6. The engine is turning at 2,300 rpm now, isn't it? 



7. Is the alternator producing a strong or a weak current for the engine 
in fig.2? 

8. Is the battery recharging now? 

IV. Complete the sentences using the wordlist below. 

Look at fig.3. The car ... now moving ... 90 
.... The engine is ... at the speed of 4500 rpm. 
However, the alternator ... not producing any 
.... The ammeter ...... -20 A. In other words, 
the battery is ... rapidly, ... the engine is ... at 
a high speed. Therefore, the ... is not produc
ing ... power. 

Fig. 3 

is, at, kph, current, turning, is, alternator, although, any, turning, is, indicat
ing, discharging. 

V. You are driving a car now. Your friend is sitting next to you. He does 
not know anything about the car devices. Describe the work of a 
tachometer, a speedometer or an ammeter to him. 

Further Reading 

I. Look at the following list of words. They are all from the text below. 
Check your dictionary to find their meaning. 

graph, n 
variable, n 
label, v 

evenly, adv 
axis, n (pl. axes) 

What do you think the text is about? 

II. Match the words with their definitions. 

1. graph a. relative size or extent 

2. scale b. a diagram that shows relationship between quantities 

3. label c. to put a note on an object 
4. variable d. something that varies 
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111. The students of the Technical University are at the practical class now. 
Read the text and learn how to draw graphs in the correct way. 

Graphs are very important for recording the results of any experiments. 
Now the students are drawing graphs in their exercise books. First, they are 
giving the graph a title. Then they are drawing the axes and putting the inde
pendent variable along the bottom of the graph paper (the horizontal axis). 
The other variable depends on this onel and the students are drawing it up the 
side of the paper (the vertical axis). It is also called the dependent variable. 
The origin of the graph is usually the point (0,0). 

Car speed versus engine speed 

750 
2500 Engine speed I rpm 

For example, if you are measuring the speed of a car when it is moving, 
you choose the speed of the engine and put it along the horizontal axis (rpm). 
In this case the speed of the car is on the vertical axis. 

Now the students are choosing the scales so that2 the graph fills most of 
the paper. After that they are numbering the scales evenly and labelling them 
(the scales) with the correct units. For example, "Speed in kph" or 
"Speed/kph". 

IV. Study the graph in the text and answer the following questions. 

1. What is the title of the graph? 2. Is "engine speed/rpm" the independ
ent or dependent variable? 3. What is the name of the independent variable? 
4. What is the origin of the graph? 

V. Complete the sentences with the words given below. 

Michael is studying how to draw graphs. He is at his class now. First, he 
is ... the graph a title. After that he is ... the axis and ... the independent ... 
along the bottom of the graph paper. It is known as the ....... Then Michael 
is drawing the vertical axis. or the ... variable. Finally he is ... the scales for 
the graph, he is ... the scales evenly and labelling them with the correct .... 

dependent 
units 
variable 
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Activity 

I. Look at the pictures below. Discuss with your fellow student what you 
see in the picture. 

EXAMPLE: 
A: Who is that man in the picture? 
B: Oh, it's Mr. Kosov. 
A: Is he repairing his car? 
B: No, he isn't. 
A: He is painting his car, isn't he? 
B: No, you are wrong. 
A: What is he doing there? 
B: He is cleaning his car. 
A: I see. Is he cleaning it in the garage or 

in the workshop? 
B: In the garage, of course. 

a) Mr. Morton is in the car. 

to drive the car 
to press the pedal 
to look at the indications of the car instru

ments 
to watch indications of the tachometer and 

the ammeter 

b) Children are in the classroom. 

to make mathematical operations 
to solve different problems 
to draw different shapes and measure their 

areas 
to measure in cm2 or in m2 

II. Your friend is showing you how to draw a graph. Describe what he is 
doing step by step. Begin with the words: 

First, he is drawing ... Next ... 
Then . . . After that ... 
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Writing 

1. The car is travelling at constant speed. This graph shows the depend
ence of d._istance on time. Study this graph and describe it. Can you cal
culate the speed of the car in kph? 

E 

f{ 
c 
<11 400 
Cii 
i:5 

332 
300 

200 
166 

100 

Distance versus time 

10 20 Time Is 

II. Translate this text into Russian. Try to carry out the same experiment 
at home with a TV set or radio/CO player. 
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Press a key and the remote sends out a train 
of infrared pulses. wavelength 875-950 nm 

100 ms 

A rece1ver picks 
up the signal 

Each pulse IS made up of a coded 
pattern of shorter pulses 

----~-----

20 ms 

The pattern changes 1f you press 
a different key: there is a different 
signal for eacli command 



A student is experimenting with the remote control at the moment. He is 
putting a piece of white card about 2 em in front of the control. The control 
is still operating because the beam is reflecting off the card and then the wall 
behind. 

Now the student is using a piece of black card instead of the white card. 
This time the signal is not reaching the receiver!. Why? 

Answer: the black surface absorbs2 the infrared rays3 and does not reflect 
it back into the room. 

I npweMHHK, pecwsep; 2nomomaeT; 3HHcl>paKpacHbie ny ... m 

Section B. Electrical Devices 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Is it important for an engineer to know how to use electrical devices? 
b) What electrical devices are there in your lab? 

II. Listen to the dialogues and learn how to speak about your past and 
future activities. Pay attention to the terms of electricity. 

A 

Peter: Hi, Paul. Glad to see you. 
Paul: So am I. Peter, can you tell me what you were doing yesterday from 

9 till II a.m.? I was looking for you. 
Peter: Well, let me see. A few students and I were carrying out some experi

ments with different electrical devices. As for me, I was measuring 
the voltage. 

Paul: And what about Alex? Do you happen to know what he was doing? 
Peter: As far as I remember, he was measuring the resistance of a lead. 
Paul: Oh, I see. I hope Julia and Michael were helping him. 
Peter: Yes, they were. They were connecting leads to the multimeter. The 

needle was indicating the value of the resistance on the scale. 

B 

Alex: Excuse me, Professor. 
Professor: Yes, Alex. 
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Alex: What will you be doing from 9 till 10 tomorrow? 
Prq{essor: I'll probably be working in the lab. Have you got any problems? 

Alex: Oh, yes. I'd like to discuss the plan of the experiment with you, if 
you don't mind. 

Professor: Of course, I don't. When are you going to carry out the experi
ment with a resistor? 

Alex: I expect in a week or two. 
Professor: OK. I'll be waiting for you at 9 in the lab. 

Alex: Thank you ever so much. 
Prqfessor: Not at all. See you tomorrow. 

Alex: Good-bye. 

Ill. That's how we make predictions about the future in English. Study this 
table. 

MAKING PREDICTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 

think ... 
expect... 

I (don't) suppose .. . I'll ... 
imagine .. . 

I'll probably ... 
I probably won't ... 

IV. Complete the dialogues using the phrases about the future from the 
box. 

1. A: ... 
B: So am I. ... 
A: I was carrying out an experiment in the lab. 
B: ... 

2. A: Where were you yesterday? I was looking for you. 
B: ... 
A: And what about your friend Julia? 
B: As far as I remember, ... 

3. A: ... 
B: Tomorrow at 7 p.m.? I'll probably be working m my office. 

Why? 
A: ... 
B: Of course, I don't. 
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4. A: What time are you going to be free? 
B: I expect ... 
A: OK .... 
B: Thank you ever so much. 
A: .... See you tomorrow. 
B: .. . 

V. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Hi, Michal. 
2. I'm glad to see you. 
3. What were you doing 

at 9 yesterday evening? 
4. Excuse me, Mr. Kosov. 
5. I'm going to test a new 

device. 
6. Thanks a lot. 
7. See you tomorrow. 
8. What will you be studying 

at the class tomorrow? 

Language Practice 

B 

a. I was preparing for the experiment. 
b. Yes, Ann. 
c. So am I. 
d. Hello, Helen. 
e. Don't mention it. 
f. Good luck to you. 
g. We'll probably be studying 

electrical devices. 
h. See you. 

Vocabulary 

I. Study the table, then do the exercises that follow. 

I. The following suffixes are used to form nouns from verbs: 

-tion, -sion, -ance, -ure, -er/-or 
2. The following prefixes are used to give the opposite meaning to the 

word: 

dis-, in-, im-. 

a) Make up all possible nouns of the following verbs: 

resist
differ-

restrict
press-
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depend
absorb-

product-

b) Give the opposite to: 

decrease
dependent
different
charge-

approve-... 
connect-
possible-

11. Find in B the word close in the meaning to the word in A. 

A 

1. to carry out 
2. to operate 
3. to apply 
4. to observe 
5. to compile 

a) to wear 
a) to investigate 
a) to use 
a) to determine 
a) to label 

B 

b) to perform 
b) to charge 
b) to choose 
b) to watch 
b) to make 

c) to move 
c) to work 
c) to accelerate 
c) to ·calculate 
c) to increase 

Grammar: Past and Future .Progressive Active 

Ill. Complete the sentences. Use was I were + one of these verbs: 

writing, carrying out, drawing, measuring, determining, testing 

1. Paul was testing a new device from 11 till 12 yesterday. 2. I ... a report 
on the latest achievements in electricity at 7 o'clock yesterday. 3. Alex ... the 
current in the circuit at 5.45 yesterday. 4". Yesterday at 11.15 Helen ... graphs 
at the lesson. 5. The students ... the resistance of new materials from 3 till 
10 yesterday. 6. The engineers ... an important experiment at 10 o'clock last 
Tuesday. 

IV. Your friend was looking for you yesterday at 2 p.m., but you weren't at 
home. Tell him what you were doing at that time. 

EXAMPLE 1: to work in the lab I to work at the workshop 
A: Were you working in the lab from 2 till4 o'clock yesterday? 
B: Yes, I was. I was working in the lab at that time. 

or B: No, I was not. I was working at the workshop. 

To observe changes in the behaviour of the current I to measure the 
resistance of the lead; to perform mathematical operations I to draw differ
ent shapes; to study electrical devices I to watch their indications; to use· 
crocodile clips I to connect two leads. 
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EXAMPLE 2: to study electrical devices 
A: What were you doing at 2 o'clock yesterday? 
B: I was studying electrical devices. 

To connect two leads; to measure the value of the current; to turn on the 
function selector switch of the multi meter: to study the results of the test. 

V. Give short answers to the following questions. 

EXAMPLE: - Will you be working in the workshop in half an hour? 
-Yes, I will. 
-No, I won't. 

l. Will you be controlling the indications of a multi meter in half an hour? 
2. Will you be testing a manometer tomorrow? 3. Will Julia be drawing 
shapes at 2 o'clock tomorrow? 4. Will your groupmates be experimenting 
with new devices at 5 tomorrow? 

VI. Tell your fellow students what you will be doing in half an hour. 

EXAMPLE: to study the properties of alloys 
A: What will you be doing in half an hour? 
B: I'll be studying the properties of alloys. 

To measure electrical units with a multimeter; to decrease the voltage in 
the electrical chain; to study electrical devices; to study the properties of 
conductors. 

VII. Give the opposite of these sentences. 

1. The professor will be reporting the results of the tests at the class 
tomorrow. 2. My groupmates weren't increasing the voltage in the electrical 
chain in the lab. 3. They won't be studying any electrical instruments. 4. I was 
checking the battery at 5 o'clock on Thursday. 

VIII. Put all possible questions to the following statements. Consult the 
table. 

a) Alex was working in the lab from 5 till 7 yesterday. 

Was Alex working in the lab from 5 till 7 yesterday? 
What was Alex doing in the lab from 5 till 7 yesterday? 
Where was Alex working from 5 till 7 yesterday? 

Who was working in the lab from 5 till 7 yesterday? 

1. I was measuring the value of the resistor from 2 till 3 yesterday. 
2. Olga was connecting the leads to the resistor at that moment. 
3. The students were investigating superconductors at 10.30. 
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b) Alex will be working in the lab from 5 till 7 tomorrow. 

Will Alex be working in the lab from 5 till 7 tomorrow? 

What will Alex be doing in the lab from 5 till 7 tomorrow? 

Where will Alex be working from 5 till 7 tomorrow? 

Who will be working in the lab from 5 till 7 tomorrow? 

1. Helen will be studying the properties of copper at 4 tomorrow. 
2. Paul will be observing the indications of a multimeter in the lab to-

morrow. 
3. We will be studying various electrical devices all the morning tomorrow. 

IX. Ask your friend about his plans for tomorrow. Pay attention to the 
expression to be going to. 

EXAMPLE 1: to control the lasers I to control the electrical devices 
A: Are you going to control the lasers tomorrow from 5 till 7? 
B: Yes, I am. I'm going to control them at that time. 

or B: No, I'm not. I'm not going to control them, I'm going 
to control the electrical instruments. 

To show the results of the test in the graphic form I in the mathema
tical form; to check the indications of a tachometer I of an ammeter; to con
nect leads in the electrical chain I to measure the resistance; to turn the 
switch to the current range I to the resistor range. 

EXAMPLE 2: to test the voltmeter 
A: What are you going to do in two hours? 
B: I am going to test the voltmeter. 

To finish the laboratory work; to report the results of the tests; to operate 
the electrical device; to study the indications of a multimeter. 

X. Insert prepositions where necessary. 

1. We are writing a test tomorrow. I must prepare ... it. 2. The students are 
measuring electrical units ... a multimeter now. 3. Where were you at 7 yes-
terday evening? I was looking ... you. 4. The car is moving ... the speed of 
60 kph. 5. We are carrying ... some experiments with different electrical 
devices at the moment. 6. I will be waiting ... you ... 9 a.m. in my office. 

XI. Correct mistakes. 

1. We will be study the properties of C{)pper from 5 till 6 tomorrow. 
2. I will preparing for my test the whole day yesterday. 3. The students not 
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were measuring the value of the current at the lesson. 4. I was drawing a 
graph at the class tomorrow. 5. Will be you carrying out this experiment 
next time? 6. My friends was finishing the laboratory work at the previous 
class. 7. The teacher will be not telling the students about electricity at the 
next lesson. 

XII. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

l. Bqepa Mbi H3yqruni 3JieKTPOHHbie npH6opbi 8 Jia6opaTopHH c 2-x .no 
4-x qaco8 .UHSI. 2. - 'liTo 8bi .ueJiaJIH? - Mbr npo8epSIJIH npH6opbr, 3aTeM 113-
MepSIJIH COnpOTH8JieHH.e pa3HblX npOBO,UHH.KOB: Me.D,HbiX, aJIIOMHHHe8blX, 
)l(eJie3HhiX. 3.- 'liTo OH .neJiaJI?- OH pa6oTaJI c MYJJbTHMeTpoM. OH HcnoJib-
30BaJI Ja)f(HMhi "KpOKO.UHJI" 11 coe.uwm111 npo8o.ua 8 uem1. 4. - Thr 6ynemb 
npoBO.LJ.H.Tb 3KcnepwMeHT B na6opaTopww qepe3 .nsa Y.aca? - ,IJ,a, SI 6y.ny npo
sepSITb Hosoe o6opy.nosaHH.e. 5.- Kor.na Tbi co611paewbCSI npo.neMoHcTpH
po8aTb pe3yJihTaThi TecTa?- R .u}'MaiO, qepe3 .LJ.8a .LJ.HSI. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Nataly and Alice were not at home from 4 till 6 o'clock yesterday. They 
were at University. Read this passage through to find the answers to 
these questions. 

l. What were the girls doing in the lab? 
2. Were they using a multimeter or a tachometer? 
3. What is a multimeter used for? 
4. What are the main parts of a multimeter? 
5. What are the students going to do next time? 

Yesterday from 4 till 6 o'clock 
Nataly and Alice were working in the 
laboratory. They were studying differ
ent electrical devices and instru
ments. One of them, a multimeter, 
was on their demonstration table all 
the time. 

scales 

function 
selector -f!-------HY-1 1 
switch 

The multimeter is used for meas- Fig.l 

a probe 

uring three types of electrical units, namely: voltage, resistance and current. 
This device (see fig. 1 ) has several scales, a needle, a function selector switch, 
two leads, a crocodile clip and a probe. 
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Fig.2 

Look at picture 2 - the girls were measuring 
the value of the resistance at that moment. 
Alice was using two small crocodile clips to 
make a good connection between the meter and 
the resistor. While she was connecting the two 
leads to the resistor, Nataly was turning the 
switch to the resistance range. 

The needle was indicating the value 
of the resistance on the ohms scale. Next time 
they are going to measure the current. They will 
be using the same multimeter. 

11. Complete the dialogue. Use the wordlist below. 

-Who ... working in the lab yesterday at lla.m.? 
- Alice and Nataly ... working in the lab. 
- What were they ... there? 
- They were ... different electrical .... 
- What device ... they working ... ? 
- They were ... with a .... 
-What ... it used ... ? 
- It is ... for measuring three types of electrical ... , namely: ... , resistance 

and ... . 
-How were the students measuring the ... of the ... ? 
-Alice was connecting two ... to the resistor ... Nataly was ... the ... switch 

to the resistance .... 
- What are the students ... to do next time? 
-Next time they ... going ... measure the .... They'll ... using the same .... 

were value selector be 
are were devices current . 
lS turning for doing . . . 
resistance studying . voltage while . . . units multimeter current with . 
going used meter working 
was to leads range 

Ill. Yo~r frien~ is interested in what you were doing in the lab yesterday. 
Descnbe to h1m how you were experimenting with a multimeter. 
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Further Reading 

I. a) When you were studying Physics at school, you learnt a lot about 
electricity. Do you remember any units of electricity? Can you name their 
English equivalents? 

b) Study the pronunciation of the following words. 

ampere [' rempe;)] pascal ['presk;)l] 
volt [v;)ult] coulomb ['ku:J;)m] 
watt [ wot] candela [ 'krendJI;)] 
joule [d3u:l] 

II. Every day you use different electrical devices. But do you know every
thing about electricity? Try to answer the following questions. 

1. What is current and voltage? 
2. Do voltage, current and resistance have any relationship to one another? 
3. Can you name the unit of resistance, the unit of power, the unit of force? 
4. What is SI? 
5. What is a 'derived' unit? 
6. What derived units are known to you? 

Ill. Now read the text to check your answers. 

The amount of electricity which is flowing (it is called the current) is 
measured in units called amps. The pressure of electricity, the voltage, is 
measured in volts. A unit of resistance is called an ohm. 

Current, voltage and resistance have a definite relationship to one anoth
er. The current and the voltage determine the power, the rate at which elec
trical energy is used. A unit of power is a watt. 

In System International (SI) there are seven base units. They are the fol-
lowing: 

-the metre (m) as the unit of length; 
- the kilogram (kg) as the unit of mass; 
-the second (s) as the unit of time; 
- the ampere (A) as the unit of electric current; 
-the kelvin (K) as the unit of (thermodynamic) temperature difference; 
-the mole (mol) as the unit of substance; 
-the candela ( cd) as the unit of luminous intensity I. 
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All other Sl units are derived from2 the seven base units. They are the 
joule, the watt, the pascal, the newton and, most interestingly, the unit of 

charge. the coulomb. 

}Cii.13 CBeTa; 2 C,UHHitUbl, npOH3BO.UHbiC OT 

IV. Check If you know the following Sl units. 

I. The unit of time is ... 2. The unit of substance is ... 3. The unit of elec
tric current is ... 4. The unit of length is ... 5. The unit of luminous intensity 
is ... 6. The unit of mass is ... 7. The unit of thermodynamic temperature dif-
ference is ... 8. The unit of charge is ... 

Activity 

I. Find out what the people In the pictures are going to do. These are pos
sible questions that you can ask. 

EXAMPLE: Where is Max? 
What is he doing at the moment? 
What is he going to do next? 
When is he going to finish the work? 

Max is at the practical class. The engineer is in the lab. 

to work with a multimeter to prepare for the experiment 
to measure the voltage to study the behaviour of the current 
to connect the leads to describe the results in the graphic form 
to watch the indications to carry out some tests on the scale 

II. You~ ~oyfriend/girlfr~end wanted to see you yesterday but he/she 
couldn t fmd you. Explam to your friend what you were busy with. Some 
phrases are already given to you. 
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A:. Well, my dear, can you tell me what you were doing yesterday evening? 
B: Well, I was .... 
A: Were you alone in the lab, I wonder ? 
B: Er, no. Actually my .... 
A: Your ... ?! In what way was he/she helping you, if it's not a secret? 
B: Well, ... . 
A: Really? And can you tell me what you will be doing tomorrow at this time? 
B: Well, let me think for a moment. I'll be .... 
A: I see. But dear, .... 

Useful expressions: 

to prepare for the experiment I to carry out the experiment 
to measure the value of the current I to control voltage in the system 
to check the indications of a multimeter I to write a report 

Ill. Do the crossword. 

Down: 
2. a unit of electromotive force, equal 

to ampere I ohm 
3. a unit of work and energy, equal to 

newton I metre 
4. a unit of electric current, equal to 

coulomb I second 
5. a unit of power, equal to joule I 

second 

Across: 

3 ....---
2 

I I 
6 

1. a unit of electric charge, equal to ampere I second 
6. a SI unit of pressure equal to newton I square metre 

Writing 

4 ....---

I 
:--

-
-

~ 

t--

'-

I. Yesterday you were watching how some students were experimenting 
in the lab. Describe their activities. The words below will help you. 

to use 
to measure 
to hold 

to turn 
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light bulb 
to indicate 
the function selector switch 
the resistance range 
the ohms scale 

____.. 

11. Translate the text into Russian. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

The students of the Technical University 
were carrying out an experiment with a mul
timeter in the lab last week. They were 
checking a mains socket in the wall and they 
were following all the safety instructions. 
Paul was using two probes that time. While 
he was inserting them into two terminals of 
the socket, his groupmate Alex was turning 
the function selector switch to the VAC 
(voltage alternating current) range. The nee-
dle was indicating the pressure of electricity, 

i.e. the voltage in the mains. Everybody was watching the indications on the 
volts scale. It was 220 volts. Next time they are planning to measure the cur
rent in a table lamp. 



COMPUTING 

Section A. Computers Today 

Lead-in 

I. Is it possible to imagine our life without computers? How useful are 
they? 

II. Alice and Paul are talking in the University coffee-bar. Listen to their 
conversation and name the advantages of computers. 

Alice: Paul, what are you going to do at your laboratory classes today? 
Paul: I'm going to work on computer. 
Alice: And do you often work at the computer centre? 
Paul: Not very often. But I like to work on computer. It does the work of ma

ny human beings at fantastically high speeds. 
Alice: Well, if I'm not mistaken it's primarily a calculating machine. 
Paul: Oh, I believe that it's almost a human machine with "brains". A com

puter usually replaces people in dull, routine tasks. It works according 
to the instructions. 

Alice: Well, I see. In my opinion, it's a fascinating machine. 
Paul: Exactly. 

Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

1. A: ... 
B I'm going to work on my project. What about you? 
A: ... 

2. A: Do you often work at the Internet centre? 
B: ... 

3. A: As far as I'm concerned, a computer is almost a human 
machine! 
B: ... 
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IV. Match a line In A with a line In B. 

A 

I. What is computer? 
2. Do you often work 

at the computer center? 
3. What is a programme? 
4. What basic job does 

computer perform? 
5. Do modern computers 

operate quickly? 
6. What is the most popular 

Internet service? 

Language Practice 

B 

a. It's a set of instructions in a special 
computer language. 

b. Yes, they do. 
c. I think, e-mail. 
d. Well, it's a complex electronic 

machine. 
e. Not very often. 
f. It receives and processes 

information. 

Vocabulary 

I. Make up all possible nouns of the following verbs. 

to decide - to add -
to instruct -
to inform
to divide
to employ-

to operate
to multiply
to subtract -
to perform-

II. Find in 8 the word close in the meaning to the word in A. 

A B 

1. to supply a) to process b) to give c) to accept 
2. to employ a) to define b) to operate c) to use 
3. to store a) to keep b) to perform c) to carry out 
4. network a) task b) web c) circuit 
5. to embrace a) to include b) to solve c) to communicate 

Ill. a) Study the picture and learn how to name different computer com
ponents. 
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monitor processor 
' \ drive printer 

\ i 

\ 

--{~ .,,./ i 
/ 

/ 
-.r' ... 

speaker k b. . •' [] 
ey oard floppy disk mouse 

-~ 
scanner 

b) Ask your friend to name these computer components In English. 

K.JiaBIUTypa, npoueccop, .UHCKeTa, KOJIOHKa, .UHCKOBO.U, Mbllllb, CKaHep, 
npHHTep, MOHHTOp 

Grammar: Present Simple (Active) 

IV. Study this chart and make sentences about Michael and Ann, Paul and 
yourself. 

EXAMPLE 1: a. Michael and Ann seldom leave the work half done. 
b. Paul always leaves the work half done. 
c. I ... 

© How often do you ... ? Michael 
Paul You and Ann 

I. leave the work half done seldom always ? 

2. employ minicomputers frequently sometimes ? 
3. attend classes in usually seldom ? 

programming 
4. compile computer program- often never ? 

mes rarely 
5. use the Internet regularly once a month ? 

6. work at the Internet centre every week ? 
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EXAMPLE 2: I. Michael and Ann don't test computer programmes 
every day. 

2. Paul doesn't test computer programmes every day. 

© What do you do every day? Michael and Ann Paul You 

1. test computer - - ? 
programmes 

2. solve different problems + - ? 

3. study different + - ? 

programming languages 
4. perform arithmetic - + ? 

operations 
5. work on computer - - ? 

V. Give the opposite to the following sentences. 

1. The computer doesn't usually make different types of decisions. 2. The 
computer stores information in its "memory". 3. The new calculating 
machine does many kinds of calculations. 4. Modern personal computers 
don't perform work at high speeds. 5. The electronic machines receive and 
store information. 

VI. Answer your partner's questions. 
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EXAMPLE 1: to prepare computer programmes 
A: Do you prepare computer programmes? 
B: Yes, I do. I often prepare computer programmes. 

or B: No, I don't. I never prepare computer programmes. 

to work at the computer centre 
to perform arithmetic operations 
to print information on paper 

to solve different problems 
to use floppy disks 
to store information on CDs 

EXAMPLE 2: a) to carry out logical operations 
A: Does the computer usually carry out logical opera

tions? 
B: Yes, it does. The computer usually carries out logi-

cal operations. 
b) to supply new ii~/Ormation 
A: Does the computer supply new information? 
B: No, it doesn't. It doesn't supply new information. 



to process information 
to increase the labour force 
to present information 

to do the work at high speeds 
to replace people in dull tasks 
to load digital photos 

VII. Put all possible questions to the following statements. 

The computer processes information rapidly. 

Does the computer process information rapidly? 
What does the computer process rapidly? 
How does the computer process information? 

What processes information rapidly? 

1. Computers control mechanical operations in the car industry. 2. The 
design of computers changes quickly. 3. Technicians usually install new com
puters in our laboratory. 4. Computers change the conditions of our work to 
a great extent. 

VIII. Think of some questions for the following answers. The answers 
needn•t be true. 

1. Not very often. 2. It is a calculating machine. 3. I don•t think so. 4. It 
usually does. 5. At the computer centre. 6. Yes, it is very important nowa
days. 

IX. Correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

1. He often work on computer. 2. My friends doesn•t learn any program
ming language. 3. What operations a modern computer performs? 4. Do you 
often employ minicomputers?- No, we doesn•t. 5. Alex have a new comput
er - notebook. 6. Always computers help people solve difficult tasks. 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. KaKHe onepaUHH BbinOJIHHeT KoMnhJOTep? 
2. KoMnhiOTep He .nyMaeT, He TaK JIH? 
3. KOMllbiOTep BbinOJIHSieT MHOfHe BH,Ilbl paC\feTOB 6biCTpO H TO"'HO. 
4. CTy.IJ.eHThi TeXHH\fecKHx oyJoB qacTo BbinOJIHHIOT MaTeMaTH"'ecKHe 

onepaUHH npH llOMOIUH KOMllbiOTepa. 
5. KoMnhiOTep nonyqaeT, xpaHHT H o6pa6aTbiBaeT HH¢opMaUHJO. 
6. B cooei1 pa6oTe Mhi HcnoJibJyeM paJJIH"'Hhie BH.II.bi KOMnhJOTepoo, 

He TaK JIH? 
7. KOMllbiOTepbl COCTOHT H3 nporpaMMHOfO H annapaTHOfO o6ecne

\feHIDI. 
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Reading and Speaking 

1. A lot of people have computers nowadays. 

What do you know about computers? 
What basic jobs does the computer perform? 

11. List as many computer components as you can. Compare your list with 
that of your groupmates. 

111. Match the component with the function. Look through the text to 
check your answers. 

A component A function 

a. It displays the processed data. 
b. It holds the programmes and data, which the 

1. Storage device 
2. Input device 

processor uses. 
c. It does all the processing and controls the peripherals. 

3. Output device 
4. Main memory 
5. Processor d. It provides permanent storage. 

e. It entets data. 

IV. Read the text attentively and find the answers to the following ques
tions. 

1. What are computers? 
2. What operations do computers perform? 
3. The computer d_oesn't think, does it? 
4. Is the computer a simple electronic machine? Why I why not? 
Computers are electronic machines. They communicate with the user, per-

form different kinds of arithmetic operations, such as addition, subtraction, 
division and multiplication, solve a series of logical problems and make thou
sands of logical decisions. Modern computers operate quickly and accurate
ly. However, they don't think. 

Every computer consists of software and hardware. Information in the 
form of programmes and data is called software, but the pieces of equipment 
that make up the computer system are known as hardware. 

The most important item of hardware is the CPU (Central Processing 
Unit). This is the electronic unit at the centre of the computer system. The 
brain of the computer is the processor. It does all the processing and controls 
all the devices in the computer system. The main memory stores all the pro
grammes and data used by the processor. 

All the other devices in the computer system are known as peri
pherals. These include input devices, output devices and storage devices. An 
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input device supplies information into the computer. The most commonly 
used input device is a keyboard. An output device such as a monitor or a print
er displays the processed data. A storage device is used for the permanent stor
age of information on floppy discs or CD-ROM discs. 

V. Cross out the odd word. 

a) processor, main memory, software 
b) input device, data, storage device 
c) monitor, floppy disc, printer 
d) hardware, programme, data 

VI. Fill in the missing information in this diagram. 

VII. This is a summary of the lecture on computers that was taken from a 
student's notebook. But the teacher was speaking too fast and the stu
dent couldn't follow him. Help him restore the necessary information. 

Computers ~ CDIHpk.r ekdfl/hte ~Wilt:k~.t~ 7h~ perforM-1 
url/111ndlt . _ . sudt ll.$ . _., . _ . , •.. / . . • aP~d w1ek ~ou.sR..aat$ 

~f lPt'eo..l . -. . tlP ~ntv/v, a:m~u.J . . . .~&.61;' ~t:/. _ . _ 
Co"'''utu-s ~"'~ist P/ .rt{tu.arr ~d . _. . .!P!Iw.::vr /Hduns 

... PAP dtdt~.·Hartlw~ a¥~1ai~ ~~ tl!hlnzl. .. /&u/ t%#1/ 
&~ pij-lrval.t.. 

7lte /)rtJI'Lrsl)/' is lh~ .. _ tf //,e 0l¥1'1~V. .7/- . - P# ~e 

/Jf"'JCfS$1.~. 'Jhe ... mehKJ';j' ... g/1 ~ /~AHIH?f't' .IUfP d~ 
ttstt! tht . _ . 

- Ill .. , 
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. (1M ;,y,at $v1~ . .. lH.fo'mtzliP/:1 I~ &~ . ~ .. 
1)1., Pldrd tlevitL Itt~ ,/'n;an«< da/~. . 
/) . . . /l'eviU iJ vsf!d' .ftv' &~ ... ~fpr~~ ¥ /nft:~a/dJII-L, 

VIII. One of you is a teacher of Computer Science. The other is ~ student. 
The student Is taking a test on computer components and functions. The 
teacher Is asking questions and checking if everything is correct. 
Reproduce this conversation. Work in pairs. 

Useful phrases: 

What is this device called? 
What is its function? 
Try again. 

Further Reading 

Excellent! Well done! 
If I'm not mistaken, ... 
As far as I know, ... 

1. Before reading the text answer the following questions. 

1. How many people use the Internet these days? 2. What popular 
Internet services do you know? 3. Do you often use the Internet? What for? 

11. Now read the text about the Internet service. 

The Internet 

The Internet is a global computer network that embraces millions of users 
all over the world. It dates back to 1969 when it began I as a military experi
ment. Information that people send over the Internet takes the shortest path 
available from one computer to another. Because of this, any two computers 
on the Internet stay in touch with each other as long as there is a single route 
between them. This technology is called packet switching network2. Owing to 
this technology, if some computers on the network fail, the information just 
routes around them. 

One of the most popular Internet services is e-mail. Most of the people, 
who have access to the Internet, use the network only for sending and receiv
ing e-mail messages. However, other popular services are available on the 
Internet: reading USENET News, using the World-Wide Web and Intranet. 

However, some problems remain. The most important is security. When 
you send an e-mail message to somebody, this message travels through many 
different networks and computers. Special computers that are called routers3 
direct the data towards its destination. That is why it becomes possible to get 
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into any of computers along the route and even change the data that we send 
over the Internet. This happens because the Internet transmits nearly all the 
information, which we send without any form of encoding. 

Ill. Say whether the following sentences are true or false. Correct the 
false sentences. 

1. Only one million people use the Internet. 2. The most popular Internet 
service is e-mail. 3. People use the Internet only for sending and receiving e
mail messages. 4. It is impossible to get into any of computers along the 
route. 5. There is a special form of encoding with the help of which the 
Internet transmits nearly all the information. 

IV. Read the translation of the 1st paragraph. Compare it with the original 
and say if everything is right. 

fJI06a.JibHaH KOMTibfOTepHaH CeTb 11HTepHeT BKJifOqaeT MI1JIJ1110Hbl TIOJib-
30BaTeJiei1. so sceM MHpe. MH<t>opMaU.H.R, koTOPYJO oTnpaBJIHIOT no MHTep
HeTy, npOXO,UHT caMbiH KOpOTKMH TIYTb OT O.llHOfO KOMTibiOTepa K ,npyroMy. 
Tio3TOMY JII06hie .usa KOMTibiOTepa B ceTH MHTepHeT CBHJaHhi .II.PYf c .npy
roM JlO TeX nop, TIOKa OHH HaXOJlHTCH B JIOKa.JlbHOM CeTH. 

Activity 

I. Mr Brains is an excellent specialist in computer technology. Read the 
following sentences about him and say if they are true to you. Pay atten-
tion to the ways of expressing surprise. --

EXAMPLE 1: A: He compiles computer programmes. 
B: Does he? So do 1 I compile them, too. 

EXAMPLE 2: A: He doesn't do millions of calculations per second. 
B: Doesn't he? Neither do 1 I Nor do 1 I I do not, 

either. 

1. He prepares complicated programmes. 
2. He doesn't obtain negative results in his research. 
3. He has a logical mind. 
4. He doesn't have access to the Internet. 
5. He understands the basic concepts in computer science. 
6. He doesn't study a new programming language. 
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11. More and more people use computers In their work. It Is Impossible to 
Imagine our life without this invention of the 20th century. Are computers 
the greatest or the most dangerous Invention? Do you use computers In 
your studies or do you simply play computer games? 

a) Read the following arguments. Add your own ones. 

Computers are the greate.ttt Computer!~· are tile mtJ.\'1 dangerous 

invention imoe11tio11 

1. They save a lot of time. I. They are dangerous for your health. 

2. They help you to process 2. Some people live in the virtual 

information. reality not in the real world. 

3. They operate quickly and 3. They are machines and it's 
solve problems accurately. easy to break them. 

4. They replace people in dull 4. They don't think.. 
and boring tasks. 

5 .... 5 .... 

b) Discuss the problem in groups of 3-5 students in order to make a 
decision. 

Writing 

I. Write two paragraphs, one about the advantages and the other about 
the disadvantages of computers. 

II. Translate the text into Russian. 

Computer is a complex electronic machine. Its basic job is the processing 
of information. For this reason, computers are known as devices, which 
accept 2 kinds of information in the form of instructions. The former is 
called programmes and the latter is known as data. 

A modern computer today performs millions of logical operations and it 
doesn't get tired. Sometimes it seems that computer operates like a mechanical 
"brain". However, it cannot do anything unless I a person tells it what to do and 
gives it the appropriate2 information. Computers replace people in dull, routine 
tasks, but they will not replace human beings in every sphere of life. Though3 
nowadays scientists are trying to devise the "Intelligent Computer". 

lnoKa ... He; 2Heo6xonHMhiH; 3xon1 
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Section B. From the History 
of Computers 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss these questions. 

a) How many calculating devices can you name? What were the first cal
culating devices? 

b) When and where did the first computer appear? 

11. Alice and Dima are studying in different groups. Now they are dis
cussing their laboratory classes. Listen to their conversations and say 
what they are talking about. 

A. Alice: What did you do at your laboratory classes yesterday? 
Dima: I observed a very interesting experiment with superconductors. 

And what about you? 
Alice: As for me, I made a new prdgramme for the microcomputer. 
Dima: Well, two years ago computer systems interested me, too. 

Yesterday I read a very interesting book on the his-
tory of computers by Norma D. Miller. Did you read it? 

Alice: I don't think I did. What does it deal with? 
Dima: It deals with many remarkable powers of computers and their 

basic capabilities. 
B. Alice: What will you do at your laboratory classes tomorrow? 

Dim a: I expect I'll study changes in the properties of substances under 
different conditions. 

Alice: You will use superconductors, won't you? 
Dima: Yes, I will. And what are you going to do? 
Alice: I think I'll study commercial applications of minicomputers. 

Dima: You are interested in computer systems, aren't you? 
Alice: Yes, I am. 

Dima: Will you explain some computer concepts to me then? 
Alice: Certainly. 

II. Complete the dialogues. 

1. A: What did you do at your lab class on Monday? 
B: ... And what about you? 
A: Well, ... 
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2. A: ... 
B: It deals with powers of computers and their basic capabilities. 
A: .. . 

3. A: .. . 
B: I expect I will do some experiments with new substances. And what 

are you going to do? 
A: .. . 
B: .. . 
A: Yes, I am. 

Ill. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. What are you interested in? 
2. What did he do yesterday? 
3. Will you study the commercial 

applications of minicomputers 
at your lab class tomorrow? 

4. Will you explain some computer 
concepts to me. please? 

5. When did you begin to study 
computer science? 

Language Practice 

B 
a. Certainly, with pleasure! 
b. Long time ago. 
c. I'm interested in computer 

systems. 
d. He made a new programme 

for the microcomputer. 
e. I expect so. 

Vocabulary 

I. Complete the list of derivatives. Use your dictionary if necessary. 

Verb Nou11 Adjec:tiJ.•e 

l. ... I. invention I. . .. 
2. calculate 2. 2. . .. 
3. 3. 3. devisable 
4. 4. production 4. ... 
5. 5. 5. independent 
6. 6. experiment 6. ... 

7. ... 7. 7. reduced/ reducible 
8. compute 8. ... 8 . . .. 
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11. Find in B the correct translation to the word In A. 

A 
1. 11Jo6peTaTb 
2. cq~o1TaTb 
3. npOJJ.OJDKaTb 
4. pa3pa6aTbi-

oaTb 
5. MHOfO 
6.3aBHCeTb 
7. cqeTbl 

a) to reduce 
a) to count 
a) to produce 
a) to work 
a) a great deal of 
a) to reduce 
a) counter 

B 
b) to invent 
b) to operate 
b) to embrace 
b) to devise 
b) a few 
b) to define 
b) abacus 

c) to employ 
c) to communicate 
c) to go on 
c) to divide 
c) several 
c) to depend 
c) device 

Ill. Match the words from both columns to make all possible word com
binations. 

1. calculating a. network 
2. wide b. tables 
3. easy d. mathematics 
4. logarithm e. device 
5. branch of e. disc 
6. global f. way 
7. floppy g. application 

Grammar: Past, Future Simple Active 

IV. Give the Past Simple of the following verbs. Pay attention to irregular 
verbs. See Appendix 4. 

to break to understand to change 
to compile to express to be 
to try to break to give 
to read to perform to process 
to think to take to drive 
to find to write to know 

V. Use one of the given verbs below to fill each gap. Put the verb in the 
Past Simple. 

test read understand study solve 

1. Andrew compiled a new programme yesterday. 
2. I ... a book on the history of computers a week ago. 
3. The students ... a calculating machine at the laboratory class last month. 
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4. All the students ... the basic concepts in computer science. 
5. Julia ... a complicated problem at the lesson of Mathematics. 
6. We ... scientific application of computers last week. 

VI. Make the following sentences negative. 

EXAMPLE: Computers reduced 
Computers didn't reduce 

manpower. 
manpower. 

1. The computer processed a lot of information. 2. First computers solved 
problems slower than a human being. 3. The computer changed my lifestyle 
to a great extent. 4. Mechanical devices increased labour productivity in 
industry. 5. The new computer stored data with high accuracy. 

VII. Tell your friend when you did these things. 

EXAMPLE: to work on computer 
A: When did you work on computer? 
B: I worked on computer at the computer centre yesterday. 

to study different kinds of computers yesterday 
to calculate complex mathematical last week (month) 

equations two days ago 
to study the advantages of the day before yesterday 

minicomputers 
to prepare complicated 

programmes 

VIII. Put all possible questions to the following statements. 

The first computers came out in the USA 

Did the first computers come out in the USA 

When did the first computers come out in the USA? 

Where did the first computers come out 

What came out in the USA 

in /946. 

in 1946? 

in 1946? 

in 1946? 

1. Engineers designed computers for particular purposes. 2. My group
mate studied the application of minicomputers last term. 3. The book on the 
history of computers dealt with basic capabilities of computers. 4. Compu
ters changed the conditions of our work and life to a great extent. 

IX. Choose the correct verb form. 

1. The engineers discussed /were discussing new computer technology at 
4 o'clock yesterday. 2. He explained I was explaining basic computer terms 
to us two days ago. 3. I was testing I tested a new device when you called me. 
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4. I was writing down I wrote down the results of the experiment from 9 to 
10 a.m yesterday. 5. Helen learned I was learning two computer languages 
when she was studying at University. 

X. You are discussing computers of the future with your groupmates. Say 
what the computers will look like. 

will perform operations faster. 

The computer of the future 

will not (won't) be very big. 

To process data at higher speeds; to change the conditions of our work to 
a great extent; to differ from the computers in use today; to use tiny inte
grated circuits; to resemble a human. being; to replace a person in every 
sphere of life 

XI. Your friend studies computer science. Ask your friend when he will do 
these things. 

EXAMPLE: to work on microcomputer 
A: When will you work on microcomputer? 
B: I will work on microcomputer tomorrow. 

to study the capabilities and limitations 
of a new computer 

to discuss advantages and 
disadvantages of PC 

to study the minicomputer 
technology 

tomorrow 

in a day (three days) 

the day after tomorrow 

to check the main components next Monday (week, month) 
of computer 

XII. Put all possible questions to the following statements. 

They will discuss experime/ltal data in a week. 

Will they discuss experimental data in a week? 

What will they discuss in a week? 

When will they discuss experimental data? 

Wh& will discuss experimental data in a week? 

1. Our industry will introduce complex robots with minicomputers into 
production in the future. 2. Computers will find wide applications in differ-
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ent branches of engineering soon. 3. The students will compile new pro
grammes in a month. 4. We will discuss all advantages and disadvantages of 
the Internet at tomorrow's conference. 

XIII. Insert the necessary prepositions. 

I. Students at the Technical University often carry ... different experi-
ments. 2. Although Ivan gets very tired he always goes ... working. 3. A lot 
depends ... computers today. 4. Minicomputers save a great deal .... time. 
5. All the students of our University have access ... the Internet. 6. This new 
device will find wide application ... many branches of industry. 

XIV. Correct mistakes. 

I. I studied the capabilities of a new computer tomorrow. 2. The first-gen
eration computers will come out in 1950. 3. During the 18th century many 
people try to find easy ways of calculating. 4. The first calculating machine 
don't perform operations at high speeds. 5. Modern computers will to save a 
great deal of time. 6. Henry Briggs didn't invented calculus. 7. Soon a new 
generation of computers will appears. 8. The third-generation computers did 
appear in 1965. 

XV. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. 'lJepe3 HeCKOJibKO JieT KOMnbiOTepbl CTaHyT MeHbWe 11 6onee MOlllHbl
MI1. 2. 3TH po60Tbl 6y.LJYT 11CnOJib30BaTb MI1KpOKOMnbiOTepbi. 3. flepBbie 
BhittHCJIHTeJibHbie MawHHhi noHBHJIHCh B 1820 r. 4. Bbi cpasmum B03MO)[(
HOCTI1 JJ.Byx BI1Jl.OB KOMnbiOTepoB? 5. 0HI1 CJJ.eJiaiOT nporpaMMY JUIH KOM
nhiOTepa ttepe3 He.LJ.eJIIO? 6. Haw npo<t>eccop pa3pa60TaJI HOBOe ycTpOHCTBO 
JJ.JIH Bhittl1CJieHHH. 7. Hosoe noKoJieHHe KOMnhJOTepos 6y.LJ.eT Bhmonmnh 
MI1JIJ111ap.LJ. onepaU.HH B CeKyH.LJY. 8. KoMnhiOTepbl BTOporo nOKOJieHl1H Bbl
nOJIHHJIM pa6oTy B 10 pa3 6biCTpee, lJCM KOMnbiOTepbl nepBOfO nOKOJieHHH. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Learn to read these words properly. Do you know their Russian eql,li
valents? If not, consult the dictionary. 
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abacus [' re b;Jk;Js] 

be~d [bi:d] 
logarithm ['log;JriO;Jm] 

gear [gi;J] 
binary ['bam;Jn] 



11. Before reading the text try to answer the following questions. 

1. What was the first calculating device? 2. What is the abacus? Do peo
ple still use it nowadays? 3. Who invented calculus? 4. When did the first real 
calculating machine appear? 5. What is Charles Babbage famous for? 

Ill. Now read the text about the history of computer systems and check 
your answers. 

History of Computer Systems 

The very first calculating device was the ten fin
gers of a man's hand. This, in fact, is why today we 
still count in tens and multiples of tens. Then people 
invented the abacus, a bead frame in which the beads 
move from left to right. People went on using some 
form of abacus well into the 16th century, and it is 
used in some parts of the world because it's not nec
essary to know how to read in order to use it. 

During the 17th and 18th centuries, many people 
tried to find easy ways of calculating. The French sci
entist Blaise Pascal invented the first adding machine 
in 1642. His machine was ·mechanical in nature and 
it used gears to store numbers. John Napier, a 
Scotsman, devised a mechanical way of multiplying and dividing. He also pro
duced the first logarithms. All mathematicians today use logarithm tables. 
Leibnitz, a German mathematician, developed the binary system of mathe
matics in the 1600s. Binary mathematics uses only the 0 and the 1. and 
arranges them to represent all numbers. 

The first real calculating machine appeared in 
1820 as the result of several people's experiments. 
This type of machine, which saved a great deal of time 
and reduced the possibility of mistakes, depended on a 
series of gear wheels I and used "punched cards". In 
1830 Charles Babbage, an Englishman, began to 
design a machine that was later called the "Ana~rtical 
Engine"2. Babbage showed this machine at the Paris 
Exhibition in 1855. It contained all of the basic ele
ments of an automatic computer - storage. working 
memory and input device. Many of his ideas were the 
basis for building today's computers. 
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IV. Arrange the following calculating devices according to the time of 
their invention. 

the first adding machine 
the first multiplying and 

dividing device 

the "Analytical Engine" 
the modern calculator 

the abacus 
the computer 

v. Match these people with the country of their origin. Say what you know 
about each of them. 

I. John Napier a) England 
2. Charles Babbage b) Germany 
3. Wilhelm Leibnitz c) France 
4. Blaise Pascal d) Scotland 
5. Bill Gates e) Russia 
6. Albert Popkov f) the USA 

VI. How are the following ideas expressed in the text? 

1. Then people created the abacus. 2. People continued to use some form 
of abacus well into the 16th century. 3. J. Napier invented a mechanical way 
of multiplying and dividing. 4. This machine saves a lot of time. 5. This type 
of machine is based on a series of gear wheels. 

VII. Work in pairs. In the Technical University tomorrow there will be an 
exhibition "A long way to computers". 

Student A: The Dean of your Department has asked you to be a guide at 
this exhibition and describe to the visitors all the calculating 
devices displayed. Ask a specialist on computer history to find 
out as much information as possible about these devices. They are: 
picture of man's two hands, an abacus, logarithm tables, the first 
adding machine, the Analytical Engine. 

Student B: You are a specialist on computer history. An·swer the guide's 
questions about different calculating devices. 

You may start like this: 

Student A: Dear Mr Kosov, I would like to ask you several questions about 
some calculating devices. · 

Student B: Yes, what devices are you interested in? 
A: Well, what was the very first calculating device? 
B: 
A: 
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Further Reading 

I. Are you good at computers? Try to answer the following questions to 
check your knowledge. Is there anybody in your group who knows all the 
answers? 

1. When did the first generation of computers appear? 
2. The first-generation computers used vacuum tubes, didn't they? 
3. What did the second-generation computers use instead of vacuum tubes? 
4. How did the computers of the third generation differ from those of the 

first and the second generations? 
5. Do we have computers that complete millions of operations per second? 
6. What was the first PC called? 

• 
II. Read the text and check your answers. 

Let's have a look at the history of computers. The first general-purpose 
electronic digital computer came out in the USA in 1946. It was called 
ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer). ENIAC con
tained about 18,000 vacuum tubes, weighed more than 30 tons, occupied 
more than 1,500 square feet of floor space, and consumed 150 kilowatts of 
electricity during operation. The first-generation computer performed about 
5,000 additions and 1,000 multiplications per second and was slow in com
parison with modern machines. In the late 19 50s the second generation of 
computers appeared-and these performed work ten times faster than the first 
computers. The reason for this extra speed was the use of transistors instead 
of vacuum tubes. The third-generation computers appeared in 1965. They 
performed a million calculations per second, which was 1,000 times as many 
as first-generation computers. Now tiny integrated circuits controlled com
puters. 

By the late 1960s many large businesses depended on computers. Many 
companies linked their computers into networks and that made it possible for 
different offices to share information. During this time computer technology 
improved rapidly. In the 1970s there appeared a microprocessor. And in 1975 
American engineers devised the first personal computer, Altair. Millions of 
individuals, families and schools began to use PCs. 

Present-day computers complete millions of instructions per second. 
Some experts predict that a new generation of intelligent machines will 
process data with the help of beams of laser light, rather than electric cur
rent. They say that these computers will store data on individual molecules 
and that virtual reality will play a large role in education. 
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111. Complete the sentences. 

1. The first- ... computers ... 5,000 ... and 1,000 .... 2. The ... -generation ... 
performed ... ten times faster than the ... -generation .... 3. The second-gene-
ration computers used ... instead of ....... 4. Many companies ... their com-
puters into .... 5. Future computers ... probably ... data with the help of ... of 
laser light. 6. Some experts predict that ...... will ... a large role in education. 

IV. Expand these sentences with the information from the text. 

l. The first-generation computers were slow. 2. The second-generation 
computers used transistors. 3. There were many improvements in the third 
generation of computers. 4. People became dependent on computers. 
5. Computers of the future will be better. 

V. Give a title to the text. 

Activity 

I. Play a guessing game. 

Student A: Choose one of the calculating devices given below. Student B 
will have to guess what device it is. Answer his questions (no 
more than five!). 
the Analytical Engine, the abacus, the ENIAC 
the calculator, the Altair, the modern computer 

Student B: Ask no more than five general questions to guess what calcu
lating device Student A has chosen. 

II. You and your friend are preparing for the exam in Computer Studies. 
Ask each other different questions to check your knowledge of the sub
ject. 

These are possible questions: 

1. When and where did the first calculating machine appear? 
2. What calculating machines do you know? 
3. What is ENIAC? 

4. I wonder how many calculations the first-generation computer per
formed per srcond? 

5. The second generation of computers worked faster than the' first com
puters, didn't it? 

6 .... 
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I. Describe the computer you would like to have in the future. 

11. Do you know what computers of the future will look like? Translate the 
text into Russian to find it out. 

Computers of the Future 

In the 1980s some scientists predicted: "By the year 2000 we will have a 
network planet. In offices, shops, factories and homes there will be small 
machines that will help us communicate with distant computers. We will ask 
them questions, perform calculations and enter data that computers will 
store, process and act upon. Probably all the professions will have their own 
data banks. People will use home terminals for education, planning vocation 
and sheer entertainment. They will buy theatre tickets, airline tickets, and 
manage their bank accounts with the help of the Internet". 

All this is reality nowadays. But the potential uses of computers are still 
endless. Today scientists predict that we will have machines that are as intel
ligent as we are. Here are some of their predictions: 

• cars will report good and safe driving: 

• a TV set will choose programmes that the viewer enjoys. Better yet, it 
will not repeat annoying commercials: 

• a house will sense the mood of its owner: the coffee machine will kick 
in (=start working) when it's needed. 



C!Dauo~ GS©QLJ[f 1--------

ROBOTICS 

Section A. Robots Components 

Lead-in 

1. Discuss these questions. 

a) Can you imagine the present life without robots? 
b) What is a robot? Do we depend on robots a lot today? Give your reasons. 

11. Peter worked at the Motor Plant. He hasn•t seen his friend Nick for a long 
time. Listen to their dialogue and say what operations robots perform. 

Peter: Hello, Nick. 
Nick: Hello, Peter. I haven't seen you for ages. Where have you been? 
Peter: I have been to the Motor Plant. I've studied the industrial applications 

of robots there. 
Nick: You have learned a lot of interesting things, haven't you? 
Peter: Oh, definitely. I have seen various types of robots in operation. 
Nick: Have you? And what operations do they perform? 
Peter: Well, they pick up and place different objects, carry the objects from 

one place to another, in short they replace men in all kinds of jobs. 
Nick: Have you got any useful experience for your future career? 
Peter: Sure, and I'm going to make a diploma project on industrial robots. 
Nick: I see. Well, good luck to you then. 
Peter: Thanks. 

Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

a) A: 
B: I've been to the Steel Works. 
A: ... 
B: Yes, I have. 

b) A: What operations do robots perform? 
B: 
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A: 
B: Certainly, I have. And I would like to carry out research on indust

rial robots. 
A: 
B: Thanks a lot. 

IV. Match a line in A with a line In B. 

A B 

1. Where have you been? 
2. What has Alex done? 
3. What has the engineer devised? 

a. It's a special device that does 
the mechanical work and 
resembles a human arm. 

4. What is a robot? 
5. What is a manipulator? 
6. Have you studied industrial 

applications of robots? 

Language Practice 

b. Yes, I have. 
c. It's a machine that perfonns 

certain tasks. 
d. A new type of a robot. 
e. I've been to the plant. 
f. He has just finished his work. 

Vocabulary 

I. Here are some suffixes to make an adjective. Translate them into Russian. 

1. Verb +-able, -ible 
reproduce ( 6ocnpou36oaumb) 

programme ( ... ) 
read( ... ) 
repair( ... ) 
interchange ( ... ) 
break'( ... ) 

2. Verb + -ant, -ent 
differ (pa3flUttamhc.R) 
depend( ... ) 
insist ( ... ) 
resist ( ... ) 
signify( ... ) 

reproducible (mo. ttmo MOJICHO 
60CnpOU36ecmu, 60CnpOU360aUMblU) 

programmable ( ... ) 
readable ( ... ) 
repairable ( ... ) 
interchangeable ( ... ) 
breakable ( ... ) 

different (pa3flUttHhlii) 
dependent( ... ) 
insistent ( ... ) 
resistant ( ... ) 
significant( ... ) 



3. Noun+ -al 
centre ( ~eHmp) 
culture( ... ) 
mechanic ( ... ) 
technology ( ... ) 
magic( ... ) 
globe( ... ) 

central (~eH!npa.tlbHbtU) 
cultural ( ... ) 
mechanical ( ... ) 
technological ( ... ) 
magical( ... ) 
global( ... ) 

11. What is special about the nouns and verbs of the following words? 

bend spring change advance finish cause start 

111. Match the words with the opposite meaning. 

1. increase a. rest 
2. bend b. start 
3. motion c. shorten 
4. switch on d. disadvantage 
5. finish e. straighten 
6. advantage f. reduce 
7. widen g. switch off 

IV. Find in 8 the correct translation of the word in A. 

A B 

1. YJIY1UlleHH.e a) advantage b) advance c) spring 
2. Ba)I(HbiH a) capable b) available c) essential 
3. npy)KJ.·ma a) spring b) capacity c) actuator 
4 . .IJ.a)Ke a) although b) even c) recently 
5. paCT.SifH.BaTb a) to straighten b) to extend c) to cause 
6.npH.BO.lJ.H.Tb a) to manipulate b) to switch on c) to actuate 

B .IJ.eHCTBHe 

Grammar: Present Perfect (Active) 

V. Give Participle II of the following verbs. 

go become bring 
learn put throw 
apply study cut 
know choose build 
make pay invent 
begin drive find 
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VI. Say what these people have done. 

EXAMPLE: Professor Frolov works at the Technical University. 
invent I a new calculating method I recently 
He has invented a new calculating method recently. 

1. Andrew is a student of Robot Engineering. 
study I robot components I recently 

2. Helen is at the laboratory class. 
carry out I an experiment with a robot I just 

3. Professor Kosov is a famous engineer. 
develop I a new design of a robot I lately 

4. Paul is checking robot components. 
check I the robot programme I already 

5. The student is in the Demonstration Hall now. 
observe I the robot in operation I just 

VII. Give the opposite to the following sentences. 

1. Scientists haven't made any important developments in technology 
over the last 10 years. 

2. The Professor has described achievements in robotics to his students. 
3. I have never been to the Museum of Technology in Amsterdam. 
4. He has already studied robot history. 
5. The laboratory has recently recieved a new model of a robot. 

VIII. Ask your fellow student if he has already done these things. 

EXAMPLE: to make a discovery- yet 
A: Have you made a discovery yet? 
B: Yes, I (we, they) have. I (we, they) have already made a 

or discovery. 
B: No, I (we, they) haven't. l(we, they) haven't made a dis

covery yet. 

to learn interesting facts about robots 
to develop a new technology 
to design a modern robot 
to invent a new robot component 
to learn about robot's abilities 
to visit the exhibition of new robots 

yet 
just 

recent(!-' 
yet 
this week 

late~v 
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IX. Put all possible questions to the following statements. Consult the 
table. 

They haw! just tested the new ec;uipment in the lah. 

Have they just tested the new equipment in the lab? 

What have they just tested in the lab? 

Where have they just tested the new equipment? 

What 
have they 

equipment 
just tested in the lab? 

Who has just tested the new equipment in the lab? 

1. The operator has already changed the direction of the robot manipula
tor. 2. She has become famous for her invention. 3. We have studied the 
robot's application at the class today. 4. Our engineers have just completed 
the description of the system ~n operation. 

X. Make up some questions for the following answers. The answers 
needn't be true. 

1. Yes, I have. 2. I've been to London. 3. I've observed the new industrial 
robot. 4. Unfortunately, not yet. 5. I've seen him recently. 6. He has already 
finished the experiment. 

XI. Put for or since Into each gap. 

For a week ( 7 days) 

~------~~~------~ r ""' Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun. Mon. 

I I I I I I I I New (Monday) 

Since 
last -----------------------------~ 
Monday 

1. I haven't seen Paul ... January. 2. He has worked for this company ... 2 
years. 3. The students have studied the robot's application ... a month. 4. Alex 
has been at the laboratory class ... this morning. 5. We have known about this 
achievement ... a long time. 6. A group of students has worked on this proj
ect ... the beginning of the term. 

XII. Choose the correct verb form. 

1. A group of engineers has applied I applied the new technology recent
ly. 2. Our teacher described I has described the manipulator at the lesson yes-
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terday. 3. When did you change I have you changed the robot programme? 
4. I have never tested I never tested the new equipment. 5. Did you ever study I 
Have you ever studied the robot history? 6. Andrew has changed I changed 
the robot application two days ago. 

XIII. Insert the necessary prepositions. 

I. I often go ... the Museum of Science. 2. I've learned a lot ... engineer
ing history. 3. The principles of robot technology stretch ... thousands of 
years. 4. There are numerous advances ... the field of robot technology. 
5. Only ... the 1950s engineers managed to build the first generation of com
puters. 6. Modern robots are capable ... many life-like actions. 

XIV. Correct mistakes. 

1. The design and materials for robots has changed over the years. 2. Pro
fessor Levashov developed new moving devices lately. 3. I know Dr. Kosov 
from the Department of Mechanical Engineering since 1999. 4. Did you have 
carried out your research work yet? 5. Where you have been? I worried about 
you. 6. Michal not has checked the programme. 

XV. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. He.n.a8HO 6eJTopyccKwe yl.feHbie wJo6peJTM H08YIO TexHoJTorwiO. 2. 11M 
CTaJTM 1138eCTHbl HeKOTOpbie HHTepeCHbie <f>aKTbl 113 HCTOpMM po60T08. 
3. OHM TOJTbKO "'TO npo.n.eMoHcTpMp08aJTI1 803MO:>KHOCTM po6oTa. 4. 0Ha 8 
na6opaTopMM c 9 4aC08. 5. OH CTaJT HJBeCTHbiM 6naro.n.apH csoeMy H3o6pe
TeHMIO. 6. Mbr ew.e He co3.II.aJTM HOBbiH npM80.IJ.. 7. CTy.II,eHTbi }')Ke M3MeHMJIM 
nporpaMMY po6oTa. 8. OHM }')Ke ycTaH08111IM MaHMnyJTHTOp 8 ij08biH po6oT. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. The 20th century has produced many important achievements in 
science and technology. Robots are one of them. In groups list as many 
spheres of robot application as possible. Compare your list with those of 
other groups. 

II. These words are from the text below. Consult your dictionary to check 
their meaning. 

cog, n 
throughout, adv 
sophisticated, adj 

touch, n 
appearance. n 

What do you think the text is about? 
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111. Read this text attentively and learn some facts from robot history. 

Although the development of robots seems a very modern idea, the prin
ciples behind this new technology were known thousands of years ago. Even 
ancient Greeks and Romans used mechanical cogs and gears which are now 
an essential part of robot technology. In the Middle Ages there was a real 
breakthrough in the development of robot engineering. At that time many 
types of mechanical devices appeared. At the end of the 17th century engi
neers already knew about most of the mechanical components that make up 
a modern robot. 

Throughout history inventors have produced a variety of seemingly ma
gical mechanical devices capable of quite life-like actions. These devices were 
not programmable, they were simply performing a set of operations. 
Different scientists and engineers have applied many advances in this field 
since that time. 

Today's robot is a very complex structure. A metal or plastic frame serves 
for a skeleton, and a variety of actuators provide muscle power. But the new 
humanoids are not just bodies, they are also sophisticated sensing machines 
with cameras, microphones, even specific sensors that imitate the sense of 
touch. And then there are the brains. Nowadays scientists haven't yet creat
ed such a robot that can think. But who knows, maybe in the future it will not 
only resemble a human being in appearance but will also have the capacity to 
think and feel. 

IV. Answer the questions. 

1. When did people learn the main principles of robot technology? 
2. Did ancient Greeks and Romans know anything about robots? 
3. When did engineers learn about most of the mechanical components 

of a robot? 
4. Is today's robot a simple structure? 
5. Would you like to have a robot friend? 

V. Complete the sentences. 

1. Today the students ... some facts about ... history. 2. Ancient Greeks 
and Romans used ... cogs and gears which are now an ... part of .... 3. At the 
end of the 17th century engineers already knew about most of the ... that ... 
~modern ~obot.4. Throughout history ... have ... a variety of seemingly mag
teal ... devtces. 5. These devices were simply ... a ... of operations. 7. A robot 
consists of a metal or plastic ... and a variety of ... provide muscle ... . 
8. Today's robots are sophisticated ... machines that have ... , microphones 
and specific ... that imitate the ... of ... . 
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VI. Expand these sentences with the facts from the text. 

1. The basic principles of robot technology were known thousands of 
years ago. 2. The Middle Ages produced advances in robot technology. 
3. There were many mechanical devices in the past. 4. A modern robot is a 
complex engineering structure. 5. It's difficult to predict what the robots of 
the future will look like. 

VII. You have just listened to the lecture on the history of robot techno
logy. You still have ten minutes before the break and the teacher has 
asked you to tell him what new facts you have learnt. Make a short report. 

Further Reading 

I. There•s a great number of new words and phrases in the following text. 
Study their meanings. 

shake, v 
shake hands with smb 
clamp, n 
Jaw, n 
rigid, adj 
ridged, adj 

TpSICTH, nmKHMaTb 
no)((aTb PYKY KOMy-JI. 
Ja)((MM; JaXBaT 
THCKH 
HenO,UBIDKHO JaKpenJieHHbiM 
xpe6Too6pa3Hbitl 

deflect, v 
grip, v 

nporH6aTb( CH ), CrH6aTb( CSI ), OTKJIOHSITb( CSI) 
XBaTaTb, C)((MMaTb, 6paTb 

elephant, n CJIOH 
trunk, n xo6oT 
hose, n llJJlaHr 

II. Read the title of the text and look at the pictures. What do you think the 
text is about? Would you like to shake hands with such a robot? 

Ill. In the previous text you have learned some 
facts about the history of robots. Now read about 
the latest achievements in robot engineering. 

Shake Hands with a Robot 
Shake hands with Vorscht -that's what engineers 

at University in Edinburgh are saying. Recently they 
have devised this brand new robot. Vorscht's hand
shake is not the metallic, jaw-like clamp of the robots 
that are used on production lines in industry. It's a 
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softer, gentler grasp, like gripping the trunk of an elephant, or even shaking 
hands with another person. 

Take a rigid plastic tube, rather like a vacuum cleaner hose. Close one 
end, and blow air in the other. The tube stretches slightly (see Box 1). The 
increased pressure inside the tube causes it to extend. 

Take three of these tubes and mount them side by side to form an assem
bly called an actuator. Increase the pressure in two of the tubes, and the actu
ator bends (see Box 2). Reduce the pressure and it straightens up again. That's 
how the fingers on Vorscht's hands bend w~en they grip your hand. 

BOX 2 

With two 
elements, the 
actuator can 
move from side 
to side. Greater 
pressure in 
element 1 makes it 
bend to the right. 
This is called 
bending in a plane. 

BOX 1 

An individual element is a plastic tube 
with ridged sides, like bellows. 

Pressure 1 > pressure 2 

Increasing the 
pressure inside 
the tube causes it 
to extend. 
The sides of the 
tube are like a 
spring - reduce 
the pressure and 
it springs back to its original 
length. This occurs because of 
the elasticity of the material, 
like that of an elastic band. 

With three 
elements, the 
actuator can be 
made to bend 
in any 
direction. 
The greater the 
differences in 
pressure, the 
more the tip of 
the actuator is 
deflected. Pressure 1 " 2 > 3 

IV. Say if the following sentences are true or false. Correct the false ones. 

1. Vorscht is the name of the company that produces robots. 2. When you 
shake hands with Vorscht you feel metallic jaw-like clamp. 3. The ridged plas
tic tubes that the robot consists of look like a vacuum cleaner hose. 4. When 
you increase pressure inside a ridged tube the tube springs back to its origi
nal length. 5. The tubes are made of elastic material. 6. When an actuator 
consists of three tubes it can't bend in any direction. 
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V. Explain to your groupmates how this robot works. 

1. Take a tube, ... 2 .... one end, ... in the other. 3. The tube ... 4. The 
increased ... causes it to extend. 5. If you increase the pressure in two of the 
tubes, the ... 6. If you reduce ... , the actuator ... again. 

VI. You have just studied the work of different types of actuators at the 
practical class. Now explain to your friend the main differences between 
them. Consult the boxes above. 

VII. Make a list of different applications of such a robot as Vorscht. 

Activity 

I. Work in pairs. Ask your partner if he has been to these places. 

EXAMPLE 1. A: Have you ever been to the automobile works? 
B: I have never been to the automobile works? 
A: Neither have l But I don't mind going there. 

EXAMPLE 2. A: Have you ever been to the tractor works? 

Phrases to use: 

B: I've never been there, but I've been to the machine
building works. 

A: So have l 

Japanese Electronic Company 
the Watch Factory 

British Steel Works 
Belarusian-German Joint Venture 
the Ball-bearing Works in Minsk Oxford University 

II. Group work. A very rich businessman wants to buy a robot to help his 
wife about the house. He has asked a prosperous engineering company 
to devise such a robot for him. 

a) Engineers: 

b) Businessman: 

3 3aK. 355 

Divide into small groups and design such a robot. When 
designing consider the following: 
-its functions (ability to cook, clean, wash, perform dif
ferent instructions) 
-its cost 
Present your project to the businessman. 
Listen to the presentation of each group and ask 
questions about these robots. Choose the robot you 
liked most. 
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Writing 

1. Expand the text about robots with the Information given below. Use 
such ss, for example, thst .... 

You can begin like this: 
Many of the robots today perform different jobs that are especially 
difficult for human workers, for example, they move heavy things and 
fix electronic parts .. Robots are used in various branches of industry, 
such as automanufacturing and instrument making .... 

Robots 

Many of the robots today perform different jobs. Robots are used in var
ious branches of industry. A modern robot is a complex structure with a num
ber of components. Each of them performs a certain task. Scientists have 
recently developed new models of robots. Such robots are used for various 
purposes. 

Add this information: 

I. Some jobs are especially difficult for human workers. 
2. Robots move heavy things and fix electronic parts. 
3. Robots are used in automanufacturing and instrument making industries. 
4. Manipulators do all the mechanical work. 
5. Sensors detect heat, size and sound. 
6. New models of robots imitate human beings. 
7. These robots paint automobiles inside, help patients in hospital, carry 

fragile objects. 

II. This is an extract from a scientific journal. Read and translate it into 
Russian. 

Man-made Man 

In the past few years, we have seen important advances in computer sci
ence, biomechanics and material science, which have caused great changes 
in robot engineering. 

Today a robot is not just a metal structure. It is already capable of express
ing different emotions and imitating simple operations. Engineers and scien
tists have written a lot of complicated programmes for robots but it is still 
very difficult to make a thinking machine. Chess, for example, involves a 
great deal of human brainpower, but for robots playing chess is a simpler task 
than, say, making soup. A chess player needs only information and logic but 
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what about making soup? You cut some vegetables, boil some bones, add 
some spices. But what vegetables and how many? How to distinguish pota
toes from chicken? And, by the way, whose bones to put? And how can· a 
robot possibly add salt with no sense of what "saltness" means? 

So you see that in order to have human-like machines that will work in 
real-world situations scientists still have a lot of work to do. 

Section B. Robots in Operation 

Lead-in 

I. Have you ever seen how a robot works? Where did you see it and what 
operations did it perform? 

11. Mr. Kosov, a reporter from the University newspaper, is talking to Paul, 
one of the students at this University. Listen to their dialogue and learn 
what the students do at the practical classes in Robotics. 

Mr. Kosov: 

Paul: 
Mr. Kosov: 

Paul: 
Mr. Kosov: 

Paul: 

Mr. Kosov: 

Paul: 

Mr. Kosov: 
Paul: 

Mr. Kosov: 
Paul: 

Mr. Kosov: 

Paul: 

3* 

Paul, I'd like to talk to you. I'm interested in your practical 
classes in Robotics. Will you tell me about them? 
Certainly. Yesterday we- watched how a robot worked. 
Really? Had you seen robots before that? 
Well, yes, I had, but only on TV. In reality it's an impressive sight. 
What had you done before you started your work? 
Before that we had prepared all the necessary workpieces and 
tools in our laboratory. 

That's very clever of you and in general do you like your prac
tical classes in Robotics? 
Oh, yes. We learn a lot of interesting information about robot 
engineering and at these lessons we can carry out different 
experiments ourselves. For example, last time our teacher gave 
us a task to perform a series of experiments with a gripping device. 
It sounds interesting. Have you finished your work yet? 
Unfortunately, not yet. 
By what time will you have finished it? 
I hope we'll have finished it by 4 o'clock today. 
Well, thank you very much. And good luck with your 
studies. 
Thanks. 
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111. Complete the dialogues. 

1. A: I'd like to talk to you about robot engineering .... 
B: 
A: Really? 
B: ... but only on TV. 

2. A: Do you like your practical classes in Robotics? 
B: 
A: It sounds interesting. 

3. A: 
B: Unfortunately, not yet. 
A: 
B: ... by 2 pm tomorrow. 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Can you tell me about new 
achievements in Robotics? 

2. We checked a new device 
yesterday. 

3. What had you done before 
Alex came? 

4. Are you interested in Robotics? 
5. Have you prepared all the 

devices for the experiment? 
6. Good luck with your exams. 
7. By what time will you have 

improved the gripping device? 

Language Practice 

B 
a. I had finished the test. 
b. Thanks. 
c. Oh, yes, I am. 
d. Unfortunately, not yet. 
e. I'll have done it by next week. 
f. Certainly, with pleasure. 
g. Did you? 

• 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the English words with their Russian equivalents. 

1. research a) .IIB11)KeHHe 
2. effector b) B03MO)I(HOCTh 
3. force c) o6opy..u.osaHHe 
4. pressure d) 11CCJie,UOBaHHe 
5. motion e) onaCHhiH 
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6. equipment f) ,UaBJieHI1e 
7. possibility g) 11CflOJIHI1TeJibHbll1 OpraH 
8. hazardous h) c1111a 

11. Make up all possible word combinations from both columns. 

1. to widen a) information 
2. to switch off b) one's possibilities 
3. to install c) an experiment 
4. to perform d) equipment 
5. to provide e) an electric device 

Grammar: Past and Future Perfe.ct (Active) 

Ill. Complete these sentences using the verbs in brackets. 

EXAMPLE: Alex had prepared everything for the experiment by 
the beginning of the lesson. (to prepare) 

1. I ... the switches on the control panel when the Instructor came. 
(to check). 2. The students ... a series of exercises by the end of the week. (to 
perform). 3. Paul ... the necessary measuring devices before the classes began. 
(to prepare). 4. The scientist ... already ... a new model of a robot before he 
became famous. (to develop) 

IV. You are now at the practical class in Robotics. 

a) Ask your friend if he had done the following things by certain time 
in the past. 

EXAMPLE: to prepare everything by 5 o'clock 
A: Had you prepared everything by 5 o'clock yesterday? 
B: Yes, I had. I had prepared everything by 5 o'clock yesterday. 

or B: No, I hadn't. I had not prepared everything by 5 o'clock 
yesterday 

to develop a pew robot power system 
to invent a new gripping device 
to widen the robot's abilities 
to increase product quality 

by that time 
by the end of the week 
by 8 o'clock yesterday 

b) Ask your friend what he will have done by certain time in the future. 

EXAMPLE: to finish one's work by 5 o'clock 
A: Will you have finished your work by 5 o'clock? 
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B: Yes, I will. I will have finished my work by 5 o'clock. 
or B No, I won't. I will not have finished my work by 5 o'clock. 

to mount a new gripping device 
to finish the test with a new robot 
to develop a new type of an actuator 
to design a new type of a robot 

by 4 o'clock 
by that time 
by the end of the month 

v. Ask your groupmates what will have happened to these substances 
under different conditions. 

EXAMPLE: lead- to heat to 1,000 oc-to melt 
A: What will have happened to lead when you 

heat it to l,OOOoC? 
B: It will have melted. 

liquid - to cool to -40 °C -to freeze 
gas - to compress -to explode 
water - to heat to 800 °C - to evaporate 
mercury - to heat to 100 oc -to expand 

VI. Give the opposite to the following sentences . . 
1. By that time the students had already completed their research. 2. The 

students of our department will have passed all the exams by the end of May. 
3. When the teacher entered the lab the mobile robot had already performed 
many different tasks. 4. When you come to see me I will have already fi
nished to test a new industrial robot. 5. My assistant had done all the 
preparatory work by the time I came to the research room. 6. I will have 
already studied the new unit by 7 p.m. 

VII. Put all possible questions to the following statements. Consult the 
tables. · 

a) He had checked a gripping derice by 5 yesTerday. 

Had he checked a gripping device by 5 yesterday? 

What had he checked by 5 yesterday? 

By 

what 
time had he checked a gripping device? 

Who had checked a gripping device by 5 yesterday'? 
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1. He had already become a famous scientist by that time. 
2. The engineers had designed first robot systems by the end of the 19th 

century. 
3. The engineers had equipped the robot with new sensors before they 

put it into operation. 

b) She 

Will she 

What will she 

By 
what 
time will she 

will hm·e developed u ne11· method by 5 tomorrow. 

have developed a new method by 5 tomorrow? 

have developed by 5 tomorrow? 

have developed a new method? 

Who will have developed a new method by 5 tomorrow? 

1. The engineers will have constructed a new moving device by the end of May. 
2. The students will have completed an experiment before the class begins. 
3. The robot designers will have developed a new model of a robot by the 

beginning of June. 

VIII. Insert the necessary prepositions. 

1. When people invented the robot they relieved themselves ... difficult 
work. 2. I have never seen a robot ... action. 3. I need necessary information 
... the robot's motions. 4. When you complete the work put all the devices ... 
storage. 5. The robot operates very accurately ... the help of a special device. 
6. After the engineer had switched ... the device it began to work. 

IX. Correct mistakes. 

1. My brother had never study robot engineering before. 2. The teacher 
will has explain the new material by the time you come to the lecture. 3. Will 
have the engineers improved the electrical system by the beginning of 
September? 4. People invented mechanical devices long before the first robot 
was designed. 5. The students didn't have finished the experiment by the end 
of the lecture. 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. - qTO Bbl C.D,eJiaJIM .D,O TOfO, KaK Hat.taJICSI 3KCnepMMeHT? - ,[(o TOfO, 
KaK Ha"'aJICSI 3KcnepMMeHT, Mbt nposepMJIM see o6opy.nouaHMe M no.nroTo
BMJIM He06XO.D,MMble MaTepMaJibl. 2. flocJie TOfO, KaK onepaTOp BKJIIOl.JMJI He-
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o6xo.nHMble npH6opbl, po6oT Ha"laJI BbtnOJIHHTb pH.n onepau.wi1. 3. llocJie ;o
ro, KaK 'leJIOBeK npH,IzyMaJI po6oTa, OH OCB060,IU1Jl ce6H OT MOHOTOHHOH H 
onacHoi-i pa6oTbl. 4. Po6oT JaKoHt.tHJI nee onepau.ww K wecTH qacaM. 
5. - Bbl JaaepwwTe 3KcnepHMeHT K ceMH t.tacaM? - K CO:>KaJieHHIO, HeT. ,Uy
MaiO, '-ITO Mbl BbtnOJIHlfM ero K BOCbMH t.tacaM. 

Reading and Speaking 
' 

1. In the text below you will find a word combination "feedback device". 
Can you guess what Its function Is? Scan the text to check your answer. 

11. Yesterday the students of Robot Engineering had a practical class in 
Robotics. Look at these questions and read the text to find the answers. 

1. How did the invention of the robot affect the man? 
2. What system directs the manipulator's actions? 
3. What did the robot do after the manipulator had finished all the ope-

rations? 
4. Did the students enjoy the work of the robot? 
5. What will the students have learned by the end of the term? 

t Man widened his possibilities and 
relieved himself from monotonous and 
hazardous tasks after he had invented the 
robot. Nowadays there's an endless vari
ety of robots in the size, shape and jobs 
they perform. S6entists and engineers 
devise robots both for industry and 

,.-i-,.'-'_;.'k" ~' :. -Jd homes. Some of the robots are experi-
.4~':: .... ~. 

mental and look more like living crea-
tures. Many people are working today in the field of robotics and they are try
ing to find new applications for robots in the future. 

Now let's have a look at some students of the Technical University that 
study Robotics. Yesterday they saw a robot in operation. They had never seen 
a robot before. After the operator had pushed some buttons the robot began 
to perform a sequence of operations. By the time the manipulator performed 
some actions, feedback devices had provided the necessary information 
about the robot's motions and positions. 

The control system directed the manipulator's actions. After the manipu
lator had completed all the operations, it put all the workpieces into storage. 
With the help of a gripping device, the robot operated very accurately and 
precisely. When the robot completed all the actions the operator switched it 
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off. By the end of the term the students will have learned everything about 
robot design. i.e. the body structure, the power system, the control system 
and various sensors, actuators and manipulators. · 

Ill. What expressions with these words can you find in the text? 

Robot, tasks, operations, device, actions. information; to relieve, to per
form, to provide. 

IV. Complete the sentences. 

The students ... never ... a robot before then. After man had ... the robot, 
he ... his possibilities and ... himself from monotonous and ... tasks .... the 
time the manipulator ... some actions, feedback devices had ... the necessary 
... about the robot's motions. By the end of the ... the students will ...... every-
thing about robot ... , i.e .... system, actuators, ... and ... systems. 

V. Your friend and you carried out the first experiment with a robot yes
terday. Tell your scientific supervisor what actions you both performed 
and what results you obtained. 

Further Reading 

I. When you read the text about the robot called Vorscht you learned the 
word "actuator". Do you remember what it means? Do the quiz to check 
your memory. 

An actuator is ... 
a) a device that analyses and stores information. 
b) a device that is always active.· 
c) a device which puts a machine into motion or 

mechanical action. 

II. Look at the picture in the text. What do you think the text is about? 
Skim it quickly to check your answer. 

Ill. Read the text attentively to learn how the most common manufactur
ing robot works. 

When engineers devised a steam engine in the 18th century, some people 
said that they had already invented everything possible. However, our 
mankind has produced a great number of other inventions since that time. 
Robots are one of them. 

Nowadays people use 90% of robots for heavy, repetitive manufacturing 
work. These robots handle tasks that are difficult, dangerous or boring to 
human beings. 
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The most common manufacturing robot is the 
robotic arm. It typically consists of seven metal 
segments. Tiny motors or actuators put them into 
operation when a special computer gives them 
certain instructions~ 

An industrial robotic arm with six joints close
ly resembles a human arm - it has the equivalent 
of a shoulder, an elbow and a wrist. This type of 
robot has six degrees of freedom, i.e. it can turn in 
six different ways. A human arm, by comparison, 
has seven degrees of freedom. Your arm moves 
your hand from place to place. Similarly, the 
robotic arm moves an end effector from place to 

place. You can supply robotic arms with all sorts of end effectors, which will 
perform a certain task, for example it will grasp and carry different objects. 
Robotic hands often have built-in pressure sensors that tell the computer how 
hard the robot is gripping a particular object. That's why the robot doesn't 
drop or break whatever it's carrying. Robots do their work more efficiently 
than human beings because they are so precise. They always drill in the exact
ly the same place, and they always tighten bolts with the same amount of 
force, no matter how many hours they've been in operation. 

IV. Say whether these statements are true or false. Correct the false ones. 

l. When engineers created a robot some people said that they had already 
created everything possible. 2. Engineers build 90% of robots for entertain
ment nowadays. 3. The most widely-spread manufacturing robot is the robot
ic arm. 4. You can supply the robotic arm with various actuators. 5. A spe
cial programme in the computer tells the robot not to drop the object it is 
carrying. 6. Robots are more efficient in their work than human beings 
because they are smarter. 

V. Expand these sentences with the facts from the text. 

l. People use robots in industry for various reasons. 2. The robotic arm 
resembles a human arm. 3. The end-effectors in the robotic arm perform dif
ferent tasks. 4. Robotic hands often have built-in pressure sensors. 5. Robots 
are very precise in their work. 

VI. You have just come back from the Motor Works where you watched 
the work of various robotic arms. Tell your friends about the structure of 
the robotic arm and the basic principles of its operation. 

VII. Think of a good title to the text. 
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Activity 

I. Michael didn•t attend the practical class yesterday because he was Ill. 
But now he wants to know what his groupmates did at the class. Make up 
dialogues using the following model. 

EXAMPLE: Michael: Did you control the gripping device yesterday? 
Alex: No, I didn't. Paul had already done it. 

Michael: When did he do it? 
Alex: He did it the day before yesterday. 

to test the new device yesterday I on Monday; 
to measure the dimensions of the workpieces yesterday I two days ago; 
to check the power system of the robot yesterday /long ago; 
to control the quality of work pieces yesterday /last week; 
to investigate the properties of engineering materials I the day before yesterday. 

II. Discussion. It was long time ago when people devised the first proto
type of a robot. Nowadays we are close to making humanlike machines. 
Will these robots improve our life or will they make it worse? 

a) Read the following arguments and think of your own. 

For creati11g humanlike I'Ohots Agllinst creatitrg humanlike I'Ohots 

I. They will save us. I. They will destroy us: 

2. They help us in dangerous and 2. They can't work without constant 

routine tasks. supply of energy. 

3. They never have any problems 3. They can go out of control. 

and never complain. 

4 ..... 4 ..... 

b) Discuss the problem in groups of 3-5 students and try to reach an 
agreement. · 

Writing 

I. Study the picture below and describe the operations of this Industrial 
robot. The words provided will help you. 
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a robotic arm, an end-effector, degree of freedom, 
built-in pressure sensors. actuators; 

to pick up. to place, to grip, to carry, to pivot 

11. Translate the text into Russian. Use the dic
tionary if necessary. 

Different companies all over the world are try
ing to improve robots. The engineers and scientists 
at the Technical University in Eindhoven reported 
that they had created a new mobile robot. Let's 
have a look at their "beautiful creature". 

Hydraulic pistons move the robot legs back and forth. The pistons are 
attached to different leg segments just like muscles are attached to different 
bones. Engineers said it had been really difficult to make all these pistons 
work together properly. The robot figures out the right combination of piston 
movements in walking and it programs this information into the robot's com
puter. This mobile robot has a built-in balance system that tells the comput
er when it needs to correct its movements. 

The engineers from this ·university are working at another type of a 
mobile robot now and they will have built a more stable robot walker by the 
end of the year. It will have six legs like insects because of their exceptional
ly good balance and the ability to adapt well to a wide variety of unfamiliar 
environments. 



AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 

Section A. Some Car Systems 

Lead-in 

I. a) List as many car systems as possible. Compare your list with the rest 
of the group. Who's got the longest list? 

b) What is the fuel system used for? 

II. Philip, a student of Automotive Engineering, has met his friend Alex in 
the laboratory testing. Listen to their dialogue and learn the basic princi
ple of the carburettor operation. 

Philip: Hello, Alex! What are you doing? 
Alex: Well, I'm studying the fuel system of this car. Now I can tell you a 

lot about the basic principles of its operation. 
Philip: Really? O.K. Let me see. Do you know the name of that little 

device near the engine? 
Alex: Sure, it's called a carburettor. 

Philip: And what is it used for? 
Alex: Well, it measures out a precise amount of fuel that is mixed with the 

correct amount of air. 
Philip: And do you know the principle of the carburettor operation? 
Alex: Oh, that's easy. First, air is drawn down the air intake (it is located 

directly above the carburettor) into a venturi where its pressure is 
lowered. That's why, the fuel will flow into the venturi. 

Philip: Will it flow because of the low pressure of the air? 
Alex: Right you are. Then the air is mixed with the fuel before this mix

ture is taken into the cylinder combustion chamber. 
Philip: Is it really? And what happens with this fuel mixture in the cylin

der combustion chamber? 
Alex: It is ignited there and is drawn into the engine afterwards. 

Philip: I see. 
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111. Complete the dialogues. 

1. A: What are you doing now? 
B: 
A: Can you tell me anything about it? 
B: 

2. A: 
B: Oh, it's called a carburettor. 
A: And what is it used for? 
B: 
A: 
B: That's easy. First air is drawn down the air intake into a 

venturi. 
A: Where is the air intake located? 
B: 
A: And what happens next? 
B: 
A: I see. 

IV. Match a line In A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Where were you yesterday? 
2. What were you studying 

in the lab? 
3. Where is the fuel mixed 

with the air? 
4. What is a venturi? 
5. What happens in the 

combustion chamber? 
6. What is a carburettor used for? 

Language Practice 

B 
a. It's a special tube in the 

carburettor. 
b. It's used for mixing fuel 

with air. 
c. The fuel system of a car. 
d. The fuel mixture is ignited. 
e. In the lab. 
f. In the carburettor. 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the English words with their Russian equivalents. 

a. steering 
b. accelerator 
c. advantage 
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d. independent suspension 
e. internal combustion engine 
f. drive 
g. fuel system 
h. tank 

6aK 
TOIDIHBHaSI CHCTeMa 
ycKopHTenb 
pynesoe ynpaBJieHHe 
,nOCTOMHCTBO 

11. Fill in the table with the missing forms of the following words. Use your 
dictionary if necessary. 

Verb Noun Adjective 

1. safety 

2. separate 

3. cool ... ... 
4. power ... 

5. compress 

6. detect ... 

7. . .. . .. adaptive 

8. ... improvement . .. 

Ill. Analyse the word combinations in the table and translate the follow
Ing combinations into Russian. 

ApTHKJib CYllleCTBMTeJJbHOe Onpe.n.enHe:~me 

a pon11 onpeneneHHSI CYllleCTBHTeJJbHOe nepeBO.II. 

the steam engine napOBOH .llBHfaTenb 

the steam engine cylinder UHJTMH.II.P napoaoro 
.n.onraTeJJsr 

the steam engine cylinder improvement ycosepUieHCTBOBaHHe 
' UIDil1H.llPa napoaoro 

.UBHraTCJUI 

the land transport 
the land transport problem 
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the internal combustion engine 
the internal combustion engine improvement 
the vehicle motion 
the vehicle motion control 
the control device 
the control device application 

Grammar: Present Simple Passive 

IV. Change the following sentences so as to use Present Simple Passive. 
Follow the model. 

EXAMPLE: A: We obtain petrol from petroleum. 
B: Petrol is obtained from petroleum. 

1. The engine produces power. 2. We usually use oil in different branches 
of industry. 3. They provide us with the necessary equipment. 4. The engi
neer controls the fuel systems. 5. Nowadays they make pistons from plastics. 

V. Give the opposite to the following sentences. 

1. This mechanism is used in the engine. 2. Power is not produced by the 
engine. 3. Fuel is burnt in the engine to produce power. 4. Fuel and air are 
not mixed in the carburettor. 

VI. Your partner wants to check your knowledge of automotive engineer
ing. Answer his questions. Use different adverbs of frequency such as 
always, never, sometimes, often, seldom, usually. 

EXAMPLE: a) Oil is used in diesel engines. 
A: Is oil always used in diesel engines? 
B: Yes, it is. 

b) Sulphur is used in petrol fuel. 
A: Is sulphur always used in petrol fuel? 
B: No, it isn't. It's never used in petrol fuel. 

1. Diesel fuel is used in different engines. 
2. Gas is kept in a special tank. 
3. Petroleum is needed in all branches of industry. 
4. Fuel is carried by the fuel pipe. 
5. Fuel is mixed with air in the carburettor. 

VII. Ask all possible questions. Consult the table below. 
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Fuel is usually stored in a fuel tank. 

Where lS fuel usually stored? 
Why . is fuel usually stored in a fuel tank? 
When is fuel usually stored in a fuel tank? 

What is usually stored in a fuel tank? 

1. This fuel is used in all types of engines. 
2. Fuel and air are compressed by the piston. 
3. The body of the car is supported on the frame. 
4. Gases are expelled from the cylinder. 

VIII. Make up some questions for the following answers. The answers 
needn't be true. 

I. In the carburettor. 2. It is equipped with a new control system. 
3. Engineers. 4. Petroleum. 5. The inventor himself. 6. In the fuel tank. 

IX. Choose the right form of the verb. 

1. This data is calculated I calculates by that electronic device. 2. Students 
are always solved/always solve complicated problems with the help of loga
rithm tables. 3. Our workshops are equipped I equip with automatic machin
ery. 4. A robot packs I is packed the necessary instruments for the experi
ment. 5. Useful information is provided I provides for the engineers. 

X. Make up short dialogues. Pay attention to the place of the preposition 
of the passive construction. 

EXAMPLE: A: As far as I know tlzey speak a lot about this problem. 
B: Yes, you are right. This problem is much spoken about. 

To refer to the theory (seldom); to rely upon this method (usually); to 
deal with a new scientific problem (sometimes); to send for the mechanic 
(never); to think of the results of the experiment (always). 

XI. Correct mistakes. 

1. This car be powered by the energy of the Sun. 2. Machines are not 
maked of wood. 3. This car are equipped with the experimental fuel system. 
4. To this theory is often referred in scientific literature. 5. Is our engineer 
invite to the scientific conference in Denmark? 6. How different fuels to be 
produced? 

XII. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

I. 113 HCQJTH: Bbipa6aTbmaiOTCH pa3Hbie BH.D.bi Torumna. 2. Torui11BHbri1 
HaCOC CBH3aH C Kap610paTOpOM. 3. TomiH:BO H: B03.1J.YX C:>KiiMaiOTCH nopw-
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HeM. 4.- qTo xpaHHTCR 8 TOn.JIH8HOM 6aKe? - ToruiH80. 5.- f.11.e cMeum8a
IOTCR ao3.nyx H TOn.JIHBO?- B Kap6tOpaTope. 6. CHcTeMa oXJia)KJJ.eHHR KOH
TPOJIHPYeTCR HIDKeHepoM. 7. fa3 o6bii.JHO xpaHHTCR 8 cneu.HaJihHOH eMKOCTH. 

Reading and Speaking 

1. List all possible components of the fuel system In the car. 

11. Now learn to pronounce the words which will help you describe a car. 

lubrication [,lu:bri'ke~J~n] n piston ['p1st~n] n 
pump [pAmp] n separate ['sep~nt] adj 
carburettor [,ka: b~' ret~] n 

111. How many word combinations can you form with the noun fuel? Scan 
the text to check which of them are mentioned there. 

IV. Now read the text attentively and learn about different mechanisms 
In a car. 

A motor vehicle is a complex engineering construction. It is composed of 
several thousand parts. The smaller parts are joined together and form larg
er components, or units. One of the main components of any vehicle is, of 
course, the engine. 

In addition to the engine itself, there are four separate mechanisms, which 
are used to feed the engine. These mechanisms are the fuel system, the lubri
cation system, the electrical system and the cooling system. 

The fuel system is a separate mechanism that is used for feeding the 
engine. The fuel system consists of a tank, a fuel line or a pipe, a pump and 
a carburettor. The engine produces power when air and fuel are mixed and 
burnt. 

So let's have a look at the fuel system operation. The fuel is stored in a 
fuel tank. The fuel tank is connected to a fuel pipe. The fuel pipe carries the 
fuel to the fuel pump. This pump can be either electric or mechanic in ope
ration. Electric pumps are generally situated near the fuel tank whereas 
a mechanical pump is generally located beside the engine. It is driven by the 
camshaft. The fuel pump is connected to the carburettor. In the carburettor 
the fuel is mixed with air. It is important to have the right ratio of air to fuel. 
For example, the optimum ratio of air to petrol in the fuel mixture is 15 parts 
of air to 1 part of petrol. The fuel and the air are drawn into the combustion 
chamber, where they arc compressed by the piston. In the engine the fuel and 
air are burnt and they produce power. 
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V. Answer the following questions. 

1. How many mechanisms are there in addition to the engine itself? What 
are they? 2. When does an engine produce power? 3. Where is fuel stored? 
4. The fuel pump is connected to the carburettor, isn't it? 5. Does the fuel 
pump carry the fuel into the carburettor or into the fuel tank? 6. Where is the 
fuel mixed with air? 

VI. Complete the sentences. 

1. There are ... mechanisms which ... for feeding the engine. 2. The ... is 
a separate mechanism which is ... to feed the .... 3. Air and fuel ... mixed and 
.... 4. The fuel ... in a fuel tank. 5. The fuel pump ... to the carburettor. 6. In 
the carburettor the fuel is ... with .... 7. The ... and air are ... into the engine. 

VII. Now study this picture and describe how different mechanisms feed 
the engine. 

Fuel system 

fuel pump fuel pipe 

Further Reading 

I. Cars play a very important role in the modern world. In our everyday life 
we use cars probably more than any other means of land transport. But 
It's not very safe to drive a car today. What would you like to Improve In 
a car? Discuss this problem with your partner. 

II. Analyse the following compound nouns and translate them into 
Russian. 

the automatic vehicle control 
the microprocessor controller 
the sensor information 
the drive subsystem 

the steering wheel 
the steering device 
the wheel motion system 

Ill. Nowadays car technology Is constantly improving. Read the text 
about such improvements and be ready to answer the questions that 
follow. 
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The basic elements that control 
vehicle motion have changed little in 
their concept over the past few decades. 
Vehicles are still driven by an internal 
combustion engine, steering is achieved 
by driving a mechanical gear and brakes 
are actuated by physically pumping 
hydraulic pistons. All these actions are 
carried out by the driver. 

The status quo is ready for change. 
Under development are fast-reacting, 

intelligent systems that increase the possibility of automatic vehicle control. 
In such vehicles the steering, accelerator and brake devices are connect

ed to a sensor that monitors their position. The sensor passes this informa
tion as an electrical signal to the microprocessor controller. 

The sensor information is processed and the actions for the steering, 
brakes and drive subsystems are calculated. 

The picture shows the outline of an automotive chassis. This differs from 
a conventional chassis as motion of each wheel is achieved by independent 
suspension, drive, brake and steering. The main control unit receives electri
cal signals from the steering wheel and pedals, and produces electrical sig
nals that actuate the wheel motion systems. 

In this design there is a possibility to modify the steering, brake and accel
erator device. All these could be integrated into a single joystick. This possi
bility is a major advantage when we want to modify cars for the physically 
chal/engedl. 

lcTpa,UaiOWHe KaKHM-JIH60 Q>H3H~IeCKHM He,UOCTaTKOM 

1. Have the basic elements that control vehicle motion changed a lot over 
the past few decades? 2. What are vehicles driven by? 3. Who carries out all 
these actions? 4. What is under development now? 5. Do you think it's a 
good idea to develop automatic vehicle control? 

IV. Arrange the operation stages of a typical automatic vehicle control. 

a) The sensor information is processed by this controller. 
b) A special sensor in the car monitors the position of the steering, acce

lerator and brake input devices. 
c) The actions for the steering, brakes and drive subsystems are calculated . 

. d) This information is passed by the sensor as an electrical signal to the 
microprocessor controller. 

V. Think of a title to the text. 
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Activity 

I. At the Motor Show in Minsk last week, you saw a totally new design of 
a car. It was equipped with "an intelligent vehicle motion control". You 
told your father about this innovation but he doesn't believe in all these 
improvements. Describe him how this system works and speak about its 
advantages. Are there any disadvantages? Work in pairs. 

II. The first cars appeared at the end of the 19th century. Nowadays we 
can't imagine our life without a car. At the same time cars cause a lot of 
problems. So, is a car our friend or enemy? 

a) Read the following statements. Think of some more. 

Reaso11s to lzave a car Reaso11s 11ot to lza••e a car 

1. It saves our time. I. It is very noisy. 

2. It carries heavy materials. 2. It pollutes air. 

3. It's very comfortable. 
3. Many people are killed or 

injured in car accidents. 

4. It gives a chance to travel whenever 4. It does harm to your health. 

because you don't walk. 

5. It brings quick help (police, ambulance). 5. It causes traffic jams. 

6 .... 6 .... 

b) Discuss the problem in pairs and try to reach an agreement. 

Writing 

I. Write a paragraph about the fuel system operation. The words below 
will help you. 

a fuel tank, a fuel pipe, a fuel pump. a carburettor, a piston; 

to mix, to burn, to compress, to consist of, to produce 
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11. Translate the text Into Russian. 

A driver's response time is very slow in comparison to that of electronic 
systems. A quick human response is around 0.5 seconds, and some res.pons
es are as slow as I to 2 seconds. Let's consider a driver who is travellmg at 
40 mph and has a response time of I second. A simple calculation.< distanc.e = 
=speed x time) shows that the car will travel 17.9 m before the vehtcle motion 
is changed. In comparison, electronic systems operate at a tenth of a second 
and have the potential to operate in milliseconds. In severe maneuvers, the car 
stability is increased by this quicker response and people's life is saved. 

Section B. Designing Cars 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Why are there so many models of cars today? 
b) How does the car design influence your choice of cars? 
c) A car designer is a very prestigious profession nowadays. Can you 

explain why? 

II. Some students are at the exhibition .. History of Cars ... Listen to their con
versation with the guide and learn how the first automobiles looked like. 

Guide: .. .If you look to the right you will see the first self-propelled steam
-driven vehicle. 

Alex: Who was it designed by? 
Guide: It was designed by the French military engineer Cugnot in 1763. 

You see, it had three wheels and could carry only two passengers. 
Helen: What was the maximum speed of this vehicle? 
Guide: Four miles per hour. And it stopped every 15 minutes in order to 

make more steam. 
Alex: Oh, that's not very comfortable. 

Guide: Definitely not. But new motor cars with gasoline and diesel engines 
were introduced at the end of the 19th century. Look at that small 
car without a roof. It was constructed in 1893. 

Alex: And where was the engine placed? 
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Guide: Right under the seat. The drivers always carried large cans of fuel 
and some spare tyres with them because there were no repair sta
tions to serve them. 



Paul: Unbelievable. I wouldn't like to be in these drivers' place. And what 
about that beautiful car? It seems pretty modem, doesn't it? 

Guide: Well, that one is a famous Volkswagen Beetle, one of the world's 
most loved cars. 

Alex: And why has it become so popular? 
Guide: I think, mostly because of its design and low cost. 
Helen: These cars are still in operation, aren't they? 
Guide: Yes, they are. I'm sure they will be produced even in greater num

bers in the future. 

Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

l. A.- ? . . ... 
B: - It was designed by Cugnot. 
A: - When was it designed? 
B. -. . .. 
A:- ... ? 
B: - Well, the maximum speed was .... 

2. A: -This small car was constructed in 1893. 
B:- ... ? 
A: - It was placed under the seat. ... 
B:- Why? 
A: - ... , because at that time there were no repair stations. 
B: - ... ? 
A: - That is a famous Volkswagen Beetle. 
B: - ... ? 
A: - Yes, they are. And they will be produced in the future. 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 
l. Who was the Volkswagen 

Beetle designed by? 
a) It was designed by Rudolf Diesel. 

2. Where was the first steam 
engine produced? 

3. Why is this car so popular? 
4. When will new cars be 

designed? 
5. I hope your Mercedes will 

be repaired soon. 
6. Who invented a new internal 

combustion engine? 

b) I think, because of its attractive 
design. 

c) Let's hope for the best. 
d) I think in a couple of years. 
e) By Ferdinand Porsche. 
0 In France. 
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Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

1. Here are some more suffixes to make an adjective. Translate them into 
Russian. 

Noun + -ful- Adjective (HMU'Iue Kal.fecmea) 
Noun +-less- Adjective (omcymcmeue Ka'lecmea) 
1. use - noJih3a useful - none3Hhii1 

useless - 6ecnone3Hhii1 

2. power - MOW.h powerless-
powerful-

3. care - 3a6oTa careful-
careless-

4. help - OOMOW.b helpful-
helpless-

5. hope- Ha,LJ,e)l(.n.a hopeful-
hopeless-

6. colour - useT colourful-
colourless -

II. Match the words with their definitions. 

1. to adjust a) smth which is used to carry people or goods from 
2. to arise one place to another 
3. to reduce b) to regulate for proper use 
4. to detect c) to start or originate 
5. to respond d) a public road that is wide, well-paved and direct 
6. highway e) to react, to answer 
7. vehicle f) to make or become smaller or less 

g) to discover the presence 

Ill. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

1. feature a) provide 
2. respond b) help 
3. monitor c) device 
4. detect d) characteristic 
5. improve e) answer 
6. feed f) find 
7. appliance g) make better 
8. assist h) control 
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Grammar: Past, Future Simple (Passive) 

IV. Change the following sentences so as to use Past and Future Simple 
Passive. 

EXAMPLE 1: I saw her in the workshop. 
She was seen in the workshop. 

1. They sold the cars all over Europe. 2. They measured the temperature 
of water 5 minutes ago. 3. He increased the volume of liquid an hour ago. 
4. We repaired the car yesterday. 5. They used this fuel for different engines. 

EXAMPLE 2: They will solve the problem tomorrow. 
The problem will be solved tomorrow. 

I. He will publish the results of the experiment next month. 2. I will con
trol the work of this device. 3. We will explain the work of the carburettor 
next time. 4. They will improve the car design. 5. The new device will reduce 
the time of the operation. 

V. Ask an engineer about the advances in·-car design. 

EXAMPLE 1: the gearbox I to improve 
-Was the gearbox improved? 
- Yes, it was. 

the size of the car I to reduce 
the car design I to improve 
wheels I to modify 
mini motor cars I to design 
new types of fuel I to use 

EXAMPLE 2. the new models of cars I to build 
- Will the new models of cars be built in our country? 
- I think, they will. 

the cars I to power by the energy of the Sun 
the vehicles I to operate automatically 
the driver workload I to reduce 
the safety of motion I to improve 
the brakes I to apply. 

VI. Ask your friend if he did these things himself. 

EXAMPLE: A: Did you repair this mechanism? (the mechanic) 
B: No, it was repaired by the mechanic. 
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1. Did you check this device? (the e~gineer) 2. Did you imp~ove the work 
of the fuel pump? (the mechanic) 3. D1d you c?nnect these p1pes yo~rself? 
(the instructor) 4. Did you control the coohng system? (the engmeer) 
5. Did you repair the car yourself? (the workers) 

VII. Explain to your friend: 

a) why these things will not be done. 

EXAMPLE: A: This device will not be tested. 
B: Why won't it be tested? 
A: Because it's broken. 

1. This fuel will not be burnt completely. 2. The power will not be 
switched on. 3. The work will not be finished. 4. The car will not be sent 
abroad. 5. The fuel will not be used for all engines. 

b) when these things will be done. Use different adverbs of time. 

EXAMPLE: A: The work was not finished yesterday. 
B: When will it be finished? 
A: It will be finished tomorrow. 

1. This equipment was not installed in time. 2. Mini motor cars were not 
sold in Belarus last year. 3. This work was not completed properly yesterday. 
4. The fuel system was not checked last time. 5. The tractors were not export
ed abroad a year ago. 

VIII. These two sentences have a different structure but the same mean
ing. Change the structure of the sentences below so as to keep their 
meaning unchanged. Pay attention to the place of prepositions in the 
sentence. 

EXA1'\1PLE: Ute listened to his lecture with great pleasure. 
His lecture was listened to with great pleasure. 

1. We sent for the mechanic two hours ago. 2. People spoke much about 
the new invention. 3. We will take care of the new equipment. 4. Teachers will 
refer to the results of this experiment. 5. The Professor paid attention to the 
work of this student. 

IX. Insert necessary prepositions. 

1. Michael is preparing ... his examination now. 2. I've heard a lot .:. the 
advantages ... electric cars. 3. People need petroleum ... all branches of indus
try. 4. The fuel is stored ... a fuel tank. 5. Vehicles are driven ... a combustion 
engine. 6. Automotive chassis differ a lot ... conventional chassis. 7. The cars 
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of the future will run ... solar energy. 8. The lecturer paid attention ... the 
design of a new minicar. 

X. Correct mistakes. 

1. The Belarusian National Technical University was not found in 1935. 
2. An interesting problem will to be discussed at the lecture tomorrow. 
3. When Belarusian State University was founded? 4. All the work was did by 
automatic machinery. 5. The Nobel prize be given to our outstanding scien
tist. 6. The testing of a new vehicle will be not completed by the end of the 
week. 7. The electric lamp was invented with Yablochkov. 8. To the work of 
this engineer was paid attention. 

XI. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. 3TOT aBTOM06HJib 6y,neT OTpeMOHTMpOBaH CBOeBpeMeHHO. 2. f1oqeMy 
3TO TOTIJIMBO He 6y.neT ucnoJib30BaTbCH B aBTOM06Mne? 3. EoJibWMHCTBO 
3THX MalllMH 6bUIO CKOHCTpyupoBaHO B BeJiMK06pMTaHMM, He TaK JIM? 
4. 3KcnepuMeHTbi nposo.nHJIMCb s na6opaTopuM. 5. Bqepa Ha HaweM 3KC
nepMMeHTaJibHOM aBTOM06HJie 6bUia ycTaHOBJieHa nepBaSI CMCTeMa aBTOMa
TUqecKOfO ynpaBJieHMH .llBM)KeHMeM. 6. HoBbie 3aBO.Ubi cTpOHJIHCb H 6y.nyT 
CTpOMTbCSI B HaWeM perMOHe. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. There exist different types of cars and a mini motor car is one of them. 

1. What do you know about this vehicle? 
2. Have you ever seen or driven it? 
3. Why is it called "mini"? 
4. Are they widely used nowadays? 

II. Scan the text quickly and say what it is about. 

Ill. Now read the text attentively to learn more about mini motor cars. 

Mini motor cars are sold all over Europe. The first Mini was produced in 
Britain in 1959 and it has become Britain's most popular and successful car 
since that time. 

In the late 1950s, BMC, the British Motor Corporation, wanted to build 
a car that was different from other cars. They wanted a small, cheap and eco
nomical car - a family car that was big enough to carry four passengers. In 
the 1950s it was a difficult problem. At that time a typical family car was 
quite long, about three and a half meters. It had large wheels and large space 
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for the engine. So there wasn't much 
room for the passengers. Besides that, it 
was very expensive to make. 

The Mini was designed by Alec 
lssigonis. His design was revolutionary. 
First, the car was made half a meter 
shorter. Next, the wheels were made 
much smaller and they were put right at 
the four corners of the car. Then the 

engine was turned sideways and the gearbox was put underneath. And there 
was still enough room for four passengers. 

Today nearly every small car is based on the design of the Mini. So why 
is the Mini so popular? The answer is simple: it is well designed, very eco
nomical, it is easy to drive around the city and easy to park! 

IV. Answer these questions. 

1. When was the first Mini produced? 2. Who was this car designed by? 
3. How did·a typical family car look like in the 1950s? 4. What changes did 
Alec Issigonis make in a new car, called the Mini? 5. What are the advantages 
of the Mini? 6. Do you think that the Mini is a good car? Why? I Why not? 
7. Would you like to drive such a car yourself? 

V. Complete the sentences. 

1. Mini motor cars are ... all over Europe. 2. The Mini has become 
Britain's most ... and ... car. 3. In the 1950s BMC wanted to build a ... and ... 
car. 4. The Mini ... by Alec Issigonis. 5. The car ... half a meter .... 6. The 
wheels were made .... 7. The engine ... sideways and the ... was put under
neath. 8. Today almost every car is ... on the ... of the .... 

VI. A students' conference called "Small cars- a myth or reality?" will be 
held at the Technical University tomorrow. Make a short report on mini 
cars. 

Further Reading 

I. These words are from the text below. Study their meanings. 
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adaptive cruise control 
longitudinal 
lateral 
steer-by-wire system 

aBTOMaTHlfeCKOe ynpaBJleHHe .IJ.BI1)1(eH11eM 
npO.IJ.OllbHbiii 
nonepe'IHbll\ ropi130HTallbHbiH 
CJ.1CTeMa C K36CJlhJ-IblM ynpaBJlCHI1eM 



11. Look at the picture below and try to guess what this text deals with. 

Ill. This is an extract from an article published in one of the British jour
nals. Read it attentively and learn how some engineers imagine the future 
of the car. 

vert; cal 

yav1 ;~ · · 

''_, ,-~"'"' 

.~jY' 
' ~-

The vehicle of the future will ~e 
designed in a different way. These will 
be automatic vehicles with ACC or 
adaptive cruise control. The principle is 
that the car automatically adjusts its 
speed relative to its distance from and 
the speed of another vehicle. This 
removes the need for the driver to con
trol the accelerator and thus the driver 
workload will be reduced conside.. 
rably. ACC is a part of the longitudinal 
control of the vehicle. 

~~~ ~?vr· pitch lateral 
l•l ~ .... ; 

· roll 
longitudinal 

The next step in automating the longitudinal control is automatic braking 
systems (ABS) Here, the driver will be informed by these systems that a dan· 
gerous situation can arise unless action is taken. If the driver fails to respond, 
the brakes will be automatically applied and vehicle stability and driver safe· 
ty will be maintained. 

Laser and vision technologies are used to detect objects and ensure later
al control of the vehicle. The first systems will assist the driver through warn
ings; more advanced systems will use steer-by-wire systems to adjust the vehi
cle heading automatically: 

The combination of lateral and longitudinal control of the vehicle motion 
is a new feature of the vehicle which will be used in an automated highway 
system. 

IV. Answer these questions. 

1. Will the vehicle of the future be the same as nowadays? 
2. What kind of car will we have? 
3. What is ABS? 
4. What is used to detect objects around a vehicle? 
5. Would you like to have such an automatic vehicle with ACC and ABS? 

Give your reasons. 

V. Give a title to this article. 
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Activity 

1. Your brother started working In a prosperous engineering company last 
year and he has saved enough money for a small, cheap car. Discuss 
advantages and disadvantages of buying a small car and give your broth
er a piece of advice. 

11. Science and new technology are gradually changing everything in our 
life. Can you Imagine how a car of the future will look like? Look at these 
statements and express your opinion on them. Give some other ideas of 
your own. Start with the phrases from the box. 

EXPRESSING CERTAINTY AND DOUBT: 

I'm (not) certain (that) ... 

(quite) sure 

convinced 

positive 

There's no doubt that. .. 

I doubt that/if... 

1. All the cars will be of one colour, yellow. 
2. The cars will not run on petrol. 
3. There will be a lot of electric cars. 
4. Some cars will run on solar energy. 
5. Every car will have an air bag in front of the driver. 
6. A driver will not have to drive a car because it will be automatic. 
7 .... 

Writing 
----

I. How do you imagine the car of the future? Write a short description of it. 

II. Translate this text into Russian. 
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What Is Mechatronics? 

The word mechatronics was first used in 1969 to describe the integration 
of precision mechanical engineeringl with electronic and computer control 
systems in order to make intelligent machines. Scientists wanted to bring 
together branches of engineering that are normally studied in isolation, in the 
hope that the design solutions will benefit both electrical and mechanical dis
ciplines. 

The range of applications of mechatronics is enormous and includes 
domestic appliances, automated assembly lines, computer peripherals and so 
on. Some specialists predict that mechatronic systems will be widely used in 
cars of the future. Mechanical devices will be controlled by the computer sys
tems and thus the car's stability will be increased. On the whole a car will 
become a more efficient means of transport. All the mechatronic systems 
will operate independently and will help the driver control the motion of the 
vehicle. 



ENGINEERING DESIGN 

Section A. Tractor Technology 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Where are cars used? What cars are used on farms? 
b) Have you ever been to Minsk Tractor Works? What production is it 

famous fot? 

11. Oleg hasn't seen his friend Paul for a long time. Listen to the dialogue 
to find out where he has been and what he has been busy with. 

Paul: Hello, Oleg! How are you? 
Oleg: Fine, thanks, Paul. What about you? 
Paul: Very well, thank you. 
Oleg: Where have you been? I haven't seen you for ages. 
Paul: Oh, I have been really busy this week. You know, we have been shown 

an experimental tractor with a 6-cylinder engine at Minsk Tractor works. 
Oleg: How interesting! And why are there so many cylinders in the engine? 
Paul: Well, this engine has been designed to provide precisely the right 

combination of power and torque for each job. So it's very efficient. 
And besides we have tested new oil filters. They have been designed 
according to new tractor specifications. 

0/eg: And what are the advantages of these filters? 
Pa11/: Well, the main advantage is that they help to maintain internal clean

liness of the engine and protect against wear and corrosion much bet
ter than the old ones. 

0/eg: That sounds good. By the way, where have these oil filters been tested? 
Paul: In the testing field. Their work has been watched by the engineers. 

Soon these oil filters will be used in different types of tractors in our 
country. 

0/eg: I see. 
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Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

l. A: 
B: Not bad, thanks. And what about you? 
A: 

2. A: I haven't seen you for ages! What happened to you? 
B: 
A: That's very interesting! 

3. A: 
B: They have been tested in our laboratory. Soon ... 
A: 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 
1. Where have you been, 

I wonder? 
a. It's been equipped with a new acoustical 

2. What have you seen at 
the Works? 

3. What has this tractor 
been equipped with? 

4. What type of tractor 
is it? 

5. What engine has been 
installed in this vehicle? 

6. Why is this tractor so 
popular among farmers? 

Language Practice 

system. 
b. A 6-cylinder engine. 
c. Because of its outstanding performance. 
d. I've been to the Tractor Works. 
e. An experimental tractor. 
f. It's a general-purpose wheeled tractor. 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the English words with their Russian definitions. 

1. environment a) pa6oTaTh 
2. to supply b) uellh 
3. performance C) Ka':leCTBO 
4. efficient d) ycnex 
5. to operate e) cHa6)1(aTh 
6. purpose f) 3KCnJlyaTaQJ10HHhie Ka':leCTBa 
7. quality g) OKp~aiDma.s:~ cpe.na 
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8. to demand h) ycoseprneHCTBOBaHHe 
9. refinement i) TPe6oaaTh · 

10. success j) 3<f><f>eKTI1BHbiM 

11. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

1. mount a) improve 
2. require b) production 
3. equip c) refinement 
4. enhance d) install 
5. manufacture e) demand 
6. improvement 0 supply 

111. Make up all possible derivatives from the following words and trans
late them into Russian. 

J'erb Noun Adjective 

l. manufacture manufacture manufacturing 

2. ... manufacturer manufacturable 
3. produce ... 
4. introduction ... 
5. . .. comfortable 
6. ... improvement 
7. install 

8. reduction 
9. adjust 

10. ... .. . reliable 

Grammar: Present Perfect (Passive) 

IV. Change the following sentences so as to use Present Perfect Passive. 

EXAMPLE: A: They have equipped Ford tractors with climate 
control filters, haven't they? 

B: Yes, Ford tractors have been equipped with climate 
control filters. 

1. They have already cleaned the oil filter, haven't they? 2. You have 
repaired your tractor already, haven't you? 3. The engineers have provided 
these tractors with new equipment, haven't they? 4. They have modified 
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shock absorbers, haven't they? 5. Our young engineer has improved the 
acoustical system in this tractor, hasn't he? 

V. Change the statements so as to use the passive form of the verb. Mind 
the negative meaning of the sentence. 

EXAMPLE: to lock- to unlock 
A: It was long ago that the workshop was locked. 
B: It has never been unlocked since. 

1. to lose- to find 
This instrument was lost long ago. 

2. to break- to repair 
The brake system was broken last month. 

3. to switch off- to switch on 
The engine was switched off several hours ago. 

4. to open - to close 
The valve in this pipe was opened in the morning. 

5. to increase - to reduce 
The pressure in the system was increased yesterday. 

VI. Answer your friend's questions about the following actions. 

EXAMPLE: A: Has the application of filters been exolained by the teacher? 
B: Yes, it has been explained already. 

or No, it hasn't. It hasn't been explained yet. 

1. Have the new trucks been chosen by the customers? 2. Has the air 
cleaner been widely used since its invention? 3. Have oil filters been improved 
during the field testing? 4. Have Ford tractors been trusted by many farmers? 
5. Has the new tractor been equipped with climate control filters? 

VII. Make up all possible questions. Consult the table. 

A new device has been installed in the tractor recently. 

Has a new device been installed in the tractor recently? 
Where has a new device been instalJed recently? 

What has been installed in the tractor : recently? 

1. Transmission controls have been mount~d on the flat floor recently. 
2. The climate control system has been inspected by the engineer. 
3. He has been asked many questions about the performance characteris

tics of the new tractor. 
4. The Ford Company has been deeply involved in the development of 

tractor technology. 
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VIII. Make up some questions for the following answers. The answers 
needn't be true. 

1. In the testing field. 2. Very soon. 3. At the Motor Plant. 4. Yes, it has. 
5. New transmission controls. 6. They have been equipped with a hydraulic 
system. 

IX. Choose the right verb form. 

1. They (have already increased, have already been increased) the efficien
cy of a new tractor. 2. The oil filters in this vehicle (have replaced, have been 
replaced) recently. 3. This engine (has just been tested, has just tested) by our 
mechanic. 4. New refinements (have introduced, have been introduced) into 
this type of tractors. 5. The engineers (have manufactured, have been manu-
factured) the new acoustic system. "' 

X. Correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

1. The transmission control has been imrove recently. 2. All these 
machines have been maked of metal. 3. Have been the new achievements in 
tractor engineering shown to young specialists? 4. A new model of a tractor 
has be delivered to the farm. 5. The driver's seat has provided with different 
comfort adjustments. 

XI. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. !hOT TpaKTOp TOJihKO '-:ITO OTpeMOHTHpOBaJIH. 2. CerOJJ.IDI B Harny Ma
CTepCJ<YlO 6bUTH .uocTaBJieHbi Ba)f<Hble .ueTaJIH. 3. B xo.ue 3KcnepHMeHTa HMH 
6bUIH noeyqeHhi HHTepecHhie pe3yJibTaTbi. 4. YposeHh rnyMa BHYTPH Ka6HHhi 
6bm 3Ha'-:lHTeJibHO YMeHbllleH COBpeMeHHhiMH aKYCTH'-:leCKHMH CHCTeMaMH. 
5. bbUTa 1111 npOHJlJIIOCTpHpOBaHa Ha CXeMaX pa6oTa TOTIJlHBHOtf CHCTeMbi? 
6. Tio'-:leMy 3aJJ.aJIH MHoro sonpocos? 7. Kor.ua 6bma npoKOHTPOJIHposaHa 
0'-:I.HCTKa MaCJISIHOfO <Pl11IbTpa? 8. 3a TIOCJieJJ.Hee BpeMSl 6bUil1 ycosepllleHCT
BOBaHbl MHOfHe MeXaHH3Mbl TpaKTOpOB. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Nowadays there exist a lot of car companies all over the world. Some 
of them are very old some of them have just appeared on the market. 

1. What famous car companies do you know? 
2. Are there any famous corporations in your country? 
3. Do they produce only cars? 
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II. All these words are from the text below. Learn how to pronounce them 
properly. Do you know their Russian equivalents? 

enable [I'neibl] v 
efficiently [ 1 'fiJ ~nth] adv 
acoustical[~ 'ku:stik~l] adj 
absorber [ ~b' s:>: b~] n 

halogen ['hrel~d3~n] n 
unique Uu: 'ni:k] adJ 
reliability [,nlai~ 'bJliti] n 

Can you guess what the text is about? 

Ill. The Ford Company is one of the most famous manufacturers of cars. 
Read the text to learn what other vehicles it produces. 

Farming today demands constant 
gains in productivity. That's why the Ford 
Company research and improvement pro
grammes never cease. 

The Ford Company is known as a 
technologically advanced manufacturer 
of vehicles. For many years the Ford 
Company has been deeply involved in 
the manufacture of tractors, cars and 
trucks. Ford tractors enable farmers to 
work quickly and efficiently. The cab is a 
comfortable and efficient workplace. Modern acoustic systems have greatly 
reduced noise levels inside the cab. Transmission controls have been mount
ed on the flat floor. The driver's seat has been equipped with pneumatic sus
pension and it turns easily and gives the driver a more comfortable view. Air 
filtration, efficient heating and ventilation with air-conditioning further 
enhance comfort and the driver's efficiency. There's more. Individually 
adjustable halogen work lights have been installed into the cab roof. 

These tractors have also been 
equipped with climate control filters and 
anti-burst door locks. Ford tractors are 
famous for their unique combination of 
outstanding performance, high reliability 
and cost efficiency. 

They have been continually improved 
since their introduction. Dozens of fea
tures and refinements have been added 
during recent years. Ford tractors have 
been trusted by generations of farmers 
due to their high quality. 
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IV. Answer the following questions. 

1. What does farming demand today? 2. Why do the Ford Company 
research and improvement programmes never cease? 3. What is the Ford 
Company famous for? 4. Has the Ford Company been deeply involved in the 
manufacture of tractors. cars and trucks? 5. Ford tractors have everything to 
work quickly and efficiently, don't they? 6. What have these tractors been 
equipped with? 7. Why have Ford tractors been trusted by generations of 
farmers? 

v. Complete the sentences. Choose the suitable words from the list 
below. 

The Ford Company produces not only cars, but also 1 ... and 2 .... Ford trac
tors are known all over the world for their high 3 ... and 4 ... and the Ford 
Company is always improving them. In a modern tractor you will see that 5 
... controls have been mounted on the flat floor and six halogen work-lights 
have 6 ...... into the cab 7 .... Besides that, modern 8 ... systems have great
ly 9 ... noise levels inside the cab. The tractors have also been 10 ... with 11 
...... filters and anti-burst 12 ....... 

reliability 
been installed 
acoustical 

door locks 
trucks 
roof 

tractors 
equipped 
climate control 

quality 
transmission 
reduced 

VI. Do our farmers need to operate such tractors? Will they make agri
cultural production more efficient? 

VII. Work in pairs. You are Sales Manager at the Ford Company. Several 
farmers are looking for high-quality tractors and they have chosen your 
company. Try to persuade them to buy a Ford tractor. 

Further Reading 

I. What types of tractors do you know? Look through the text to check 
your answers. 

1~. This extract is taken from a lecture on farm machinery. Read it atten
tively to learn about the latest improvements in tractor technology. 

Needless to say, one of the most important industrial achievements for 
farmers today is the introduction of agricultural tractors in their work. 
Horses and. men have .been almost entirely replaced by tractors in many 
heavy and hmHonsummg tasks that are carried out on the land. A tractor 
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performs the work of numerous horses and, what is of greater importance, it 
doesn't need any rest in order to recover from fatigue~ If necessary attention 
is paid to its lubrication and it's constantly supplied with fuel, it will work on 
indefinitely. 

During the years since its introduction, a huge progress has been made in 
developing a more efficient machine. Modern tractors have been construct
ed to meet all requirements of space, comfort, vision and safety. Many devices 
have been incorporated in the mechanisms of the tractor for this purpose. The 
6-cylinder engines have been installed in them for improved productivity and 
reliability. Some tractors have been equipped with a hydraulic system, which 
gives the driver the choice of the right power for every operation. 

Nowadays there exists a wide range of different types of tractors. Let's 
say, the most common type today is the general-purpose wheeled tractor that 
is used on most farms and has an engine of up to 100 h.p. On the other hand 
if you need to carry out heavy cultivation on farms, you can use either track
laying tractors with a large horse-power (up to 500 h.p.) or heavy-wheeled 
tractors. Most present-day tractors are powered by internal combustion 
engines, which operate on the same basic principles. 

Ill. Say if these statements are true or false. Correct the false ones. 

1. The tractors are used instead of horses in many heavy tasks. 2. A trac
tor performs the work of one horse. 3. A tractor needs some time to recover 
from fatigue. 4. If the tractor's lubrication system is maintained in good con
dition, the tractor will work for a long time. 5. Nowadays there exist two types 
of tractors: the general-purpose wheeled tractor and track-laying tractor. 
6. The hydraulic system in the tractor enhances the driver's safety. 

IV. Find in the text the information about the following: 

a) an important industrial achievement for farmers; 
b) tractors after their introducion; 
c) a general-purpose wheeled tractor; 
d) a track-laying tractor; 
e) a heavy-wheeled tractor. 

V. Give a title to the text. 

Activity 

I. Several groups of engineers at Minsk Tractor Works have been given 
the task to improve the tractor "Belarus". Discuss the possible design of 
this tractor in your groups. 
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11. Several farmers from Russia have arrived at Minsk Tractor Wor~s In 
order to buy tractors. Present your project to these farmers and convmce 
them to order your model of a tractor. 

Writing 

1. Complete this paragraph about Ford tractors. Use the linking words 
from the box. 

EXPRESSING ADDITION 

moreover, in addition to, besides, as well as, also, furthermore 

Ford tractors are famous for high reliability and cost efficiency. They have 
been designed to provide a comfortable and efficient workplace. Climate 
control filters have been installed in the cab. Moreover, ... 

Use some of these ideas: 

1. acoustical systems - to reduce noise levels in the cab 
2. transmission controls - to mount on the flat floor 
3. the driver's seat- to equip with pneumatic suspension 
4. halogen work lights- to install into the cab roof 
5 .... 

II. Translate this text into Russian. 

Minsk Tractor Works is the world's leading manufacturer of agricultural 
equipment. Since 1953 thousands of universal wheeled tractors under the 
manufacturer's brand "Belarus" have been produced. 

The well-known advantages of these tractors are their low fuel consump
tion, long service life, simplicity and convenience of maintenance. The mod
ern tractors have been fitted with six-cylinder diesel engines. Thus they can 
develop sufficient horsepower under most unfavourable conditions and show 
high efficiency. The nine-speed gearbox provides a wide range of speed for 
performance of all types of farm operations. A comfortable, safe and noise
proof cab provides excellent visibility and together with an adjustable soft 
seat, tinted glass, cab air filtering and a heating device ensures comfort for 
the driver throughout the whole working day. 

All the features of "Belarus" tractors meet international standard specifi
cations. 
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Section B. Machinery Engineering 

Lead-in 

1. Engineers make use of machine tools in all their activities. List as many 
applications of machine tools as possible. Compare your list with that of 
your groupmates. 

II. Paul, a student of Mechanical Engineering, has visited the exhibition 
"Advances in Machinery Engineering" and now he is telling his friend 
Alex about it. Listen to their dialogue and learn how to name different 
machine tools. 

Alex: Hello, Paul! Glad to see you. Where have you been? I was looking for 
you all day yesterday. But unfortunately, I didn't find you. 

Paul: You know, our lessons had been finished by five o'clock yesterday 
and I went to our Exhibition Hall and saw different types of machine 
tools there, such as lathes, milling machines and grinding machines. 

Alex: That sounds interesting. It's impossible to imagine a workshop today 
that is not equipped with multi-purpose machine tools. 

Paul: I can't but agree with you. People have already fully automated all 
transportation operations. 

Alex: And were there any interesting types of machine tools at the Exhibition, 
I wonder? 

Paul: Oh, definitely, the latest developments in the design of machine tools 
were well represented there. And as far as I know, some of these types 
will have been put into operation by the end of the next year. 

Alex: And what impressed you most of all at the Exhibition? 
Paul: Well, you know, there was one fantastic machine known as the 

"machining centre". This machine performs about a hundred different 
operations simultaneously. 

Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

1. A: ... 
B: Well, you see, I had finished the test by 2 o'clock yesterday and I 

went to the Machine Tool Works. 
A: ... 

2. A: What types of machine tools did you see at the Exhibition? 
B: ... 
A: Which one did you like most? 
B: ... 
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A: Will any of these new machine tools have been put into operation 
by the end of the year? 

B: 

IV. Match a line In A with a line in B. 

A 
1. Where were you yesterday? 
2. Has the new lathe 

been tested yet? 
3. What is the oldest tool 

that is known to the 
mankind? 

4. Who was the first machine 
tool invented by? 

5. What has been incorporated 
in this machine. tool? 

6. By what time will the machine 
tool have been delivered? 

Language Practice 

B 
a. A microprocessor. 
b. By 10 May. 
c. John Wilkinson. 
d. The engineers said that 

it had already been tested. 
e. I was at the Machine Tool Works. 
f. I don't know, I'm afraid. 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the words with the opposite meaning. 

1. hand tool a. unimportant 
2. advantage b. automatic 
3. accurate c. single-purpose machine 
4. give d. disadvantage 
5. important e. inaccurate 
6. multi-purpose machine f. receive 
7. manual g. machine tool 
8. simple h. complex 

II. Match the word with its definition. 

1. tool 
2. workshop 
3. to shape 
4. to cut 
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a. to take away, to get rid of 
b. a thing with the help of which an operation 

is carried out 
c. to turn in a new direction 



5. to remove d. a room in which manufacture is carried out 
6. workpiece e. to separate into slices or pieces 
7. to bend f. to form, to make 

g. a piece of metal/substance for work. 

Ill. Match the English word combinations with their Russian equivalents. 

1. a lathe a) cllpe3epHbiM cTaHOK 
2. a mi11ing machine b) caepJIUJibHbii1 cTaHoK 
3. a drilling machine c) ll.UIH¢osaJibHbii1 cTaHOK 
4. numerical control d) TOKapHbiH cTaHoK 
5. a cutting tool e) pe)l(yUJ,HM cTaHoK 
6. a grinding machine f) LJMCJIOBoe nporpaMMHoe ynpaaneHHe, 

qrry 

IV. Write down all possible derivatives of the following words. 

Verbs Nouns Adjectives Ad••erhs 

to vary 

to conduct 

to resist 

to act 

to remove 

Grammar: Past and Future Perfect (Passive) 

V. Find the verb in Perfect Passive in every line. 

1. a) are delivering 
2. a) had received 
3. a) reduce 
4. a) will predict 
5. a) will be given 
6. a) will have 

removed 

4a* 

b) delivered 
b) is receiving 
b) will have been reduced 
b) had been predicted 
b) will have been given 
b) was removed 

c) had been delivered 
c) had been received 
c) will be reduced 
c) had predicted 
c) are given 
c) had been removed 
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7. a) will have been 
adjusted 

b) has adjusted 

b) will be repaired 

c) will have adjusted 

c) was repaired 8. a) had been repaired 

VI. Change the following sentences so as to use passive form of the verb 
underlined. 

EXAMPLE 1: A: They had finished the experiment before the lesson was 
over. 

B: The experiment had been finished before the lesson 
was over. 

I. He had completed the chemical reaction when the teacher came. 2. We 
had published the results of our work by the end of the year. 3. They had 
dried the sample before the experiment started. 4. They had begun the exper
iment before the assistant came. 5. They had obtained all the necessary data 
by the time the experiment began. 

EXAMPLE 2: A: we will have published the article by the beginning of 
the conference. 

B: The article will have been published by the beginning 
of the conference. 

1. By the end of the next month he will have repaired his car. 2. They will 
have brought the necessary tools by the beginning of the work. 3. We will 
have improved this tool by the end of the year. 4. They will have delivered 
new books to the library by the end of the week. 5. They will have installed 
new equipment in the laboratory by the beginning of a new academic year. 

VII. You completed your practical work at the Machine-building Plant last 
week. 

a) Say what work had been done by the end of your practice. 

EXAMPLE: to perform a lot of different operations 
A lot of different operations had been performed by 
the end of the practice. 

To study the operation of the milling machine; to deliver a new model of 
a lathe; to instruct the students properly; to investigate the advantages of 
machine tools; to obtain valuable practical experience. 

b) Say what work will have been done by the end of this term. 

EXAMPLE: to write the course project 
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The course project y;ill have been written by the end of the 
year. 



To carry out the research on machine tools; to repair the old cutting tool 
to demonstrate the work of metal-cutting machines; to perform various ope
rations on the drilling machine; to experiment with metal-forming machines. 

VIII. Ask all possible questions. Consult the tables below. 

The device had been repaired in our lab by the end of 

the day. 

Had the device been repaired in our lab by the end of 

the day? 

By what time had the device been repaired? 

Where had the device been repaired? 

What had been repaired in our lab by the end of 

the day? 

I. A new machine tool had been devised by the end of the week. 
2. The experiment had been finished in our laboratory before the lesson 

was over. 
3. The engineers had improved the design of this machining centre before 

the plant began to produce it. 

The workpiece will have been cut by 2 o'clock. 

Will the workpiece have been cut by 2 o'clock? 

By what time will the workpiece have been cut? 

What will have been cut by 2 o'clock? 

What will have been done by 2 o'clock? 

1. A new milling machine will have been introduced in this plant by the 
beginning of May. 

2. A new cutting tool will have been put into operation by the time our 
workshop opens. 

3. The research will have been completed by a group of engineers by the 
time you arrive. 

IX. Correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

I. New safety rules have been established by the end of the last year. 
2. A new device will be designed by next week. 3. Will have the design of the 
tool been improved by the end of September? 4. The necessary tools were 
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brought into the laboratory by the beginning of the experiment. 5. These new 
properties of the substance had predicted by the scientists before the experi
ment began. 6. The construction of the workshop will have be completed by 
next year. 

X. Translate the sentences Into English using your active vocabulary. 

I. 0HH BblTIOJIHHJIH p.R.Q OIIepaU.HH Ha TOKapHOM CTaHKe .[(0 TOfO, KaK Ja

KOH\fHJIHCb na6opaTopHbie JaHSITHSI. 2. B'lfepa K 5 qacaM Be'lfepa <J>pe3epHbiW 

CTaHOK 6biJI OTPeMOHTHpOBaH. 3. 06pa3Ubl MHOfOU.eJieBbiX CTaHKOB 6biJIH 

H3fOTOBJieHhi .no Toro, KaK Ha\faJIC.R 3KcrrepHMeHT. 4. CTaTb.R 6y,neT orry6JIH

KOBaHa .QO Ha'lfaJia KOH<J>epeHU.HH. 5. 0.QHH CTaHOK C UeHTpaJI1130BaHHbiM 

nporpaMMHbiM ynpaBJieHHeM KOHTpOJIHpyeT pa60TY 6oJiee CTa pa3JIH"'HblX 

pe:>f<YI.IUU HHCTPYMeHTOB. 6. Kopo6KH nepe,naq HJroTaBJIHBaiOTCSI Ha rrpHJMa

'TINeCKHX CTaHKaX. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Learn to read the following words. Say which of them are international. 

component [k~m·p~un~nt] 
category ['kretig~ri] 
prismatic [pnz' mretik] 

hollow ['hol~u] 
casing ['keiSIIJ] 

II. Analyse the following word combinations and translate them into 
Russian. 

machine tools 
machine tool types 

mechanical engineering workshop 
metal-cutting machines 

Ill. What is the difference between a hand tool and a machine tool? Look 
through the first passage of the text to find it out. 

IV. ~here e.xists ~ great number of machine tools that can be used by 
eng1neers m the1r work. Read the text about different types of machine 
tools for more information. 

Scientists consider that the oldest tools that are known to the mankind 
are 2,600,000 years old. They were used by people in manual operations and 
that is why they were called hand tools. By the beginning of the Industrial 
Revolution, people had already devised simple hand tools for cutting and 
shaping different materials. But in the 18th century there appeared machine 
tools that made mass production a reality in the 19th century. A machine tool 
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is a power-driven machine that is used to perform different operations with 
metal or other material. Basic machine tools use mechanical power to bend, 
cut, drill, grind and hammer metal into desired shapes. More advanced 
machine tools use such power sources as electrical or chemical energy, heat, 
magnetism and ultrasound. 

Nowadays machine tools play an important role in the manufacture of 
almost all metal products. Machinists (people who operate machine tools) 
use them in making automobiles, radios, refrigerators, television sets and so 
on. Every mechanical engineering workshop is equipped with machine tools. 
They are the main source for the manufacture of component parts of all 
machines and mechanical devices. 

There are about 500 kinds of machine tools. Some perform a single ope
ration, such as grinding or drilling. Others, called machining centres, carry 
out several kinds of tasks. These numerous machine tool types fall into two 
categories. The first group is called "metal-cutting". The machine tools of this 
group remove some material from the workpiece and they are much stronger 
than the workpiece itself. The examples of metal-cutting machines are lathes, 
drill presses, milling and shaping machines. 

The second group is called "metal-forming". They shape the workpiece 
without the removal of any material from it. For metal-forming operations we 
use a wide range of forging machines 1, presses and press brakes2. 

1 KOBOlJHaH MaWHHa; 2npeCCOBhie TOpM03a 

V. Answer the following questions. 

1. What is a machine tool? 
2. Where do we use machine tools? 
3. How many machine tools are used in industry nowadays? 
4. What are the two main types of machine tools? 
5. Is there any difference between the first and the second group of machine 

tools? 

VI. Say if the following sentences are true or false. Correct the false ones. 

1. The first hand tool was used during the Industrial Revolution of the 
18th century. 

2. Machine tools never use such power sources as heat and chemical energy. 
3. Machinists are the people who operate machine tools. 
4. Machining centres perform a single operation, for example, drilling. 
5. A lathe is an example of metal-forming machines. · 
6. The machine tools of the first group remove some material from the 

workpiece. 
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VII. Complete the text using the diagram. 

Metal-cutting machines 

This diagram shows the subdivision of metal-cutting machines. This sub
division may be made between ... and ... machines. Cylindrical machines produce 
... , ... , ... and ... may be said as the best-known machine tools of this type. 
Prismatic machines produce ... and ... and ... machines may be said as the 
best-known machine tools of this type. 

VIII. a) You are going to deliver a lecture to the students of metallurgy on 
different types of machine tools. Make an outline of your fecture (maxi
mum 10 sentences) 

b) Give the lecture to the students. Be ready to answer their questions. 

Further Reading 

I. Learn how to read the following words. 

precise [pr1 'sa1z] fixture [ 'fikstJ a] 
particular [pa't1kjula] numerous ['nju:meras] 

II. What do these abbreviations stand for? Look through the text to find 
it out. 

CNC, NC, DNC 

Ill. Where can numerical control systems be used? Read the text to learn 
more about NC systems. 

In 1775 John Wilkinson, an English ironmaker, invented the first modern 
machine tool. It was a boring machine that enabled the workers to drill pre
cise holes in metal. Many refinements have been incorporated in machine 
tools since that time. 
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By the middle of the 20th century some machine tools had been linked 
together in series for use in mass production. And in the 1950s the first 
machines with numerical control were introduced. 

Numerical control, commonly called NC, is a system of automating 
machine tools. Let's have a look at some examples ofNC systems application. 

The system known as computer numerical control (CNC) has a number of 
machine tools, each of which is directed by its own computer. So when you 
want to adapt a CNC machine tool to a different job you just change the con
trol programme, or software of the computer. They are very easy in opera
tion, their programming is simple and you can always test it. Moreover, they 
are cheaper to maintain and are generally more accurate in comparison with 
standard machine tools. CNC systems are used with a wide range of machine 
tools such as milling machines and lathes. Many are equipped with graphic 
displays that show the shapes of the workpiece and can even produce three
dimensional views of the components. 

When several CNC machine tools receive instructions from a large cen
tral computer that stores and processes operational procedures, we can speak 
about a,direct numerical control (DNC). This single computer controls more 
than 100 machine tools. 

A further development in the automation of machine tools is the "machin
ing centre". This machine has autoo1atic tool changers and performs a lot of 
machining operations on a workpiece with the help of more than 100 differ
ent cutting tools. One machining centre can do the work of eight or more 
standard machines. They are particularly useful when you need to produce 
large and complex components with the high degree of accuracy. 

In general, all machine tools that are equipped with NC systems have a 
lot of advantages. One of the most important advantages is the absence of 
necessity to design, build and store the numerous fiXtures. 

IV. Answer the following questions. 

1. What is the main advantage of CNC machines? 
2. What is the difference between CNC and DNC machines? 
3. How many tools may a DNC machine contain? 
4. What is the main principle of work of machining centres? 
5. If you were Director of a large plant, would you install machine tools 

with NC systems there? 

V. Say if the following sentences are true or false. Correct the false sen
tences. 

1. John Wilkinson invented the first modern NC machine tool. 2. Nowa
days NC systems are hardly ever used in industry. 3. CNC machine tools are 
more accurate in comparison with standard machine tools. 4. One machin-
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ing centre may perform the work of 100 standard machines. 5. If a worker 
wants to produce a complex component with high degree of accuracy he 
should use one of the NC machine tools. 

VI. Read the following summary of the previous text and fill In the miss
Ing Information with the words given below. 

Automation of machine tools began in the 20th century. In the 1950s the 
first machines with ... were .... 

Numerical ... is a system of automating machine ... . 
Computer ... control ma~hine tool is directed by a .... CNC machines are 

easy in ... and they are ... to maintain. 
In ... system a single computer may ... more than 100 machine tools. 
Machining centres may ... a lot of machining ... on a ... at a time. One 

machining centre may do the work of eight ... machines . 
... NC systems have ... advantages. 

computer in general introduced tools perform 

a lot of numerical control operation numerical operations 
control direct numerical control standard cheaper workpiece 

VII. Give a title to the text. 

Activity 

I. You've just visited the Belarusian Historical Museum. There was an 
excellent exhibition of different kinds of tools from the oldest to the most 
modern ones. Share your impressions with yo_ur friends. 

Some of the tools at the exhibition were: 
hand tools made of wood, stone and copper; 
the first cutting machine tools; 
a modern lathe and a drilling machine; a machining centre. 

11. A group of students has come to the Steel Works where you work. 
Show them around and tell them about different machine tools that you 
have at the works. 

Ill. Discus~ion. It's im_possible to imagine present-day manufacturing 
process Without machme tools. They bring a great number of benefits 
but do they possibly have any disadvantages? 

a) Read the following arguments. Think of your own ones. 
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Machine Tools 

For Agai11st 

1. They make people's work easier. 1. They are dangerous in operation. 

2. They perform numerous 2. If the computer programme fails. 

operations simultaneously. the production stops. 

3. They are fast and accurate. 3. It's difficult to repair them. 

4. They don't get tired. 4. They require regular maintenance. 

5 .... 5 .... 

b) Discuss the problem in groups and try to reach an agreement. 

Writing 

I. Write two paragraphs, one about advantages and the other about pos
sible disadvantages of machine tools. 

II. Translate the text into Russian. Use your technical dictionary. 

By the beginning of the new millenium a great number of complex 
machine tools had been designed to speed up production. Although these 
tools include features of the basic machine tools and perform the same oper
ations, they incorporate design modifications that let them perform complex 
operational sequences quicker. Furthermore, after the production machine 
has been set up by a skilled worker or machinist, a less skilled operator also 
can produce parts accurately and quickly. 

There's one more improvement that had already been incorporated in 
machine tools by the 21st century. This is a highly automated machining sys
tem, called adaptive control that involves the use of a microprocessor. A 
microprocessor is a tiny electronic device that performs the work of com
puter. The microprocessor regulates variables in the machining process such 
as the speed of the spindle. That makes the process very efficient. It also 
receives information from sensors that measure force, temperature, and other 
variables. It uses the information to operate the system at the level that is safe 
for the machine tool and the workpiece. Specialists predict that by the year 
2015 all major industrial works in Belarus will have been equipped with such 
machining centres. 
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MATERIALS SCIENCE 

Section A. Copper 

Lead-in 

1. Discuss the following questions. 

a) How much do you know about copper? 
b) Where is copper used today? Make a list of possible applications of 

copper. Compare it with that of your groupmates. 
c) Do you know any copper alloys? What are their constituents? 

11. The students are at the seminar on metals technotogy. Listen to their 
discussion and learn what properties copper has and where It can be 
used. 

Teacher: Dear students, today we're going to discuss the main properties 
and applications of copper. So far, what can you say about this metal? 

Andrew: If I'm not mistaken, copper is a non-ferrous metal. And it can be 
found in a free state in nature. 

Alice: And as far as I remember, people were able to extract this metal 
in prehistoric times. Various things such as weapons, tools and 
decorations could be made of it. 

Teacher: Very good. Were those copper tools very reliable? 
Andrew: I think not. Pure copper is a soft ductile metal. Strong cutting 

tools could be made only of copper alloys such as bronze. 
Teacher: OK. What are the present applications of copper? 

Alice: Well, they are numerous. Copper metals can be used in most 
domestic appliances. Electrical industry is impossible without cop
per wiring as it is a very good conductor of electricity. Also, cop
per is corrosion resistant which makes it valuable for marine 
industry. Besides, this metal is even used in making money! 

Teacher: You are quite right. Tomorrow we will be able to study the valuable 
properties of copper in the practical class. 
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Ill. Complete the dialogue. 

A: - Are we going ... today? 
B: - .... Let's remember what ... 
A: - I know that copper .. . 
B: - Very well, and when ... ? 
A: - ... 
B: - What applications ... ? 
A:- ... 
B: - Why did bronze become so ... ? 
A: - ... 
B: - Can you prove that copper ... today? 
A:- ... 
B: - What valuable properties ... ? 
A: -Well, ... 
B: - Excellent! I see you know a lot about copper. 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Copper was discovered 
long ago. 

2. Is copper used in automobile 
industry? 

3. Bronze was first produced 
in Asia and Africa. 

4. Why is copper so widely 
used today? 

5. Electric wiring is made of 
pure copper, isn't it? 

6. Thank you very much. 

Language Practice 

B 

a. Yes, it is. 
b. Where exactly? 
c. You are welcome. 
d. You are quite right. 
e. Because of its valuable 

properties. 
f. Certainly. 

Vocabulary 

I. Learn how to read these words. 

ductile [' dAktaii] 
reliable [n'lai~bl] 
decorative [ 'dek~r~tiv] 

recycling [n'saikhiJ] 
plumbing ['plAmiiJ] 



11. Match the Russian words with their English equivalents. 

1. OUeHHBaTb a. qualities 
2. H38JieKaTb b. conductor 
3. npOBO,UHHK c. purpose 
4. ,noMaUJHHH d. to extract 
5. B.R3KHH (3JiaCTHlJHblH) e. ductile 
6. Hep)({aBeiOW.HH f. domestic 
7. KalleCTBa g. to estimate 
8. ueJib h. corrosion resistant 

111. Match the words with the opposite meaning. 

A B 

I. useful a. varied 
2. ability b. decorative 
3. functional c. tremendous 
4. magnetic d. unnecessary 
5. present e. useless 
6. small f. inability 
7. necessary g. ancient 
8. uniform h. nonmagnetic 

Grammar: Modal Verbs "can, could, be able to" 

IV. Say what these people could do in the past. 

EXAMPLE: I can't use the new apparatus now but I could use it yest~rday 
at the lesson. 

1. He can't do research on copper alloys this term but he ... it last term. 
2. We can't compare the properties of these substances now but we ... them 
during our previous experiment. 3. They can't study aluminium bronze at the 
lesson now but they ... it in the lab yesterday. 4. We can't extract copper with 
the help of stone and bone tools but ancient people .. . it in this way thou
sands of years ago. 5. I can't describe the results of his experiment today but 
he ... them yesterday. 

V. Use the following statements in the past and future. 

EXAMPLE: He£!!! drive well. 
He could drive well 10 years ago. 
He will be able to drive well in a month. 
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1. He can continue his studies at the Mechanical Engineering faculty. 2. 
Our engineers can extract copper in several ways. 3. I can visit the Bingham 
Canyon copper mine. 4. This new car can move without a driver. 5. The sci
entists can use the samples of this substance in the test. 

VI. Ask your scientific supervisor to explain what can happen to these 
engineering materials. 

EXAMPLE: copper I to be alloyed with iron 
A: Can copper be alloyed with iron? 
B: Certainly it can. Copper can be alloyed with iron. 

or I'm afraid it can't. Copper can't be alloyed with iron. 

a ductile metal I to be worked into a new shape 
copper I to be used as a conductor of electricity 
tin I to be alloyed with copper 
brass I to be used in bearings and gears 
copper I to be recycled several times 

VII. Put these statements into Present, Past and Future using the modal 
expression to be able to (not to be able to) instead of can (can't). 

EXAMPLE: 

+ 

I can study materials science. 

I am able to study materials 
science. 

I was able to study materials· 
science. 

I will be able to study materials 
science. 

He can't complete this work 
himself. 

He is not able to complete this 
work himself. 

He was not able to complete 
this work himself. 

He will not be able to complete 
this work himself. 

1. We can alloy copper with aluminium. 2. The engineers can use copper 
for electrical conductors. 3. I can do research on phosphor bronze now. 
4. She cannot explain the properties of this group of alloys. 5. This student 
cannot explain the difference between brass and bronze. 6. They cannot eval
uate the results of the first series of experiments. 
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VIII. Correct mistakes In the following sentences. 

1. We didn't can work in the laboratory on Sunday. 2. Will be you able to 
make a report on your scientific research? 3. He could to use the old equip
ment in his experiment. 4. The teacher can explains this rule again. 5. You 
will able to cut soft metal with greater speed than hard metal. 6. Engineers 
will be not able to use this new alloy in industry, I'm afraid. 7. The student 
not able to determine the nickel content of this copper alloy. 8. Can this 
technology to make the extraction of copper easier? 

IX. Translate the sentences Into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. B Kal.JeCTBe 3JieKTpH"'ecKoro npooo.nHHKa Mbi MO)I(eM HcnoJihJOBaTb 
Me.II.b. 2. OH cnoco6eH o6'MICHHTb, KaK .n.o6hiBaiOT Me.II.b o rrpOMbillJJieHHhiX 
uemrx. 3. Mbi cMorJIH HJY"'HTb cooi1cToa aJIIOMHHweooi1 6poH3bi Ha npaKTH
qecKHX JaHSITHSIX. 4. 6pOH3a Mo:>KeT OKa3biBaTb COilpOTHBJieHHe KOpp03HH. 
5. llpeHMyiUeCTBO Me,nH B TOM, "'TO ee MO)I(HO nepepa6aTbiBaTb HeCKOJibKO 
pa3. 6. Me,nHbie CnJiaBbl MOfYT 6biTb HCI10Jlb30BaHbl B pa3HbiX OTpaCJIHX 
npOMbiUUieHHOCTH. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out their 
meaning. 

rather, adv 
circulation, n 
vital, adj 
junked, adj 

remainder, n 
throughout, prep 
discarded, adj 
demand, n 

II. Skim the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. Is copper the oldest metal that is known to man? 2. What properties 
does copper possess? 3. What is bronze? 4. When, where and why. did bronze 
appear? 5. What are the applications of copper and its alloys? 6. Why aren't 
we afraid of working out the resources of copper? 

Ill. Read the text attentively for more information about copper. 

Copper is man's oldest metal as people could extract it more than 10 000 
years ago. As it is rather soft and ductile, copper is alloyed with other' ele
m~nt~. There is evidence that the first copper alloy - bronze (90% copper, 
10% tm)- was ~roduced around 2800 BC in countries such as India, Egypt 
and _Mesopotamia. Bronze was harder and could be used for making reliable 
cuttmg tools. Its use characterizes the Bronze Age. 
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The workability and the ability for corrosion resistance made copper, 
bronze and brass the most important functional as well as decorative materi
als from the Middle Ages and on till the present day. With the beginning of 
the Electrical Age the demand for copper increased tremendously because it 
is an unusually good conductor of electricity and heat. Today more than 5 
million tons of copper are produced annually and the copper metals are play
ing an increasingly vital part in all branches of modern technology. 

The good news is that we will not run out of copper. The worldwide 
resources of this important and valuable metal can be estimated at nearly 5.8 
trillion pounds of which only about 0. 7 trillion ( 12%) have been mined through
out history. Besides, nearly all of 700 billion pounds is still in circulation 
because copper's recycling rate is higher than that of any other engineering 
metal. Each year nearly as much copper is recovered from recycled material as 
is obtained from newly mined ore. Almost half of all recycled copper scrap is 
old post-consumer scrap, such as discarded electric cable, junked automobile 
radiators and air conditioners, or even ancient Egyptian plumbing! The remain
der is new scrap, such as chips and turnings from screw machine production. 
Engineers hope that we will be able to use copper for centuries on. 

IV. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false 
statements. 

1. Copper was extracted by man more than 10,000 years ago. 2. Copper 
alloys appeared because there was the shortage of pure copper. 3. Copper 
metals are important functional and decorative materials today. 4. In the 
19th century the demand for copper greatly decreased. 5. The resources of 
copper will be worked out in the near future. 6. If Egyptian plumbing is recy
cled a lot of copper can be obtained. 

V. Agree or disagree with these statements. Give reasons for your answer. 

1. Copper metals possess valuable properties. 2. Technological progress 
increases the demand for copper. 3. There is no need to save copper resources. 
4. Copper can and should be recycled. 

VI. Complete the diagram that classifies the following engineering mate
rials. The diagram should have three levels. 

alloys 
copper 
brass 
pure metals 

metals 
bronze 
tin 

VII. Give a title to the text. 
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Further Reading 

1. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out their 
meaning. 

weathering, n 
clad, v 
serviceable, adj 
cookware, n 
jet plane, n 

nuclear, adj 
nonsparking, adj 
explosion, n 
remain, v 
undamaged, adj 

11. Do you know any interesting facts about copper? Share the interesting 
Information with your groupmates. 

111. Read the text to learn more about properties and applications of 
copper. 

Do you know that. .. 

.. . copper is essential to our health as an important constituent of skin, 
bones and blood. It is also biostatic - bacteria cannot grow on its surface. 
High-tech doctors save lives with the help of copper-clad scalpels . 

. .. a copper plumbing system from the Pyramid of Cheops in Egypt is still 
in a serviceable condition after more than 5,000 years . 

... copper has always been part of metal money . 

... chefs around the world prefer copper cookware due to its properties of 
high heat transfer plus uniform heating (no hot spots) . 

... copper is the standard for electrical conductivity. It conducts electrical 
current better than any other metal except silver . 

.. .IBM is replacing aluminium with copper in computer chips -up to 200 
million transistors can be packed onto such a ~hip. The result is much faster 
operating speeds . 

... about 2% (9,000 pounds) of the total weight of a Boeing 747-200 jet 
plane is copper. A typical diesel-electric locomotive uses about 11,000 
pounds of copper while a Triton-class nuclear submarine uses about 200,000 
pounds of copper . 

... yellow brass (Copper Alloy 360) is so easy to machine, that it is the 
standard for metals machinability . 

... high-strength, nonmagnetic and corrosion-resistant copper alloy tools are 
also nonsparking, which is valuable in situations where explosions are feared . 

. . . designers look at copper and brass as metals of quality, comfort and 
beauty . 

... through one hundred years of sea winds, rains and sun, the copper skin 
of the Statue of Liberty not only has become more beautiful but also has 
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remained virtually undamaged. Closer analysis shows that weathering and 
oxidation of the copper skin has come to just 0.005 of an inch in a century . 

... copper clearly was a good idea a hundred years ago. With technological 
advances, copper is still a great idea today. 

IV. Explain why ... 

1) copper is important to our health, 
2) copper is widely used in medicine, 
3) the ancient Egyptian plumbing system is still in a serviceable condition, 
4) copper cookware is preferred by cooks worldwide, 
5) copper is the standard for electrical conductivity, 
6) aluminium is being replaced with copper in computer chips, 
7) transport means need copper, 
8) copper alloy tools are used in situations where explosions are feared, 
9) copper metals are popular as a decorative material, 

10) the Statue of Liberty needed little restoration. 

V. Comment on the following statement. Give reasons for your answer. 

Copper metals are used for an infinite variety of applications that range 
from small mass-produced parts in free-machining brass to equipment for the 
'space-age' industries of rocket production and atomic energy. 

VI. Can you suggest another title for the text? 

Activity 

I. a) Divide into groups and fill in the table using the information from the 
text and your background knowledge. 

Copper Metals 

Area of Applicatio11 Example Necessary Properties 

Medical Engineering biostatic. corrosion-
resistant 

... ... . .. I 

b) Compare your results. Which group has the longest list? 

II. You have been invited to a conference on the advances in Materials 
Science. Prepare a report on the topic "Present-day application of cop
per" and deliver it in class. Choose the most interesting one. 
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Writing 

1. Study the table given below and write a paragraph about the applica
tions and properties of various copper alloys. 

Name l\letals present Uses 

Aluminium Copper, aluminium High tensile strength, can be 

bronze cold-worked or cast, resistant 
to corrosion 

Bell metal Copper. tin ( 30% ). lead Casting bells 

Brass Copper, zinc Cast and cold-worked in gears 

Bronze Copper. tin general 

Cupro-nickel Copper, nickel ( 15-30%) Very ductile, doesn't lose 
strength or crack when its 
shape is changed 

Gun metal Copper, tin, zinc Cast into gears, bearings 

Phosphor bronze Copper. tin. phosphorus Cast to form gears and bearings 
(not a metal) where resistance to corrosion 

and wear is needed, as in sea 
water 

II. Translate the passage into Russian. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

Aluminium bronze is among the most varied and metallurgically inter
esting copper alloys. This metal is the first choice - and sometimes the only 
logical choice - for demanding applications owing to the exceptional 
mechanical and chemical qualities it offers. such as great strength, high 
hardness. excellent corrosion resistance (especially in seawater and similar 
environments), wear resistance and superior bearing qualities as well as 
favourable castability, machinability, ductability and nonmagnetic behaviour. 

Evidently, all these properties are best applied where other materials 
can fail too soon or will be more expensive. Aluminium bronzes find wide
spread applications in petrochemical plants; power generation, aircraft, 
automotive, railway and marine engineering; in iron and steel making, elec
trical manufacturing and building industries. 
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Section B. Steel 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) What is steel? Can you name the constituents of this alloy? 
b) Is steel widely used for engineering purposes? 
c) What kinds of steel do you know? 
d) What applications of steels can you list? 
e) How is steel produced? 
0 What properties of steels can you mention? 

II. Andrew has his practice at the steel works. Listen to his conversation 
with Alice and name the types and properties of steels that are mentioned 
by the students. 

Alice: Hi, Andrew, where are you going in such a hurry? 
Andrew: Oh, you see, I may not be late today. We are going to the steel 

works. 
Alice: Really? What will you do there? 

Andrew: I don't know yet. Maybe this time we will be allowed to observe 
how iron is melted, purified and alloyed with other elements and 
steel is produced. 

Alice: Have you been to this works before? 
Andrew: Yes, last time we were allowed to work with carbon steels and 

alloy steels so we could study their properties. 
Alice: And what have you found out? 

Andrew: Well, many things. Do you know that the hardest, toughest, 
strongest and most valuable steel is tool steel? 

Alice: I do now. Maybe you will be able to explain to me why stainless 
steel doesn't rust? I'm really interested. 

Andrew: This is easy. Various alloying elements may be added to 
the base steel, which greatly improves its properties. Steel may be 
made corrosion-resistant if chromium is added. 

Alice: I see ... Well, see you tomorrow. 
Andrew: OK. Bye-bye, then. 

Ill. That's how we ask for and give permission in English. Study the table 
on page 126. 
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ASKING PERMISSION 

Can (may. could) ... ? 

GIVING PERMISSION 

You can/may if you want/like. 

Is it all right if ... ? Yes. of course. 

Do you mind if ... +present simple? Certainly. 

Would you mind if ... + past simple? Go ahead. 

By all means. 

IV. Complete the dialogues using the phrases for asking and giving per
mission. 

a) - ... I have my practice at the British Steel Works? 

b) - ... I observe the steel making process? 

c) - ... we study the properties of various types of steels today? 
- ... Later we'll discuss .... 

d) - What have you learnt ... ? 
- Well, steels ... be classified ... types. 
-OK, and ... the main properties of steels? 
- Let's see. Steels are .... Different ... added to the base steel. 

This ... its properties a lot. 

Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the English words with their Russian equivalents. 

1. hardness 
2. to cast 
3. pig iron 
4. malleable 
5. to temper 
6. alloy steel 

a. 3aKa.JHITb 
b.TBep.uocTb 
C. JientpOBaHHaH CTaJib 
d. JIHTb, OTJIHBaTb 
e. KOBKHH 
f. nepe.ueJibHbiii liYfYH 

II. Find words formed from the first word in the line. 

I. corrode - code, corrosive, charge, conductor 
2. cast - substance, content, casting, steel 
3. require - environment, requirement, refine, tempering 
4. pure - sulphur, powerful, impurity, perform 
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5. metal- modern, meat, malleable, non-metal 
6. considerable - carbon, constituent, construction, considerably 

Ill. Make all possible word combinations. 

to improve 
molten 
heat 
special 
mechanical 
electric 

furnace 
treatment 
steel 
working 
application 
properties 

Grammar: The Modal Verb "may" 

IV. Use the following statements in Past and Future. 

EXAMPLE: He may continue the research. 
He was allowed to continue the research. 
He will he allowed to continue the research. 

I. You may use carbon steel in the construction of this building. 2. She 
may extract iron from iron ores. 3. You may use manganese for changing 

. properties of steels. 4. You may apply alloy steels for various engineering pur
poses. 5. The engineer may increase the carbon content of the steel. 

V. Your partner is an Instructor in the lab. Ask him if you may perform the 
following actions. Work in pairs. 

EXAMPLE: to use these substances for the experiment 
A: May I use these substances for the experiment? 
B: Yes, you may. You may use these substances for the 

experiment. 

To elaborate the plan of the research; to experiment with alloying ele
ments; to carry out different operations on milling machines; to demonstrate 
the properties of tool steels; to observe the steel-making process. 

VI. Your friend wanted to do a lot of things at the practical class yester
day. Ask him if he was allowed to do all of them. 

EXAMPLE: to demonstrate the new applications of steels 
A: Were you allowed to demonstrate the new applications 

of steels? 
B: No, I wasn't. But I will be allowed to do it tomorrow. 
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To work in the rolling mill; to test the performance characteris.tics of alloy 
steels; to use a new milling machine; to study the structure of stamless steels 

to observe how steel is cast 

VII. Discuss with your friend which of these things may be done. 

EXAMPLE: machine tools I to be made of pig iron 
A: May machine tools be made of pig iron? 
B: Certainly they may. They may be made of pig iron. 

or B: I'm afraid they may not. They may not be made of pig iron. 

a) pure iron I to be refined 
b) the properties of iron I to be modified easily 
c) the carbon content of steel I to be varied 
d) hydrogen 1 to be added to alloy steel 
e) steel I to be tempered 
f) steel alloys I to be protected from corrosion 
g) steel 1 to be used for electrical wiring 
h) machine tools I to be made of pure iron 

VIII. Insert the necessary prepositions. 

1. I'm going to study the properties ... some materials. 2. Julia is interest
ed ... elasticity. 3. Steel tools have grown ... popularity. 4. The student plans 
to carry ... his research on materials engineering. 5. We use metals ... differ
ent engineering purposes. 6. Steel may be pressed ... a new shape. 

IX. Correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

1. Metals which are used in industry may to be called engineering metals. 
2. He wasn't allowed determine the constituents of this steel. 3. The majori
ty of metals may to become harder after they have been cold-worked. 4. You 
doesn't may carry out the investigation here. 5. The students be allowed to 
practise in the rolling mill yesterday. 6. Will be I allowed to use the mobile 
equipment? 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. Tenepb Bbl MO)f(eTe HCCne.uosaTb CBOHCTBa nerl1pOBaHHblX CTa.Jieti. 
2. Bllepa HaM pa3pewi1Jm Ha6mo.uaTb, KaK O'-IHW.aiOT )f(eneJo. 3. CKa)lmTe, 
flO)f(aJIYHCTa, KaKI1e CBOHCTBa 11MeeT yrnepO.UHCTaSl CTa.Jlb 11 00'-leMy OHa 11C
flORb3yeTCSl Ha116onee w11poKo? 4. Mory Sl cnpocHTb: nolleMy 3Ta CTaJih He 
6y.ueT p)f(aBeTb? 5. BbiCOKonpoliHbJe CTaJibHbie cnnasbJ MoryT BKniO'-IaTb 
pa3Hoo6pa3Hbie 3neMeHThl. 6. YrneponHcTaSl CTaJih He MO)l(eT 11CnOJib30-
saTbCSl MSl H3roTosneHHSl waccH caMoneTa. 
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Reading and Speaking 

I. Practise reading these words. 

ancient ['emJ~mt] 
superior [sju:'p1~n~] 
malleable ['mreh~bl] 

purify ('pjunfa1] 
percentage [p~ · sent1d3] 
ingot ['nJg~t] 

11. a) Today steels are used everywhere. How can you explain the popu
larity of this alloy? 

b) Find in the text below the following information: 

1) kinds of alloys; 
2) constituents of steel; 
3) how the qualities of steel may be changed; 
4) alloying elements; 
5) properties of alloy steels; 
6) names of the technological processes that are mentioned. 

Ill. Read the text attentively to learn more about steels. 

The value of alloys was discovered in very ancient times; brass (cop
per and zinc) and bronze (copper and tin) were especially important. Today 
the most important are alloy steels, which have a lot of special characte
ristics. 

Steel is known as an alloy of iron and about 2% or less carbon. Pure iron is 
soft, ductile and malleable, useful only as an ornamental material. However, the 
addition of carbon hardens it greatly and changes its properties. Steels for spe
cial applications may contain other alloying elements beside carbon. This modi
fies and improves the physical properties of the base steel. For example, small 
percentages of nickel, chromium, manganese and vanadium may be used for 
strengthening steels for construction work. Heat treatment (i.e. tempering) and 
mechanical working at cold or hot temperatures may also give steel alloys supe
rior qualities, such as strength, hardness, toughness, wear resistance, corrosion 
resistance, electrical resistivity and workability. 

Steel making processes are known as melting, purifying (refining) and 
alloying at about 2,900 °F ( 1,600 °C). Molten steel may be first cast into 
ingots. Later ingots are worked into finished products. This may be done by 
two major methods: hot-working and cold-working. The latter is generally 
used for making bars, wire, tubes, sheets, and strips. Molten steel may also 
be cast directly into products. 
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IV. Choose the right option to complete the sentences. 

1. Steel is a general name for 
a) non-metals; b) ferrum; c) iron-and-carbon alloys. 
2. Physical properties of iron may be modified greatly by the addition of 
a) iron ore; b) hydrogen; c) carbon. 
3. Pure iron is used 
a) as an ornamental material; b) for construction work; 
c) in machine tools. 
4. Steel for special applications usually contains 
a) carbon; b) various alloying elements; c) vanadium. 
5. Heat treatment and mechanical working at cold or hot temperatures 

result in ... of steel. 
a) a different carbon content; b) better qualities; c) finished products. 
6. Melting, purifying and alloying are the stages of steel 
a) cold-working; b) refining; c) making. 
7. Bars, wire, tubes, sheets, and strips are the result of 
a) melting steel; b) hot-working; c) cold-working. 

V. Today you have been given a lecture on steels. You have not under
stood it very well. Your friend is good at materials science. Ask him to 
explain to you clearly what steels are and how they are produced. 

If you find the task too difficult, make up a list of the questions you 
are going to ask. 

VI. What information have you received from the text? Is it useful? Where 
can you apply this information? 

Further Reading 

I. Practise reading these words. 

average [' rev~nd3] 

undercarriage [' And~,krend3] 

·tungsten ['tAl)St~n] . 
II. Look at the picture and try to guess what information the text may 
carry. Scan the text to check your answer. What does the text deal with? 

Ill. Read the text attentively to learn more about various kinds of steel. 
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Classes of Steel 

Steels vary greatly but the major classes 
are carbon steels, low-alloy steels (up to 8% 
alloying elements, i.e. tool steels), and high
alloy steels (more than 8% alloying ele
ments, i.e. stainless steels). 

In carbon steels, the carbon content 
may range from 0.015% to 2%. The steel 
that was used for the Golden Gate Bridge, ' 
for instance, is carbon steel with the following average chemical composition: 
C: 0.81% (0.85), Mn: 0.66%, P: 0.026% (0.04 ), S: 0.028% (0.04 ), Si: 0.24%. 
The addition of this tiny amount of carbon made the steel much stronger and 
harder. Carbon steels account for about 90% of the world's steel production. 
They may be used for automobile bodies, appliances, machinery, ships, con
tainers, and the structures of buildings. 

Tool steels are special steels that are engineered to particular service 
requirements. These expensive alloys are exceptionally strong, hard, wear
resistant, tough, nonreactive to local overheating. They contain tungsten, 
molybdenum, vanadium, and chromium in different combinations, and often 
cobalt or nickel for better high-temperature performance. They are used for 
machine tools, aircraft undercarriages, in ·buildings and bridges. 

Stainless steels comprise any alloy steel that contains 10-30% chromium. 
The presence of chromium, together with the low-carbon content, gives a 
remarkable resistance to corrosion and heat. Other elements, such as nickel, 
molybdenum, titanium, aluminum, niobium, copper, nitrogen, sulphur, phos
phorus, and selenium, may be added for obtaining better corrosion resistance 
and other valuable properties. 

IV. Can you read these chemical elements? If not, find their names in the 
text. 

C, S, P, Se, W, Mo, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Ti, AI, Cu, N, Nb 

V. Are these statements true or false? Correct the false statements. 

1. There are many kinds of steel. 2. Three major classes are carbide 
steels, low-alloy steels, and high-alloy steels. 3. Carbon steel was used in 
building the Golden Gate Bridge. 4. Great strength, hardness and other valu
able mechanical properties are obtained by the addition of a great amount of 
carbon. 5. Low-alloy steels are the most popular kind of steel. 6. Tool steel is 
used for producing automobile bodies, ships and spoons. 7. Tool steel is not 
cost-efficient. 8. Tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium, and chromium in differ
ent combinations may improve high-temperature performance of stainless 
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steel. 9. A remarkable resistance of stainless steel to corrosion and heat is 
achieved with the help of chromium and high-carbon content. 

VI. Your friend studied the properties of different steels In the practical 
class. Ask him what he has found out. 

These are the possible questions: 
What types of steel did you study? 
What is the carbon content of carbon steels? How does it influence· 
their properties? 

Where may carbon steels be used? 
............. ? 

Activity 

I. A group of students are on an excursion at the steel works. Take them 
around and explain what they see starting from the value of alloys and 
finishing with making different types of steel. 

II. You are a team of engineers who design various things. 

a) Consider the advantages and disadvantages of various steels care
fully. 

Class of Steel Advantages Disadva11tages 

carbon steels ... . .. 

tool steels ... . .. 

stainless steels corrosion resistant ... 

b) Decide which steels you will use for making the objects named 
below. Give your reasons. 

Knives, nails, hammers, cables, automobile bodies, ships, containers, 
machine tools, aircraft undercarriages, bank vaults. 

Writing 

I. a) Complete the table with the data you have obtained. 
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b) Choose one type of steel and write its description. 

Class of Steel Composition Properties Use 

carbon steels Fe, C ... . .. 

tool steels Fe, C, Co, Ni, W, Mo, V, 
Cr 

stainless steels Fe, C, Ni, Mo, Ti, AI, Nb, does not mst 
Cu, N, S, P, Se, Cr 

II. Translate the passage Into Russian. Use the dictionary If necessary. 

Owing to the valuable properties of stainless steel its application may 
vary from spoons to bank vaults. This steel does not rust because of the inter
action between its alloying elements and the environment. Stainless steel 
contains iron, chromium, manganese, silicon, ·carbon and significant 
amounts of nickel and molybdenum. These elements react with oxygen from 
water and air and produce a very thin stable film of metal oxides and hydrox
ides, which may prevent additional corrosion because it limits the access of 
oxygen and water to the metal layers below. This film may not be seen with
out a powerful microscope that is why steel seems stainless when it is in fact 
corroded at the atomic level. 

In summary, stainless steel does not rust because it may form a corrosion 
product layer for the protection against further attacks of oxygen. 

Section C. Composite Materials 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Are plastics widely used today? Make a list of possible applications of 
plastics. Compare it with that of your groupmates. 

b) What properties do plastics have? 
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11. Allee meets her friend Andrew in the University library. Listen to their 
dialogue and say what you have learnt about plastics. 

Alice: Hi, Andrew, are you busy now? 
Andrew: Yes, I am. I have to draw up a laboratory report. Can you help me do 

it properly? 
Alice: Well, as far as I know, a laboratory report must contain the object 

of the experiment, the results that were obtained and the conclusions. 
Andrew: And what about the procedure and the equipment? Must they be 

included into the report, too? 
Alice: In my view, both of them must be included if you need a detailed 

report. By the way, Andrew, what did you have to determine during 
your experiment? 

Andrew: We had to compare the properties of different plastics. 
Alice: And what results did you get? 

Andrew: Well, you know that plastics may be divided into thermo
plastics and thermosetting plastics. So we have come to the con
clusion that thermoplastics may be heated ·several times, while 
thermosetting plastics may be heated only once. 

Alice: Oh, this is very interesting. And as far as I understand, this peculi
arity of plastics must be taken into account when different engi
neering products are produced. 

Andrew: Certainly. And I will have to prove it in my report. 

Ill. Complete the dialogue. 

A: ... 
B: Yes, I'm very busy. I have to draw up .... Do you know how to do it properly? 
A: 
B: What do I have to do to draw up a laboratory report? 
A: ... 
B: And must the procedure and the equipment be included into the report, 

too? 
A: 
B: 
A: 

I had to determine the basic properties of thermoplastics. 

B: Certainly. It was very interesting. 
A: 

B: Oh, we will have to carry out another tensile test in a week. 
A: Well, good luck to you. 
B: ... 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 
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' A B 
1. Hi, Andrew, you are 

busy now, aren't you? 
a) The hardness of polythene. 
b) Sorry, I'm very busy now. 

2. What are you busy with? c) Well, yes. 
d) Thanks. 3. What did you determine 

during the test? e) I have to d_raw up a laboratory report. 
4. How do thermosetting 

plastics differ from 
thermoplastics? 

5. Good luck to you. 
6. Could you tell me how to draw 

up the report properly? 

f) They can't be reheated. 

Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

I. Match these words and expressions with their Russian translation. 

1. thermoplastics a) cnoHCTbiH MaTepHan 
2. thermosetting plastics b) cTeKJiosonoK.Ho 
3. glass fibre c) noJII13TI1JieH 
4. carbon fibre d) TepMopeaKTHB!ihie nnacTMaccbi 
5. composite e ) poBHhiH, rnaJJJGiH 
6. phenolic resin f) KOMn0311l.li10HHbiH MaTepHan 
7. polythene g ) aHI130TponHhiH 
8. anisotrophic h) TepMonnacTw"::ecKHe CMOJibi 
9. laminate i) <f:>eHOJIO-aJih,nerH.D.HbiH noJIHMep 
10. smooth j) yrnesoJIOKHO 

II. Find in B the English equivalent to the Russian word in A. 

A B 
W3MeHSITb a) to modify b) to cover c) to replace 
6naro.n.apSI a) because of b) due to c) thank you 
.D.OCTaTO"::HbiH a) essential b) sufficient c) efficient 
nonymrpHOCTh a) popular b) popularity c) famous 
)l(eCTKWH a) stiff b) strong c) soft 
YCI1lii1BaTb a) to recycle b) to enhance c) to combine 
YJIY"::WaTb a) to increase b) to improve c) to introduce 
npeHMyi.IJ;eCTBO a) disadvantage b) advantage c) edge 
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111. Make up all possible word combinations. 

materials 
sports 
glass-fibre 
water 
plastics 
high-performance 

technology 
materials 
composites 
absorption 
industry 
ceramics 

Grammar: The Modal Verb "must" 

IV. Say what these people must or mustn't do in these situations. 

EXAMPLE: engineers I to finish the test in half an hour 
The engineers must finish the test in half an hour. 

or engineers I to break safety instmctions 
The engineers mustn't break safety instructions. 

Students I to attend classes; scientists I to perform all the experiments 
according to the instructions; students 1 to be late for their practical classes; 
friends I to help each other in difficult situations; students I to carry out a lot 
of experiments; engineers I to work with faulty devices. 

V. Ask your friend whether your groupmates must do these things. 

EXAMPLE: to complete the test 
A: Must Alex complete the test? 
B: No, he needn't, but Dima must. 

To follow these instructions; to determine the strength of polythene; to 
study the advantages of polymers; to receive new data; to draw up a labora
tory report. 

VI. Put these statements into Present, Past and Future using the modal 
verb to have to (not to have to) instead of must (mustn't). 

EXAMPLE: He must write a detailed report of the test. 
He has to write a detailed report of the test. 
He had to write a detailed report of the test. 
He will have to write a detailed report of the test. 

1. The students must complete another series of experiments. 2. They 
must compare the results of two tests. 3. Alice must determine the composi-
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tion of nylon. 4. The engineers must develop new plastics. 5. The scientist 
must elaborate the plan of his research. 

VII. Ask your friend if he had to do the following things last week. 

EXAMPLE: to draw up a laboratory report 
A: Did you have to draw up a laboratory report last week? 
B: No, I didn't. But I will have to draw up a laboratory 

report next week. 

To study the influence of temperature on the strength of plastics; to 
describe the properties of bakelite; to compare the properties of phenolic 
resin and polythene; to do research on thermoplastics; to follow the proce
dure of the laboratory experiment. 

VIII. Ask your instructor if these things must be done. 

EXAMPLE: a detailed report of the experiment I to be written 
Student: Must a detailed report of the experiment be written? 
Instructor: Certainly it must. It must be written without 
mistakes. 

oil I to be used as a raw material for plastics 
plastics I to be widely applied in construction work 
plugs I to be made of phenolic resin 
the conclusions I to be included in the report 
the procedure of the experiment I to be described in detail 

IX. Give advice to your friend in the following situations. Use the modal 
verb should. 

EXAMPLE: A: I have an examination tomorrow. 
B: Well, you should work very hard tonight. 

1. I don't know how to draw up a report of my expriment. 2. I'm very tired 
after the practical class. 3. I'd like to know more about plastics. 4. I'd like to 
buy good sports equipment. 5. I want to become a materials engineer but I 
don't know what I must study and at what University. 

X. Correct mistakes. 

1. Denis hadn't to write a detailed report of the experiment with ther
mosets. 2. I will must to study all the peculiarities of this technological 
process next week. 3. He have to deliver a report on the applications of plas
tics. 4. I don't must switch on this machine without our teacher's permission. 
5. Have you to recycle unwanted nylon? 6. Must be non-recycable plastics 
burnt? 
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XI. Translate the sentences using your active vocabulary. 

I. HIDKeHepbi ,noJDKHbi 6bUIM Mo.nepHM3MposaTb TexHonorwtecKMe npo
ueccbi. 2. Mbi .nomKHbi 6y,neM cocTaBMTb .noKJia.n o6 3Kcnep~o~MeHTe qepeJ 
He,nemo. J. Il.rraCTMaCCbl MO>KHO paJ,neJIMTb Ha TepMOpeaKTJtfBHble nJiaCT
MaCCbl Jtf TepMOnJiaCTW·IeCKHe CMOJibl. 4. Ha 3aHSITI111 CTy,neHTbl ,nOJDKHbl 6y
.nyT onpe.nenMTh npottHOCTh pa3JIMttHhiX nnacTMacc. 5. Pa6ott~o~e .nomKHbi 
6bDIM ycTaHOBI1Tb BMHIDIOBbie OKHa 8 3,naHMI1. 6. Pa3BMTI1e HaYKH 0 MaTepl.f
aJiax ,nomKHO npMBeCTM K ycoseprneHCTBOBaHMIO MHOfl.fX 11HCTp)'MeHTOB, 
nOBbiWeHHIO HX 3<l><l>eKTI1BHOCTM. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Do you like sports? Make a list of all possible materials that are used 
in sports equipment. Compare your list with that of your groupmates. 

II. Study the new words and word combinations. 

pole vault 
to be fit 
considerably 
hickory 

npbDKOK C WeCTOM 
6biTb B xopoweii <t>opMe 
3Haql.fTeJibHO 
.nepeso rMKOPH (poa ceeepoa.MepwcaHcKozo opelUHUKa) 

What do you think the text is about? 

Ill. What materials are tennis rackets, hockey sticks and poles made of 
nowadays? Skim the text to find it out. 

Sports Materials 

Materials engineering is the study of mate
rials - anything from tennis racket frames to 
turbine blades in aeroengines. The subject 
combines sciences with engineering and looks 
at the structure of materials, their properties 

; and fabrication. 
I 

.. . . . ;<:'. ·. Materials science has a dramatic impact on 
.............._ ~?~-,p::·_:}:.:A:~ sportin~ records. Since 1896 the Olympic 
~-----.... ~· ·-'· · · .... )Y .. ~ record m the pole vault, for example, has 
mcreased from 3 to about 6 metres largely due to the changes in materials 
technology. The first poles were made from solid hickory wood. In 1904 
bamboo poles were introduced, which only 50 years later were replaced by 
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aluminium poles. The latter, however, gave little improvement in perform
ance and had to be replaced by lighter and less stiff glass-fibre composites. 
These account for the dramatic increase in performance. 

The materials and design of hockey sticks have also changed a lot. Hockey 
sticks used to be made I from wood, -and they failed quickly. Modern hockey 
sticks are made from carbon-fibre and glass-fibre composites, which increase 
stiffness. As the failure can be dangerous, researchers still have to improve 
the performance of composite sticks. 

Early tennis rackets were made from solid wood (ash or maple). Because 
of its cellular structure, wood is anisotropic, i.e. its properties are not the 
same in each direction. This limited the size and stiffness of the rackets. The 
anisotropy was overcome by the introduction of wood laminates, but there 
was still the problem of water absorption, which caused the deformation of 
the racket. In the 1970s aluminium alloy frames were introduced. The greater 
stiffness of the aluminium meant that frames could be lighter. However, these 
were soon replaced by even stiffer and lighter carbon-fibre rackets. The 
research continues and materials engineers have not said their last word yet. 

lpaHblll~ .uenanH 

IV. Choose the right option. 

1. Since 1896 the Olympic record in the pole vault ... 
a) has decreased from 6 to 3 metres. 
b) has increased from 3 to 7 metres. 
c) has increased from 3 to 6 metres. 

2. The poles used in 1896 were made from ... 
a) bamboo b) hickory wood c) glass-fibre composites. 

3. The performance in pole vaulting has increased greatly because ... 
a) composite poles were made from aluminium. 
b) composite poles were lighter and less stiff. 
c) composite poles were made longer. 

4. First hockey sticks were made from ... 
a) wood 
b) carbon-fibre composites 
c) carbon-fibre and glass-fibre composites. 

5. Anisotropy is ... of solid wood rackets. 
a) an advantage b) a disadvantage c) an improvement 

6. In order to improve tennis rackets ... was introduced in the 1970s. 
a) carbon-fibre composites b) aluminium c) solid wood 
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v. Complete the text with the words given below. 

· The materials technology has ... a lot over the past years. New more reli
able materials have ... the old ones. Other advances in materials science may 
lead to further ... in performance. Let's have a look at some examples of sport .... 

Poles are often ... from glass-fibre ... that increase their .... Such poles are 
lighter and less ... than ... poles . 

... and glass-fibre composites are also used for ... hockey sticks. This helps 
to ... stiffness. . .. , such hockey sticks can be . .. for players. That is why 
researchers are trying to ... their performance. 

Carbon-fibre composites have also replaced aluminium in tennis .... Such 
composite rackets have a higher than aluminium so 
rackets can be even stiffer and . . . . 

changed 
equipment 
composites 
stiffness 

performance 
carbon-fibre 
producing 
lighter 

made 
replaced 
mcrease 
rackets 

improvements 
aluminium 
dangerous 
however 

1m prove 
alloys 
stiff 

VI. The current rules state 'the pole may be of any material or combina
tion of materials and of any length or diameter, but the basic surface 
must be smooth'. Look at the graph below and describe the Influence of 
materials technology on the sporting records in the pole vault. 

Graph showing the winning height in the pole vault at the Olympic 
Games since 1896 . 
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Year 

VII. You ~re in the shop 'Sport Master'. You want to buy a modern 
hockey st1ck and a good tennis racket. Discuss with the shop assistant 
the best choice. · 
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Further Reading 

I. a) Practise reading these words. 

polymer ['pnhma] synthetic [sm'Setik] 
celluloid ['seljul::nd] thermal ['83:mal] 
vulcanized [ · v Alkanaizd] 

b) What can the text be about? 

II. Skim the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What are the applications of plastics? 2. What is a polymer? 3. Are 
there any natural polymers? 4. What was the flrst synthetic polymer and 
when was it developed? 5. Do polymers possess valuable properties? 
6. What is the disadvantage of plastics? 7. How can pollution by plastics be 
reduced? 

Ill. Polymers influence all spheres of our life. They make health, safety 
and high performance possible. Read the text attentively for the detailed 
information about polymers. 

Plastics 

Whether you are aware of it or not, plastics play an important part in your 
life. From the car you drive to work to the television you watch when you get 
home, plastics help ma,ke your life easier and better. How? 

Plastics are polymers - long chains of many units that are usually made 
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and/ or silicon. Polymers have been with us 
since the beginning of time - tar, amber and horns are the easiest examples. 
In the 1800s these natural polymers were chemically modified and many 
materials such as vulcanized rubber and celluloid were produced. The first 
truly synthetic polymer Bakelite was developed in 1909 and was soon fol
lowed by the first synthetic fibre, rayon, in 1911. 

Polymers come in a great variety of characteristics and colours. This fact 
alone must be considered as an advantage of these materials. They are cheap
er and easier to make than, say, paper. Besides, polymers possess the prop
erties of easy processing, durability, light weight, sufficient strength, thermal 
and electrical insulation and resistance to chemicals, corrosion and shock. 
These valuable qualities of polymers can be further enhanced by a wide range 
of additives, which broaden their uses and applications. 

Unfortunately, we have to admit that plastics pollute- the environment. 
Luckily, most polymers are thermoplastic (e.g. nylon, polythene ), i.e. they can 



be heated and reformed again. The recycled plastics keep all their properties 
when they are combined with virgin p/astics1• The other group of polymers, 
thermosets (e.g. bakelite, phenolic resin), must not be recycled, as reheating 
causes their deformation. However, the controlled incineration of thermosets 
converts waste into heat energy. 

The usefulness of plastics can only be measured by our imagination. 
These are definitely the materials of past, present, and future generations. 

lnnacTMaccbi, KOTOpbie paHee He nepepa6aTbiBa11HCb 

IV. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false 
statements. 

l. Plastics influence our life greatly. 2. Conventional polymer constituents 
include carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and/or silicon. 3. Tar, amber and horns are 
the easiest examples of synthetic polymers. 4. Plastics both conserve and pro
duce energy. 5. Polymers do not conduct electricity and heat. 6. All polymers 
are divided into two distinct groups: thermoplastics and thermostatics. 
7. Unwanted thermoplastics should be recycled. 8. Bakelite and phenolic 
resin produce heat energy when they are incinerated. 

V. Explain why the following things are made or covered with polymers. 
Name the properties of polymers, which are important in making these things. 

Product Property 

plastic bottles for acids light weight (as compared 
or cleaning fluids in with paper or metal) 
your home sufficient strength 

electrical appliances, cables, thermal insulation 
electrical outlets and wiring electrical insulation 

microwave cookware and the resistance to chemicals 
handles of kitchen utensils resistance to corrosion 

car bodies, the frame structure easy processing 
of space stations energy and cost efficiency 

portable phones and portable easy recycling 
computers resistance to shock 

shopping plastic bags and 
packaging 

cups, plates, spoons and forks 
refrigerators and coolers 
picnic tables and fences 
decorations and toys 
bulletproof vests 
vinyl windows 
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VI. Comment on the following statement. 

"The usefulness of plastics can only be measured by our imagination. 
These are definitely the materials of past, present, and future generations." 

Activity 

I. Nowadays professional sportsmen want to have high-quality sports 
equipment in order to win different competitions. That is why the 
Belarusian Olympic Committee has decided to buy modern equipment 
for our Belarusian sportsmen. 

Divide into several groups. 

Materials engineers: discuss what materials should be used in making the 
equipment for hockey players, tennis players and athletes. Present your ideas 
to the representatives of the Olympic Committee. 

The Belarusian Olympic Committee: listen to the projects and choose the 
one you like most. Give your arguments. 

II. Discussion. How much do we depend on plastics? 

a) Read the following arguments and think of your own ones. 

We ca11not fb.•e without plastics We can five without plastics 

l. The soles of our shoes are made of 1. We can make leather shoes. 
plastics. 

2. The photographic film is made of it. 2 .... 

3 .... 3 .... 

b) Discuss this problem In groups of 4 and make your own decision. 

Writing 

I. Study the diagram below and write a paragraph about the applications 
of different types of plastics. Point out why these products are made of 
plastics. 
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PLASTICS 

C Products 

11. Translate the passage into Russian. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

Despite well-grounded criticism, plastics possess numerous advantages. 
The most important of them is certainly energy conservation. Here are some 
simple examples. · 

Food must be kept fresh and healthy. In fact, each pound of plastic pack
aging reduces up to 1. 7 pounds of food waste. Besides, plastics make pack
aging more efficient, which ultimately conserves resources. For example, you 
need 2 pounds of plastic for the delivery of 1,000 ounces of juice. You will 
have to use 3 pounds of aluminum, 8 pounds of steel or 27 pounds of glass 
for the same amount of juice. Plastics also help conserve energy in your 
home. Vinyl windows lower your heating and cooling bills. Plastic parts and 
insulation help major appliances - like refrigerators or dishwashers - resist 
corrosion, last longer and operate more efficiently. Indeed, their energy effi
ciency has improved by 50 percent since the 1970s. Health, safety, high per
formance - plastics help make these things possible. 



I CHEC~YOURPROGRESS 
I. Work In pairs. Choose the appropriate adverbial modifiers to complete 
the sentences. Do card A and your frien~ will do card B. Exchange your 
answers and check yourself. 

CardA 
1. The speedometer is indicating 3 kph. 
2. The computer processes pieces of 

information. 
3. The scientists will describe the 

new computer technology. 
4. They are testing a new calculating 

device. 
5. The students will have learned some 

facts about robot history. 
6. The students perform a lot of 

experiments. 
7. We'll be studying the properties 

of engineering materials. 
8. He had designed a new model of 

a tractor. 
9. We have mounted the tool in 

the manipulator. 
10. I will have seen a machining 

centre in operation. 
CardB 

1. Many requirements have been met. 
2. The new model had been equipped 

with up-to-date control filter. 
3. He will have carried out field tests. 
4. The device had been repaired at next time 

our workshop. 
5. The properties of new alloys will have 

been studied. 
6. Everything had been arranged. 
7. This fuel was used in different engines. 
8. The experiment was carried out. 
9. The device will be made of new 

engineering materials. 
10. A new lathe will have been devised. 

sometimes 
at this time 

now 
by the end of the week 

always 
in half an hour 
usually 
from 10 till 12 

by t5 o'clock 
never 

long ago 
recently 
by next year 
usually 
by the end of the day 
lately 
by 5 o'clock tomorrow 
by that time 
before the experiment 

started 
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11. Complete the sentences with the words from the box. Pay attention to 
the tense form of these verbs. 

1. The ammeter + 10 A at the moment. 
2. The alternator a strong or weak current for the engine. 
3. The students three types of electrical units. 
4. John small crocodile clips to make a good connection between 

the meter and resistor. 
5. Computers mathematical operations such as addition, subtrac-

tion and others. 
6. The first computers vacuum tubes and thousands of 

calculations per second. 
7. New generations of computers will more powerful. 
8. The students some facts about the history of computers. 
9. After man the robot he widened his possibilities and relieved 

himself from monotonous and hazardous tasks. 
10. I already the dimensions of the workpieces. Here they are. 
11. What it of? 
12. The students an experiment yesterday. 
13.The fuel with air. 
14. The workshop with automatic machinery. 
15. Most of the mini motor cars in Great Britain. 
16. New motor vehicles all customers requirements. 

carry out 
meet 
mix 
learn 

indicate 
produce (2) 
invent 
make 

Ill. Put in since, for, ago. 

use (2) 
measure 
be 
eqmp 

1. We've studied Robotics ... two years. 
2. I've been in the lab ... 5 o'clock. 

study 
perform (2) 

3. My friend graduated from the Technical University three years .... 
4. She's been an engineer ... eighteen years. 
5. Mary completed the experiment a few minutes .... 
6. I haven't seen him ... weeks. 

IV. Choose the right modal verb in these dialogues. 

a) -How ... I get to the Technical University (can, may)? 
-You ... go by bus or you ... walk (can, may). 
b) - ... I use this device tomorrow (can, may)? 
-Of course, you ... (can, may). 
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c) - ... I have a look at your results (can, may)? 
- Oh, yes. Here they are. 

d) -Why is he late? 
- He ... be busy, I'm not sure (may, can). 

e) - ... we start the experiment tomorrow (must, can)? 
-No, we ... (can't, needn't). 

V. Translate these sentences using your active vocabulary. 

1. Ha np116opHoi1 naHeJII1 8 a8TOM06111Ie MO)I(HO YB11.II.eTh pa3JII14Hhte 
npi160phl, CaMble 8a)I(Hble 113 HI1X - Cll11.II.OMeTp, TaXOMeTp 11 aMnepMeTp. 

2. BYepa Ha npaKTWieCKOM 3aHHTI111 Mhi npo80.IJ.111111 3Kcnepi1MeHT c 
MYJihTI1MeTpoM. 

3. Co8peMeHHhti1 KOMnhiOTep npe.n.cTa8JI.HeT co6oi1 CJIO)I(HOe 3JieKTpoH
Hoe ycTpOHCT80, KOTOpoe CllOC06HO 8hinOJIHSITh MHJIJII10Hhl onepau11t1 8 ce
K}'H.II.Y c orpoMHoi1 TOtJHOCThiO. KoMnhiOTepht w11poKo 11CnOJih3YJOTCH 
npaKTI14eCKI1 80 8CeX 06JiaCTHX npOMhiWJTeHHOCTJ.i. 

4. Tiep8biM npoTOTI1n po6oTa 6hm CKOHCTPYI1P08aH eme B HaYane XX ae
Ka. 3a llOCJie.II.H11e fO.li.hl, 6naro.n.apSI OfpOMHhlM .IJ.OCTI1)1(eHI1HM B 11HcPOpMa
TI1Ke 11 MaTepl1aJIOBe.II.eHI111, po60TOCTpOeHI1e 3Ha411TeJihHO yCOBeprneHCTB0-
8aJIOCb. CerO.II.WI po60T COCTOI1T 113 MHOf0411CJieHHhiX MaHI1nyJIHTOpOB, 
npi180.II.OB, ceHcopo8 11 CJIO)I(Horo nporpaMMHoro o6ecnetJeHI1H. O.n.HaKo 
po6oTa eme He HayY11JII1 .n.yMaTh. 

5. Tonni1BHaH CI1CTeMa 11cnoJih3yeTcH .II.JIH m).n.aYI1 TOnJII1Ba B .n.a.nraTeJih 11 
COCTOI1T 113 6aKa, TOnJII1BHOM Tpy6KI1, Hacoca 11 Kap6JOpaTopa. B Kap6IOpa
TOpe TOnJIHBO CMeWI1BaeTCH C He06XO.II.HMhiM KOJII14eCTBOM B03.n.yxa. 3aTeM 
3Ta CMeCh C)l(l1faeTCH 8 KaMepe cropaHHSI 11 8hipa6aThi8aeTCH MOil.I,HOCTh. 

6. Hoahre 6enopyccme TpaKTOphi 6y.n.yT ocHameHhi co8peMeHHhiMI1 aKY
CTI1tJeCKI1MI1 cHcTeMaMH H ¢>11JihTpaMH KJIHMaTHYecKoro KOHTpOJIH. KpoMe 
3Toro, 6y.n.yT ycTaHOBJieHhi ranoreHHhre <t>aphi Ha KphiWe Ka611Hhl. Eonee To
ro, coapeMeHHaH Ka611Ha BO.II.11TeJIH o6ecnetJI1T npeKpacHhii1 o63op nonH. 
Tame TpaKTOpbl 6y.n.yT llOJIHOCThiO COOTBeTCTBOBaTh BCeM Tpe6oBaHI1SI 
KOMcPOpTa 11 6e30naCHOCTH. 

VI. Rearrange the following lines to make up a dialogue of a telephone 
conversation between two students. 

Paul 

- I'm fine. What are you doing 
now? 

- How are things with you? 
- Settled. I'll see you there then. 
- Hello, is that you, Alice? 

Alice 

- Outside the exhibition hall. 
I'll be waiting for you. 

-Yes, I'd love to. 
-OK. See you later. 
- Not bad, thanks. What 
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- Would you like to go to the 
computer exhibition? 

-Where shall I meet you? 

about you? 
-Yes, I'm speaking. 
- Well, at the moment I'm 

drawing up a laboratory 
report. 

VII. Compare the pictures and say what has been changed In the car. 
Picture 1 shows a car in very bad condition, picture 2 shows the same 
car after repair. 

1. the window screen I to be replaced 

2. the engine I to be changed 

Picture 1 3. the car I to be painted 
4. the instrument panel I to be repaired 

5. the tyres I to be pumped 

Picture 2 

VIII. Look at this picture. This is how the author of the picture sees the 
future of our cars. Discuss with your partner what he wanted to say. 

"Don't panic The car's fully automated ... The 
chauffeur's just to impress the neighbours." 

IX. a) Divide into two groups. 

- intelligent vehicle motion control 
- automatic vehicle control 
- ACC (adaptive cruise control) 
- ABS (automatic braking sys terns) 
- to adjust speed automatically 
- to apply the brakes automatically 
- to maintain vehicle stability and 

driver's safety 

Group A: Read the text about temperature scales. 

Group 8: Read the text about barometers. 
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A: Four different scales are used for temperature measurement. The 
Fahrenheit scale divides the temperature between the freezing and boiling 
points of water into 212 units: that is, degrees. The Celsius scale (often called 
Centigrade) divides this same range of temperature into 100 degrees. The 
Kelvin scale begins its measurement at Absolute Zero with its degree inter
vals (intervals of temperature) corresponding to the Celsius scale - thus the 
freezing point of water on the Kelvin scale is 273.15°K. The Rankin scale is 
also an Absolute Zero scale: however, its temperature intervals are based on 
the Fahrenheit rather than the Celsius scale. 

B: A barometer is a meteorological instrument used for the mea
surement of atmospheric pressure. Barometers may be classified into two 
general types, depending on the ways in which they record the pressure of the 
atmosphere. The mercury barometer is larger and more accurate of the two 
types, while aneroid barometer is more compact but less accurate. 

The aneroid barometer is a portable meteorological instrument designed 
to record changes in atmospheric pressure. 

The mercury barometer is a meteorological instrument used for measur
ing the pressure of the atmosphere in terms of the height of a column of mer
cury which exerts equal pressure. In its simplest form it consists of a vertical 
glass tube about 80 em. long, closed at the top and open at the lower end. 

b) Find a partner from the other group and tell him what you•ve learnt 
from the text. Don•t look back into the text. 

c) Get back to your groups again and answer the comprehension 
questions. 

Questiolls for Group A Questio11s for Group B 

I. What is a barometer? I. How many scales are used for 
temperature measurement? 

2. What are the general types of 2. What are they? 
barometers? 

3. Which barometer is more 3. Which scale is divided into 
accurate? 100 degrees? 

4. What does the mercury baro- 4. What do the Rankin scale and 
meter consist of? the Kelvin scale have in common? 
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X. This text has been given to the students of the Technical Univer~ity at 
the English Competition. They had only 45 minutes to translate 1t. Try 
your hand at lt. 

Time's Arrow 
People are born. grow up, grow old and die. Never the other way round. 

A star shines for billions of years as it converts vast stores of nuclear energy 
to heat and light that radiate out into the chilly emptiness of space. Time 
ticks on. The star runs out of fuel and its embers glow duller and colder - the 
energy it has radiated spreads ever farther into the universe. Just like the hot 
coffee on the desk in front of me, it is cooling down and the internal energy 
it once contained is spreading out. Everything cools down and energy 
spreads out. Time ticks on and the future is a cold, dark place. The past, on 
the other hand, was a hot, bright place, with a huge energy density and the 
potential to do wonderful things. What's going on ... ? Why is the future dif
ferent from the past? 

On the large scale, physical changes seem to proceed in one direction. 
They are irreversible. We do not see old people getting younger or cold cof
fee spontaneously reheating - the future really is different from the past and 
this difference is linked to irreversibiJity. 

The future is different from the past because some changes are irre
versible, but what we really want to know is why some things are irreversible 
and why this is only significant on the largest scale. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, physicists and engineers were 
intrigued by irreversible processes. They were particularly keen to under
stand why mechanical work can be converted to heat with 100% efficiency 
whilst the reverse process appears to be impossible. (Heat engines like the 
steam engine and internal combustion engine are designed to convert heat 
into work, so this question is highly significant.) This apparent irreversibility 
was raised to the status of a law - the second law of thermodynamics. 

XI. How good is your memory? Here's a crossword for you to see how 
well you remember new words from the Units. 

Down: 
1. basic, fundamental, necessary 
2. a degree of excellence 
3. a material burnt as a source of energy 
4. something that has been found by exploration. It is often a place or a 

scientific fact. 
5. plastics belong to .... 
6. movement, moving 
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7. a means of transport 
8. a machine using fuel and 

supplying power 
9. a machine programmed to move 

and perform certain tasks 

Across: 
10. a reddish-brown metallic ele

ment (symbol Cu) 
11. a mixture of chemical elements 

at least one of which is a metal 

10 

3 

1 2 

e q u 

-

-

9 

11 I 
4 7 8 

5 6 

i p m e n t 

._ 

XII. When you apply for a job you need to write a CV. Study this example 
below and write your own CV. 

Personal details 

Education 
2008-to present 

1997-2008 

Work Experience 
Languages 

Interests and 
Activities 
Other Information 

Cu"iculum Vitae 
Name: Alexey Kosov 
Date of Birth: 21 January 1985 
Marital Status: Single 
Nationality: Belarusian 
Address: 12. Nezavisimosti Ave 
Minsk. 220012. Belarus 
Tel: 275-12-12 
e-mail: alexey@yahoo.com 

Belarusian National Technical 
University, Mechanical Engineering 
Secondary School No 119 

Mechanic apprentice at a service station 
Russian, Belarusian, English (fluent), 
German (working) 
Sports, computers, automobiles, travel 

Clean driving licence 

References available upon request. 
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XIII. When you apply for a job you will have to write an application. Study 
this example below and write your letter of application for the post you 
would like to have. 

Belavtotrans 
12. Gurskaya St. 
Minsk. 220049 

Dear Sir I Madam 

12 Nezavisimosti Ave 
Minsk, 220012 

21 April 2003 

I would like to apply for the post of Engineering Technician, which was 
advertised in today's issue of the Business Week. I enclose my CV for your 
attention. 

You will note from my CV that I have a diploma with honours in 
Automobile Engineering and considerable experience. My work at the 
Motor Plant means that I am familiar with a wide range of steering and 
braking systems. 
I enjoy my work at the Motor Plant but I would like now to broaden my 
experience, especially in the area of maintenance. I feel that I can bring 
considerable skill to the post together with the ability to work well in a 
team. 
Please let me know if there is any further information you require. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours faithfully 

Alexey Kosov 



MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 

Section A. Welding 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) In what branches of engineering is welding used? 
b) Have you ever seen the process of welding? 
c) What safety rules should be observed during this process? 

II. Listen to the students' conversation and learn how to weld workpieces 
correctly. 

Denis: Will you tell me how to join these two 
workpi~ces, Peter? 

Peter: No problem. It is not very difficult. I think 
you should use an electric arc to weld the 
pieces. Are they of the same metal? 

Denis: Oh, yes. Why do you ask? 
Peter: Well, it is desirable to join the workpieces of the 

same material, for example, steel to steel, in 
order to make a very strong joint. 

Denis: Oh, I see. How do I weld them? 
Peter: Look at these pictures. Everything is shown and explained here. It 

is essential to follow all these instructions. 
Denis: OK, I get it. By the way, I hear that electric arc welding is dangerous. 

Peter: 
Denis: 
Peter: 

Is that right? 
Yes. However, if you foHow safety rules nothing will happen to you. 
What safety rules? 
Don't you know? First of all, it is necessary to put on special protec
tive clothing, you know, an apron, gloves, rubber boots and a cap. 
Everything must be dry and clean. Then you should always wear a 
mask or a helmet to protect your face ... 

Denis: Fine. Shall we start welding now? 
Peter: Well, let's try. 
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111. Complete the dialogues. 

1. - Is it easy to ... ? 
- No, it is rather difficult to do that job. To my mind, you should 

use an electric arc to .... 

2. - Should the workpieces be made ... metal? 
- Yes, it is desirable to .... 

3. -Electric arc welding is quite dangerous, ... ? 
- ... , that is why it is important to .... 
- Will you tell me what they are? 
- Well, it is necessary to .... 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 
a) No problem. 

B 

1. Electric arc welding is widely 
· used in industry. b) Actually, no. Why do you ask? 

2. Peter, could you help me, please? c) An apron, gloves, rubber boots 

3. Are the workpieces of the same 
metal? 

and a cap, a mask or a helmet. 

4. I hear that electric arc welding is 
dangerous. 

5. What does special protective 
clothing include? 

6. Shall we start welding now? 

Language Practice 

d) Well, let's try. 
e) Oh, I see. 
f) That's true. 

Vocabulary 

\ 

I. Find the English equivalents in B to the Russian words in A. 

A 

1. Jly~ 
2. c.sapHOH WOB 
3. CBOHCTBO 
4. COe.JU1HeHI1e 
5. Tpell.l11Ha 
6. BJII1HTh 
7. csapYlBaTh 
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a) beam 
a) bead 
a) property 
a) unit 
a) crack 
a) to effect 
a) to cook 

b) bead 
b) cut 
b) substance 
b) joint 
b) cracker 
b) to avoid 
b) to weld 

8 
c) sunshine 
c) weld 
c) quantity 
c) particle 
c) canyon 
c) to affect 
c) to meet 

d) laser 
d) beam 
d) trait 
d) meeting 
d) web 
d) to impress 
d) to damage 



II. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

ptece goal 
must to make up 
the same workpiece 
to hold essential 
flame 
to create 
atm 
important 

similar 
to keep 
fire 
should 

Ill. Divide the words into four columns according to their part of speech: 

workpiece, electric, powerful, transformer, melt, dangerous, continuously, 
join, safety, quickly, soften, fusion, essential, dry, investment, currently, pro
perty, investigate. 

Grammar: Infinitive 

IV. Give advice to your friend how to do things in column A. Choose in 
column B the right variant. 

EXAMPLE: To mark a hole on the plate you should use a pencil. 

A B 

to drive in the nail 
to get a strong joint 
to cut holes in metal 

use this new method of welding 
use these two gases 

to create a suitable flame 
to provide the necessary electric 

current 
to join two steel plates 

use a transformer 
use a hammer 
use gas welding 
use an electric drill 

V. Say what device you will use to do the following things. 

EXAMPLE: - to drill a hole in a plate 
In order to drill a hole I will use a drill. 

If you_ want: - to find the necessary information quickly 
- to join two workpieces 
- to assemble cars 
- to cut metals 
- to perform difficult tasks 
- to measure the speed of the car 
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VI. Explain why people do the following things. Give as many reasons as 
you can. 

EXAMPLE: Why do you use calculators? 
We use calculators (in order) to count quicker to avoid mis
takes, to save time, etc. 

1. Why do people need computers? 2. Why does everybody want a car? 
3. Why did you practise in the lab yesterday? 4. Why are we using solar ener
gy nowadays? 5. Why have engineers created robots? 

VII. These two sentences have a different structure but the same mean
Ing. Change the structure of the sentences below so as to keep their 
meaning unchanged. 

EXAMPLE: It is very important to make a strong joint. 
To make a strong joint is very important. 

1. It is impossible to store gas in an open tank. 2. It is quite necessary to 
make metal electrodes. 3. It is very essential to provide a hot enough flame. 
4. It is not difficult to adjust the welding flame. 5. It is unnecessary to mix 
these substances. 6. It is easy to follow these instructions. 

VIII. How do you find doing these things? Use the adjectives: Important, 
essential, valuable, easy, di"icult, necessary. 

EXAMPLE: to put on protective clothing 
It is absolutely necessary to put on protective clothing. 

To weld metal joints; to follow the safety rules; to use an electric arc; to 
join two workpieces of the same material; to provide a powerful electric cur
rent; not to use a transformer when welding. 

IX. Translate the following pairs of sentences into Russian. Pay attention 
to the difference between the sentences of each pair. 

1. a) To check the ammeter is necessary. 
b) To check the ammeter it is necessary to connect it to the circuit. 

2. a) To improve the quality of welding is very important. 
b) To improve the quality of welding we use lasers. 

3. a) To make strong joints you should weld two pieces of the same metal. 
b) To make strong joints is essential in automobile industry. 

4. a) To follow these instructions is really difficult. 
b) To follow these instructions you should read them attentively first. 
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X. Restore the original sentences. 

1. is, gas welding, to join, used, steel to steel 
2. these metal plates, to join, is, rather, difficult 
3. must be supplied, in order to, a current, an arc, create 
4. to provide, is, current, at a low voltage, it, necessary 
5. to make, a strong joint, to weld, is, the same metal surfaces, it, desirable 
6. the operator, protective clothing, himself, should have, to protect 

XI. Correct mistakes. 

1. It is difficult do this job. 2. You should to put on special clothing to pro
tect yourself. 3. You have to wear uniform be safe. 4. The overalls should to 
be dry and clean. 5. Take workpieces of the same metal in order make a 
strong joint. 6. It is essential not provide a weak flame. 7. Important not to 
move the electrode too quickly. 8. To join these plates it is rather difficult. 

XII. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. qTOfibi COe,lJ.HHHTb 3TH ,lJ.eTa.JIH, He06XO,lJ.HMO HCllOJibJOBaTb 3JieKTpH· 
'lec:rcyiO csap:rcy, 2. 06bJqHo HcnoJibJYfOT TpaHc<f>opMaTop, qTo6bi no.n.aTb 
He06XO,lJ.HMbiH TOK. 3. CsapHTb 3TH ,lJ.Be MeTa.nJIH'IeCIGie nJiaCTHHbl COBCeM 
HeTpy.n.Ho. 4. ToK .IJ.OJI)I(eH 6hiTh .u.ocTaToqHo BhiCOIGIM, qTo6hi coJ.n.aTb Heo6-
XO.II.HMYIO .u.yry. 5. qT06bi nonyqHTb npoqHoe coe.n.HHeHHe, Hy)I(HO csapH· 
BaTh ,D,eTa.JIH H3 O,lJ.HHaKOBOfO MaTepHana. 6. QqeHb Ba)I(HO npaBHJibHO .[{ep
)l(aTb 3JieKTPO.LJ: npH 3JieKTpH'IeCKOH .LJ:YfOBOM csapKe. 7. qT06bi noJiyqHTb 
csapoqHoe nnaMSI, Heo6xo.LJ:HMO cMernaTh 3TH .LJ:Ba raJa. 8. JlaJepHaSI csapKa 
B HaCTOSill.lee BpeMSI HCllOJib3yeTCSI MSI CBapiGI CTa.JieH, CnJiaBOB H pa3JIHq
HbiX MaTepHanos, He TaK JIH? 9. Ba)I(HO ynoMSIHYTh, qTo naJepHaSI csapKa 
HMeeT )'HHKa.JibHbie npeHMYll.leCTBa: HMJKaH CTOMMOCTb, rJiy60KOe npOHMK· 
HOBeHHe M Y3IGIH lliOB, a TaK)I(e CKOpOCTb M npoqHOCTb. 10. qT06bi onpe.[{e· 
JIHTb CBOHCTBa Jia3epHbiX CBapHbiX lliBOB, Hy)I(HO npOBeCTH MHOfO 3KCnepH· 
MeHTOB. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Look at the pictures (p. 158) and guess what the text is about. Skim the 
text to see if you were right. 

II. How is welding connected to electricity? Find in the text sentences 
with words of the same root and translate them into Russian. 

Ill. Read the text attentively and find out how to weld plates correctly. 
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3-4 mm 

Welding is one of the most important operations that are used in indus
try. Many parts of machines, automobiles, airplanes, ships, bridges and build
ings are welded. 

In order to join two metal pieces it is necessary to soften them with heat 
and then to press, hammer or fuse them together. The most widely used 
method of welding is electric arc welding where the work pieces are joined by 
means of electricity at the temperature of about 7,232 °F. This is the hottest 
heat that can be obtained for engineering purposes. 

In electric arc welding two workpieces are welded by an electric arc. In 
order to create the arc a powerful electric current should be provided. The 
current must be at least 60A and for thicker workpieces it may be 250A or 
more. 

To supply the current it is necessary to use a transformer. The latter must be 
switched on to strike the arc. To join the workpieces the electrode holder should 
contain an electrode rod. When the arc is struck the electrode must brush 
against the workpiece at 80° to its surface. As the current flows between the 
electrode and the workpiece the tip of the electrode melts and falls onto the 
workpiece. Thus a joint is created. 

It is essential to hold the electrode approximately 4 mm from the surface 
of the workpiece. One should not leave the electrode too long in the same 
position because it will become attached to the workpiece. The electrode 
must be moved across the joint continuously backwards in a straight line. 
However, if it is moved too quickly neither the electrode nor the workpiece 
will melt. 

And it is important to remember that to weld plates by an electric arc is 
quite dangerous. In order to protect yourself you should always follow certain 
safety rules. For example, it is absolutely necessary to wear overalls with long 
sleeves, gloves, an apron, a cap, and rubber boots. A mask or helmet is used 
to protect the face and especially eyes from sparks. 

IV. What do letters a-t in the pictures refer to? 
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V. Answer the questions below. 

1. What is welding? What processes does it involve? 2. What method of 
welding is the most widely used today? 3. What device is used to supply the' 
current? 4. How is a joint created? 5. How far should the electrode be held 
from the workpiece? 6. Why is it dangerous to leave the electrode in the same 
position? 7. In what way is it necessary to move the electrode across the 
joint? 8. What safety rules should you follow in the process of welding? 

VI. Complete the following sentences with suitable words. 

1. ... two workpieces an electric ... is used. 2. It is necessary ... a powerful 
electric ... for arc welding. 3 .... the workpieces the electrode holder must con-
tain an electrode .... 4. The electrode should be ... some millimeters from the .. . 
of the workpiece. 5 .... a strong joint the workpieces must be of the same ... . 
6. The electrode can become ... the workpiece. 7. The electrode must be .. . 
across the ... continuously. 

VII. Give a title to the text. 

VIII. Make a dialogue according to the instructions below. Use the words 
necessary, useful, essential, etc. and expressions of request and opi
nion. 

Student A. You have missed your class and you don't know how to weld 
plates. Prepare your questions and ask your friend for instructions. 

Student B. Help your friend to understand the welding process. Get ready to 
answer his questions. 

Further Reading 

I. Modern life is much facilitated by the use of lasers. This equipment has 
some advantages. Can you name any? 

II. Laser is an international word today. Skim the text and find all the inter
national words in it. 

Ill. Give Russian equivalents to these compound nouns. 

laser beam welding 
high power density welding prpcess 
cost effectiveness 

laser welded joints 
joint performance 
conventional weld joint 

IV. Read the text carefully and say what you have learnt about laser 
welding. 
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Laser Beam Welding 

The unique properties of lasers account for their widespread application 
in manufacturing industry. Laser beam welding is currently used in order to 
weld steels, aluminum alloys and dissimilar materials. This high power densi
ty welding process has unique advantages of cost effectiveness, deep pene
tration and narrow bead in comparison with conventional welding processes. 
As the thermal cycles of laser beam welding are generally much faster than 
those of arc welding it is possible to form a rather small weld zone that 
exhibits locally high hardness. 

However, it is important to point out that the metallurgical and mechani
cal properties of laser welds and the response of conventional materials to this 
new process have not been fully established yet. It is currently difficult to 
determine the tensile properties of the laser welded joint area owing to the 
small size (2-3 min) of the fusion zone. Therefore an experimental investi
gation of the mechanical properties of laser-welded joints was carried out. To 
determine the hardness profile of the welded metal three similar joints were 
produced by a C02 laser and microhardness measurements were conducted 
at three locations. It is important to mention that the microhardness test 
results, howeve·r. exhibited no significant difference between these three loca
tions for all the welded joints. 

The welding process may lead to drastic changes in the microstructure 
with accompanying effects on the mechanical properties and, hence, on the 
performance of the joint. Laser welded joints, like all other welded joints, 
may contain defects in the form of cracks in the narrow weld ·area. The size 
and location of such cracks directly affect the joint performance and the life
time of a structure. Nevertheless, it is essential to remember that laser beam 
welding has a number of advantages over conventional processes. Despite the 
high investment cost of laser welding equipment, it is expected that laser 
beam welding will have a great impact on fabrication and manufacturing 
industries within the next decade. 

V. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false state
ments. 

l. Laser beam welding is widely used at present. 2. Arc welding is less 
advantageous than laser beam welding. 3. Laser beam welding is very hard. 
4. The research on laser welding has been carried out recently. 5. It is cur
rently difficult to establish the properties of the laser welded joint area 
because the workpiece is very thin. 6. Laser beam welding may lead to dra
matic changes in the microstructure and the performance of the joint. 
7. Laser welded joints may contain defects in the form of crackers. 8. Laser 
beam welding is rather expensive, that is why it will not be widely used in 
industry in the near future. 
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VI. Discuss these questions in groups: • 

a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of laser beam weld
ing? Fill in the table. 

Laser Beam Welding 

Advantages Disadvantages 

1. cost effectiveness 1. unestablished properties 
2. ... 2. 

b) How does laser beam welding differ from arc welding? Compare 
them. Use the logical patterns of comparison and contrast. 

comparison: in comparison with, similarly, in the like fashion, as does X, so 
does X 

contrast: in contrast to, on the one hand, on· the other hand, however, 
nevertheless 

c) Can you suggest any other ways of welding? 

Vil. You are an engineer and you want to introduce laser beam welding at 
the Automobile Plant you work at. Persuade the chief engineer that laser 
beam welding is better than arc welding. 

Activity 

I. Ask your friend for his opinion. 

EXAMPLE: (good) to complete this work today I to put it off till tomorrow 
A: Which is better: to complete this work today or put it off 

till tomorrow? 

(easy) 
(useful) 
(difficult) 

6 3ax. 355 

B: Well, to my mind, it's better to complete this work today 
so tomorrow you will be free. 

to collect the data I to process it 
to check welding equipment regularly I to check it occasionally 
to follow safety instructions I to neglect them 
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(valuable) 
(important) 
(good) 

to invent new things I to improve existing things 
to learn theory I to practise 
to attend classes I to study independently 

11. Study these Safety Rules. Discuss with your partner why it is neces
sary to follow them. Consult the dictionary If necessary. 

CAUTION 
Welding can be dangerous. Any of these accidents may happen to you: 

(a) you could be blinded by sparks; 
(b) you could get an electric shock; 
(c) your face, body, arms, legs or feet could be burnt; 
(d) there could be a fire in the workshop. 

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 
1. A mask or helmet must be worn in electric arc welding. (In gas weld

ing, goggles can be used.) 
2. Clothes must be kept dry and clean. 
3. Thick, heavy boots must be worn. These must be made of some insu

lating material such as rubber. 
4. Gloves, an apron and a cap must be worn. 
5. Overalls must have long sleeves and no pockets or cuffs. 

WORKSHOP 
I. The floor must be made of concrete. 
2. There must be a metal container on the floor for the sparks. 

You can begin as follows: 

- Peter, why is it necessary to wear a mask or goggles in electric arc welding? 
- Well, it is important to wear a mask and goggles because otherwise you 

can .... 

Ill. Solve the crossword. 

Down: 
1. a flat, thin, usually large piece of something hard 
2. something imperfect, a fault 
3. to produce something new 
4. to change the usual shape of somehing so as to spoil its appearance or 

usefulness 
5. a place where things are joined together 
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6. a stated quality, power or effect that 
belongs naturally to something 

7. a line of light shining out from some 
bright objects 

8. laser beam welding produces a very 
narrow weld ... 

9. not easily broken, changed or dest
royed 

10. a very thin mark caused by breaking, 
but not into separate parts 

11. to join by pressure or melting together 

Across: 

1. ... ? 

Writing 
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I. You are a materials engineer and specialize in welding. Recommend 
your client to introduce LBW in his plant. Point out the advantages of 
laser beam welding. The linking words and connectors in the box can 
help you. 

first, next, also, besides, furthermore, finally, so, as, because, thus, 
however, etc. 

Complete the memo given below. 

~-------------------------------------, MEMORANDUM 

To: Mr. A. Kiselev 
From: Mr (your name) 

Welding processes 

Although this is a preliminary* report, and further detailed study is 
necessary, I can safely say that the introduction of laser beam welding is 
an advantageous alternative to arc welding for a number of reasons. 

First of all, it is necessary to ... 

Thus I strongly recommend that you immediately consider replacing 
arc welding by laser beam welding. As a first step I suggest you contact 
the following c.ompanies for advice ... 
L-------------------------------------~ * npe.uBa pHTeJibHbiH 
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Section B. Mechanisms 

Lead-in 

1. Discuss the following questions. 

a) What car mechanisms do you know? Make a list and compare it with 
that of your partner. 

b) Can you name the functions of the car mechanisms that you have in 
your list? 

11. Listen to the teacher's explanations and learn the functions of the car
burettor. 

Pavel: 

Teacher: 
Pavel: 

Teacher: 

Pavel: 

Teacher: 

Pavel: 
Teacher: 

Pavel: 
Teacher: 

Pavel: 

Teacher: 
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Could you tell me what a carburettor is? What system does it be
long to? 
Well, it belongs to the fuel system of the car. 
And what functions does it 
perform? 
The two functions to be per
formed by the carburettor are 
very important. Its flrst function 
is to measure exact quantities 
of the petrol to be mixed 
with air. 
What is the second function, 
I wonder? 
Oh, it is to break up petrol 
into fine particles so that the 
mixture will burn rapidly, of 
course. 
And may the carburettor be blocked? 
Certainly, it may happen as petrol contains some dirty par
ticles. 
I see. What is there above the carburettor? 
That's an air fllter. Its function is to clean the air to be deli
vered to the carburettor. 
Does that mean that the carburettor can't be blocked if the 
filter works well? 
Certainly. 



Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

a)- ... does the carburettor perform, I wonder? 
-Well, .... 
-And what is the second .... I'd like to know? 
- As for .... it is to .... 

b) - The carburettor is blocked sometimes, ... ? 
- Of course, if .... But there is .... 

c) - And what is the function of the filter? 

- Oh, I see, .... 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 

a) It is above the carburettor. 1. What system does the 
carburettor belong to? 

2. Does the carburettor measure 
exact quantities of the petrol to 
be mixed with air? 

3. What other functions does 
the carburettor perform? 

b) It happens when petrol 
contains some dirty particles. 

c) Its function is to clean the 
petrol to be delivered to the 
carburettor. 

4. When does the carburettor 
get blocked? 

5. Where is the air filter situated? 
6. What is the function of the air 

filter? 

Language Practice 

d) Well, for example, it breaks 
up petrol into fine particles. 

e) It belongs to the fuel system 
of the car. 

0 Certainly. 

Vocabulary 

I. Find the English equivalents in B to the Russian wor~s in A. 

A 

1. BOCK 
2.TpaHcnopTHoe 

cpe.IJ.CTBO 

B 
a) substance b) mix 

a) transport b) means 

c) wax 

c) vehicle 
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3. nOTpe6.Jiemte a) use b) need c) consumption 

4.oxna,zn.rreTih a) engine b) carburettor c) coolant 

5. rrpe.ncrmpaiinllb a) to perform b) to prevent c) to avoid 

6. KJianaH a) piston b) radiator c) valve 

7. JapsDKaTh a) to charge b) to discharge c) to fill 

8. KOJUt'ieCTBO a) quality b) quantity c) a lot 

11. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

to consume to include 
to contain purpose 
amount to purify 
to possess to carry out 
to switch on to turn on 
to perform to use 
petrol gasoline 
to clean quantity 
aun to own 

Ill. Complete the table with_ the missing words. 

Verb Noun 

IIOTpe6JISITb 

revolution 

to sense 

pressure 

oXJia)l{_naTb 

to expand 

Grammar: Infinitive 

IV. Point out the purpose of the objects according to the model. 

EXAMPLE: A: This paper describes important properties of new enginee
ring materials. 
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B: The purpose (aim, goal, object) of this paper is to describe 
properties of new materials. 



1. This experiment establishes the relations between these two quantities. 
2. The article deals with the prospects for electric road cars. 3. This book 
gives the description of the electrical instruments in the car. 4. His report 
presents some information on the new fuel system. 5. The speedometer is 
used to indicate the speed of a car. 6. The filter is used to clean petrol. 

V. Define the functions of these objects: a petrol tank, a robot, the 
Internet, a carburenor, a battery, a vehicle, a laser, a ruler, a tachometer. 

EXAMPLE: The function (purpose) of a speedometer is to indicate the 
speed of a car. 

VI. The two sentences below have a different structure but the same 
meaning. Change the structure of the sentences so as to keep their 
meanings unchanged. 

EXAMPLE: A: The substance that should be analysed is of great value. 
B: The substance to be analysed is of great value. 

1. The equipment that should be installed in the workshop has specific 
use. 2. The petrol that should be delivered from the petrol tank should be 
clean. 3. The new battery that should be used in the car is very effective. 
4. The new car devices that should be developed have several advantages. 
5. The car emissions that should be controlled are very harmful to the envi
ronment. 6. The automobile that should be developed will run on hydrogen. 

VII. Restore the original sentences. 

1. the carburettor, the function of, petrol, is, to break up, fme particles, into 
2. the instruments, to be located, with important information, the instru-

ment panel, provide, the driver, on 
3. the petrol, should be, clean, to be delivered, to the carburettor 
4. the hydrometer, is, the condition of the battery, the function of, to check 
5. to be performed, very important, the functions, are, by this device 
6. is, the new fuel system, in this car, completely, of a new design, to be 

employed 

VIII. Correct mistakes. 

1. The aim of an instrument panel is provide the driver with certain infor
mation. 2. When the driver notices some fault it essential to repair it at once. 
3. The function of the tachometer to indicate the engine speed in revolutions 
per minute. 4. The speed limit to was adopted in populated areas is 30 mph. 
5. I have a battery to recharging. 6. Drivers must don't speed, especially when 
they see speed limit signs. 7. The properties to studied may be of great value. 
8. You must go to the service station in order repair the brakes. 
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IX. Translate the sentences Into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. MoA Ja,na\fa JaKJIJO\faeTcA u TOM, \fT06bi Hai1nt HeHcnpaBHOCTh 
B 3TOM np116ope. 2. <I>}'HKQHA 3TOfO np1160pa - H3MepATb ,naBJieHHe B CHC
TeMe. 3. CTaThA .naeT CJie.IJYIOI.lJYIO HHQ:>opMaUHJO: HaJHa\feHHe Kap6JOpaTo
pa - Jl03HpOBaTb KOJlH\feCTBO 6eH3HHa, KOTOpbiH .IlOJl)l(eH CMeWHBaTbCA 
C B03.Il}'XOM. 4. HosaA TOIUIHBHaA CHCTeMa, KOTOpYJO HaM H)')KHO pa3pa6o
TaTh, 6y.neT HMeTh p.SI.n npeHMyw.ecTB. 5. Ba)I(HO noMHHTh, qTo Kap610paTop 
MO)I(eT 6hiCTp0 JaCOpHTbCA, eCJlH B 6eH3HHe eCTb \faCTHUbl Mycopa. 6. l13Be
CTiiO, qro <t>YHKUHA Q:>wn;rpa- OqJ-fUJ.aTh 6eHJHH oT copa H m,vrn. 7. EcnH B 6eH
Jo6aKe MaJIO TOnJIHBa, Ha naHeJIH JaropHTC.SI npeJJYnpe)I(JlaiOIUa.SI naMnoq
Ka. 8. BoT TepMocTaT, KOTOpbiH HY)I(HO JaMeHHTh. 

Reading and Speaking 

1. Modern cars have a complex instrument panel. Why is it a necessary 
component of any car? What instruments does It include? What are their 
functions? Scan the text to get the answers to the questions . 

• II. Look through the text and find the derivatives from the following 
verbs: to alternate, to revolve, to drive, to supervise, to sense. 

Ill. Read the text for more information about the instrument panel of the ·car. 

The Instrument Panel of a Car 

A modern car is a complex means of transport. However, it is relatively 
easy to operate as a number of devices help you to keep control. An instru
ment panel in a modern car, for example, provides the driver with valuable 
information. It includes such instruments as a speedometer, a fuel gauge, a 
tachometer and an ammeter. 

The function of the speedometer is to indicate the speed of the car. A 
speed limit to be adopted for towns and built-up areas is 30 miles per hour 
or 60 km per hour. 

The purpose of the fuel gauge is to indicate the amount of fuel to be con
tained in the petrol tank. If its level in the tank is very low, the warning light 
switches on in the car. When this happens it is necessary to put some more 
petrol into the tank. 

The tachometer is necessary to indicate the engine speed in revolutions 
per minute. When the engine turns slowly at the minimum speed the alter
nator also turns slowly. It doesn't produce enough current for the engine. 
Therefore, the battery must supply the necessary current. 

A car battery can easily become discharged in quite a short time. The func
tion of the ammeter is to indicate whether the battery is charging or discharging. 
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Instrument panels in the cars in the near future will become much more 
complicated. The common devices will soon be replaced by onboard com
puter systems, as intelligent vehicles are the field to be researched nowadays. 
The idea is to create automatic cars on automatic highways. The vehicles to 
be introduced will move with the minimum supervision on the part of man 
since they will communicate with one another and with the road sensors on 
the way. This is necessary in order to reduce the load on drivers and to ease 
the stress on the road network. The leading engineering companies are using 
advanced mechatronics to achieve this goal. 

IV. Fill in the table with the data from the text. 

The Instrument Panel 

Instrumellts Functions 

1. ... to indicate the speed of a car 
2. a fuel gauge ... 
3 .... to indicate the engine speed in 

revolutions 
4. an ammeter ... 
5. onboard computers 

V. Answer the questions. 

1. The aim of the instrument panel is to provide the driver with informa
tion, isn't it? 2. Does the instrument panel include such instruments as a mul
timeter and a fuel gauge? 3. Is the speed limit for towns and built-up areas 
30 mph or more? 4. What is the function of the fuel gauge? 5. Why does the 
warning light switch on? 6. What instrument indicates if the battery is charging 
or discharging? 7. How will the instrument panel change in future? What will 
cause the changes? 

VI. Complete the following sentences. 

I. An ... panel provides the ... with valuable information. 2. The .... of the 
... is to indicate the amount of the petrol to ... in the petrol tank. 3. An instru-
ment panel in the car ... a speedometer, ... , a fuel gauge and ... . 4. The 
tachometer indicates the ... of the engine in ... per minute. 5. The battery 
must ... the necessary .... 6. A car ... can easily ... discharged. 7. The function 
of the ... is to indicate whether the ... is ... or discharging. 8. The idea is ... 
intelligent ... that will ... the load on drivers and ... the stress on the .... 
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VII. Give the gist of the text. Start with the words given below. 

1. In this text we look at ... 
2. The text deals with ... 
3. The text gives information on ... 
4. The text is about ... 

VIII. Discussion. Some of the city authorities want to introduce the auto
matic car system on the road in Minsk but some of them have doubts. 
Make two teams ('for' and 'against') and discuss the following question: 
Are automatic cars worth introducing? Try to come to an agreement. 

Further Reading 

1. What do you know about thermostats~ Where are they used? What are 
their functions? What are the types of thermostats? Scan the text to find 
the answers. 

11. Find in the text international words and translate them into Russian. 

Ill. Translate the following compound nouns into Russian: 

a heat sensor a top hose 
liquid pressure the coolant temperature 
hot water flow a coil spring 
a wax type thermostat engine wear 
a temperature-sensitive valve fuel consumption 

IV. Read the text and say what you have learnt about thermostats. 

As the dictionary says, the thermostat is an apparatus that can be set to keep 
a room, machine, etc., at an even temperature as it connects and disconnects the 
supply of heat when necessary. In short, the thermostat is used to control the 
temperature. How does it work? 

As it is known liquids expand when they are heated. This effect is used in 
the thermostat in the picture. With an increase in the air temperature the 
liquid expands in the heat sensor. This expansion causes the valve to close in 
order to reduce the flow of hot water. After a short time, the temperature 
goes down and consequently the liquid cools and contracts. The spring load 
is now greater than the liquid pressure, so the valve will open. Once again, 
the hot water flow is increased. This type of the thermostat is widely spread 
in various heating systems. 

The same principle is used in the wax type thermostat, which is almost 
universal in modern vehicles. This thermostat is a temperature-sensitive valve 
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control __ 

air in room 

heat sensor ----11 

rn:J- expansion liquid 

............ ::c----- valve 
-hot water flow 

H------- spring load 

+--------- radiator 

that is situated just below the top hose. As the coolant temperature rises, the 
valve is opened by the expansion of the wax inside it. When the temperature 
falls, the valve is automatically returned to the closed position by a coil 
spring. When thermostats of this type fail, it is very important to replace 
them immediately. It is normally more convenient to fit a new one than to 
overhaul the old one. 

The thermostat is used to prevent the flow of water to the radiator when 
the coolant temperature is less than about 80 °C. Its functions are as follows: 

- to allow the engine to become warm quickly. Both engine wear and fuel 
consumption are increased if the engine is operating at a low temperature; 

- to prevent the engine from remaining cool under running conditions. 

V. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false state-
ments. · 

1. The thermostat is a device to control the supply of heat. 2. Liquids 
expand when they are cooled. 3. Wax does not expand when the temperature 
rises. 4. The valve is opened by the expansion of the wax outside it. 5. When 
the wax type thermostat fails you should replace it at once. 6. The thermo
stat prevents the flow of water to the battery when the coolant temperature 
is below 80 °C. 7. The higher the temperature of engine operation, the more 
fuel is consumed. 

VI. Read these gists of the text and find the one which corresponds to the 
contents best. Explain your choice. 

1. In this text we consider universal devices in modern vehicles. 2. This 
text deals with the wax type thermostat, its operation and functions. 3. This 
text provides information on the principles of the thermostat operation. 
4. The text informs us of thermostats, their functions and principles of oper
ation. 

VII. Make a short report on thermostats, their functions and principles of 
operation. 
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Activity 

1. Name the objects In the picture according to the following description 
and say what functions they perform. Work with your partner. 

b 1. The foot presses the pedal. 
2. The pedal pushes the first piston 
down. 3. The piston squeezes the 
oil. 4. The oil pushes the second 
piston outwards. 5. The second pis
ton pushes the brake shoe against 
the wheel. 6. The wheel stops. 

EXAMPLE: - What is e called, I wonder? 
- It is called a piston, of course. 
-And what is its function? 
- Its function is to push the brake shoe against the wheel. 

11. Ask your friend to explain to you the purpose of various devices in the 
car. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

wing mirror ------1 
indicator switch -----==:::::tJ.. 

arm rest ____ , 

seat belt ----~~~z:. 
, passenger seat 

[__ ~ 

Writing ----
I. Write a short ~aragraph tha.t contains a description of the most impor
tant car mechamsms and then functions. 
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ELECTRICITY 

Section A. Electricity Basics 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Can you imagine our life without electricity? 
b) What benefits can we get from electricity? 

II. Some students are writing their coursework now. Suddenly the light went 
off. Listen to their conversation to see how they will solve this problem. 

Olga: Alex, I need your help badly. I'd like you to have a look at my table 
lamp. 

Alex: What is wrong with it? 
Olga: I have no idea. I was writing my coursework when suddenly the light 

went off. Can you repair it? 
Alex: I'll try. Give me the lamp. 
Olga: Well? 
Alex: No wonder the light doesn't work. The bulb has a broken filament. 
Olga: What do you mean? 
Alex: The bulb has simply burnt out. All we have to do is to tum the burnt 

bulb out of the socket and replace it with a new bulb. Do you have one? 
Olga: Unfortunately not. And my roommates are all asleep - I can't 

ask them. You can't lend me your own lamp, can you? 
Alex: Well, yes. But it is time to sleep already. Why don't you finish the 

coursework in the morning? 
Olga: You see, my supervisor asked me to bring it to the consultation 

tomorrow. He expects me to finish it. 
Alex: OK. Don't sit up too late anyway. I'll ask Irene to bring you a new bulb. 

Don't switch on the power till you have turned it into the socket. 
Olga: I won't. Thanks a lot. 
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111. Complete the dialogues. 

1. - Nick, I need you to ... 
- ... ? It was all right five minutes ago. 

2. - I'm afraid ... 
-Don't worry. We'll ask somebody to ... 

3.- Let's ... 
- Well? 
-You see, ... 
- What shall we do? 
- .... But I'd like you to ... the power first. 

- I'm sure you won't forget to turn on the 
let ... your report. 

again. The light will 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Is Michael busy now? 
2. Did you ask me to come? 
3. What did the engineer tell 

you? 
4. Why are you in such a hurry 

to complete the course
work? 

5. The lamp is out of order. 
6. Could you help me repair 

the circuit? 

Language Practice 

B 

a) Let's have a look. 
b) What is wrong with it? 
c) Yes, the teacher made him rewrite his 

lab report. 
d) He warned me not to switch on the 

power till he asks. 
e) Yes, we'd like you to change the burnt 

bulb. 
f) Well, my supervisor expects me to bring 

it to the consultation tomorrow. 

Vocabulary 

I. Find the English equivalents in B to the Russian words in A. 

A 

1. HenpOBO,UHJ.iK 
2. BbinpSIMHTeJib 
3. 06MOTKa 
4. nepBWIHhiM 
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a) dielectric 
a) condenser 
a) voltage 
a) primary 

B 

b) discharge 
b) rectifier 
b) winding 
b) secondary 

c) domestic 
c) capacitor 
c) insulator 
c) early 



5. rrepe.u.anaTb a) to keep b) to store 
6. HliTb HaKaJia a) filament b) gap 
7. lfaCTOTa a) resistance b) frequency 
8. CBeTiiTbCSI, 

HaKaJISITbCSI a) to reverse b) to rotate 

11. Match the words with the opposite meaning. 

to turn into 
insulator 
to decrease 
direct 
initial 
opened 
step-up 

to increase 
to turn out (of) 
closed 
step-down 
alternating 
final 
conductor 

c) to transmit 
c) coil 
c) alteration 

c) to glow 

Ill. Cross out the odd word. All the words in the line should belong to one 
part of speech. 

1. complete, carry out, measurement, perform 
2. wire, bulb, socket, switch off 
3. winding, capacitor, frame, rectify 
4. current, power, electrical, flow 
5. into, out of, from, careful 
6. transformer, alternate, rectifier, generator 
7. voltage, insulate, frequency, resistance 

Grammar: Complex Object 

IV. Explain why these things happen. 

EXAMPLE: water I to flow down - wheel I to turn 
The water flows down.- This makes (lets) the wheel turn. 

temperature I to increase - liquid I to expand 
valve f to be open - water I to flow in the system 
bulb f to burn out - you I to change it 
contact I to be closed - current I to flow in the .circuit 
leads I to be connected - current /to pass through the conductor 
batteries I to discharge - electric car I to stop 

V. a) What do these people want others to do for them? Fill In the table. 

EXAMPLE: 0/eg: - Students, switch on the power, please. 
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Oleg would like them to switch on 
(the students) the power. 

Alice want(s) ... ... 
Helen wish(es) ... ... 
Roman desire(s) ... ... 
Teacher need(s) ... ... 
Natasha and Rita expect(s) ... ... 
We ... ... ... 

1. Alice: - Nick, test the bulb. 
2. Helen: - Oleg, carry out all the necessary calculations. 
3. Roman:- Olga, describe the work of a transformer. 
4. Teacher: - Helen, draw a simple circuit, please. 
5. We: - Alex, complete the measurements. 
6. Natasha and Rita: - Please, turn off the power. 

b) What would you like your friends to do for you? Give as many ver
sions as you can. 

VI. a) Say what things these people don't want others to do. 

EXAMPLE: Students: - Pavel, don't switch off the lights, please. 

Students don't want him (Pavel) to switch off 
I wish the lights. 
Nina and Alice desire 

Olga doesn't need 
Nick expect 

Denis wouldn't like 
Sasha 

1. 1: - Students, don't touch the wiring. 
2. Nina and 

Alice: - Peter, don't connect the voltmeter to the circuit. 
3. Olga: -Marina, don't turn off the whole current. 
4. Nick: - Freshmen, don't apply the old method of calculations. 
5. Dents: - Professor, don't switch off the ceiling lights, please. 
6. Sasha: - Don't turn the bulb out of the socket. 

b) Name 5 things that you wouldn't like your friends to do. 
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VII. These two sentences have a different structure but the same mean
ing. Change the structure of the sentences below so as to keep their 
meanings unchanged. 

EXAMPLE: This _allowed him to follow the rules. 
This allowed the rules to be followed. 

1. This device enables the students to measure the current in the circuit. 
2. This analysis permitted them to obtain new data. 3. The information 
enables us to predict the properties of the new substance. 4. This result 
forced them to check the circuit again. 5. Modern equipment caused us to 
introduce new methods. 6. The tutor would like us to complete the course
work on time. 

VIII. Restore the original sentences. 

I. this device, an electrical charge, enables, to be built up and stored 
2. I. you, out of the socket, told, to remove, the bulb 
3. this, the current, makes, flow, through the circuit 
4. she, him, the contacts, wanted, of the circuit, to connect 
5. the transformer, to be increased or decreased, the voltage, allows 
6. one, the current, can assume, in one direction, to flow, only 

IX. Correct mistakes. 

I. Nick asked Boris turn the bulb clockwise. 2. New data let us to carry 
out another experiment. 3. Mr. Pavlov told the students to not .use a broken 
voltmeter. 4. The flow of water makes the wheel to turn. 5. His discovery 
allowed an invention be made. 6. Roman was asked test the bulb. 7. Alice 
expected Paul connect the contacts of the circuit. 8. This fact didn't let 
Andrew to break the rules. 9. The assistant warned them not create a mag
netic field. 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

I. JlaMnOqKa neperopeJia, H .si xoqy, qT06bi Tbl BBHHTHJI B naTpOH HOByiO. 
2. MHe H)I)KHO, qTo6hi oH cetfqac OTKJIIOqHJI :meKTpHqecTBO. 
3. Bhl XOTeJTH 6bi, qTo6bi .fl 06b.RCHHJT BaM OCHOBbl 3JTeKTpHqecTBa? 
4. Bhmp.siMHTeJTh noJBOJI.sieT 3JieKTPHqecKOMY TOKY npoTeKaTh TOJThKO B 

OJ],HOM HanpaBJTeHHH. 
5. 3TOT npH60p n03BOJT.fleT HaM H3Mep.RTb Hanps:r:>KeHHe B uenH. 
6. OpenoJ],aBaTeJTh nonpocHJI HaqepTHTh cxeMY 3JieKTPHqecKoro npH6opa. 
7. MarHHT JacTaBJI.sieT TOK MeH.RTb HanpaaiieHHe. 
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Reading and Speaking 

1. Are you good at electricity? Match the objects with their symbols. 

cell, 6V battery, wire, bulb, switch, ammeter, voltmeter, ohm
meter 

11. Practise reading these words. 

filament ['fii:;>m:;>nt] alternating [,nlt:;> 1neitiiJ] 
insulator ['msjulett:;>] frequency ['fri:kw:;>nst] 
kinetic [kai 1nettk] 

Ill. Look at the title and the picture and say what information the text 
gives. Read the text attentively for the details. 

Electricity Basics 

L GlassBulb 
Very High Resistance 
(Insulator) 

Electricity is something we do not 
notice until we do not have it. However, 
few people understand what it is and still 
fewer can explain it. Let us try it anyway. 

So, what is electricity? Electricity is 
simply a movement of charged particles 
through a clried circuit. The electrons, 
which flow through this wire, carry 
a negative charge. A lightning discharge 
is the same idea, just without the wire. 

Electricity is made by converting 
some form of energy into flowing electrons at the power plant. The type of 
power plant depends on the source of energy used: thermal power (coal, oil, 
gas, nuclear, underground steam), solar power (photovoltaic), kinetic power 
(water, wind) and chemical power (fuel cell). 

After it is made, electricity is sent into a system of cables and wires called 
a transmission grid. This system enables power plants and end users to be 
connected together. 

The basic notions in electricity include the following. 
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An Amp (A) is a unit measure of the amount of current in a circuit. An 
ammeter permits the current to be measured. 

The pressure that forces the current to flow is measured in Volts (V). A 
transformer is used to change the voltage of electricity. This allows electrici
ty to be transmitted over long distances at high voltages, but safely used at a 
lower voltage. 

A Watt (W) is a unit measure of electric power that depends on amps and 
volts. The more watts the bulb uses the more light is produced. 
Watts = Volts x Amps. 

An Ohm ( 0) is a unit measure of materials resistance to a flowing cur
rent. The filament in this light bulb glows because its high resistance makes 
it hot. Low resistance of the support wires does not let them glow. The glass 
has a resistance so high that it does not allow the current to move through it -
this property makes glass a good insulator. 

IV. Provide answers to the questions below. 

1. What is electricity and an electron? 2. How is electricity produced? 
3. What types of power plants do you know? 4. What is the function of the 
transformer? 5. How does the light bulb work? 6. Glass is a poor insulator, 
isn't it? 

V. Complete the table with the data from the text. 

Symbol Unit Electrical Notion Measuring Device 

1. ' ammeter 

2. Volt 

3. resistance 

4. w 

VI. You are taking your exam In Physics. Your examination card says: 
Electricity, Its definition and basic notions. Your partner is your examin
er. Answer his questions and try to get a good mark. 

You may begin like this: -Well, what is electricity? 
- Oh, electricity is ... 

VII. What new Information have you learnt about electricity from the text? 
What things have you already known? 
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Further Reading 

1. Practise reading these words. 

rectifier ['rektifai~] 
wind [wa1nd] 

wound [waund] 
primary ('prairn~ri] 

11. Do you know what DC and AC mean? How are they produced? What 
are their functions? What do you know about the transformer? 

111. Skim the text to find out the functions of these things: 

a) power station, d) overhead conductor wires, 

b) transformer, e) magnetic field, 

c) rectifier, f) capacitor. 

IV. Read the text carefully for more information on electricity. 

Electricity Basics (continued) 

Alternator 

Load 

There are two different kinds of 
electrical current. One is called 
direct current because electrons are 
made to move in one direction 
only. It is usually abbreviated to 
DC. This kind of electricity is pro-

1 duced by a battery. 
AC stands for alternating cur-

rent, which is generated by power 
stations for domestic and industrial use. The wires in the centre of the gen
erator rotate past the North and South poles of the (red) magnet. This move
ment forces the electrons in the circuit to reverse the direction of their flow. 
The number of these alterations (or cycles) per second is known as frequency. 

As domestic supply requires alternating current it is therefore necessary 
to change it to direct current inside most electrical appliances. A rectifier 
allows AC to be converted into DC. 

Power stations are designed to provide electrical energy to large housing 
developments. This causes the necessity to transmit power from its source, 
the generating station, to wherever it is required for use, which may be far 
away, with minimal energy losses. It is cheaper and easier to carry a very high 
voltage but low current, over long distances. It can be done with the help of 
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thinner overhead conductor wires, 
with an air gap between them to 
act as an insulator. 

Core 

A transformer is used to High Voltage 
Winding 

increase or decrease the voltage of 
Low Voltage 
Winding 

an electric power supply. This is a 
static machine since it has no mov-

Simplified drawing: the wires are usually 
ing parts. It consists of two coils placed closely together, though they are 

of wire that are wound around a insulated from each other. 

~ft iron core. The coils are called windings, one is the primary, or input wind
ing, and the other is the secondary, or output winding. 

When current passes through the primary winding, a magnetic field is created 
around the iron core, which induces a voltage in the secondary winding. If the 
number of turns in the secondary winding is greater than that in the primary 
winding it is a step-up transformer and the output voltage is greater than the 
input voltage. And vice versa, a step-down transformer enables the input volt
age to be reduced. 

A device, which allows an electrical charge to be built up and stored for 
some time is known as a capacitor (or a condenser). A simple capacitor is made 
from two metal plates (electrodes), which are separated by an insulator such as 
air, paper or mica (the dielectric). 

V. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false state
ments. 

1. There are two different kinds of electricity: AD and BC. 2. Direct cur
rent is received from a battery. 3. AC is used for domestic and industrial pur
poses. 4. The frequency is the number of cycles per second. 5. Conversion is 
brought about by means of an insulator. 6. Air is a rather good insulator. 
7. High voltage is supplied by a transformer. 8. To decrease voltage a step
down transformer should be used. 9. The function of a capacitor is to trans
mit electricity to electrical appliances. 

VI. Explain why ... 

a) two kinds of current exist; 
b) electrons change the direction of the flow in AC; 
c) a rectifier is necessary; 
d) energy is lost on the way from the power plant to the end user; 
e) a high voltage and low current are transmitted through the wires; 
f) a transformer is used; 
g) a transformer is known as a static machine; 
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h) a step-up transformer permits the input voltage to be increased. 
i) a condenser is necessary in domestic appliances. 

VII. Give another title to the text. Can you render Its contents in 6 simple 
sentences? 

Activity 

1. Create a questionnaire on the topic 'Basic Electricity' and test your 
classmates' knowledge. 

11. Describe a step-down transformer, its structure, operation and func
tion. Use the description of a step-up transformer as a model. 

Ill. Solve the crossword. 

8 .----
7 

d. 6 
1 4 5 9 10 

.----
2 

11 
~ 

f--

t-- .__ f--

1-- .__ - f--
' 

f-- '-
.__ 

Down: 
1. to pass power from its source to the end-user 
2. power, current, ... 
3. to change alternating current into direct current 
4. up-down, closed - ... 
5. current that flows in one direction 
6. their number in the winding influences voltage 
7. the input winding is also called ... winding 
8. it alters the direction of charges 
9. support wires in the bulb don't do it because they have low resistance 

I 0. the complete circular path of an electric current 
Across: 

11. ? 
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Writing 

I. Study the picture and describe in writing how electricity is produced 
and then transmitted to our houses. 

0 
Sta3m 
Line EI8] ~~:~ ( I i"'f IIJ 

Boiler to mak.e 
S:E>am 

• I 
End User 

Turbme 

Pole with 
r~ansforrner 

Lccal 
Subs:ation 

Tran<.ml%io)n 
E tatic r 

HiJh \lolta~e 
Cables 

Transmi;;ion Towers 

Section B. Solar Energy 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) What role does the Sun play in our life? 
b) Some pocket calculators are powered by solar cells, but many use bat

teries. What are the advantages of using solar cells? Are there any disadvan
tages? 

II. Listen to the students' conversation and name the advantages and dis
advantages of solar-powered cars. 

Sveta: 
Alex: 

Alex, just look at this car. It seems to be quite modern. 
Well, it is the latest model of a pollution-free car. 
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Sveta: 
Alex: 
Sveta: 
Alex: 
Sveta: 

Alex: 

Sveta: 
Alex: 

Sveta: 

Alex: 

Sveta: 

How interesting! What fuel does it run on? 
It is a solar-powered car- it runs on solar energy. 
Are these cars fast moving? 
Well, they are reported to take part in races and even win them. 
Oh, really? Do these cars have any disadvantages? As far as 
I understand, they are sure to stop in cloudy weather and at night 
when there is little or no sunlight. 
You have a reason here. However, for such cases these cars are 
provided with solar batteries that accumulate excess energy when 
there is lots of sunlight and power the car when there is no sunlight. 
That appears to be a solution to the problem. 
Yes, but these solar batteries are numerous and quite heavy. This 
makes solar-powered cars rather inefficient at present. There are 
other questions to tackle. 
Why do engineers develop these cars if they cause so many prob
lems? 
As the pressure on fossil fuels is likely to increase we have to search 
for other sources of energy and the solar power is one of them. This 
energy source is considered to be inexhaustible. 
I see. 

Ill. Complete the following dialogue. 

- This car seems quite modern, doesn't it? 

- What source of energy does it use? 

- ... ! Does this car develop high speed? 
-Well, ... 
-I'm afraid such cars are sure to ... 
- No need to worry. They are supplied with ... 
- Do they make solar-powered cars efficient? 
-Not quite, ... 
- What is the major advantage ... ? 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 
1. What is so special about these 

cars? 
2. Are solar-powered cars fast? 

a. They are believed to reduce water
heating costs by about 50%. · 

3. What are the drawbacks of these 
cars? 
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b. They appear to be very expensive. 
c. Well, they are considered to be pollu

tion free. 



d. It seems so. 4. Why are solar-powered cars cre
ated? e. Yes, they are reported to win races. 

5. There are still numerous prob
lems to tackle. 

f. We are likely to run out of fossil fuels 
soon and there will be no petrol. 

6. Are solar heating systems cost
efficient? 

Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

to convert to tackle 
to solve large 
to absorb to turn into 
to seem to provide 
to supply to consider 
usually to appear 
huge to capture 
to think normally 

II. Make up all possible word combinations. 

solar 
huge 
electrical 
inexhaustible 
to power 
metal 
to supply 

array 
amount 
energy 
resource 
cars 
surface 
heat 

Ill. Find in B the derivatives from the words in A. 

A 8 
1. to pollute - power, pollution, production, pressure 
2. to charge - change, research. discharge, consumer 
3. to power - solar-powered, overcharge, operation, piping 
4. to exhaust - explanation, expensive, efficiently, inexhaustible 
5. to vary - vice versa, variation, weekly, invention 
6. new - well-known, consequently, renewable, efficiency 
7. complete - competition, completely, tremendous, economical 
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Grammar: Complex Subject 

IV. Match the beginnings of the sentences with their ends. Pay attention 
to the verbs used with Complex Subject. 

1. Second-year students are expected to ... a) generate 100 kilowatts of 
2. The kilowatt-hour is known to ... electricity. 
3. Alternative sources of energy are con- b) know the basics of elect-

sidered to ... ricity. 
4. The solar village was reported to ... c) be the unit measure of elec-
5. The resources of fossil fuels seem to ... tricity. 
6. Solar-powered cars turned out to ... d) be inexhaustible. 
7. A small windmil1 is likely to .. . e) produce no pollution. 
8. Electricity and magnetism are sure to ... f) be connected. 

g) come to an end. 
h) be built in Australia. 

V. Open the brackets and use the verbs in the correct form. 

1. Some materials (to prove) to produce electricity when they are exposed 
to light. 2. The battery (to be likely) to be recharged. 3. Mr. Frolov (to say) 
to be a good engineer. 4. The collector (to suppose) to be black. 5. That ener
gy source (to seem) to be inexhaustible. 6. A specialist (to expect) to tackle 
all the technical problems. 7. The solar thermal heating systems (to assume) 
to be very efficient. 

VI. These two sentences have a different structure but the same mean
ing. Change the structure of the sentences below so as to keep their 
meaning unchanged. 

EXAMPLE 1: It is found that the battery is dead. 
The battery is found to be dead. 

1. It is believed that asingle PV cell produces approximately 0.5 V. 2. It 
is likely that the energy crisis will soon begin. 3. It seems that the results of 
the solar project are very important. 4. It is unlikely that engineers will find 
a solution to the problem quickly. 

EXAMPLE 2: We expect this method to offer some advantages. 
This method is expected to offer some advantages. 

1. They consider this housing development to be unique. 2. The car 
mechanic believes the solar-powered car to have many advantages. 3. We 
assume the solar power to be tremendous. 4. He supposes the Sun to run 
water turbines. 
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VII. Express the same idea: 

a) less categorically. 

EXAMPLE: This method gives good results. 
This method seems (appears, is likely, is said) to give good 
results. 

I. This new substance has valuable properties. 2. Solar collectors are very 
efficient. 3. These batteries are overcharged. 4. The results of the experiment 
are inaccurate. 

b) more categorically. 

EXAMPLE: I believe that he will b_ecome a good specialist. 
He is sure (certain) to become a good specialist. 

I. I believe that this problem is of vital importance. 2. We suppose that 
electric cars will find a wide application. 3. We assume that hot water will be 
supplied by solar thermal heating systems. 4. We think these new car batter
ies are long lasting. 

VIII. Restore the original sentences. 

I. are known, semiconductors, to be made of, silicon 
2. numerous, to offer, solar heaters, seem, advantages 
3. efficient, to be, this method, proved, very 
4. citizens, the solar village, to inhabit, ordinary, are likely 
5. he, to adjust, is believed, the solar batteries, in this car 
6. valuable, this new substance, to possess, is sure, properties 

IX. Correct mistakes. 

1. The engineers was expected to take into account variations in the inten
sity of sunlight. 2. Young specialists known to be professionals in their field. 
3. The system reports to be pollution-free. 4. The water seem to be heated 
naturally. 5. The nuclear power stations were turned out to be dangerous. 
6. Max is believing to study theoretical mechanics. 7. We are likely exhaust 
our fossil fuels quickly. 8. This information said to be of utmost importance. 
9. Before the race any driver sure to fuel his car. 

X. Choose the correct translation for the underlined part of the sentence. 

1. The scientists are said to be developing solar thermal heating systems 
nowadays. 

a) pa3pa6oTaJIH b) pa3pa6aTbiBaiOT 
2. They seem to have improved previous results. 
a) ynyqwaiOT · b) YJIYl.fWHJIH 
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3. An experimental solar heating system proves to have been built in this 
region. 

a) CTJ>OHTC.A b) 6bllla TIOCTpOeHa 
4. Our total solar energy consumption is estimated to be increasing. 
a) yaeJIWIHBaeTC.R b) y8emt.'-IHTC.R 
5. The research is reported to have been carried out successfully. 
a) 6blliO npo8e~eHo b) 6y~eT npo8e~eHo 
6. The sufficient amount of electricity is likely to be generated by a small 

windmill. 
a) 8btpa6aTbl8aeTCSI b) 8btpa6aTbl8aeT 

XI. Translate the sentences Into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. lh8eCTHO, 'iTO OT~eJibHbiM <t>oT03JieMeHT npoH3BO~HT 0,5V. 2. Coo6.
maeTcH, liTO ylleHble CKOpO pa3pa6oTaiOT H08biM HCTOliHHK 3HeprHH. 
3. llpe~TIOJiaraeTCSI, liTO TIOTpe6JieHHe 3HeprHH 6y~eT yaeJIHliHBaTbCSI. 4. fo
BOpSIT, 'iTO BO~a 8 COJIHe'-IHblX ~OMaX 6y~eT HarpeBaTbCSI ecTeCTBeHHbiM 06-
pa30M. 5. Ha8epHoe, coJIHeliHaH 3HeprMH 8 6y~meM 3aMeHHT ~IDKe TOnJIH
ao ,li)ISI MalllHH. 6. CliHTaeTCH, liTO aJibTepHaTHBHhie HCTOliHHKH 3Hepruu 
3KOJIOfH'ieCKH 'ii1CTble H Hei1CT0Ili.11Mble. 7. 0Ka3aJIOCb, 'iTO HeKOTOpble Ma
TepH811bl Ha C8eTy npOl1380MT 3JieKTpH'IeCIGtH TOK. 8. llOXO)[{e, Balli npo
eKT HMeeT pH~ npeHMymecTB. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. We are likely to suffer from fossil-fuel shortage in the near future. What 
do you know about the use of solar energy? 

II. Scan the article to get the answers to the following questions. 

1. What source of energy is used to light the Olympic torch? 2. What is 
the total solar energy consumption in Australia? 3. What are the ways to 
obtain solar energy? 4. How is sunlight converted into electricity? 5. How 
much electricity is generated in the solar village? 6. Why are collectors normal
ly dark? 7. Are solar heaters efficient? 8. What is the purpose of solar furnaces? 

Ill. Read the article attentively for more information about solar energy. 

Olympic Solar Energy 

Four months before the start of the Sydney games, Olympic officials 
stood with a magnifying lens in the ancient temple of Zeus in Olympia, 
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Greece - the site of the first Olympic Games. Like the original Olympians, 
they focused the rays of the Sun onto dry grass in order to make it burn, and 
from that 'Mother Flame' the Olympic torch was lit. 

As the lightning of the Olympic flame shows, the solar energy that strikes 
the Earth is tremendous, despite travelling nearly 150 min km across space to 
get here. In fact, every minute enough energy arrives at the Earth to meet our 
demands for a whole year. However, we do not use it efficiently. For exam
ple, Australia is estimated to consume only 0.02% of the solar energy that 
falls on it annually. 

Capturing Energy from the Sun 

Solar energy can be collected in 
three main ways: photovoltaic (PV) cells, 
solar collectors and solar furnaces. The 
first are used to convert sunlight direct
ly into electricity. They are known to be 
first introduced in 19 58 in order to 
power satellites in space. Now the cells 
seem to run everything from lighting 

Glass 
Solar cover 
Energy ""- \ 

Black '\."
surface 

To water 
tank 

_Shiny 
surface From water 

tank 

systems to water pumps not to mention pocket calculators. At the Sydney 
Olympic village more than 8,000 photovoltaic panels that cover over 6,000 
square metres provide 650 kilowatts of electricity. All houses in the Olympic 
village have PV cells built into the roof, to make the most of sunlight that falls 
on them. 

Hot water for the village is supplied by solar thermal heating systems. 
Such systems include solar panels on the roof and large solar collectors. 
These are normally dark in order to absorb more sunlight. Their surface is 
covered with glass to let in the rays but hold heat. The heat is transferred to 
water, which runs through small pipes. The hot water is then circulated 
through the house. Solar thermal heaters are believed to reduce water-heat
ing costs by about 50% as some still use natural gas as a back up on cloudy 
days. It is estimated that 40 million solar heated buildings will be con
structed in the near future. 

Solar furnaces use a huge array of mirrors to concentrate the Sun's ener
gy into a small space and achieve temperatures up to 33,000°C. They are like
ly to be used for scientific experiments but they are also known to generate 
electricity. 

The Olympic village is likely to be converted to housing for ordinary citi
zens now the games are over, and the houses are expected to generate elec
tricity for years to come. The village is one of the largest housing developments 
in the world to use solar electric power. 
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IV. Explain why ... 

1) the officials used a lens in the temple, 
2) the torch is lit in the temple of Zeus, 
3) Australia consumes so little solar energy, 
4) solar cells are built into the roofs of houses, 
5) collectors become very hot, 
6) solar heaters sometimes use natural gas, 
7) solar furnaces achieve such high temperatures, 
8) ordinary citizens will live in the solar village. 

v. How has the use of photovoltaic cells in the Olympic village helped to 
spread the word about photovoltaic power systems? 

VI. a) Your friend volunteered to live in an experimental solar village for 
a year. You have decided to visit him to see how he is going on. Your 
friend seems to be quite happy. He is glad to show you around and 
explains how things work as you seem to be very interested in details. 

b) Make a brief report on what you have found out. 

Further Reading 

I. Do you believe that one day stopping for petrol is likely to become a 
thing of the past? Why? 

II. Look at 'the headline of the article and try to guess what information it 
contains. Skim the article to check your guess. 

Ill. Read the article attentively for more detailed information about solar
powered cars. 

Solar-powered Cars 

One of the ways we can reduce the amount of pollution from traffic seems 
to power our vehicles using renewable resources. To demonstrate this, the 
World Solar Challenge Car Race from Darwin to Adelaide annually involves 
dozens of cars that are powered only by the energy of the Sun. The cars are 
reported to use photovoltaic (PV) cells to convert sunlight into electricity. 
A single PV cell is known to produce only a small amount of electrical power 
(approximately 0.5 volts). To increase the power, lots of PV cells are con
nected together to make a 'solar panel'. Panels can be linked to form a large 
solar array that is certain to produce enough electricity to power a car. 
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When the World Solar Challenge 
teams design their electrical systems, 
they have to take into account varia
tions in the intensity of sunlight. The 
Sun's energy is supposed to power the 
car's motor and also charge a battery 
for use at night or at times when the 
Sun is hidden by a cloud. If a car is 
designed to put all its energy toward 
driving and keeps nothing in reserve, it is sure to stop completely in cloudy 
weather. If too much energy is diverted to the battery, the engine is found to 
run too slowly. 

Engineers still have many questions and problems to tackle before solar 
power becomes an efficient and economical way to fuel vehicles. Today's 
solar-powered cars are rather expensive but as the pressure on fossil-fuel 
resources is certain to increase scientists will continue to search for alterna
tive energy sources, including harnessing the Sun's energy to drive vehicles. 
The most fascinating part of using solar power as an energy source is that it 
is considered to be pollution-free and inexhaustible. If research continues, 
stopping for petrol is likely to become a thing of the past. 

IV. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false 
statements. 

1. Energy from renewable sources is reported to cut pollution. 2. Only 
solar-powered cars are reported to take part in the World Solar Challenge 
Car Race. 3. The intensity of s.unlight is sure to be taken into consideration 
when electrical cars are designed. 4. A solar-powered car is unlikely to oper
ate in cloudy weather. 5. The overcharged battery doesn't let the car win the 
race. 6. Many problems still have to be solved. 7. Solar power as an energy 
source appears to have no particular advantages. 8. Alternative energy 
sources are expected to replace fossil fuels in the future. 

V. Fill in the table below and decide what is better at the moment: 
a traditional car or a solar-powered car. Which vehicle would you like to 
have? Why? 

Advalltages Disadvantages 

Traditional car ... pollutes the atmosphere 
... . .. 

Alternative car pollution-free ... 
... . .. 
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Activity 

1. An automobile engineer has designed a new vehicle, which runs on 
solar energy. He turns to a manufacturer In order to start a large-scale 
production of such vehicles. 

Student A. You are an automobile engineer. Think of advantages and possible 
disadvantages of the car you have designed. Prove to the manu
facturer that it is very efficient. 

Student B. You manufacture cars running on petrol and/or diesel. Remem
ber their pluses and minuses. Discuss with the engineer his 
invention and take a decision. 

You can start like this: 

- Sir, I would like to discuss with you the following question ... 

II. Discuss in small groups the possibility of constructing an experimen
tal solar village in your country. 

Optimists: you see only advantages in this project: Prove that the village is 
worth building. 

Pessimists: you believe that the project is a no-go. Defend your opinion. 

Writing 

I. Write an advertisement of a solar village. You can begin like this: 

Tired of smog and dirt? Looking for fresh air and a clean spot to live? 
Welcome to the Solar Village! ... 



I ENGINEERING PROBLEMS 

Section A. Energy Problems 

Lead-in 
, 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) What do you know about the energy crisis we are facing today? 
b) What solutions can you offer? 

II. Listen to the students' discussion and name advantages and disad
vantages of alternative energy sources. 

Sveta: Alex, I would like you to read this article. It seems to be very 
interesting. 

Alex: Does it really? What's so special about it? 
Sveta: Well, you had better read it by yourself. Anyway, it appears 

to discuss the energy crisis threatening ·us today. 
Alex: Oh, I hear something about it. We consume too much energy and 

exhaust our fossil fuel resources consisting of oil, coal and gas. 
However, technological progress cannot be stopped. 

Sveta: Don't worry. The solution is likely to be found anyway. Have you 
heard about alternative energy sources developed by the scientists.all 
over the world? · · 

Alex: Certainly, these alternative sources of energy are assumed to have 
many advantages, but actually they are very expensive and rather 
inefficient. 

Sveta: Well, the new method only needs perfection. Besides, as we are sure 
to run out of fossil fuels soon, do we have other options? 

Alex: No, we don't. And moreover, the alternative sources of energy seem 
to be inexhaustible and causing no pollution. 

Sveta: That speaks for itself, doesn't it? 
Alex: Without any doubts. OK. where is the article? I need further information. 
Sveta: Here it is. 
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111. Complete the following dialogues. 

a) -Alex, ... to skim this article ..... 
' b "t? - ... ? What s ... a out 1 . 

- ... , it seems to ... the problem of .... 
- ... interesting. 

b) - I'm afraid we are sure to .... 
- No need to worry. The scientists are .... 
- Are these ... ? 
- Not yet, but ... to improve. 

c) - ... are considered to have many ... , aren't they? 
- Yes, certainly .... pollution-free and .... 
- ... disadvantages? 
- ... , they are said to be .... 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 

1. This article seems to be very 
interesting. 

a) Don't worry. The scientists are 

2. Could you tell me what the ar
ticle is about? 

3. We are facing an energy crisis 
today. 

4. What is so advantageous about 
alternative energy sources? 

5. We don't have other options, do 
we? 

6. Am I right? 

Language Practice 

sure to solve the problem. 
b) I think not. 
c) Does it really? 
d) Without any doubts. 
e) Well, you'd better read it by 

yourself. 
t) They seem inexhaustible and 

pollution-free. 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the English words with their Russian equivalents. 

essential 
steam 
available 
reason 
evident 
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nearly 
decade 
constantly 

JJ.OCTynHbiM 

npwnma 
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II. Match the words with the opposite meaning. 

to accelerate 
adequate 
renewable 
polluting 
safe 
shortage 
expensive 
suitable 
exhaustible 

excess 
pollution free 
inexhaustible 
inadequate 
to slow down 
unsuitable 
nonrenewable 
dangerous 
cheap 

Ill. Find in B the derivatives from the words in A. 

A B 
1. to civilize - civilization, civil, sensible, unsuitable 
2. to consume - converter, conservation, consumption, measurement 
3. use - consumer, usable, reduction, increase 
4. short - report, comfort, ensure, shortage 
5. power - empire, powerfully, sensible, waterwheel 
6. to suit - consist, student, suitable, institute 
7. to exhaust - example, inexhaustible, exhibition, explanation 
8. to pollute - plant, pursuit, production, pollution 

Grammar: Participle 

IV. Express the same idea in a shorter way. 

EXAMPLE: The engineers who researched fossil fuels came to disappointing 
results. 
The engineers researching fossil fuels came to disappointing 
results. 

1. In the future we are certain to have vehicles that will move at a greater 
speed. 2. The student, who is controlling the work of a relay, does not follow 
safety rules. 3. The person who changes a burnt bulb must switch off the 
power first of all. 4. In the laboratory I found students that were studying the 
work of a switching device. 5. Windmills that make 100 kW can provide 
enough electricity to power several houses. 6. Man that consumes a lot of ener
gy is faced with the energy shortage. 
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V. Join these sentences Into one. 

EXAMPLE: Students were carrying out a test in the lab. They were dis
cussing it. 
They were discussing the test being carried out in the lab. 

I. The battery is producing a current. I'd like you to measure it. 2. Engineers 
are constructing solar villages worldwide. They are very economical. 3. Man is 
exhausting fossil fuels quickly. They are not likely to last long. 4. They are 
tackling the energy problem now. The problem is of great importance. 5. The 
teacher is checking an electric circuit. It is broken. 6. Olga is connecting the 
coils to a battery. They are made of copper. 

VI. Provide more detailed Information. 

EXAMPLE: Scientific investigations were of great value. 
(to carry out in this lab) 
Scientific investigations carried out in this lab were of great 
value. 

1. The new properties of engineering materials were discussed at the last 
seminar. (to refer to at the lecture). 2. The results of the check of the com
plete electric circuit have revealed many faults. (to describe in the engineer's 
report). 3. Numerous advantages of a new personal computer interested 
scientists from different countries. (to enumerate in the report). 4. The lecture 
was followed by a demonstration of interesting data. (to obtain during a set of 
experiments). 5. The car does not pollute the environment. (to supply with 
solar batteries). 6. Robots have made our life much easier. (to develop recently) 

VII. Choose the right option. 

1. The engineers tackling/tackled/being tackled the energy problem did 
not reach a compromise. 

2. The equipment delivering/delivered/being delivered yesterday has just 
been installed. 

3. The coils connecting/connected/being connected to each other will be 
attached to a battery through an on-off switch. 

4. Tests of the properties of the electromagnetic circuit carrying/car
ried/being carried out by this team have shown good results. 

5. The high voltage circuit checking/checked/being checked now will be 
used soon. 

6. Many people are against power plants burning/ burnt/being burnt waste. 

VIII. Open the brackets and use Participles in the right form. 

1. Scientists (to deal) with solar energy have made great progress. 2. The 
investigation (to carry out) by the students now is very interesting. 3. The 
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bulb (to turn) into the socket burnt out at once. 4. The project (to discuss) 
by the engineers at the moment has numerous advantages. 5. The professor 
(to deliver) a lecture on the use of solar energy provided working models. 
6. In Japan there are many villages (to use) geothermal energy of the Earth 
for heating. 

IX. Correct mistakes. 

1. I saw Boris being repaired an electrical device in the lab. 2. Serious 
faults finding in the project had to be corrected quickly. 3. A new method of 
investigation using gave unique results. 4. The Sun radiated a tremendous 
amount of energy provides us with everything. 5. Vehicles driving automati
cally will appear on the market soon. 6. Water and wind power using exten
sively today seem to be inexhaustible. 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. CTy,neHThi, Ha6mo,na8ume Ja pa6oToi1 3JleKTpi-rlf.ecKoro peJle, cetfqac 
HaXO,LJ,RTC.SI B MaCTepCKOH. 2. 3JleKTponpM60pbl, ycTaHOBJleHHble 8 Jia6opa
TOpHH, 6y.eyT Hcnonb3o8aTbC.H cTy,neHTaMH so apeMH npaKTHIGI. 3. KonH
qecT8o 3HeprMH, noTpe6JI.HeMOH 1..(8eTHblM TeJie81130pOM 3a ro,n, COCTa8JI.HeT 
93 KBT. 4. MeTo.n npespameHHH conHe'IHOH 3HeprHH 8 3JieKTPI1'·IeCT80, pa3-
pa6oTaHHhiH 3THM ylf.eHbiM, O'leHb 3Q>Q>eKTHBeH. 5. qeJIOBe'leCT80, llOTpe6-
JI.SIIOlll.ee orpOMHOe KOJIH'IeCTBO 3HeprHH, CKOpO CTOJIKHeTC.SI C 3HepreTH
qeCKI1M KPH3HCOM. 6. fiHoMacca, C)I(HraeMa.H .nn.s~ noJiy'leHH.H 3HeprHH, .H8-
JI.HeTc.H HeHCTOlli.MMbiM 3HepreTHlf.eCKHM pecypCOM. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. What do we need energy for? Make a list of the uses of energy and com
pare it with that of your partner. 

II. Translate the following compound nouns into Russian. 

energy crisis prospects 
steam engine 
oil-equivalent 

energy cost 
total fuel consumption 
overall energy supply 

Ill. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. How did primitive man get the energy he needed? 2. How much ener
gy does man consume today? 3. What does technological man do half of his 
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life? 4. In what two ways is energy used? 5. What is the standard. "!easure
ment of energy cost? 6. Does the car require much energy? 7. Why ts tt essen
tial to cut energy consumption? 8. What is the primary source of energy? 

IV. Read the article carefully for the details about the energy problems. 

0,5 

Number of years spent in life activities 

Primitive 
man 
18 years 

Agricultural 
man 
35 years 

24 

Creative and 
leisure time 

Working 

Formal 
education 
Miscellaneous 

Eating 

Sleeping 

Technological 
man 
70 years 

Energy is an essential part of 
our civilization. A million years 
ago primitive· man used only 
6,000 (kJ) a day, which he got 
from the food he ate. A hundred 
thousand years ago people had 
learnt to make fire and used four 
times as much energy (the equiva
lent of 25,000 kJ). By the 15th 
century man using animals, wind
mills and waterwheels, and a little 
coal, was already consuming near
ly twenty times as much energy 
( 120,000 kJ). By 1875 the steam 
engine made 340,000 kJ a day 
available to industrial man in 
England. Today's technological 

man uses 1,000,000 kJ a day, or one hundred and fifty times as much as prim
itive man, about one third in the form of electricity. 

Why is our energy consumption constantly increasing and accelerating? 
The reasons are evident. Technological man lives four times as long as primi
tive man and twice as long as man in the 15th century. Nearly half of man's 
life today is spent on educating himself, leisure and creative activities. 
Medieval man spent only a quarter of his thirty-five years in these pursuits, 
and primitive man only one sixth in his short life of eighteen years. 

What do we need energy for? Comfort and lighter work, first of all. 
Energy consumed in great quantities falls into two kinds: a) energy needed 
every day (lighting, heating, etc.) and b) energy used to produce necessary 
objects (house, clothes, etc.). Take a man building a small house ( 10 tons of 
oil-equivalent), heating (3 tons of oil-equivalent) and lighting (200 kg of oil
equivalent or 700 kWh) it for a year and having a car ( 1.3 tons of oil-equiva
lent + 1.3 tons for every 12,000 km run). The energy cost of these basic 
things is tremendous but multiply it by 6 billion to get the real picture of 
man's needs. Besides, energy consumption is sure to increase since the more 
energy is consumed, the easier our life becomes. 

The current energy problem caused by many interrelated factors must be 
tackled quickly. Strange as it sounds, there is no shortage of primary energy. 
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The sun provides ten thousand times as much energy as we require today, in 
many forms ranging from solar radiation through wind and waves to trees and 
plants. The problem is to convert these resources into mechanical work or 
other usable forms of energy. The history of energy has been the history of con
verters- man's body itself converting food into warmth and mechanical work, 
animals doing such work more powerfully, the waterwheel, the windmill, the 
steam engine, the nuclear reactor and in the near future, the solar cell. 

V. Read these figures: 6,000; 120,000; 340,000; 1/2; 1/3; 1/4; 1/6; 1.3; 700; 
1 ,000,000. What do they refer to? 

VI. Complete the table with the information from the article. 

Time Man Years of life Energy Why? 
consumption 

... . .. ... . . . . .. 

Consider food, domestic consumption, services (trade, office work, teach
ing, leisure), industry and agriculture, transport. 

VII. a) Study the diagram In the text and discuss these questions with 
your partner. 

1. What goes under the heading 'Miscellaneous'? 2. Do you observe any 
interesting tendencies? 3. Can you explain why it takes us more time to do 
these activities? Compare the columns. 4. Why do we spend less time on 
work and more time on leisure than, say, agricultural man? 5. Why do we live 
longer? 

b) Continue the diagram and draw the fourth column for the Man of 
the Future. Point out how long he will live, what activities he will have 
and how much time they will take. Give reasons for your forecast. 
Discuss It with your group and try to come to a general agreement. 

VIII. Expand the following situations. 

1. What are the ways of using energy? Supply your own examples. 
2. How much energy (in oil-equivalent) is necessary to build a house and 

light and heat it for a year? 
3. What is the energy problem? Describe its causes and ways of solving it. 
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4. Continue the sentence: The less energy we will use, the .... Do you 
agree? Give reasons for your opinion. . 

s. What energy sources on the Earth are or have been provtded by the 

Sun? 

IX. a) Does the article provide any interesting infor":"ati.on? What is the 
main Idea of the article? What other questions does 1t d1scuss? 

b) Give a title .to the article. 

Further Reading 

1. What alternative sources of energy do you know? List as many as you 
can and compare your list with that of your groupmate. 

11. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out 
their meanings. 

dam, n 
flood,v 
land, n 
rough, adj 
underground, adj 
poisonous. adj 
dung, n 

cane, n 
sugar cane 

plant, v 
wrong, adj 

go wrong 
drive, v 

drive smb nuts 

Ill. Read the text for detailed information about alternative sources of energy. 

Alternative Sources of Energy 

It is not a secret that energy consumption has increased immensely in the 
last decades. But do we have enough fossil fuels to satisfy our needs? As fos
sil fuels are nonrenewable we are highly interested in developing alternative 
sources of energy. 

Solar Power is renewable. It is used for heating houses. Solar cells and fur
naces make electricity from sunlight. Solar cells are expensive. Solar power 
isn't much use unless you live somewhere sunny. It doesn't cause pollution 
and doesn't need fuel. 

Wi11d Power is renewable as well. It doesn't cause pollution, doesn't need 
fuel. However, a lot of generators are needed to get a sensible amount of 
power. It is necessary to put them where winds are reliable. And the noise 
can drive you nuts. 

Hydroelectric Power plants are built for getting energy from flowing water. 
Usually we build a dam, and let the water turn turbines and generators as it 
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goes through pipes in the dam. Renewable. No pollution, no fuel needed, no 
waste. Very expensive to build. Building a dam we flood a lot of land. 

Waves Power. There's a lot of energy in waves on the sea. However it is not 
easy to get it. A wave power station needs to be able to stand really rough 
weather, and yet still be able to generate power from small waves. This source 
of energy is renewable - the waves will come whether we use them or not. 

Geotlrermal Energy means heat from underground hot rocks. Hot water 
comes up and we use the heat to make steam to drive turbines, or to heat 
houses. It is renewable - so long as we don't take out too much, the energy 
keeps on coming. However, there are not many places you can do it -the rocks 
must be suitable. Sometimes we get poisonous gases coming up too. 

"Biomass" means burning wood, dung, sugar cane or similar. It is renewable- we 
can always plant more trees. We burn the fuel to heat water into steam, which 
drives turbines, which drive generators. Burning anything we pollute the environment. 

Nuclear (atomic) power stations use uranium as fuel. It is nonrenewable. 
Heat from the reactor turns water into steam, which drives turbines, which 
drive generators. It doesn't cause pollution unless something goes wrong. 

IV. Answer the following questions. 

1. Why do we have to develop alternative sources of energy? 2. What is 
solar energy used for? 3. What are the disadvantages of wind power? 4. What 
requirements should hydroelectric power stations meet? 5. Why can the use of 
geothermal energy be dangerous? 6. Are nuclear power plants considered safe? 

V. Name the sources of energy that are ... 

1) renewable; 2) pollution-free; 3) producing no waste; 4) needing no fuel; 
5) safe. 

VI. Can these sources of energy be used in your country? Give your rea
sons. 

Power Source Can Be Used Cannot Be Used 

solar power 
wind power 

hydroelectric power 

waves power 
geothermal power 

biomass 
nuclear power 

VII. What new or useful information have you learnt from the text? 
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Activity 

1. Your country Is running out of fossil fuels soon and Is facing an energy 
crisis. Other sources of energy must be developed quickly. Divide into 
several groups. 

a) Discussion. 

The Government: state the problem: announce the award for the best project. 
The Engineering groups: carry out your research, consider all the factors 

(both positive and negative) and suggest a power plant to be built. 

b) Presentation. 

The Engineering groups: present your project; explain your choice and 
answer possible questions. 

The Government: ask the engineers questions after their presentation, 
choose and award the best project with a prize. 

Writing 

I. We are surrounded by electrical appliances and take modern con
veniences for granted, ignoring the fact that we are rapidly exhausting our 
energy resources. Write a paragraph discussing the following questions: 

1. What electrical appliances do you have at home? 
2. How much electricity do they consume? 
3. Is it possible to reduce their energy consumption? If so, how? 
4. Why is it important to save energy? 

Section B. Automotive Problems 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions: 

a) Are you good at repairing cars? 
b) What are the most common faults in a car? 
c) Do you know how to repair them? 

II. Listen to the students' conversation and learn what faults can occur in 
a car. 
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Peter: 
Alex: 

Peter: 
Alex: 

Peter: 
Alex: 

Peter: 

Peter: 
Denis: 
Peter: 

Denis: 

Peter: 
Denis: 
Peter: 

Denis: 

Peter: 
Denis: 

Peter: 

Alex, I would like you to have a look at my car, please. 
What's wrong with it? 
I don't know. Having just started the engine stops again. 
There is no petrol in the tank, I'm afraid. 

· On the contrary! The tank is full and the battery seems to be in order. 
Let's go into the garage then and ask Denis to have a look at it. He 
is said to be a good car mechanic and is sure to find the fault in your car. 
OK. Considering the situation, we are going to need his help. 

(a couple of hours later) 
What are you busy with? 
I'm repairing the engine of your car. 
But what has happened? It's quite new as far as I know. 
Don't you understand that you should never operate the engine if 
the air filter is out of order? Well, having entered the engine, dust 
and dirt damaged the cylinders, pistons and piston rings. 
OK, I get it, I should have changed the filter. 
Yes. By the way, have you ever checked your spark plugs? 
Let's see ... But they are as good as new! 
Certainly, they are all right. Having cleaned and tested them, 
I only have to repair the engine now. 
Oh, now it's clear why there was no spark. 
And there wouldn't be. Being covered with oil the spark plugs 
will not give a spark. That's why your engine stops. 
I see. 

Ill. Complete the following dialogues. 

a) - Vlad, ... ? 

- What's wrong with it? 

b) 
- The tank is full, I have checked it. 
- What about the ... ? 

c) -Well, let's go into the garage and ... 
- Is he good at repairing cars? 

-OK .... 
d) -The engine seems completely .... What can it be? 

- Look here, the spark plug is ... . 
- ... The car won't -start as .... 
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IV. Match a line In A with a line In B. 

A 8 

l. My car doesn't start. a) Not yet. 
2. I think there is no petrol in the b) But I have just charged it! 

tank. c) No wonder, the pistons are da-
3. What are you busy with? maged. 
4. The engine is out of order. d) I'm changing the air filter. 
5. Have you checked the spark plugs? e) What's wrong with it? 
6. The battery must be flat. f) On the contrary! It is full. 

Language Practice 
----

Vocabulary 

I. Find the English equivalents in B to the Russian words in A. 

A 8 

l. KOJUi'ieCTBO a) amount b) quality 
2. 'll1CT11Tb a) to change b) to block 
3. CB060JI.HbiH a) difficult b) easy 
4. yseJII!f'li!IBaTb a) to reduce b) to decrease 
5. rrp11Mecb a) starter b) particle 
6. TW.aTeJibHbiH a) clockwise b) thorough 
7. peMOHT a) overhaul b) research 

II. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

to damage 
downwards 
to change 
impurity 
common 
unobstructed 
to enter 
to repair 
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to get into 
ordinary 
free 
to break 
to overhaul 
to replace 
dust and dirt 
down 

c) count 
c) to remove 
c) free 
c) to increase 
c) spark 
c) backwards 
c) maintenance 



Ill. Complete the table with the missing words. 

Verb Noun 

3aBO.U.IiTb (MOTOp) 

absorption 

to radiate 

circulation 

OXJIIDK)J.aTb 

to conduct 

Grammar: Participle 

IV. Make all possible sentences, matching the actions that take place at 
the same time. 

EXAMPLE: to repair the car I to follow the mechanic's instructions 
(When) repairing the car I followed the mechanic's instruc
tions. 

to park your car 
to maintain the car in order 
to press the accelerator 
to push a car forwards and 

backwards 
to introduce automated vehicles 
to drive a car 

V. Explain why these things happen. 

to remember about the speed 
limit 

to start the engine 
to save yourself a lot of trouble 
to consider road signs 
to keep the distance 
to take into account the safety 

of traffic 

EXAMPLE: The spark plugs gave a spark at last. (to clean) 
Being cleaned the spark plugs gave a spark. 

1. The engine needs cooling. (to heat) 2. The ammeter is recording no 
current. (to break) 3. The moving parts work almost without friction. (to oil) 
4. Solar-powered systems operate at night. (to supply with batteries) 
5. The project promises good results. (to design carefully) 6. The car needs 
a serious overhaul. (to damage) 
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VI. Expand the following sentences as shown In the example. 

EXAMPLE: When removed the particles of dirt can't cause damage. 
When the particles of dirt are removed, they can't cause 
damage. 

I. If tested the engine may be started. 2. When repaired and repainted, 
the car looked as good as new. 3. If removed impurities cannot block the car
burettor. 4. When removed from the pump, the filter is cleaned with a brush. 
5. If added to the engine, oil decreases friction between the moving parts. 
6. When adjusted properly, the spark plugs produce a spark._ 

VII. Study the following sentences and point out the differences In their 
translation. 

I. a) A car running on hydrogen was invented long ago. 
b) Running on hydrogen this car is not likely to cause pollution. 

2. a) Students attending classes regularly study better. 
b) Attending classes regularly students understand the material quicker. 

3. a) The exhaust system being repaired at the moment produces too much 
smoke. 
b) Being repaired by a skilful mechanic the exhaust system is now in order. 
c) If not repaired, the exhaust system will have to be replaced. 

4. a) When redesigned the engine will perform better. 
b) Being redesigned completely the engine became more efficient. 
c) The engine redesigned and improved by the researchers showed excel
lent performance. 

VIII. Match the beginning of each sentence with its end. 

1. Having been cleaned 
2. Having been repaired by a good 

mechanic 
3. Having been stopped by 

a policeman. 
4. Having been damaged badly 
5. Having been shown the results of 

the research 

a) the participants of the confe
rence were surprised. 

b) I had to pay the fine for speeding. 
c) the car needed a serious over

haul. 
d) the filter increased the airflow. 
e) the ·car was as good as new. 

IX. Fill in the gaps with the words given in the box. 

clockwise, anticlockwise, to the right, to the left, in front of, upwards, 
downwards, forwards, backwards 
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1. To start the car the key should be turned .... 2. Take the first turn ... , 
the second ... and you will see the service station ... you. 3. If the starter is 
jammed, you should try to push the car ... and .... 4. It is necessary to turn 
the bulb ... in order to take it out of the socket. 5. The pistons in this car move 
... and ... . 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. YcTpaH11B He11cnpaBHOCTh, oo,n11Tenh yexan co cTaHU.IH1 Texo6cJIY)K11-
oaHmi. 2. Ilpooepsur TOPM03HYJO C11CTeMy ManmHhi, MexaH11K o6Hap}')KHJI 
.u.eQ:>eKT. 3. IIonao B .U.B11raTenh, cop 11 nhmh noope,n11n11 UJ1JHIH.U.P 11 noprn
HeBhle KOnhu.a. 4. Ey,nyl.f11 cepbe3HO noope)l(,neHHOH, MaW11Ha He JaBO.U.11-
nach. 5. Y.u.ansu1 pa3JIH1.fHbie npHMecH H3 ooJ,nyxa, cPHJibTp He .u.aeT Kap6IO
paTopy Jacop11TbCSI. 6. IIocne roro, KaK coeq11 JIDKHramrn 6bmH JatOO.UeHbi, oHH 
.U.aJIH HCKPY· 7. 3aMeT11B, l.fTO TOnR11BO 3aKaH1.fHBaeTCSI, OH OCTaHOBHJICSI Ha 3a
npaBO'iHOH cTaHI .. UiH, qTo6bl HanonHHTb 6aK. 8. PerynSipHo npoxo,nSI Texoc
MOTp, Bbl 3KOHOMHTe, no Kpa.tiHeH Mepe, BpeMSI H ,neHbfH. 

Reading and Speaking 

1. Look at the headline and try to guess what the text Is going to be about. 

II. Scan the text to find the answers to the following questions. 

1. Do modern cars need servicing regularly? 
2. What are the three most common faults in the car? 
3. What should you do if the battery appears to be dead? 
4. What does a fuel warning light show? 
5. Why is there no spark sometimes? 
6. What is likely to happen to the petrol pump? 
7. How can the fuel pipe become blocked? 
8. How do you know that the starter motor is likely to be jammed? 
9. Is the air filter an important part of the engine? 

Ill. Read the text attentively and learn about the most common faults In 
the car and the ways to repair them. 

Finding a Fault in the Car 

Servicing your car regularly you prevent it from becoming unreliable. Of 
course, you can't foresee everything. Having failed to start the car in the 
morning you had better check three things first: the battery, the fuel level and 
the spark plugs. It is quite easy to repair these faults. 
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If the battery appears to be flat, it is necessary to recharge it. If this 
doesn't work, you should replace it. 

An empty tank is another common fault in the car. Having noticed a fuel 
warning light on the instrument panel of your car you should fill up the tank 
with more petrol. 

Dirty spark plugs are also certain to cause a problem. To drive the car it 
is important to clean them regularly and adjust the gap in the spark plugs to 
the proper width. If the gap is not correct, the engine will not run well. 

If your car still does not start, the petrol pump may be broken, or the fuel 
pipe may be blocked. Having discovered a broken pump, it is a good idea to 
repair or replace it. If the fuel pipe is blocked, take it off and unblock it. 

Having heard a loud CLICK! when you turn the key, you are sure to rea
lize that the starter motor may be jammed. If it is, you can try to release it 
pushing the car forwards and backwards (in the 2nd gear). If the car still 
doesn't start, the starter motor should be repaired or even replaced. 

And don't forget about the air filter. Its function is to remove particles of 
dirt, dust and other impurities from the air passing to the carburettor. 
A blocked filter decreases the airflow to the carburettor thus increasing the 
amount of fuel in the mixture. This causes the engine to operate inefficient
ly. Cleaning and changing filters regularly you prevent a considerable 
damage that is certain to be caused inside the cylinders. In this case the 
engine will need a thorough .overhaul. 

If you are a poor mechanic, stopping at service stations periodically you 
will save at least time and money. As they say, prevention is better than cure. 

V. Do you recognize these parts of the car engine? Find their names in 
the text. 
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VI. Fill in the table with the data from the text. 

A component of the car The fault What to do 

1. the battery flat ... 
2. . .. 
3. . .. 

VII. You are studying to get a driving license. The topic of the lesson 
today is 'Maintenance of a Car'. Your friend is your instructor. Ask him 
about the most common faults in the car and the ways to repair them. 

You can start like this: -What shall I do if the car doesn't start? 
- Well, you should ... 

VIII. Expand this gist of the text. 

The text deals with common faults in the car and ways to repair them. 
Special emphasis is laid on the necessity of regular car servicing. 

Further Reading 

I. The cooling system is a necessary component of any engine-driven 
vehicle. Why is it important to cool the engine? How can the engine be 
cooled? 

II. Scan the text to get the answers to these questions. 

1. Why does the engine become very hot? 
2. How much energy pushes the pistons? 
3. What are the two functons of the cooling system? 
4. How are motorcycles usually cooled? 
5. What increases the efficiency of air-cooling? 
6. Why is liquid-cooling preferred to air-cooling in large engines? 
7. Where is hot fluid cooled in the car engine? 
8. What liquids are used in the cooling system? 
9. What requirements must the coolant meet? 

Ill. Read the text attentively for more details about cooling systems. 

1. Cooling Systems 

When you drive a car, the engine becomes very hot. Why? 
Burning in the engine the fuel-air mixture produces energy. But only a 

quarter of this energy makes the pistons move. Most of it turns into heat. 
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About half of this heat goes down the exhaust pipe and the other half stays in 
the engine making it very hot. In fact, the cooling system on a car driving 
down the freeway dissipates enough heat to heat two average-sized houses! 
The primary job of the cooling system is to cool the engine and to keep it 
from overheating. However, the cooling system also has several other impor
tant jobs. The engine in your car runs best at a fairly high temperature. When 
the engine is cold, components wear out faster, and the engine is less efficient 
and emits more pollution. So, another important job of the cooling system is 
to allow the engine to heat up as quickly as possible, and then to keep the 
engine at a constant temperature. There are two types of cooling systems 
found on cars: air-cooled and liquid-cooled. 

2. Air Cooling 

Some older cars, very few modern cars and most motorcycles have air
cooled engines. Constructing the engine block covered in numerous external 
aluminum fins engineers greatly increase its surface area, which can be 
cooled by the flow of air passing over it. A powerful fan is used to supply an 
increased amount of air for cooling multi-cylinder engines. The forced air
flow conducts heat away from the cylinders radiating it into the air more effi
ciently. 

However, it is difficult to design large engines with an unobstructed air
flow over all the cylinders. The alternative is a liquid (water)-cooling system. 

3. Liquid Cooling 

Most cars are equipped with liquid
cooling systems. Flowing around the 
engine the fluid absorbs its heat, which 
consequently allows the engine to get 
cooled. Then, having entered through 
the top hose the hot fluid passes through 
the heat exchanger or radiator. The radi
ator transfers the heat from the fluid to 

(a) the air pulled through the exchanger by a 
fan. Leaving the radiator through the bot
tom hose the cooled fluid is pumped 

(b) around the engine again. 
Cars operate in a wide variety of tem

peratures. So whatever fluid is used to cool the engine it has to have a very 
low freezing point, a high boiling point, and it has to have the capacity to hold 
a lot of heat. Water holds heat quite effectively, but it freezes at too high a 
temperature to be used in car engines. The coolant used in most cars is a mix-
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ture of water and ethylene glycol (C2H60 2), also known as antifreeze. 
Adding ethylene glycol to water, the boiling and freezing points are improved 
significantly. 

IV. Name the objects In the picture in the text. Use the words In italics 
from paragraph 3. 

V. You are taking a test for a driving license tomorrow. Today you have 
a consultation. Your friend Is your instructor. 

Student: Prepare a list of questions concerning cooling systems and ask 
the instructor for explanations. 

Instructor: Look at the picture again and explain the operation of the cooling 
system to your student. 

Activity 

I. Discuss in small groups what system is better: air-cooling or water
cooling. Consider advantages and disadvantages of both. 

II. a) What are these objects called? You can choose from the following: 

1) cover 
2) spark plug 
3) socket 
4) spanner 
5) gap 
6) gauge 

b) Complete the Instructions with the suitable words. 

How to Check a Spark Plug 

First you should remove the cover. Having achieved this, place the ... over 
the spark plug. Then it is necessary to rotate the .. . anti-clockwise until it 
seems to be loose. Having removed the plug from the ... , examine the gap and 
check it to be clean. After that, insert a ... in the gap. Check that th-e ... is 
between 0.65 and 1.00 mm wide. Having replaced the plug in the socket you 
should rotate it clockwise until it is hand-tight. Next, it is necessary to place 
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the spanner over the plug and give ONLY a q~arter turn clockwise. Caution 
should be taken not to overtighten the plug. Fmally, replace the .... 

111. Solve the puzzle. 

4 ,--

f--

f--

5 7 ......-
8 9 11 

r-

1 10 
r-

2 3 6 

12 

-

- - !'"""-

- -
Down: 
1. part of a cooling system; 
2. ordinary, conventional; 
3. it can be either positive or negative; 
4. part of the engine where fuel is mixed with air; 
5. petrol, diesel, gas; 
6. the fuel warning light shows that the tank is ... ; 
7. dirty spark plugs cannot produce it; 
8. if you want to stop you should push it; 
9. gasoline; 

10. a device to produce a sound signal; 
11. you should do it to keep your car reliable. 
Across: 
12. ? 

Writing 

I. You are a mechanic at the service station. Write a set of Instructions 
'How to maintain a car'. 
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I ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY 

Section A. Holograms 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) Have you ever seen a hologram? What is it? 
b) Where are holograms used nowadays? Make a list of their possible 

applications and compare it with that of your partner. 

II. Listen to the students' conversation and learn how holograms are 
made. 

Nick: 
Sveta: 

Nick: 
Sveta: 

Nick: 
Sveta: 

Nick: 
Sveta: 

Nick: 
Sveta: 

Nick: 
Sveta: 

Nick: 

Sveta, I'm looking for Boris. Have you seen him today? 
Yes, he is making a hologram in the lab. 
Is he? And what is a hologram? 
Look at your watch! See? A hologram is a three-dimensional image. 
It is produced when laser light is recorded on a holographic plate. 
I can't imagine Boris experimenting with a laser beam. 
Well, just ten minutes ago I saw him splitting the laser beam into two 
separate beams by means of a beam splitter. 
As far as I can see, it's rather difficult to make a hologram. 
Oh, it is not. If you have all necessary equipment, you can make holo
grams at home. 
Really? What equipment do I need? 
Well, the easiest hologram requires a laser, a lens, a holographic 
plate, a stable table, a dark room with green safelights and a holo
graphic model. Of course, you are supposedto know what to do with 
this equipment. 

Right. Where can I learn how to make holograms? 
If you are so interested, you can join our Science Club. By the way, 
Boris is still in the lab. You can watch him producing a hologram 
right now. 
Indeed. See you at the Club tomorrow then. 
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111. Complete the dialogues. 

a) - I wonder .... now. 

- What is he doing there? 

b) - I suppose it is not easy to ... 
- Why? ... I have just seen ... 
- ... ? It is difficult to imagine ... 

c)- ... 
- A hologram is ... 
- Can it be produced at home? 

- What equipment do I need? 
-Well, ... 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Where is Denis? 
2. It's rather difficult to make a hologram, isn't it? 
3. I can't imagine Paul experimenting with a laser 

beam. 
4. Holograms can be made at home. 
5. You can watch me doing a hologram right now. 
6. Thank you for the information. 

Language Practice 
----

Vocabulary 

B 

a) Oh, really? 
b) In the lab. 
c) Indeed. 
d) Neither can I. 
e) You are welcome. 
f) Actually, no. 

I. Find in B the English equivalents to the Russian words in A. 

A B 

1. fUleHKa 

2. BH.UHMhiH 

3. pa36HB8Th 

4. O.UHOUBeTHhiH 

5. 0Tpa)K8Th 

6. nepBOHaYaJihHhlH 
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a) image 
a) visible 
a) to split 
a) ultrasonic 
a) to reflect 
a) first 

b) film 
b) seen 
b) to remove 
b) sound 
b) to emboss 
b) original 

c) coating 
c) sensitive 
c) to record 
c) monochromatic 
c) to belong 
c) early 



II. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

visible 
to separate 
monochromatic 
to light 
to cover 
image 
complete 
viewer 

single-colour 
to coat 
whole 
spectator 
viewable 
to split 
to illuminate 
picture 

Iii. Divide these words into four columns according to their part of 
speech. 

normally, theorist, originally, incidentally, imperfect, achievement. con
siderably, numerous, vibrate, viewable, spread, reflection, viewer, multidi
mensional, specialize, holographic, sensitive, interference, monochromatic, 
insulate, typically, directly, split 

Grammar: Participial Constructions 

IV. These two sentences have a different structure but the same meaning. 
Change the structure of the sentences below so as to keep their mean
ing unchanged. 

EXAMPLE: ~found that a laser beam is split by means of a beam-split
ter device. 
We found a laser beam being split by means of a beam-spli
ter device. 

1. We found that a laser beam is split into two separate beams. 
2. The students assumed that laser beams are reflected off the two mirrors. 
3. She supposed that one of the laser beams is reflected off the mirror onto 
the holographic plate. 4. You heard how the teacher was explaining the pro
perties of a laser beam. 5. I'd like to watch how they are working with a holo
graphic plate. 6. We consider that a hologram is a three-dimensional image. 

V. Say what you saw (heard, noticed, observed, watched, found) these 
people doing yesterday. 

EXAMPLE: Boris - to explain the way of doing a hologram. 

the engineers 
the students 

I saw Boris explaining the way of doing a hologram. 

to demonstrate real-image holograms; 
to carry out the analysis of the data with the help 

of a computer; 
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the chief engineer 
the students 
my friend 
the teacher 

to speak about the prospects of holography; 
to test a beam-splitter; 
to work with holographic lenses; 
to record laser light on a holographic plate 

VI. Change the structure of these sentences so as to keep their meaning. 

EXAMPLE: It is found that a laser produces a powerful beam of light. 
A ta.ser is found producing a powerful beam of light. 

1. It is known that lasers produce multidimensional images. 2. It is found 
that a laser beam is split into two beams. 3. It is assumed that holograms are 
widely used in industry. 4. It is believed that this group of researchers experi
ments with a new type of a hologram. 5. It is considered that this scientist 
applies advanced methods of research. 6. It is observed that the ;tudent 
explains the principles of hologram production. 

VII. Say how you want these things changed. 

EXAMPLE: A: The laser is out of order (to fix) 
B: I'd like to have (see. get. etc.) the laser fixed. 

1. The beam-splitter has gone wrong (to test). 2. The hologram has been 
badly produced (to reproduce). 3. The green safelights are out of order (to 
repair). 4. The dimensions of the object are badly measured (to measure 
them again). 5. The equipment for making a hologram is not ready yet (to pre
pare). 6. The TV-set is producing a lot of noise (to switch ofO. 

VIII. Restore the original sentences. 

I. being made, to see, I'd like, a hologram 
2. properties, having, this group of substances, valuable, is considered 
3. many faults, is assumed, having, the device 
4. is found, the splitter device, many advantages, revealing 
5. reported, the engineers, improving, the quality of a hologram, are 
6. being, the wavelength, short, extremely, is known 

IX. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. Ecm1 O.D.HH JI}'l.J JI~epa oTpiDKaeTcH OT o6oeKTa, .n.pyroi1 JiyY OTpiDKaeTcH 
OT .n.pyroro 3epKaJia Ha roJiorpaqmYeCKyiO ruiacTHHy. 2. foJiorpaMMa - :no 
OTpa>KeHHe B 3-X l13MepeHIDJX, npl1YCM .D.JIH ero noJiytieHHH He06XO,D.l1MO 
cneu.HaJihHoe o6opy.Il.oBaHHe. 3. Mbi Ha6JIIOJl.aJil1, KaK cTy.Il.eHT nposeprui 
3JleKTpl1YCCKyiO u.enb. 4. flpeno,D.aBaTeJlb CMOTpeJI, KaK Mbl C03,D.aBaJII1 
ronorpaMMy. 5. BhiHCHHJIOCh, YTO Jia3epHbiH nyq pacLu.enJIHeTcSI Ha .usa 
OT.D.CJihHhiX JiyYa. 6. Mbi Bl1.Il.HM, KaK HH)l{eHep HcnoJib3yeT na3ep, YT06bi 
C.Il.eJiaTb ronorpaMMy. 
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Reading and Speaking 

I. Translate the following compound nouns Into Russian. 

electron microscope 
light source 
laser light 

rainbow hologram 
quality control 
stress analysis 

II. Technological progress supplies us with unusual things and holo
grams are a good example. Scan the text to find answers to these ques
tions. 

I. What is the difference between holography and a hologram? 
2. Who discovered the holographic effect? 
3. How was the word hologram coined? 
4. What was the aim of Dennis Gabor's research? 
5. Was the aim achieved? 
6. Why were first holograms imperfect? 
7. When was the first laser operated? 
8. What are the basic types of holograms? 

Ill. Read the text attentively to learn more about holography. 

Holography and Holograms 

History. Holography and hologram are normally referred to as a process 
and as a plate or film itself respectively. In 194 7 Dennis Gabor (the father and 
the first theorist of holography, awarded with the Nobel prize for his 
research) coined the term hologram from the Greek words 'holos' meaning 
whole or complete and 'gram' meaning message. Gabor's theory was original
ly intended to increase the ·resolving power of electron microscopes. 
Incidentally, it was proved not with an electron beam, but with a light beam. 
The result was the first hologram ever made. Gabor's hologram was clear, 
but imperfect, as he lacked the correct light source - the LASER, which was 
first seen operating in 1960. 
~. The latest achievements in laser technologies being applied, holog

raphy has developed considerably. Numerous types of holograms can be 
noticed operating everywhere. The following are considered the most fre
quent: 

a) transmission holograms. They are viewable with laser light when both 
beams approach the film from the same side; 

b) reflection (white-light) holograms. These are viewable with white light 
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from a suitable source (spotlight, flashlight, the sun, etc.) when both 
beams approach the film from the opposite sides; 

c) multiple-channel (rainbow) holograms. These holograms with several 
images are not only visible from different angles; they also change colour 
at each new angle; 

d) real-image holograms. They produce the image in front ofthe plate towards 
the viewer. Most holograms in holography museums are of this type. 
Apolication. Holography peing an art that attracts people's attention and 

curiosity, colourful multidimensional images are widely used in advertising, 
stamps, jewelry, with holography museums exhibiting masterpieces. Credit 
cards are considered original if supplied with a hologram. Holographic lens
es are lighter than traditional lenses and mirrors and can be designed to per
form more specialized functions, for instance, to make the panel instruments 
of a car visible in the windshield in order to increase safety. Holographic 
interferometry (a very precise technique used for measuring changes in the 
dimensions of an object) is widely used in industrial stress analysis and qua
lity control. The list of applications may be continued indefinitely. 

IV. Complete the table below with the data from the text. 

Type of a Hologram View 

V. Where is holography used nowadays? Can you continue the list of 
applications? Where is holography likely to be applied in future? Give 
reasons for your opinion. 

VI. You are very interested in holograms. Your friend is taking a course 
on holograms at the Science Club. Ask your friend what he has already 
learnt about holography. 

Further Reading 

I. Match the following noun compounds with their Russian equivalents. 

1. laser beam 
2. beam splitter 
3. reference beam 
4. object beam 
5. interference pattern 
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a) l1HTep<t>epeHU.l10HHaH KapTHHa 
b) nyq Jia3epa 
c) pa3.n.enl1TeJib nyqaf CBeTo.n.enl1Tenb/ 

pacw.enHTeJib 
d) onopHbitf nyq 
e) 06"beKTHblH JIY4 



II. Do you know how holograms are made? What equipment is necessary 
for this? Study the picture and say what the text is going to be about. 
What other information can it provide? Skim the text to check your 
guess. 

Ill. Read the text attentively to find out how holograms are made. 

How Holograms Are Made 

A hologram is a three-dimen- seam 

sional image, special equipment •LA1seiRt-----=sp=ht~te~~···:-d~s <". Fs Mirro• 

being necessary for producing it. "-' i.,\:::. ====;:?!~-~ 
A hologram is created when I /~~/object 

Reference 11~ ~ 1 beam 
laser light is recorded on a holo- beam I Leos OBJE~T / interference 

graphic plate (a piece of glass «L---------;:-\:\)"7 reg.on 

coated with a substance, sensitive Fs M1rro:"-) ---- --"--,:!Jjl HOLOGRA.PH•c 

to light). The laser beam is split Reren~nr.e beam - PLATE 

into two separate beams by 
means of a device called a beam splitter. One beam is reflected off the mirror 
directly onto the holographic plate, while the other beam is reflected off 
another mirror onto an object. The former is called the reference beam, the 
latter being called the object beam. 

When reflected off the object onto the holographic plate, the object beam 
meets the reference beam and an "interference pattern" is produced. It is this 
interference of the two beams that is recorded on the plate to produce a holo
gram. 

If a hologram is illuminated in the direction of the reference beam, a three
dimensional image of the object appears where the object was originally. 
Some holograms are viewed with laser or monochromatic (single-colour) light, 
others with white light. 

Holograms being mass-produced, it is advisable to divide them into cate
gones: 

- embossed holograms. These are stamped on foil backed Mylar ftlm 
using a metal master (most common method). 

- polymer holograms. These are made from light sensitive plastic. The 
Polaroid Corporation mass produces holograms by this method. 

- dichromate holograms. Very bright holograms on jewelry, watches, 
etc., which are recorded on a light sensitive coating of gel containing 
dichromate. 

Holograms can be homemade as well. The easiest type of holography for 
amateurs requires a holographic model, a stable table, a laser, a lens, a holo
graphic plate and some darkroom supplies (e.g. green safelights). Freedom 
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from any (air and sound) vibrations within millionths of a centimeter must 
be assured. The greater the number of optical components, the greater the 
destructive effect of vibrations. One more thing must be always kept in mind
SAFETY RULES. 

IV. Answer the questions using the data from the text. 

1. A hologram is a three-dimensional image, isn't it? 2. In what way is a 
hologram made? 3. How many beams is the laser beam split into? 4. What 
are the functions of these two separate beams? 5. What are the two beams 
called? 6. How is 'interference pattern' produced? 7. Is the interference of the 
two beams recorded on the plate? 8. How can a hologram be viewed? 

V. What are the categories of holograms? Fill in the table below. 

Category Material Usage 

... 

VI. Explain why ... 

1) you need green safelights when making a hologram, 
2) the table used should be stable, 
3) there must be no movement in the room while producing a hologram. 

VII. Can you shortly describe the process of creating a hologram? Use 
the diagram for help; Do you think it is difficult to make a hologram at 
home? Give reasons for your opinion. 

Activity 

I. Students in the lab are discussing how to make a hologram. 

Student A: You want to make a hologram but are not very sure of your 
skill. Ask your friend for help and more information. 

Student B: Explain to your friend how a hologram is made. Give him 
instructions how to produce a hologram. 

11. You had a unique chance to visit the world-famous Science Museum at 
Exhibition Road, London, during your winter holidays. The Holographic 
Gallery attracted your attention. Now you are back home. Tell your friend 
what you have seen and learnt at the exhibition. 
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Ill. Solve the puzzle. 
10 

1 

2 I I 
3 

4 I I 
5 

6 

7 I I 
8 

91 

Across: 
1. a person who watches sth. happening; a spectator; 
2. temperature changes and noise cause the air to ... ; 
3. complete, not broken or split; 
4. the degree of clearness with which objects can be seen according to air 

or weather conditions; 
5. a person who consumes goods or services; 
6. a covering of a surface, can be insulating; 
7. when an object is used everywhere it is said to have a wide ... ; 
8. a device for recording; 
9. first, earliest, new, not copied. 

Down: 
10.? 

Writing 

I. Write a 'How to Make a Hologram' guide for those who want to create 
holograms at home. Cover the following questions. 

1. What is a hologram? 
2. How is it created? 
3. What special equipment is necessary? 
4. What must everyone remember while making a hologram? 
5. Where can holograms be applied? 

You can start like this: 

1. A hologram is a three-dimensional image. It is created when laser light ... 
2. To produce a hologram at home ... 
3 .... 
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Section B. The Age of Robots 

Lead-in 

1. Take a piece of paper and within one minute put down your associa
tions with the word 'robot'. Compare your ideas with those of your group-
mates. 

11. Listen to the engineers' conversation and learn about the latest 
achievements in robotics. 

Chief Engineer: 
Engineer: 

Chief Engineer: 

Engineer: 

Chief Engineer: 
Engineer: 

Chief Engineer: 
Engineer: 

Chief Engineer: 
Engineer: 

Chief Engineer: 

Engineer: 

Look, Andrew, I've got terrific news for you. 
Oh really? What is it? 
We've received a grant from the government for buying 
new equipment for our research laboratory. I suggest buying 
a robot. 
That's a good idea. And I think we should buy a robot 
called ASIMO. 
ASIMO? 
Yes, it's an up-to-date model capable of performing various 
tasks, such as walking, talking, moving different objects 
from one place to another. 
Are there any difficulties in operating this robot? 
No, I don't think so. It's one of the latest achievements in 
robot technology. So there shouldn't be any problems. 
And what about compiling programmes for it? 
Oh, you don't need to compile any programmes, as they 
are ready-made on disks. Besides, you have a possibility of 
switching to another programme without using additional 
controlling devices. 
That sounds interesting. We'll be able to continue our 
research on artificial intelligence then. 
OK then, settled. 

Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

a)- Have you heard the news? 
- .... What is it? 
- We are going to receive ... and obtain ... 
- Is this robot worth buying? 
- ... ! It is a brand-new ... 
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b)- ... ? 
-No difficulties at all! It is the latest ... 
- .... Do you have to compile ... ? 
-No need .... 
- Does it require many additional devices? 

- That sounds fascinating. When do we continue ... ? 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 

1. Why is this robot worth buying? 
2. What can this robot do? 

a) No need. They are ready-made 
on disks. 

3. What do you suggest doing with 
the grant received? 

b) Buying new equipment for the 
lab. 

c) None. 4. Are there any difficulties in opera
ting this device? d) Without using additional devices. 

e) It is an up-to-date model. 5. What about compiling prog
rammes for the robot? 

6. How do you switch from one prog
ramme to another? 

f) Well, it is capable of performing 
various tasks, like walking, talking 
and moving objects. 

Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

precise evidence 
capable surroundings 
creature able 
data one more 
clever exact 
additional to carry out 
to perform being 
environment intelligent 
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11. Make up all possible word combinations. 

artificial intelligence 
intelligent creature 
precise definition 
dangerous task 
repetitive environment 
humanoid robot 
to imitate humans 
conscious instructions 

111. Find In 8 the derivatives from the words in A. 

A 8 

I. to supervise - pressure, supervision, ultrasonic, suggestion 
2. to exist - exit, existence, exhibition, exactly 
3. to invent - intention, invention, infrared, internal 
4. to define - definition, defusing, despite, deformation 
5. to manipulate - medieval, man-made, manipulator, numerous 
6. to repeat - report, preparation, action, repetitive 
7. to explore - expensive, exploration, conscious, extremely 
8. to sense - suitable, considerable, sensor, intelligence 

Grammar: Gerund 

IV. How do you find these ideas? Use the table to make your own sen
tences and express your opinion. 

EXAMPLE: In my opinion, the idea of performing operations in this 
way is quite new. 

the idea compiling new important 
the method programmes simple 
the way exploring space is specific 
the purpose calculating the seems obvious 
the necessity 

very 
of dimensions appeared quite modern 

the importance supervising sounds rather necessary 
the technique robots proved strange 

imitating 

humans 

using robots 

gathering data 
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V. a) Say if It is impossible (hard, difficult, easy, etc.) to do these things. 

EXAMPLE: to carry out underwater welding I to use robots 
It is hardly possible to carry out underwater welding 
without using robots. 

to calculate at high speed I to apply a computer 
to make further experiments I to estimate the results obtained 
to control this robot I to reprogramme 
to make the robot move I to use actuators 
to make exact measurements I to use a laser 
to apply new technologies in industry I to test them first 

b) Name 5 actions we cannot live without. 

VI. Do (or would) you mind doing these things? Explain why not. 

EXAMPLE: to experiment with a laser 
I don't mind experimenting with a laser because it is 
very interesting. 

To have a robot at home; to watch the Skyworker robot in operation; to 
develop robotics further; to explore distant galaxies with the help of robots; 
to test artificial intelligence; to create a child robot. 

VII. Discuss the following questions with your partner. Pay attention to 
the use of prepositions with gerunds. 

EXAMPLE: How did they improve the results of the first experiment? 
They improved the results of the first experiment by doing 
further research. 

1. What are robots capable of? 2. What do some researchers insist on? 
3. What are remote control devices used for? 4. What do scientists object to? 
5. What have the latest developments in science resulted in? 6. What did dif
ferent scientists receive the Nobel prize for? 

VIII. Restore the original sentences. 

1. it is worth, devices, buying, high-quality 
2. on completing the test, results, found, the researcher, interesting 
3. is not, compiling, a complex task, a programme 
4. carrying out the test, must, the operator, before, prepare, all necessary 

equipment 
5. insisted on, the teacher, the lab work, our carrying out, immediately 
6. analysing, we, interested, this phenomenon, were, in 
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IX. Insert prepositions (at, of, without, instead of) if necessary. 

1. People get tired ... doing the same work for a long time. 2. Science is 
worth ... developing. 3. Intelligent machines are clever ... performing various 
tasks. 4. What is the use ... creating playing robots? 5. You had better check 
the calculations ... doing another test. 6. Quick processing of information is 
impossible ... applying computers. 7. They suggest ... using another actuator. 

X. Correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

1. I know everything of their researched artificial intelligence. 
2. Scientists invented a new way investigating space. 3. The engineers object 
carrying out the experiment. 4. He will be quite capable to do all the calcu
lations by himself. 5. The idea of use robots for performing difficult tasks is 
extremely old. 6. Do you mind of my testing the new robot? 7. Without 
analyse evidence you will result in making mistakes. 

XI. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. CTOHT JIM nmcynaTb 3TO o6opy.uosaHHe? - ,I::{a, 6e3ycJIOBHO. R .ua)l(e 
HacTaHsaiD Ha ero TIOKYJ1Ke. 2. Po6oT- 3TO ycTpoticTBO, cnoco6Hoe BbiTIOJI
HRTb ,UeMCTBMR CaMOCTORTeJibHO. 3. ECJIH BaC MHTepecyeT BbinOJIHeHHe TIO,ll
Cl.JeTOB, BaM Jiyqrne MCTIOJib30BaTb nepCOHaJibHbiM KOMllbiOTep. 4. flpH aHa
JIH3e .uaHHbiX HCCJie.n.ouaTeJIH noJiyl.JH.JUil HHTepecHbie pe3yJibTaTbi. 5. Co
cTaBJieHHe nporpaMMbl - 3a,Uat.Ja .II.OCTaTOt.fHO CJIO)I(HaR. 6. ,I::{aHHbiM MeTO.ll 
pellleHIDI 3TOM npo6JieMbl SIBJISieTCSI HaHJiyl.JlllHM. 7. 3TO OTKpbiTHe llpHBeJIO 
K noJiyqeHHIO oqeHb Ba)I(HhiX .uaHHhiX. 8. Bbi He nponm, eCJIH sr npoBeJJY 3TOT 
3KcnepHMeHT? - .lieJyCJIOBHO, HeT. 

Reading and Speaking 
----

I. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out their 
meanings. 

defuse, v 
smith, n 
ashtray, n 
turn on smb, v 
take over sth, v 

qualify, v 
salary, n 
solder, v 
dull, adj 
teammate, n 

II. You already know quite a lot about robots. Discuss the following ques
tions with your friend. 

1. What is a robot? 
2. What does the word 'robot' mean? 
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3. When did first robots appear? 
4. What are the most common applications of robots today? 

Scan the text to check your answers. 

Ill. Read the text attentively to find something new about robots. 

Robots in Perspective 

If you think robots belong to space movies, 
think again. Right now, all over the world, 
robots are on the move. Putting chocolates into 
boxes, walking into live volcanoes, driving trains 
in Paris and defusing bombs in Northern Ireland 
are their common tasks. Today's robots are doing 
more and more things humans can't do or don't 
want to do. 

The idea of creating an intelligent machine 
is very old. Homer described gold girls, 
mechanical helpers built by Hephaistos, the Greek god of smiths. In 1495, 
Leonardo da Vinci designed a mechanical man. But only the invention of 
transistors and integrated circuits in the 1950s and 1960s made real robots 
possible. Compact, reliable electronics and computers added brains to 
already existing machines. In 1959, researchers demonstrated the possibility 
of robotic manufacturing ashtrays. 

The Czech word 'robota', meaning hard work, was first used by the writer 
Karel Chapek in the story where robots are invented to help people by per
forming simple tasks, but being used to fight wars, they turn on their human 
masters and take over the world. 

There's no precise definition of a robot. It is normally defined as a pro
grammable machine imitating an intelligent creature. Getting information 
from its surroundings and doing something physical (moving or manipulating 
objects) qualify a machine as a robot. 

Name a boring or dangerous job. Somewhere, a robot is probably doing it. 
Robots are ideal for doing jobs that require repetitive, precise and fast move
ments. Robots are good at doing the same thing without asking for a safe 
working environment, salary, breaks, food and sleep, without getting bored or 
tired, without making mistakes. Factories are so highly automated that most 
human workers carry out only supervising and maintaining the robots. 

People keep finding new uses for robots - making and packing drugs and 
foods, soldering tiny wires to semiconductor chips, inserting integrated cir
cuits onto printed circuit boards used in electronics. working in radioactive 
"hot zones", exploring space. 
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All work and no play make anyone dull - even a robot. Soccer-playing 
robots gather each year at RoboCup, an international event collecting over 
100 teams from 35 countries. Robotic players use radio signals to coordinate 
their actions with their teammates. Teams are placed in divisions based on 
size, ranging from the size of a pizza box. By 2050, the organizers of 
RoboCup count on developing a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots 
that can beat the human world champion team in soccer. 

IV. Provide extensive answers to the following questions. 

1. Can you prove that robots belong not only to space movies? 
2. What were the first ideas of a robot? 
3. Why did real robots appear only in the late 50s? 
4. Who coined the word 'robot'? 
5. What is the idea of K. Chapek's story? 
6. Why is there no exact definition of a robot? 
7. What two factors determine a robot? 
8. Have robots replaced man in all kinds of activities? 
9. What are the basic applications of robots? Where else can they be 

used in the future? 
10. How do robots play soccer? 

V. Will you agree to these statements? Give reasons for your opinion. 

1. Right now, all over the world, robots are on the move. 
2. The idea of creating an intelligent machine is very old. 
3. Name a boring or dangerous job. Somewhere, a robot is probably doing it. 
4. All work and no play make anyone dull- even a robot. 
5. Robots will replace professional sportsmen in the future. 
6. Robots must not be allowed to compete with humans. 

VI. Have you heard that robots turned out to be dangerous for man. 
Nevertheless, robots are found increasingly replacing man in various 
activities. Discuss the problem with your partner who has a different 
opinion. Can you reach a compromise? 

The optimist: you believe robots are safe, useful and have a great future. 
The pessimist: you do not like the idea of artificial mind and find robots 

too dangerous to be developed and applied further. 
You can begin like this: 
-Hello, ... Why are you so happy? 
-Haven't you heard the news? We have got a brand-new robot for our lab! 
-Oh ... 
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Further Reading 

I. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out their 
meaning. 

ultrasonic, adj 
navigate, v 
infrared, adj 
gearbox, n 
linear, adj 

corresponding, adj 
exposure, n 
response, n 
detect, v 
pursue, v 

II. Look at the photos attentively. What is the text going to be about? Skan 
the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What kind of machine is a robot? 
2. What can a robot sense? 
3. What are the functions of the light sensors? 
4. How does a robot 'see'? 
5. What is the difference between a robot and a computer? 
6. Is the actuator a device for thinking? 

Ill. Read the text more attentively to learn more about robots. 

Advances in Robotics 

A robot is a machine that gathers information about 
its environment (senses) and uses that information 
(thinks) to follow instructions to do work (acts). 

Imitating humans, robots also sense magnetic fields 
and ultrasonic waves. Robotic light sensors work by crea
ting or changing an electric signal when light falls on 
them. When navigating, the robot sends out a beam of 
infrared light, which bounces off objects and returns to 
a light sensor of the robot. However, making 3D images 
requires large amounts of computer memory. 

The ability to move sets robots apart from computers. 
A mechanical device for producing motion is known as an actuator. A single 
robot is supplied with dozens of actuators, each chosen to do a specific task. 
Electric motors are actuators that produce motion from electricity by the 
electromagnetic effect. Their high speed and a small turning power make 
a gearbox necessary. Special stepper motors turning in precise 'steps' are ideal 
for adjusting position. A servomotor is used for turning only 90° to the right 
or left. If you've ever driven a toy car, boat, or plane by remote control, a ser-
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vomotor was probably responsible for the steering. 
Solenoids are electric motors for producing linear, or 
in-and-out motion. Solenoids are used in switches 
turning things off and on. Although making a robot 
move like a person is not easy, engineers at Honda 
have designed robots capable of walking, climbing 
stairs and keeping their balance - no two-legged robot 
has ever done it before. 

How to make robots think? There are three 
approaches to artificial intelligence. 

Most robots have a microcomputer for 'brains', 
which allows programming a lot of inform~tion. But 

they work only according to their programme and cannot learn. Neural net
works are modelled after the human brain. A neural net 'learns' by exposure 
to lots of input and corresponding output. Once trained, the neural net 
responds to an input with a likely output. Unlike rule-based systems, neural net
works are incapable of giving definite answers. Stimulus-response robots pio
neered by Rodney Brooks at MIT have no memory and no logical decision
making - only hard-wired responses to stimulation. 

Can a robot be conscious in the way that we are? So far, no artificial intel
ligence has ever shown such signs of life. However, if robots eventually think 
like us, detect and express emotions, pursue their own interests and even make 
copies of themselves, drawing the line between machines and living things will 
be increasingly difficult. 

IV. What is necessary to create moving robots? Fill in the table with 
the data from the text. 

Mechanism Function 

actuator 

V. Will you agree with the following statements? Give your reasons. 

1. It is impossible to create thinking machines. 2. The three approaches 
to artificial intelligence are all imperfect. 3. 'Computer brains' have nume
rous disadvantages. 4. Neural networks are modelled after the human brain 
but they are worse than rule-based systems. 5. Stimulus-response robots 'live 
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and learn' like children. This makes them dangerous as it is difficult to fore
see their reaction and they can get too clever. 

VI. You are taking part In the students' conference devoted to the latest 
achievements in technology. Deliver a report on the topic 'Robots -
humans with artificial Intelligence'. 

Activity 

I. Most people find robots dangerous. They have good reasons to think 
so. How will you comment on the idea of this paragraph? Would you like 
to have such a future? 

Silicon-based life forms are seen by some as the next step in evolution, 
replacing carbon-based life forms like us. Robots becoming more intelligent 
and capable, we can soon be out of control. However, if robots do develop 
consciousness, they may also develop conscience and choose to be kind to 
their human creators. In the meantime, we may want to remember where the 
I off-switch I is ... just in case. 

II. Robotics is a quickly developing science. It certainly brings advan
tages but also puts difficult questions. Here are some of them. Discuss 
these questions in small groups. 

1. If in the future machines have the ability to think, be conscious and 
have feelings, then what makes a human being a human being, and a robot a 
robot? 

2. Would you like to have a robot to do any task you like or do not want 
to do yourself? If yes, how do you think this can affect you as a person? 

3. Are there any kinds of tobots that shouldn't be created? Why? 
4. Do you think the development of new technologies, and their applica

tion, are inevitable? Should we do anything for the people who will lose their 
jobs when replaced by robots? If yes, what? 

5. Do you think a special law on robots must be made? Will you agree 
with these Three Laws of Robotics, 'created' by Isaak Asimov? 

a) A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow 
a human being to come to harm. 

b) A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except 
where such orders conflict with the first law. 

c) A robot must protect its own existence, as long as this does not 
conflict with the first two laws. 
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Writing 

1. Study the example and write your own advertisement of a new model 
of a robot. 

A Robot's Best Friend 

Tired of walking your dog and finding its hair every
where? Sony's robotic dog, AIBO, may be for you. 

AIBO is a totally autonomous robot capable of 
hearing and seeing, sensing balance and touch. 
Eighteen specialized motors allow such dog-like 
motions as rolling over, scratching, playing dead, and 
chasing a pink ball. 

Like a puppy, with time and training AIBO devel
ops perfect movements and unique behaviour patterns. 

Programmed to seek companionship, AIBO simulates emotions like happi
ness, surprise, and anger and is clever at responding to verbal commands. 



I DANGERS OF NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Section A. Laser 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) What is a laser? Where are lasers applied? 
b) Are lasers dangerous? If so, give your reasons. 

II. Listen to the conversation and learn what a laser is and how it works. 

Teacher: Hello, my friends. Today, I'm going to show you an operating laser. 
Ivan: That's great! By the way, what does the word 'laser' mean? 

Teacher: It denotes light amplification by stimulation of emission of radia
tion. Looking at the operating laser one can see it producing a very 
powerful beam of light. 

Ivan: When did the first lasers appear, I wonder? 
Teacher: As far as I know, in the 1960s. Yet, we hear of their having numerous 

applications. Industrial welding, cutting materials, making measure 
ments, etc. will be practically impossible without this device. 

Ivan: And how do lasers work? 
Teacher: Their work is based on the principle of amplifying the light of a cer

tain wavelength in the resonator cavity. 
Ivan: I'm rather interested in making experiments with laser beams. 

Teacher: Then let's try to make one. But be very careful. Lasers can be very 
dangerous. 

Ivan: Why are they dangerous? 
Teacher: Well, they produce a very powerful beam of light and if treated in 

the wrong way it can hurt or even kill you. 
Ivan: Oh, I'm pretty scared. 

Teacher: Don't worry. If you follow all the safety instructions, nothing will 
happen to you. 
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111. Complete the dialogue. 

- We are going to ... , aren't we? 
- .... But first, I'd like you ... questions. To begin with, ... ? 
- The word 'laser' ... 
-OK. Then ... ? 
- A very powerful ... 
- The first ... , ... they? 
- No, you are .... They appeared about ... ago. 
- And ... many uses? 
- Without any doubts ... . 
- I also would like you .. . 
- Oh, that is easy .... is in the basis of laser operation. 
- I see. Why are lasers considered ... ? 

-That's pretty scary. 

-Fine. 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A 

1. Are lasers amplifiers or oscilla-
tors? 

2. What is an oscillator? 
3. What is an amplifier? 
4. What makes lasers dangerous? 
5. What are lasers used for? 
6. When does the laser become 

a source of destruction? 

Language Practice 

B 

a) It is a device for increasing the 
strength of a signal. 

b) Welding, cutting, holography. 
c) It is a generator or source of light. 
d) Oscillators. 
e) When treated inadequately. 
f) Their producing an extremely 

powerful beam of light. 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the words with their definitions. 

1. laser, n a) to send out heat, light, sound 
2. behaviour, n b) in only one colour 
3. cavity, n c) the larger number or amount 
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4. majority, n d) an apparatus for producing a very hot 
5. amplifier, n narrow beam of light used for cutting metals 
6. to emit, v e) acting in a particular way 
7. monochromatic, adj 0 a hole or hollow space in a solid mass 

g) an instrument for making a signal stronger 

II. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

synthetic 
exactly 
characteristic 
application 
to suggest 
single 
strong 
to have 

feature 
powerful 
usage 
to offer 
to possess 
artificial 
precisely 
separate 

Ill. Find in the list these parts of speech. 

(noun) amplify, weak, absorption, to treat 
(noun) partially, excited, bounce, pulse 
(adjective) activate, solution, flat, principle 
(adjective) tiny, purify, majority, totally 
(adverb) intense, forth, numerous, since 
(adverb) powerful, infrared, exactly, cavity 
(preposition) input, actually, via, ultraviolet 
(verb) radiation, synthetic, reflective, manipulate 
(verb) emit, unique, oscillator, quality 

Grammar: Gerund and Participle I 

IV. Continue the sentences in two possible ways. 

8a* 

EXAMPLE: experimenting with lasers 
Experimenting with lasers is very dangerous. 
Experimenting with lasers you must observe safety 
rules. 

I. Studying industrial gases ... 
2. Playing volleyball with robots ... 
3. Discovering new worlds ... 
4. Converting the energy of wind into electricity ... 
5. Travelling at the speed of light ... 
6. Applying laser technologies ... 
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v. These sentences have a different structure but the same meaning. 
Change the structure of the sentences below so as to keep their mean-
ings. 

EXAMPLE: To make a hologram is rather d(fflcult. 
Making a hologram is rather difficult. 

1. To produce a powerful beam of light is possible with the help of a laser. 
2. To recognize a problem is the first step to its solution. 3. To establish rela
tionship between natural phenomena is a major task of his theory. 4. To 
introduce the invention into practice sometimes requires more effort than 
making it. 5. To point out the mistakes to some people proves quite difficult. 
6. To analyze the evidence correctly requires a lot of attention. 

VI. Shorten these sentences but do not change their meanings. 

EXAMPLE: Having made a hologram we drew up a laboratory report. 
On (after) making a hologram we drew up a laboratory report. 

1. Having recognized the problem the scientist tried to find its solution. 
2. Having changed the light spectrum we received another hologram. 
3. Having invented the laser man expanded his possibilities. 4. Having stud
ied the specific features of a new laser we put it into operation. 5. Having 
considered all the factors the engineers changed the whole system. 6. Having 
applied the laser at the works we increased the production dramatically. 

VII. What is the difference between these things? Ask your partner for 
explanations. 

EXAMPLE: boiling point I boiling water 
A: - Peter, could you tell me what the boiling point is? 
B: - Sure. It's the temperature at which the liquid boils. 
A: - And what is boiling water? 
B: - Oh, it's quite simple. It's the water that boils. 

1. building block I building crane 
2. melting point I melting metal 
3. driving license I driving man 
4. cooling system I cooling surface 
5. reading material I reading students 
6. working conditions I working device 

VIII. Restore the original sentences. 

1. without being helped, the laser. won't succeed, in testing, he 
2. a laser, in making, should use, you. a hologram 
3. ~an, having invented, is capable of, the laser, light shows, successfully, 

producmg · 
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4. became possible, after the appearance, making holograms, in 
the 1960s, of a laser 

5. all his knowledge and experience, applied, this work, doing, he 
6. will provide, applying, another solution, the new device, to the problem 

IX. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. MMesr paJHble ypoBHI.f ::mepruu, 3JTeKTpOHbl Hl.f)f(HI.fX yposHeti MOryT ne
pexo.LJ;I.fTb Ha 6oJTee BbiCOKI.fe nyTeM nOrJTOW.eHHSI CBCTa 11Jll.f TenJTa. 2. 6e3 l.fC· 
noJibJOBaHI.fH naJepa ronorpaMMa HeBOJMO)f(Ha. 3. McnonhJYH HOBhn1 
MeTO,ll, OHI.f l.fJMeHI.fJTI.f CneKTp CBeTa. 4. flOJTYl.feHHe MOlli.HOfO JTYl.fa 803MO)f{
HO TOJlbKO C OOMOI..l..l.bfO Jia3epa. 5. flpOBO,llSI 3KCnepuMeHTbl C Jia3epOM, npo
Q>eccop o6bHCHM cTy.n:eHTaM npHHUHn ero pa6oTbi. 6. BhmonHeHHe 3Toi1 
pa60Tbl Tpe6yeT OObiTa. 7. Yl.feT OT,lleJTbHbiX KOMnOHeHTOB HJMeHHT BCIO CH
CTeMy. 8. t.ITo TaKoe 'melting substance'?- 3To semecTso, KOTopoe nJiaBHT
csr. A 'melting point' - 3TO TOl.fKa nJiasneHHSI. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Practise reading these words. 

coherence [k~u'h1~r~ns] 
wavelength ['wervleiJS] 
characteristic [,krerikt~'nstik] 

II. Lasers appeared not long ago but we find it immensely difficult to 
imagine our life without them. What do you know about the history of 
lasers? When did they appear? Who constructed the first-known laser? 
What materials produce laser action? Scan the text to get the answers to 
these questions. 

Ill. Study the text for more detailed information about lasers. 

The Past and the Future of the Laser 

A laser is a source of light but unlike anything that had ever been seen 
before 1960 when Theodore H. Maiman of Hughes Aircraft placed a spe
cially prepared synthetic ruby rod inside a powerful flash lamp similar to the 
type used for high-speed photography. Activating the flash lamp produced an 
intense pulse of red light, which possessed the unique properties of mono
chromicity (the light is of the same wavelength or colour), coherence (all the 
waves move precisely in step), and directionality (the beam can be easily 
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manipulated). These features account for the enormous difference between 
the output of a laser and that of an incandescent light bulb. 

With Maiman's invention the laser age was born. Everybody became 
interested in exploring this promising area of science. Within a very short 
time, numerous solid-state materials, gases, liquids, and semiconductor crys
tals were found possessing laser qualities. Almost every imaginable material 
was tried in order to produce new and interesting lasers. Even some varieties 
of jelly brand dessert were announced emitting xenon light, and according to 
this legend, they are supposed to work fairly well. 

In many ways, the laser was a solution looking for a problem. Well, the 
problems soon followed in great numbers. It would be hard to imagine the 
modern world without lasers. They are used in everything from CD players 
to laser printers, fibre-optics and free-space communications, industrial cut
ting and welding, medical and surgical treatment, holography and light 
shows, basic scientific investigations in dozens of fields, including Star Wars 
·weapons research. The unique characteristics of laser light make these and 
numerous other applications possible. In fact, it is safe to say that the vast 
majority of laser applications have not yet even been suggested. 

However, if treated inadequately, an extremely powerful beam of laser 
light can be a source of destruction. You must never stand in the way of the 
cutting laser beam. Only by looking directly into the beam or its reflection 
from a shiny object you can damage your eyes. Besides, laser power supply 
being typically 2500 V or more, a qualified person must provide external 
power supply, as ordinary insulation is not enough. Thus, no matter how 
advantageous and useful they are, lasers are dangerous. Hence, safety rules 
must be strictly observed. 

IV. Provide detailed answers to these questions. 

1. What is a laser? What other sources of light do you know? 2. What was 
the first laser like? 3. Does the laser possess any unusual properties? What 
are they? 4. When did the laser age begin? 5. Many substances produce laser 
light, don't they? 6. Were there any surprising discoveries? 7. Why is it diffi
cult to imagine our life without lasers? 8. What are the most common uses of 
lasers? 9. Why are lasers considered dangerous? 

V. Explain what the author means by the following statements. 

1. A laser is a source of light but unlike anything that had ever been seen 
be_fore 1960. 2. With this invention the laser age was born. 3. According to 
thts legend, they are supposed to work fairly well. 4. In many ways, the laser 
was a solution looking for a problem. 5. In fact, it is safe to say that the vast 
majority of laser applications have not yet even been suggested. 6. If treated 
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inadequately, an extremely powerful beam of laser light can be a source of 
destruction. 

VI. Complete the gaps with suitable words from the box. 

wavelength 
liquids 
coherence 

destruction 
intense 
semiconductor 

applications 
powerful 

safety 
features 

A laser is a source of monochromatic, directional and coherent light. 
Monochromicity means light of the same ... or colour. Light waves travelling 
precisely in step explain the property of .... Besides, the laser beam can be 
easily manipulated. These unusual ... make laser light unique. The first laser 
consisted of a specially prepared synthetic ruby rod and a ... flash lamp. 
During the experiment the researchers observed an ... pulse of red light. 
Later solid-state materials, gases, ... and ... crystals were recorded having 
laser qualities. Lasers are considered to be a multibillion-dollar industry 
having numerous ... such as cutting and welding. However, lasers can be the 
source of both construction and . .. . That is why .. . rules must be strictly 
observed. 

VII. You have visited a very interesting exhibition on the applications of 
lasers. Your friend could not go with you and now he Is interested In 
everything you saw or heard. Share your impressions with him and per
suade him to visit this exhibition. 

You can start like this: - Hello, Peter. I hear you have visited a laser 
exhibition. Is that true? 

- Certainly! And I must say it was worth visi
ting .... 

VIII. What information have you received from your friend? Would you 
like to visit this exhibition? What do you expect to see there? 

Further Reading 

I. Practise reading these words. 

oscillator [,osi'leit~] 
excited [Ik'saitid] 
spontaneous [spon'temj~s] 

behaviour [bi'heivj~] 
via [va1~] 
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11. Match the English words and expressions with their Russian equiva
lents. 

I. light amplification 
2. spontaneous emission 
3. stimulated emission 
4. radiation 
5. oscillator 
6. amplifier 
7. ground state 
8. population inversion 
9. excited particle 

10. upper energy level 

a) yci11IHTeJih 
b) BbiH}')K.UeHHOe H3JIYqeHHe 
C)H3JIY4eHHe;pa~Ha~HH; HCnycKaHHe 
d) CllOHTaHHOe HJJiyqeHHe 
e) yci11IeHHe cBeTa 
f} B036)')K~eHHaH qaCTH~a 
g) reHepaTop 
h) BhrcumM: :mepreTHqecKHM: ypoBeHh 
i} OCHOBHOe (KBaHTOBOe) COCTOHHHe 
j) HHBepCHH JaCeJieHHOCTH ( 3HepreTHqe

CKHX ypOBHei1) 

111. Do you remember what the word 'laser' means? Read the text and 
learn how lasers work. 

How Lasers Work 

The word 'laser' is an acronym standing for light amplification by stimu
lated emission of radiation. This is not exactly so since most lasers are actu
ally oscillators (generators or sources of light) and not amplifiers (devices for 
increasing the strength of a signal), though such lasers are also possible and 
used for some applications. However, nearly all lasers have the following in 
common: 

1. A lasing medium. This can be a solid, liquid, gas, or semi-conductor mate
rial, which can be pumped to a higher energy state. 

A means of pumping energy into the lasing medium can be: optical, elec
trical, mechanical, chemical, etc. 

2. A resonator consisting of a cavity with a pair of mirrors (flat or 
concave), one at each end of the laser for making stimulated light bounce 
back and forth through the lasing medium. One of the mirrors is totally reflec
tive, the other being partially transparent to allow the laser beam to escape. 

Lasers are based on a simple principle of atomic behaviour. Normally, near
ly all atoms, ions, or molecules (depending on the particular laser) of the lasing 
medium are at their lowest energy level or 'ground state' ( 1 ). To produce laser 
action, the energy-pumping device must achieve population inversion through 
driving the majority of particles to the upper energy level (2). Sometimes 
dropping to the 'ground state' the excited particle emits a single photon of 
light. This is called 'spontaneous emission', not exactly useful, although caus
ing the glow of a neon sign or the phosphor coating of a fluorescent lamp 
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Basic Laser Operation 

( 3 ). Yet Einstein showed that a photon emitted nearly parallel to the direction 
of the resonator (3,4) will bounce back and forth many times stimulating excit
ed particles along the way to lose the photons possessing three exactly the 
same qualities: wavelength, phase and direction. The tendency progresses 
resulting in the photons flow increasing via this 'stimulated emission' process 
(5). The resulting beam can be pulsed or continuous; visible, infrared or ultra
violet; less than a milliwatt - or millions of watts of power. It has the unique 
properties of being highly monochromatic, coherent and easily manipulated -
something impossible with more common light sources. 

There you have it! Everything else is just details. 

IV. Explain the meaning of these words and expressions. 

laser, oscillator, amplifier, photon, 'ground state', 'spontaneous emission', 
'stimulated emission' 
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v. Give detailed answers to these. questions. 

1. Why is the acronym 'laser' not very exact? 2. Do lasers have a common 
structure? 3. What lies in the basis of laser operation? 4. The lasing medium 
consists of various particles, doesn't it? 5. What are the stages of emission? 
6. In what condition are the particles found normally? 7. Why is it necessary 
to move the particles to the upper energy level? 8. When do excited particles 
lose photons? 9. How does the massive flow of photons begin? 10. What is 
the output of the laser? 

VI. What does the laser consist of? Complete the table with the data from 
the text. 

Laser Part Function 

VII. You are at the Great Laser Show with your friends. One of them gets 
interested In how lasers work. What basic information will you give him? 

Activity 

I. Your friend is not attentive at the lesson and has understood nothing 
about lasers. At the end of the lesson the teacher suddenly gives a test. 
Your friend has some questions about laser structure and operation. 
Help him to pass the test. 

II. Discu~sion. Lasers are certainly part of our life. However, like many 
other thmgs they are not perfect. What are advantages and disadvan
tages of lasers? Do you think all laser technologies should be devel
oped? What are the potential dangers of lasers? 

Ill. Solve the crossword. 

Across: 

1. it is measured with the help of a laser 

Down: 

2. substances can be gassy. liquid and ... 
3. part of a resonator 
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4. if the supply of energy is not main-
tained, the laser beam becomes ... 

5. an atom I ion I molecule 
6. a generator or a source of light 
7. opposite to 'flat' 
8. it is necessary to ... a particle in orcJer 

to make it lose a photon 
9. the function of a mirror is to ... 

objects 

Writing 
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I. Write two paragraphs, one about advantages, the other about possible 
dangers of lasers. 

Section B. Industrial Gases. 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) How do we depend on gases? What gases do you know? 
b) What is air pollution? What are the causes and possible consequences 

of air pollution? 

II. Listen to the conversation and say what you have learnt about 
the industrial gases. 

Teacher: Pavel! Where are Nick and Olga? 
Pavel: I'm afraid they are late. 

Teacher: I insist on both of them coming on time. We can't work like this. 
Pavel: And what are we going to do today, I wonder? 

Teacher: We'll speak about some industrial gases and their properties. 
Pavel: And what are industrial gases? 

Teacher: Well, these gases are used in industry in making various products. 
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Pavel: Are these gases natural? 
Teacher: Well, some of them, such as oxygen, nitrogen etc. are found in free 

state in the air. Others are man-made, like freon, which is used in 
welding. 

Pavel: I suppose they have a very wide range of applications. 
Teacher: You are quite right. The importance of using them can hardly be 

overestimated. However, gases are not only part of the industrial 
process. They also pollute the environment. Do you know what 
problems air pollution causes? 

Pavel: Certainly. I've heard a lot about acid rains, the greenhouse effect, 
the ozone layer depletion. 

Teacher: 
Nick: 

Very good. Well, Nick, here you are at last. 
Sorry for being late, sir. 

Ill. Complete the dialogues. 

a)- Olga, ... ? 
-It's past 12, sir. I'm sorry for ... 
- It's OK, but I insist on ... 

b) - ... , I'd like to know? 
- First, I'm going to tell you ... 
- It sounds interesting. Are they used for .... ? 

c) - Do industrial gases pollute the environment? 

-What problems ... ? 
- Well, the hottest problems are ... 

IV. Match a line in A with. a line in B. 

A 

1. I'm sorry for being late. 
2. I insist on your coming on time. 
3. Scientists object to chlorofluoro-

carbons being used in industry. 
4. Where is helium used? 
5. Are all pollutants man-made? 
6. How does the excess of nitrogen 

in the air influence the ecosys
tems? 
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B 

a) It results in destructing the bio
logical balance of the soils and 
water (eutrophication). 

b) They have serious reasons. 
c) I hear of natural pollutants 

being sent into the atmosphere 
for billions of years. 

d) Sorry, sir. 
e) In arc welding. 

f) It's OK. 



Language Practice 
----

Vocabulary 

1. Match the words with the opposite meaning. 

the same 
natural 
colourful 
flammable 
toxic 
to pollute 
monoxide 
rare 

to clean 
non-flammable 
man-made 
abundant 
dioxide 
non-toxic 
colourless 
different 

II. Make all possible word combinations. 

industrial 
natural 
solar 
combustible 
air 
fossil 
acid 
greenhouse 

rain 
effect 
gases 
state 
radiation 
pollution 
pollutants 
fuels 

Ill. Find in each line the derivative from the first word. 

1. perform - performance, form, super, robot 
2. exact - object, extra, exactly, react 
3. object -inject, subject, objection, substance 
4. danger - development, average, discovery, dangerous 
5. experience - science, experiment, inexperience, excess 
6. pollute - populated, pollutant, depletion, protective 
7. measure - metallurgy, absorption, measurement, damage 

Grammar: Gerundial Constructions 

IV. Join two sentences into one. Pay attention to the use of prepositions. 

EXAMPLE: Nitrogen is used in metal industry. We know that. 
We know of nitrogen being used in metal industry. 
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1. Silver and copper are very good conductors of electricity. We are aware 
ofthat. 2. Freon destroys the ozone layer. We are afraid of that. 3. Robots will 
replace men. The idea of that goes back to ancient times. 4. Alice was mak
ing that hologram without any help. I was surprised at that. 5. The students 
should study the properties of carbon. The professor insists on that. 
6. Radioactive carbon should be used to date ancient things. The scientists 
recommend that. 

v. Rephrase the following questions and let your friend answer them. Use 
the prepositions where necessary. 

EXAMPLE: Do you mind if I use your computer? 
- Do you mind my using your computer? 
-No, I don't. You can use it whenever you want. 

I. Would you mind if they create an intelligent robot? 2. Do you mind if 
I make a report on air pollution? 3. Do you insist that we should sign the 
Clean Air Act? (on) 4. Will they object if I use the laser without asking for 
their permission? (to) 5. Do you believe that we will restore the ecological 
balance on the planet? (in) 6. Are you sorry that you are late? (for) 

VI. Open the brackets and use the gerund in the Active or Passive Voice. 

I. Nobody is surprised at his (to receive) the Nobel prize for his discov
eries in optics. 2. We are interested in new technologies (to develop). 
3. Environmentalists insist on our (to cut) releases of C02 into the atmos
phere. 4. We hear of gases (to apply) to produce the flame temperature of 
6,000 °F. 5. I object to acetylene (to mix) with air in the workshop. 6. We are 
against transport (to pollute) the atmosphere. 7. The inventor made a report 
on the laser (to use) in surgery. 

VII. Restore the original sentences. 

1. being cheap, the air, used, is, because of, in welding 
2. steel, oxygen, being used, we know of, in making 
3. has the merit of, the device, being reasonably up-to-date 
4. does not mind, the student, being helped 
5. our, objects to, the professor, carrying out the experiment 
6. aircraft, is capable, lifting, helium, of 

VIII. Correct mistakes in the following sentences. 

1. Do you believe in life exist on other planets? 2. Would you mind my fat
ing? 3. We insist their buying this robot. 4. He spoke about distant galaxies 
be observed through a telescope. 5. They are interested in materials producing 
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without losses of energy. 6. If you do not observe the readings, you will result 
in the device being break. 7. I don't mind be helped if you do not mind help
ing me. 

IX. Translate the following sentences paying attention to different forms 
of the gerund. 

1. I require thermal power stations being closed because of their damag
ing the environment. 2. We hear of biosilk having been invented. 
3. Newspapers report of acid rains having destroyed life in several Swiss 
lakes. 4. Global warming will cause polar ice melting. 5. It is difficult to imag
ine robots having explored ocean depths autonomously. 6. I know of toxic 
gases having been used during the last experiment. 7. I am sure of having read 
this article earlier. 8. Safety rules insist on acetylene being stored in the li
quid state under pressure. 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

I. OH He B03pa)((aeT nponiB Toro, "'T06hi po6oTbi BhinOJIHIDUf 311' onac
HYJO pa6oTy. 2. Mhi 3HaJil1, 'ITO BOJJiyx l1CTIOJih3yeTC.H B MeTaJIJiypnm. 
3. KpynHbie Qll1PMhi HacTal1BaiOT Ha TOM, \.fT06bi po6oTbi3aMeHl11Il1 qeJiose
Ka. 4. Y CTyJieHTOB 803Hl1KJIH TPY.llHOCTl1 npl1 onpeJieJieHl1l1 CBOiicTB <flpeo
Ha. 5. 0H OTBel.JaeT 3a TO, 1.JT06bi pa6oTa 6hiJia 3aKOH1.JeHa CBOeBpeMeHHO. 
6. Bbl MO)((eTe paCC1.Jl1ThiBaTb Ha TO, "'TO OH JiaeT BaM TO\.fHYIO I1HQ:>OpMa
U:l1IO. 7. OH )f(aJIOBaJIC.H Ha TO, "'TO .H o"'eHh Me.D.JieHHO pa6oTaiO. 8. To, "'TO 
OH COCTaBl1JI nporpaMMY TaK 6hiCTpO, 6biJIO npl1.HTHbiM CIOpnpl130M. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Practise reading these words. 

nitrogen ['nartnd3~n] 
ultraviolet [' Altr~ 'var~ht] 

dioxide [dar'oksard] 
chlorine ['kb:ri:n] 

II. Our manufacturing industry strongly depends on gases. Look through 
the text and enumerate the industrial gases, mentioned there. 

Ill. Read the text attentively for more information about industrial gases. 

Industrial Gases 

We know of many gases used in industry for making various products. 
They are called industrial gases. Some of them are man-made and some are 
found in their natural state. Let us consider the most important ones. 
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Colourless, odourless, tasteless, non
toxic, and non-flammable, nitrogen has 
many uses, including glass making, food 
conserving, preventing semiconductors 
from oxidation. 

Oxygen is the second largest volume 
industrial gas used in producing steel, build
ing bridges and making electric equipment. 

Being the most abundant element (98%) 
in the universe hydrogen has almost as 
many industrial uses as nitrogen and oxy
gen. It is needed in metal industry, in food 
industry for preparing margarine and in oil 
processing. Also, power stations depend on 

hydrogen cooling their high-speed turbine generators. 
Can you imagine your life without eating ice-cream, spraying deodorants, 

drinking sodas, and fire fighting devices? All these things are possible due to 
carbon dioxide. 

Some people believe that balloon flying is for children. Still, helium is a seri
ous gas capable of rays detecting and aircraft lifting. It is also used in arc welding. 

It is impossible to imagine present-day life without air conditioning, refrig
erators, spraying aerosols, and packaging foam for the TV or VCR. However, 
freon, necessary for making these common things, is found depleting the 
ozone layer, which protects us from the destructive solar ultraviolet radiation. 
That is why scientists all over the world insist on fluorocarbon refrigerants 
being banned. 

Argon is a noble gas comprising 0.98% of the atmosphere and forming un
known chemical compounds. Colourless, odourless, tasteless and non-toxic, 
argon is mainly used in producing high-Quality welding in stainless steel and 
aluminium industry. -

Chlorine gas is very toxic; nevertheless it protects us from falling ill by 
purifying drinking and swimming water. It also takes part in making many 
chemicals, including solvents, plastics, rubbers and pesticides. 

Water-based paints and vinyl records are made with the help of acetylene, 
which has many other applications. Stored in a liquid state it is also used as 
a fuel producing a large amount of heat and the highest flame temperature 
(about 6,000°F, or 3,300°C) of any known mixture of combustible gases. 
When burnt with the correct amount of air, acetylene gives a pure white light. 
For this reason it was once used for illuminating places where electric power 
was not available. 

The air itself is used as an industrial gas. It acts as a protective envelope 
for metals during the welding process because it does not react chemically 
with these metals or other elements. 
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IV. Try to complete the table without looking into the text. Compare your 
table with that of your partner. 

Gas Properties Application 

V. Complete the sentences with suitable words from the box. 

rubbers 
helium 
non-flammable 

foam 
dioxide 
air 

acetylene 
man-made 
oxygen 

toxic 
noble 
odourless 

Gases used in industry for making all kinds of products are known as 
industrial gases. They can be classified as natural and .... The examples of 
natural gases are nitrogen, ... ,and hydrogen. The first largest industrial gas is 
nitrogen. It is colourless, tasteless, ... , ... and non-toxic. Breathing and com
bustion are impossible without oxygen. Hydrogen is the most abundant gas 
in the universe. Carbon .. . is used in producing lemonades and conserving 
food. Balloons are normally filled with . . . . The gases depleting the ozone 
layer are known as fluorocarbons. They are necessary in air conditioning, 
refrigeration and making packaging .... Argon is a ... gas applied in welding. 
Chemicals, such as solvents ... , plastics, and pesticides are available due to 
chlorine, which is a very ... gas. Water-based paints and vinyl records are 
made with the help of ... that is also known for producing an extremely hot 
flame. Even the ... is used as an industrial gas because it will not react chem
ically with any elements. 

VI. Devise a questionnaire on the topic "Industrial Gases". See if your 
friend can answer all the questions. 

VII. What data does the text provide? Have you learnt any new things? Do 
you think the U!ie of fluorocarbons should be reduced? Is it possible to 
reduce it? 

Further Reading 

I. Practise reading these words. 

volcanoes [vol'kem~uz] 
eutrophication ['jutr~fi'keiJ ~n] 

consequence ['konsikw~ns] 
depletion [di'pli:J~n] 
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11. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out 
their meanings. 

ash, n 
stir, v 
rot. v 
blanket, v 
far-reaching, adj 

soil,n 
vegetation, n 
chlorofluorocarbons, n 
face, v 
prospect, n 

111. Discuss the following questions with your partner. 

I. Why is air pollution considered a global problem today? 
2. What are the consequences of air pollution? 
3. Is it possible to minimize the bad consequences of air pollution? If so, how? 
4. Are all air pollutants man-made? Give examples. 
5. Is there a problem of air pollution in your country? 

IV. Gases are not only a component of the industrial process. They are 
also its result. Unfortunately they often produce a damaging effect on the 
environment. Read the text attentively to learn more about air pollution. 

Air Pollution as the Major Problem of the Day 

Since the 19th century we are getting increasingly worried about industry 
polluting breathing air in densely populated cities where the great majority of 
people live. 

Not all air pollutants are man-made. For billions of years the air has been 
polluted by volcanoes throwing out tons of ash and smoke, dust stirred by the 
wind, gases given off by growing plants or by rotting animal and vegetable 
matter, salt particles from the oceans, etc. However, having discovered fire 
man added much to natural pollutants by burning fossil fuels. Sherlock 
Holmes for example, observed London pea-soupers I, blanketing the city for 
days. That's because Londoners used soft coal for heating their houses. 

Let us review what we know about combustion. All fossil fuels naturally 
contain hydrogen, carbon and sulphur, present in plants and ~nimals. Uniting 
with oxygen during combustion these gases result in forming water and 
releasing carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide. Besides, 
oxides of nitrogen are produced in the air whenever there are high tempera
tures, be it2 a car spark or a lightning stroke. These natural processes have far
reaching consequences. 

The oxides reacting with water in the air produce carbonic, nitric, nitrous, sul
phurous and sulphuric acids. Acid rains have damaging effects on materials and 
the environment. An excess of nitrogen in the air, greater than the ecosystems are 
able to absorb results in destroying the biological balance of the soils and water 
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(eutrophication). In the layers of the 
air close to the ground photochemical 
(photCH>xidizing) pollution causes the 
formation of 'bad ozone', called so 
because of its destructing effect on 
human health and vegetation. And , 
vice versa, the 'good ozone' protecting ~- .. . 

~~~~~~ .. . 
us from solar ultraviolet (UV) radia
tion in the stratosphere is being deplet-
ed by NO (mainly from traffic) and by __ tl JDL~---, ~~ 
chlorofluorocarbons. The ozone layer ~~!::t • .• -- -· < ~ < ' ·· 

depletion has damaging effects on 
human health and environrnent.The greenhouse effect consists in atmospheric 
gases (C02, CH4, 0 3, N20, CFCs) absorbing infrared (IR) radiation, reflect
ed from the surface of the earth. When not reflected back into space the ener
gy is absorbed and transformed into heat. Without the natural greenhouse 
effect the average temperature on the earth would be3 -18 °C. However, since 
the industrial revolution, he concentration of greenhouse gases proves increas
ing. Thus, today we are facing the prospect of global warming with all its 
unpleasant consequences. 

1 JIOHJI.OHCKHe )l(eJITbie TyMaHbl, 26yJI.b TO, 36biJia 6bl. 

V. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false state
ments. 

1. Everybody is concerned with air pollution today. 
2. Large cities seem to be the most highly polluted places. 
3. All air pollution is due to man's activities. 
4. A 'pea-souper' is the name for a person who is fond of eating pea soups. 
5. Smog means smoke +fog. 
6. The process of oXidizing is known as combustion. 
7. Combustion causes problems because of the oxygen released into the 

atmosphere. 

VI. What environmental problems does air pollution cause? Fill in the 
table. 

Problem Pollutants Cause Consequences 

. . . ... ... .. . 
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VII. Complete these sentences with suitable words from the box. 

1 dioxide 
2 helium 
3 des tructive 

4 aircraft lifting 
5 arc welding 
6 noble gas 

7 refrigerators 
8 orone layer 
9 radiation 

10 ordourless 
11 tasteless 
12 rubbers 

Can you imagine your life without eating ice-cream, spraying deodorants, 
drinking sodas, and fire fighting devices? All these things are possible due to 
carbon .... 

Some people believe that balloon flying is for children. Still, ... is a seri
ous gas capable of rays detecting and .... It is also used in .... It is impossi
ble to imagine present-day life without air conditioning, ... , spraying aerosols, 
and packaging foam for the TV or VCR. However, freon, necessary for mak
ing these common things, is found depleting the ... , which protects us from 
the ... solar ultraviolet .... That is why scientists all over the world insist on 
fluorocarbon refrigerants being banned. 

Argon is a ... comprising 0.98% of the atmosphere and forming unknown 
chemical compounds. Colourless, ... , ... and non-toxic, argon is mainly used 
in producing high-quality welding in stainless steel and aluminium industry. 

Chlorine gas is very toxic; nevertheless it protects us from falling ill by 
purifying drinking and swimming water. It also takes part in making many 
chemicals, including solvents, plastics, ... and pesticides. 

VIII. You are taking part in the conference on the environmental prob
lems. Deliver a report on air pollution. 

Activity 

I. 'Friends of the Earth' have organized a summer camp for everybody 
interested in the environmental protection. The hot issue of the day is air 
pollution. 

Student A: The air in your city is getting more and more polluted. You 
want to write an article on air pollution problems. Interview a 
member of the "Friends of the Earth" organization for more 
information about air pollution and its effect on the environment. 

Student B: You possess up-to-date and interesting information on environ
mental problems and their solutions. Share your knowledge at 
the interview. 
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II. Discussion. The consequences of air pollution may be fatal that is why 
we must take measures before it is too late. Can anything be done? What 
exactly? Read this information and do the task below. 

Most of the classic atmospheric pollutants (C02, CO, 0 3, lead and other 
particles), often found in the form of smog, are sadly known for affecting 
human health, ecosystems and buildings. Clean air laws are aimed at reduc
ing air pollution. 

Since the 1950s when the Clean Air Acts were introduced in Britain, we 
are sure of the atmosphere improving slowly. Local authorities insist on com
panies receiving integrated pollution licenses reducing the amount of gases 
they release. These licenses are strictly controlled to avoid limits being 
exceeded. Special detectors are placed around the factories with the purpose 
of monitoring the amount of oxides sent to the atmosphere ... 

In groups, analyze the condition of air in your city/country. Is it satis
factory? Work out several Clean Air Laws for improving the situation. 
Report on the problem and offer your suggestions. 

Ill. Solve the crossword. 

Down: 
l. CFC (man-made chemical, that is used in 

sprays, fridges, air-cooling systems; it 
destroys the ozone layer) 

14. a chemical element; diamonds and coal 
are made of it 

Across: 
2. H2S04, HN03 .... 

3. People burn coal to ... their homes. 
4. not quick 
5. science, studying robots 
6. copper has a valuable ... of corrosion re-

sistance 
7. to disagree, be against sth 
8. uneasy 
9. substance that pollutes the environment 

10. to bring together 
11. up-to-date 
12. a noble industrial gas 
13. a compound of oxygen and another chemi

cal element 

8 

9 

2 

4 
' 

5 

6 

11 

12 

3 

7 

10 

13 
14 

1--

I--

1--
.....__ 

--
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Writing 

1. The Government is going to build a thermal power station in your dis
trict. This power station will burn waste to produce electricity. Send them 
a letter expressing your carefully considered and reasoned objection to 
the project. 

You may begin like this: 

Dear Prime Minister, 

We are addressing you on the subject of a thermal waste-to-energy power 
station being designed in our district. 

We believe that this project has certain advantages but they are outnum
bered by disadvantages ... 

We will appreciate your prompt response. 

Sincerely yours, 

Friends of the Earth 



I SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATION 

Section A. Optical Devices 
Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) How do scientists explore micro- and macroworlds? 
b) What means of scientific exploration do you know? 
c) Do you believe we can contact alien civilizations? How? 

II. Listen to the students' conversation and learn about an unusual appli
cation of the laser telescope. 

Peter: Pavel, have you heard about artificial stars? 
Pavel: Not yet, but I'd like to know about them more, anyway. 
Peter: Well, this article says they are created with the help of a laser 

telescope. One of these experiments is described here. 
Pavel: Really? And what was the result of the experiment? 
Peter: The reporter claimed that a bright sodium star, as big as about a natural 

star, had been generated. 
Pavel: That sounds fascinating! How was the experiment carried out? 
Peter: Oh, it was said in the article that the Solar Vacuum Tower Telescope 

had launched a 4-watt laser beam to the atmosphere and recorded 
the return light from the generated artificial star at the same time. 

Pavel: Why do you think this artificial star has been created? 
Peter: Well, there may be other reasons but I'm sure the star will serve as 

a model for further research of the universe. 
Pavel: Oh really? May be in this way we'll be able to establish interstellar 

communication? 
Peter: That's a good idea, but the scientists will have to carry out a number 

of experiments to prove that. 

Ill. Complete the dialogue. 

-How are artificial stars ... ? 
- As far as I know, a laser telescope is .... 
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- And ... about any successful ... ? 
- Yes, yesterday I found out ... 
- ... interesting .... carried out? 

- I wonder why ... 
-Well ... 
-Do you suppose ... ? 

IV. Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A B 

1. Would you like to know more a) An unusual application of a laser 
about artificial stars? telescope. 

2. What are the means of scientific b) They believed radio waves were 
exploration? the most energy-efficient way of 

3. What does the article deal with? sending signals across the space. 
4. What did the reporter claim? c) A telescope and a microscope, for 
5. The scientists hope they'll con- example. 

tact distant civilizations with the d) Of course, I would! 
help of a laser. e) He maintained that an artificial 

6. Why did scientists look for radio · . sodium star had been generated. 
signals from aliens? f) That sounds fascinating! 

Language Practice 

Vocabulary 

I. Find in B the English equivalents to the Russian words in A. 

1. paccMaTpl1BaTb 
2 . .1IJil1TbC5l 
3. Becb, ueJihii1 
4. YJJ.aJieHHhii1 
5. rJia3oK 
6. yBeJiwmBaTb 
7. MHO)KeCTBO 

8. OOCT05lHHblVJ 
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A 

a) to scan 
a) to search 
a) to limit 
a) distant 
a) lens 
a) to modify 
a) variety 
a) single 

B 

b) to look for 
b) continuous 
b) entire 
b) currently 
b) detector 
b) to magnify 
b) practible 
b) similar 

c) to detect 
c) to last 
c) efficiently 
c) present 
c) eyepiece 
c) to multiply 
c) modification 
c) permanent 



II. Make up all possible word combinations. 

laser 
radio 
alien 
artificial 
interstellar 
ultraviolet 

signals 
telescope 
intelligence 
star 
communication 
microscope 

Ill. Find in each line the derivative from the first word. 

1. record 
2. modify 
3. suggest 
4. achieve 
5. part 
6.change 
7. apply 
8. signify 

- accordingly, dimension, recorder, reward 
- model, method, melting, modification 
- suggestion, supposition, substance, researcher 
- intelligent, achievement, reflection, reach 
- multitude, precise, partial, compound 
- charge~ chain, suggestion, exchange 
- amplify, allowance, empty, application 
- sign, single, insignificant, similarity 

Grammar: Reported Statements 

IV. What opinion did these people express? 

EXAMPLE: Laser operation is based on a simple behaviour of atoms. 
I knew it. 
I knew that laser operation was based on a simple behaviour 
of atoms. 

I. Optical devices are hardly used in the scientific research. They 
announced it. 2. The Sun moves around the Earth. People believed it. 3. The 
microscope is used for observing stars. He said so. 4. Robots do not possess 
intelligence. I was sure. 5. Materials engineers do not synthesize new materials. 
She supposed it. 6. Any scientific research takes a lot of time and patience. 
The engineer thought so. 

V. The researchers reported about an important experiment. What did 
they say? Use the verbs to say, to report, to· announce, to state, to point 
out, to claim. 

EXAMPLE: The research was carried out successful!): (to announce) 

9 3aK. 355 

They announced that the research had been carried out 
successfully. 
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1. We studied the possibilities of laser communication. 2. Miniature mul
tifunction telescopes were developed for scientific observations. 3. The 
instruments were adapted to imaging and communication applications on 
Earth. 4. The multifunction telescope served three purposes: space naviga
tion, communication and infrared spectrometry. 5. A prototype device was 
built and tested to demonstrate two of these functions. 6. The prototype 
instrument was assembled mostly from commercially available parts. 

VI. Explain the difference between these sentences. 

I. a) He said that the object was badly illuminated. 
b) He said that the object had been badly illuminated during the experiment. 

2. a) They noticed that the microscope was significantly modified. 
b) They noticed that the microscope had been modified to increase mag

nification. 
3. a) The observers reported that they recorded laser signals by means of a 

telescope. 
b) The observers reported that they had recorded laser signals from the universe. 

VII. Say what the scientists predicted long ago. 

EXAMPLE: Man will invent artificial intelligence. (to be certain) 
The scientists were certain that man would invent artificial 
intelligence. 

1. A superpowerful microscope will prod:uce images. (to be sure). 2. We 
will contact an alien civilization by means of a laser telescope. (to suggest). 
3. Air pollution will cause the global warming of the climate. (to predict). 
4. Energy will be obtained from alternative sources. (to assume). 5. Fascina
ting achievements will be made in the area of biotechnology. (to suppose). 6. 
Mars will be explored by completely autonomous robots. (to believe) 

VIII. Open the brackets and use the verb in the right form. 

1. We learnt that laser communication (to be) practicable in the near 
future. 2. The engineers were surprised to see that modified robot (to move) 
like a human. 3. She was sure that she (to find) the most energy-efficient way 
of sending signals soon. 4. He found out that properties of a substance (to 
depend) on its structure. 5. I was afraid that she (to damage) the microscope 
objective lens. 6. Peter told me that he (to see) the William Hershel 
Telescope in operation. 

IX. Correct mistakes. 

~·We thought that those parts are combined to form a microscope. 2. He 
reahzed that he spotted a distant planet. 3. I was told that he takes part in 
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the research. 4. It was announced that engineers object to applying this tech
nology. 5. He said that an artificial star was created with a laser telescope. 
6. We supposed that the new approach will be more fruitful. 7. The investi
gators announced that they obtained a powerful microscope soon. 

X. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. Coo6manocb, '-ITO y'-IeHbie pa3pa6oTaJII1 TeJlecKon, KOTOpbiH 6y.ueT 
BHHMaTeJlbHO cJle.UHTh 3a He6oM. 2. PaHbwe npe.n.noJ1arrun1. '-ITO pa,m10BOJ1Hhi 
HBJUIIOTCH CaMbiM 3cPcPeKTHBHbiM CTIOC060M nepe,Ua'-111 CI1fHMOB B Me)l(fUlaHeT
HOM npocTPaHCTBe. 3. HeKoTopbie Y'-IeHbie C'-H1TaJII1, '-ITO TeXHH'-IeCKI1 pa3BH
Tbie UHBI1J1113aUH11 nonpo6yiOT ycTaHOBHTb KOHTaKT C TIOMOlll.blO Jia3epa. 
4. PyKOBO.UHTeJlb npoeKTa 3aHBI1J1, '-ITO ero J1a6opaTopmi J')Ke nposeJia 
oKOJlO 20 000 Ha6JIIO,UeHI1H. 5. MccJienosaTeJlH 6bUIH ysepeHbi, '-ITO csepx
'-IYBCTBHTeJlbHhiH MHKpOCKOTI TI03BOJ1l1T 11M C,UeJlaTb Ba)I(HOe OTKpbiTHe. 
6. OH yJHaJI, '-ITO cymecTsyeT orpoMHoe MHO)I(eCTBO pa3Hoo6pa3HhLX onTH
qecKHx ycTpoticTB. 7. H3o6peTaTeJib noKa3an, '-ITO ero MO.UHcPHUHposaHHhiH 
MHKpOCKOTI 3Ha'-IHTeJibHO paCWHpHeT B03MO)I(HOCTI1 11CCJ1e.QOBaHHH. 

Reading and Speaking 

I. Translate these compound nouns. 

alien intelligence 
energy-efficient 
radio telescope 
pulsed laser beam 
laser pulse signal 

alien laser beam 
laser light 
the Nobel prize winning scientist 
light year 
interstellar laser communication 

II. Is there life on Mars? Look at the pictures and the headline. What can 
the article be about? Skim it quickly to check your guess. What does the 
first picture mean? 

·Ill. Read the article attentively and learn how scientists try to establish 
interstellar communication. 

BBC News Online 

A telescope designed to search for laser signals from alien intelligences is 
to start scanning the skies next year. The 1. 8-metre (6ft) Optical SETI 
(Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) Telescope is currently being built in 
Harvard. 
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For more than 40 years, scientists have looked for radio 
signals from aliens on the understanding that radio waves pro
vide the most energy-efficient way to send a signal across· 
interstellar distances. But despite using the world's largest 
radio telescopes with highly sensitive detectors. no sign of a 
signal has been found in space as yet. 

Several years ago some astronomers said it was hardly sur
prising that no radio signal had been detected yet. They main
tained that researchers might be looking for the wrong kind 
of message. It was assumed that a technologically advanced race 
might be more likely to communicate using pulsed laser beams 
rather than radio. The new approach was hoped to be more 
fruitful. 

Searching for laser pulse signals was first suggested by the 
Nobel prize winning scientist Charles Townes in 1961 and 

was, according to its supporters, met with 'more interest than enthusiasm'. It 
was thought that a high-powered laser coupled with a large telescope could 
send a signal across many light years of space. Scientists believed that an 
alien laser beam would be pulsed to encode a signal. 
, . During the pulse, lasting perhaps less 
~f6 · than a millionth of a second, the laser light 

William Herschel's 
telescope with which 
he discovered Uranus. 
It is of Nev.tonian 
jesigh: there 1s a 
parabolic mirror at 
the bottom of the tube; you peer 1n through the 
!!yepiece on the side near the top to see the 
'mage. The thin tube is a smaller telescope 

could be much brighter than the light 
from the star in the system from which the 
signal is being sent. The new SETI 
Telescope will look for these brief pulses 
of laser light, scanning the entire northern 
sky once every 200 clear nights. It will 
have a special camera fitted with an array 
of 1,024 ultra-fast detectors that can spot 
flashes as short as a billionth of a second. 

According to the researchers, using 
only the Earth 2001 technology we can 
now generate a beamed laser pulse that 
appears 5,000 times brighter than our 
Sun, as seen by a distant civilization. In for viewfinding. 

other words, interstellar laser communi
cation is altogether practicable with the new Optical SETI Telescope search
ing the sky for such signs of intelligent life elsewhere in the galaxy. 

IV. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false 
statements. 

1. Scientists ?eli eve in the possibility of discovering alien intelligence with 
the help of a microscope. 2. The Harvard telescope has been designed spe-
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cially for interstellar communication. 3. Radio waves are said to be efficient 
for sending signals across space. 4. Radio telescopes are reported to be out of 
date. 5. No alien life has been found as yet because the search is being done 
in the wrong direction. 6. The idea of looking for laser signals from space has 
proved inapplicable. 7. Aliens are supposed to decode their signals with 
a laser. 8. Laser light is much brighter than the light of a star. 9. The laser is 
equipped with sensitive ultraviolet detectors. 

V. Find in the article the information related to the following. 

a) SETI (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) project 
b) radio telescopes 
c) alien civilizations 
d) Charles Townes 
e) laser light 
f) northern sky 
g) detectors 
h) the Earth 2001 technology 
i) interstellar laser communication 

VI. Produce a radio programme on the problems of interstellar communi
cation. Then make a report on this programme using Reported Speech. 

The host of the programme: introduce shortly the topic and the guest- an 
outstanding scientist taking part in the SETI Project. 

The guest: describe the latest developments in the area of interstellar com
munication using year project. 

Listeners: telephone to the studio and ask the guest questions. 

Further Reading 

I. Microscopy is a relatively young science but it uses a lot of words from 
'old' languages - Latin and Greek. Find these words in the text. 

II. Man is expanding the sphere of exploration not only outwards but 
inwards as well. Why are we so interested in the micro world? Look at the 
picture and the title of the text and say what the text is about. 

Ill. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What is microscopy? 
2. When was the microscope invented? 
3. How do microscopes differ? 
4. What types of microscopes are mentioned in the text? 

·If 
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IV. Read the text attentively for more Information about microscopy. 

The First 
Compolmd 
Microscope 
(etrca 1595) 

Imaging Atoms 

Observing and studying objects that range 
in size from millimeters to nanometers 
intrigues everyone. This fascinating science is 
called microscopy, currently applied to every 
field of science and technology from biology 
and chemistry to physics and engineering. 

Many scientists today are working with 
single atoms or molecules. To do their work they have to be able to 'see' mo
lecules and atoms in some way. Optical instruments used for producing a 
magnified image of a small object are known as microscopes. The first com
pound microscope containing an objective lens system and an eyepiece system 
was created by a Dutch spectacle-maker Zacharias Janssen in 1595. It was sim
ply a tube with lenses at each end. Having been modified and improved this 
microscope is most commonly used today giving us the possibility of viewing 
individual cells, even living ones, in two dimensions. Compound micro
scopes are light illuminated. Their high magnification is achieved by passing 
light reflected from the object through a combination of magnifying lenses. 
Unfortunately the possibilities of light microscopes are limited by the resolu
tion of the lenses being about 0.2 micrometer. 

The resolving power can be significantly increased by using other types of 
microscopes. They come in a wide range of forms and use a multitude of illu
mination sources (light, electrons, ions, X-rays and mechanical probes) and 
signals to produce an image. An electron microscope, for instance, produces 
images by using electrons and electron lenses. A microscope similar to it in 
principle but using a beam of protons instead of electrons is known as a pro
ton microscope. A device for viewing very small particles by observing the 
light from an intense beam scattered by them is called an ultraviolet micro
scope. The results of the observation are recorded with the help of a photo
micrograph - a photograph of the image obtained with the help of a micro
scope. This enables a permanent record to be kept and also enables ultravio
let radiation to be used for the illumination of the specimen. All modern pow
erful microscopes are combined with computers. 

A microscope can be as simple as a handheld magnifying lens and as com
plex as a multimillion-dollar research instrument. Using these tools, a micro
scopist explores the relationship of structure and properties of a wide variety 
of materials in order to more fully understand the reasons why a particular 
item behaves the way it does. 
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V. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false state
ments. 

1. Microscopy studies measure units ranging from millimeters to nanome
ters. 2. Microscopy is not applied to mechanical engineering. 3. It is impos
sible to see an atom with a naked eye. 4. Modern microscopes do not have 
an objective lens system and an eyepiece system. 5. The first compound 
microscope was created in Holland in the 16th century. 6. Janssen's original 
microscope is widely applied today. 7. The light microscope has a high mag
nification but a low resolution. 8. The sample can be illuminated by light, 
electrons, ions, X-rays and mechanical probes. 9. The results of the observa
tion are recorded with the help of a microphotograph. 10. A simple micro
scope is a multimillion-dollar research instrument. 

VI. Expand these sentences with the information from the text. 

1. Microscopy is fascinating. 2. Microscopy is useful. 3. The microscope 
is an instrument. 4. Zacharias Janssen was an inventor. 5. Microscopes vary. 
6. A microscopist studies materials. 

VII. Several types of microscopes are mentioned in the text. What are 
they? Fill in the table with their description. 

Microscope Principle of Work 

Activity 

I. Your friend is crazy about microscopes and wants to become 
a materials engineer. You do not see what is so special about this pro
fession. Ask your friend for information. Report to the class what you 
have found out. Start like this: 

-Hello, Denis, what are you busy with? 
- Oh, hi. I'm studying ... 

II. The Science Museum in your city is going to open a new gallery -
'Optical Devices'. 

a) You are experts in the field of optics, specializing in telescopes 
and/or microscopes. Design the gallery in groups. What items will be 
exhibited? Why? What information on these items will be supplied? 
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b) Act as a guide In the gallery and describe it to the class. Choose 
the best project. 

Ill. Solve the crossword. 

Across: 
1. ... ? 
Down: 

1 

._ 

~ 

2 

4 

r-
f--

f--

f----

,_i_ 
I--

6 7 

--

1. part of a modern microscope 

13 ,---

,--!!_ r-
12 

10 

8 9 

'-- ._ 
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2. to spot a distant planet the telescope must be very ... 
3. an instrument for scanning 
4. the place where a telescope is placed 
5. not capable to increase or improve 
6. opposite to 'encode' 
7. a creature from another world 
8. a sudden quick bright light 
9. microscopes range from complex to ... 
10. the science studying light 
11. part of a microscope or a telescope 
12. an instrument for recording 
13. opposite to 'near' or 'close' 

Writing 

I.. Write an article about interstellar communication for the newspaper 
column 'In Brief'. 
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Section B. Space Shuttles 

Lead-in 

I. Discuss the following questions. 

a) How many events from the history of cosmonautics can you remem
ber? Make a list and compare it with that of your partner. 

b) What is a space shuttle? What is it used for? 

II. Listen to the conversation and say what you have learnt about space 
shuttles . 

• 
Astronaut: 

Olga: 
Astronaut: 

Olga: 
Astronaut: 

Olga: 
Astronaut: 

Olga: 
Astronaut: 

Olga: 

Astronaut: 

Olga: 
Astronaut: 

Shuttles are fascinating vehicles. They appeared only in the 
1980s and have already become irreplaceable. • 
Are they different from spaceships? 
Certainly! They are reliable, recoverable and therefore reusable 
and .less expensive. The hundredth successful launch was in 
October 2000. 
Could you tell us how shuttles work? 

. Of course. At the take-off the boosters and the orbiter's engines 
have to initially provide about 30 MN of thrust to lift a 2,000 
tonne shuttle off. 
This must be very hard on the crew. 
Indeed, during the take-off the crew can experience forces up to 
3 times their own weight. When they are in orbit, however, they 
feel weightless. 
And how does the shuttle find its way when in space? 
Using the global positioning system (GPS), of course. Pilots 
essentially run the computers, which fly the shuttle. 
How interesting! But how is electrical power supplied to all on
board systems of the orbiter? 
Electricity is generated by fuel cells. They combine oxygen and hydro
gen to make electricity for on-board systems and water for cooling. 
What is the major role the shuttle plays today? 
Well, it is used for building the International Space Station by 
delivering components built on the Earth and attaching them to 
existing modules in space. 

Ill. Complete the dialogue. 

- ... ? 
-Well, they combine the features of a rocket, a spaceship, and an air-

plane. 
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- And do shuttles differ ... ? 
-Of course they do! ... 
- I wonder how much power is necessary to ... ? 

- What does the crew experience ... ? 

- Do you know how shuttles navigate in space? 
- .... They use ... 
- Is the electricity for the on-board systems provided by batteries? 

- Shuttles are very important for building ... ? 

IV. Match a line In A with a line in B. 

A B 

1. Do you know when shuttles appeared? a) Without any doubts. 
2. Did he tell you what he experienced 

at the take-off? 
3. I wonder how the on-board compu

ters fly the shuttle. 
4. Where do the flight computers get 

the information about the position 
and the speed of the orbiter? 

5. What did he say was the byproduct 
of the fuel cell? 

6. I wonder if tourists will fly to space 
in the near future. 

Language Practice 

b) Water. 
c) From the GPS satellites. 
d) They talk to each other and vote 

to settle arguments. 
e) He felt his body thrice as heavy. 
f) Sure. In the 1980s. 

Vocabulary 

I. Match the words with the similar meaning. 

sputnik 
spacecraft 
concept 
deliver 
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essentially 
ignite 
irreplaceable 
propellant 

fuel 
satellite 
idea 
basically 

II. Find eight pairs of words with the opposite meaning. 

external, reusable, reliable, entry, to disconnect, connected, disposable, 
finally, internal, initially, unsafe, to land, separate, exit, to attach, to take off 

Ill. Find in each line the derivative from the first word. 

1. ship - sheep, spacecraft, spaceship, shopping 
2. to boost - establish, obstacle, stability, booster 
3. to combine - combination, connection, cavity, invention 
4. to deliver - driver, delivery, despite, drastically 
5. to ignite - initially, introduction, existence, ignition 
6. load - leader, payload, launch, loudly 
7. use - ultrasonic, successful, reusable, fusion 
8. weight - width, weightless, widely, well-known 

Grammar: Reported Questions 

IV. What does (did) the student want to know? Report his special ques
tions. 

EXAMPLE 1: How do they increase the speed of the spacecraft? (to ask) 
He asks how they increase the speed of the spacecraft. 
He asked how they increased the speed of the space
craft. 

1. How does a shuttle differ from a spaceship? (to wonder). 2. What prop
erties does the shuttle tile have? (to ask). 3. What components does the shut
tle consist or! (to be interested). 4. When is the rocket booster ignited? (to 
want to know). 5. Where are shuttles applied? (to wonder) 

EXAMPLE 2: What did you experience at the take-off! (to ask) 
He asks what I experienced at the take-off. 
He asked what I had experienced at the take-off. 

1. How did the engineers reduce the weight of the orbiter? (to ask) 
2. How did the ceramic tile protect the shuttle during the re-entry? (to be 
interested) 3. Why did they change the design of the external fuel tank? (to 
want to know) 4. When was the first satellite placed in orbit? (not to know) 
5. What materials are used in making the components of a shuttle? (not to 
be sure) 
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~PLE3: When will touristsRv into space? (to ask) 
He asks when tourists will fly into space. 
He asked when tourists would fly into space. 

1. How will the engineers improve the living conditions of astronauts? (to 
wonder) 2. Why will any meteorite burn in the atmosphere? (to question) 
3. What payload will the shuttle deliver to the space station? (to inquire) 
4. In what way will the innovations influence the performance of the 
engines? (to ask) 5. When will spaceships develop the speed of light? (to be 
interested) 

V. What general information does (did) the student want to know? Report 
his questions. Use the verbs to ask, to Inquire, to be interested, to ques
tion, to wonder. 

EXAMPLE 1: Is the external fuel tank made of aluminium? 
He asks if (whether) the external fuel tank is made 
of aluminuim. 
He asked if (whether) the external fuel tank was 
made of aluminuim. 

I. Is it difficult to become an astronaut? 2. Are there good living condi
tions aboard the spaceship? 3. Does the shuttle develop the speed of light? 
4. Does the crew feel weightless when in space? 5. Have the astronauts 
repaired the damaged satellite? 

EXAMPLE 2: Were there any difficulties during the mission? 
He asks if (whether) there were any difficulties during 
the mission. 
He asked if (whether) there had been any difficulties 
during the mission. 

1. Was the re-entry successful? 2. Were there any failed missions? 3. Did 
the fust astronauts wear space suits inside the spaceship? 4. Did the re-entry 
temperatures exceed 1200 °C? 5. Did the main engines generate the maxi
mum thrust at the launch? 

EXAMPLE 3: Will future shuttles carry more weight in payload? 
He asks if (whether) future shuttles will carry more weight 
in payload. 
He asked if (whether) future shuttles would carry more 
weight in payload. 

1. Will rocket scientists create a 1 00%-recoverable spaceship? 2. Will 
space stations be placed in orbit at Lagrange points? 3. Will artificial gravity 
allow to create space colonies? 4. Will the solid rocket boosters be processed 
and re-used? 5. Will the shuttle programme be shut down? 
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VI. Fill in the gaps with the suitable linking words (if I when/why, etc.). 

1. I'd like to know ... heating influences the shuttle tile. 2. She asked ... the 
launch had been successful. 3. The teacher inquired . . . the students could 
explain the difference between a shuttle and a spacecraft. 4. I was interested 
... the International Space Station would be built. 5. They were not sure ... the 
main engines failed. 6. Could you tell me ... the space shuttle delivers the 
satellites? 

VII. Correct mistakes in these sentences. 

l. The student asks whether the first spaceships had been recoverable. 
2. They wondered if did we observe the launch of the shuttle. 3. Nick was 
interested what components did the space shuttle consist of. 4. He wanted to 
know why isn't the fuel tank painted white. 5. I was asked did I specialize in 
insulating materials. 6. My friend inquired if I will graduate from the 
University soon. 7. We wonder how have they obtained the required propel
lant. 8. She asked did I know anything about the global positioning system. 
9. They were interested if space tourism will develop in the near future. 10. The 
engineers knew where was the space station. 

VIII. What are the questions the teacher actually asked? 

After our meeting with the famous astronaut the teacher asked whether 
we had liked the conversation. Then he asked what interesting information 
we had obtained about the life at the space station. He inquired where the 
astronauts lived, what they ate and how they felt in microgravity. He was 
interested what tasks the astronauts performed in space. The teacher won
dered if electricity was generated aboard the shuttle. He also wanted us to 
explain why the shuttle didn't burn during the re-entry. The last question was 
when we would be able to travel in space. 

IX. Translate the sentences into English using your active vocabulary. 

1. OH crrpoci1JI MeHSI, l.JTO TaKoe 'rnaTn'. 
2. 0Ha IIOHHTepeCOBaJiaCb, BJIH.ReT JIH HeBeCOMOCTb Ha CBOHCTBa BelUe· 

CTBa. 
3. CTy.neHTaM 6bmo HHTepecHo, KaK yMeHhlliK1111 sec BHernHero TOIIJIHB· 

HOfO 6aKa. 
4. CKa)I(HTe, Il0)1(aJiyi1cTa, MO)I(eT Jll1 KOCMWieCKI1i1 KOpa6Jib paJBI1Tb 

CKOpOCTb CBeTa? 
5. llpoQ>eccop 06"b.RCHI1JI, IIOI.JeMy 6biJII1 C03.[(aHbl KOCMHI.JeCKHe KOpa6-

Jil1 MHOropa30BOfO l1CIIOJTbJOBaHJ.UI. 
6. jJ XOTeJI YJHaTb, KaKOe TOIIJII1BO l1CIIOJibJYIOT paKeTbl·HOCI1TeJI11. 
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Reading and Speaking 

1 When the Soviet Union's 'Sputnik I' was successfully launched and 
~rblted the earth In 1957 the Space Age began. A lot of significant events 
have taken place since that time. Do you know all of them? Match the 
event with the appropriate year. · 

I. The first space shuttle was launched. 1957 
2. Alexei Leonov made the first walk in space (i.e. 1961 

left his spacecraft). 1963 
3. Yuri Gagarin orbited the Earth. 1965 
4. The Apollo programme sent the first people (Neil 1969 

Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins) to the 1981 
Moon. 

5. The Soviet Union sent the frrst living creature into 
space. It was a dog, Laika by name. 

6. 'Vostok 6' carried the first woman into space. Her name 
was Valentina Tereshkova. 

II. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out their 
meanings. 

fiction, n 
pharmaceuticals, n 
place, v 
compartment, n 
recreation, n 
dock,v 
one-shot, adj 

astronaut, n 
one-shot, adj 
mission, n 
lifetime, n 
undergo, v 
refit, n 
safe, adj 

Ill. Look at the picture and the title and try to guess what the text deals 
with. Skim the text to see if you were right. 

IV. Read the text attentively and say what you have learnt about space 
shuttles. 

A Brief History of the Space Shuttle 

From the early days of science fiction and space exploration, we have 
dreamed of space stations. For some, space stations are a place to do scien
tific research. For others, space stations are a place for business, where 
unique materials (crystals, semiconductors, pharmaceuticals) are manufac
tured in better forms than on the Earth. Still others want to use space sta
tions in order to travel to other planets and stars. 
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The Russians were the first to place a space sta
tion, called Salyut I, in orbit in 1971. It was about 
49ft (15 m) long and held three main compart
ments that housed dining and recreation areas, 
food and water storage, a toilet, control stations, 
exercise equipment and scientific equipment. 
(See the picture of the Salyut-4 space station 
docked to a Soyuz spacecraft.) Are you interested 
how people get to space stations? 

At that time, the rockets used to place astronauts and equipment in outer 
space were one-shot disposable rockets. The idea of a reliable, less expensive, 
recoverable and reusable "space shuttle" that could launch like a rocket but 
deliver and land like an airplane was appealing and would be a great technical 
achievement. However, nobody knew how that idea could be put into practice. 

Design, cost and engineering studies on a space shuttle began. The con
cepts varied greatly but in 1972, it was decided that the shuttle would consist 
of an orbiter attached to solid rocket boosters and an external fuel tank 
because this design was considered safer and more cost-effective. The space 
shuttle is the world's first reusable spacecraft, and the first spacecraft in his
tory that can carry large satellites both to and from orbit. The shuttle launch
es like a rocket, maneuvers in the Earth orbit like a spacecraft and lands like 
an airplane. 

Finally, after many years of construction and testing (i.e. orbiter, main 
engines, external fuel tank, solid rocket boosters), the shuttle was ready to fly. 
Four shuttles were made (Columbia ( 1979), Discovery ( 1983), Atlantis ( 1985), 
Challenger ( 1991) and each of them was designed to fly at least 100 missions. 
The first flight with the space shuttle Columbia in 1981 was quite successful. 
But in 1986 one of the shuttles in operation (Challenger) disintegrated shortly 
after its launch killing the crew. It had been the only failed mission till February 
2003 when Columbia disintegrated before landing. So far the launch of the shut
tles has been suspended but they plan to start operating them in the nearest 
future. The space shuttles have flown about one-fourth of their expected life
time and now the scientists are working at making numerous refits and 
design changes to make them safer. 

V. Say if the following statements are true or false. Correct the false state
ments. 

I. Since ancient times people have dreamed of space stations. 2. Space 
stations serve numerous important purposes. 3. The Russians were the first 
to build a space shuttle. 4. Early rockets could be used once only. 5. The shut
tle consists of main engines attached to solid rocket boosters and a fuel tank. 
6. The fuel tank is situated inside the shuttle. 7. The shuttle is a rocket, a 
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spacecraft and an airplane combined. 8. Columbia, Discovery, Atlantis, 
Challenger are operating quite successfully at present. 9. Modern shuttles 
have become safer and more efficient in operation. 

VI. Explain why ••• 

a) space stations are created, 
b) first spaceships were not cost effective, 
c) shuttles were developed, 
d) shuttles are considered a unique means of transport, 
e) shuttles have undergone many refits and design changes. 

VII. April 12 is the International day of Cosmonautics. The first shuttle, 
Columbia, was also launched on April12, 1981. Your friend has just found 
it out and is very surprised. He has come to you for more information 
about shuttles. Answer your friend's questions about the history of shut
tles and explain to him why and how shuttles are constructed. 

VIII. Make a list of ways In which achievements in space engineering may 
be used nowadays and in the future. Compare your list with that of your 
groupmates; 

Further Reading 

I. These words are taken from the text. Use the dictionary to find out their 
meanings. 

awesome, adj 
take off, v 
shut down, v 
aft, adj 
fuselage, n 
remainder, n 
pad, n 

ratio, n 
vapour, n 
nozzle, n 
gimbals, n 
mount, v 
feed, n 
tail, n 

II. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. How much does the shuttle weigh? 
2. What parts does the shuttle consist of? 
3. What fuel do the rocket boosters use? 
4. Why is it impossible to shut down the boosters after they are ignited? 
5. Where are the orbiter's main engines located? 
6. What exhaust gases do the orbiter engines emit? 
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7. How is the forward direction of the rocket controlled? 
8. What does the work of the orbital maneuvering systems'engines 

depend on? 

Ill. Read the text attentively and learn how the shuttle works. 

The launch of a space shuttle is one of 
the most awesome spectacles of our time. 

In order to get into orbit 115-400 miles 
( 185-643 km) above the Earth, the 2,000 
tonne shuttle uses the following compo
nents: 

-two solid rocket boosters (SRB)- crit
ical for the launch; 

- external fuel tank (ET) - carries fuel 
for the launch; 

- orbiter - carries astronauts and pay-
load; three main engines and orbital maneu- space Shuttle I 
vering system (OMS). 

Let's look at these components closely. The SRBs are solid rockets that 
provide most of the thrust (71 %) needed to take off. The SRBs carry rocket 
motors, solid propellant (atomized aluminum), flight instruments, parachutes 
and self-destruction mechanism. As the SRBs are solid rocket engines, once 
they are ignited, they cannot be shut down. Therefore, they are the last com
ponent to light at the launch. 

The orbiter has three main engines located in 
the aft fuselage. They provide the remainder of 
the thrust ( 29 %) to lift the shuttle off the pad 
and into orbit. The engines burn liquid hydrogen 
and liquid oxygen, which are stored in the ET, at 
the ratio of 6: 1. The fuel is partially burned in a 
pre-chamber to produce high pressure by hot 
gases that drive the fuel pumps. The fuel is then 
fully burned in the main combustion chamber 
and the exhaust gases (water vapour) leave the 
nozzle at approximately 6,000 mph I 10,000 
km/h. The rate of thrust can be controlled from 
65 % to 109 % maximum thrust. The engines are mounted on gimbals that 
control the direction of the exhaust, which controls the forward direction of 
the rocket. 

As mentioned above, the propellant (about 526,000 gallons/ 
2 million litres) for the main engines is stored in the ET. The ET is made of 
aluminum composite materials. It has two separate tanks inside, one for oxy-
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gen and the other for hydrogen, separated by an intertank region. The fuel 
flows from each tank through a 17 in. ( 43 em) diameter feed line out of the 
ET into the shuttle's main engines. During the first few shuttle missions, the 
ET was painted white, but this was stopped to reduce the weight. 

The two orbital maneuvering systems' (OMS) engines are located on the 
aft section of the orbiter. one on either side of the tail. These engines are used 
to place the shuttle into final orbit, to change the shuttle's position from one 
orbit to another, and to slow the shuttle down for the re-entry. Either one or 
both of the OMS engines can fire, depending upon the orbital maneuver. 
Now let's put these pieces together and see how the shuttle will lift off! 

IV. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

I. The space shuttle has ... major components. 
• a) three b) four c) five 
2. Most of the thrust (71 %) for the take-off is provided by .... 

a) the rocket boosters b) the orbiter's main engines 
c) the 0 MS engines 

3. The rocket boosters consume solid .... 
a) propeller b) propane c) propellant 

4. As the SRBs cannot be shut down after the ignition they are the 
... component to light at the launch. 
a) first b) next c) last 

5. The orbiter's main engines run on ... oxygen and hydrogen. 
a) solid; b) liquid; c) gaseous 

6. The orbiter's engines burn liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen 
at the ratio of .... 
a) 1:6 b) 6:1 c) 6:1:6 

7. The exhaust gases leave the ... at approximately 6,000 mph f 
10,000 km/h. 
a) nozzle b) aft c) combustion chamber 

8. The external fuel tank is for storing .... 
a) atomized aluminum b) liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen 
c) water vapour 

9. Liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen are stored in ... tanks. 
a) the same b) similar c) separate 

10. The external fuel tank is not painted white · d t th m or er o ... e 
weight. 
a) increase b) reduce c) conserve 

11. The two orbital maneuvering systems' engines are used to ... the 
shuttle for the re-entry. 
a) slow down b) speed up c) shut down 
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V. Complete the table with the data from the text. 

Acronym Component Function 

SRB ... , .. 
ET ... ... 

OMS ... ... 
- orbiter ... 
- ... to provide the thrust 

(29 %), ... 

- gimbals ... 
- ... to control the forward 

direction of the rocket 

- an intertank region ... 

VI. Give a title to the text. 

Activity 

I. Your space shuttle 'Belarus' has just successfully landed and you have 
been asked to give a lecture at the Technical University about the work of 
your shuttle. Describe your previous shuttle flight and show the pictures. 
Be ready to answer the students' questions. 

II. The year 2001 saw an unprecedented event when the first tourist had 
a chance to travel Into space. What do you think about the future of cos
monautics? Discuss this problem with your groupmates. Give your rea
sons. The phrases below will help you. 

- space tourism will develop 
- anybody will have a chance to travel to another planet 
- there will be cities on other planets 
-in schools children will study a new subject "Rules of behaviour in space" 
- we will not have bicycles or cars, everybody will travel in jet aircraft 
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Writing 

1. You have been given the photo (below) and the task to write a short arti
cle for the Day of Cosmonautics. In the article express your opinion on 
the past and the future of space travel. 

"' ... 
. .. ~ .·.· ' .. 



I CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

Grammar Check 

I. Infinitive 

I. Find Infinitives or Infinitive constructions in the following sentences. 

I. I wanted you to help me to weld these two pieces by an electric arc. 
2. He suddenly felt the electrode touch the surface of the workpiece. 
3. Robots are supposed to facilitate people's work. 
4. The short circuit is reported to have caused a lot of damage. 
5. To drive safely it is important to check the brake system regularly. 
6. All this makes me think that it is fascinating to experiment with lasers. 
7. You are likely to spot distant planets if you know about Doppler's effect. 
8. Ecologists would not like CFCs to be used as industrial gases. 
9. The material to be investigated is of great value. 

10. The need to develop stronger alloys forces the experiments to be continued. 

II. Insert to where necessary. 

1. You should ... recharge your car battery directly. 
2. He made me ... use protective clothing during welding. 
3. We would like you ... show us how the actuator works. 
4. The function of a thermometer is ... measure the temperature. 
5 .... obtain an alloy, one must ... mix metals with non-metals. 
6. The distance ... be measured is between these two points. 
7. Professor watched the students ... quench a steel bar in oil. 
8. Don't let children ... play with matches. 
9. Domestic appliances are supposed ... consume plenty of electricity. 

10. It is obviously necessary ... demonstrate the properties of this sub
stance to the researchers. 

Ill. Translate the following sentences into English. 

1. llpH npoae.neHHH .nyroaoM: caapKH, Heo6xo.nHMO npaBIDihHO noJihJo
aaThC.SI HHCTpyMeHTOM H C06JIIO.QaTb TeXHHKY 6eJonaCHOCTH. 2. llp1160p, KQ
TOpbiH H}')KHO HCnOJib30BaTb, HMeeT COBepweHHO HOBYJO KOHCTPYKllHIO. 
3. l.{eJibiO .uaHHoti cTaThH .SIBJI.SJ.eTc.SI onHcaHHe npeHMymecTs HcnoJihJosa
HH.SI 3JieKTpwtecKHx aBTOM06HJieti. 4. TaKa.SI CHCTeMa noJBOJI.SJ.eT reHepHpo-
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B3Tb MOUlHbiH 3JieKT}JHlJeCKHH TOK. 5. BOJMO)I(HO, 3BTOM06IDib HMeeT cepb· 
eJHble noape)l(,neHHR. 6. Coo6maeTCR, liTO 3KcnepHMeHTaJibHhiH MHKpo
cKon pa6oTaeT .nocTaTOlJHO 3<l><l>eKTHBHO. 

II. Participle 

1. Find Participles or Participial constructions In the following sentences. 

I. You have come early. The experiment is still being carried out. 
2. When carried out, the experiment was discussed with great interest. 
3. Being translated into many foreign languages, her works are read with 

great interest all over the world. 
4. Having studied the properties of the alloy the engineer made a report 

on the subject of his research. 
5. The hologram having been made, we switched off the laser. 
6. The results received were of great importance for further investigations 

of artificial stars. 
7. Having been taught by a good teacher, I know Geodesy well. 
8. When burnt, coal produces not only heat but polluting gases as well. 
9. They tried to repair the engine trouble following the instructions of a 

mechanic. 
10. The professor delivering a lecture on nanotechnology mentioned inter

esting facts. 

II. Choose the right option. 

1. The canal CBR3bU:Ja/Otu,uii the two seas is being built now. 
a. having linked b. linking c. linked 

2. The explanation aaHHOe is not complete. 
a. given b. being given c. giving 

3. llpu HazpeBaHuu metals expand. 
a. when heating b. when heated c. when having been heated 

4. Work done, you have fun. 
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a. c.neJiaHHaR pa6ora b. Kor.na pa6ora c.n.eJiaHa c . .n.enaR pa6ory 
5. AHaAu3upyR elements Mendeleev divided them into 9 groups. 

a. studying b. having studied c. studied 
6. lloAy'1u8 good results we stopped the research. 

a. being received b. having received c. receiving 
7. Life existing on other planets is no longer under question. 

a. cymecrsyR b. cymecrsoaasrnaR c. cyw.ecTBYIOLUaR 
8. Being built on time the bridge was opened for public use. 

a. 6y,ny'-111 OOCTpOCHJiblM b. OOCTPOI18 C. CTpORW.11MCR 



9. Having been shown the design I found the fault quickly. 
a. noKa3aB b. noKaJbiBasr. c. nocne Toro, KaK MHe noKa3aJIH 

10. While calculating the speed the student made a mistake. 
a. Bbi'UICJIHIOlUHM b. Bbl'IHCJIHeMhlM C. Bbi'IHCJIHH 

Ill. Translate the following sentences into English. 

1. TipoaepHB 3JieKTpH'IeCKYIO u.enb, OH HalfaJI Ha6JIJOJJ.aTb Ja nOKaJaHHH
MH TipH60pOB. 2. TipH npoae,llemrn HCCJie,llOBaHHi1 Mbl HCOOIIh30BaJTH 3TOT MHK
poCKOn. 3. lloJiylfeHHOe o6opyJJ.OB3HHe yCT3H3BJIHBaJOT B J1.3HHbiM MOMeHT 
8 H3liJeH JTa6opaTOpHH. 4. 3aHHMaSfCb HCCJie,llOBaHHSfMH, OH npHWeJI K Bbi
BO.llY 0 BOJMO)I(HOCTH npHMeHeHHH HOBOrO MaTepHaJia B 3JieKTpOHHKe. 
5. BocnoJTb30BaBWHCh MOIUHbiM na3epoM, Mbi coJJJ.aJIH ronorpaMMY, BHJJ.
HYJO H3JJ.aJieKa. 

III. Gerund 

I. Find Gerunds or Gerundial constructions in the following sentences. 

1. The teacher insists on our coming on time. 
2. We don't know much of the Challenger having failed its mission. 
3. The value of his having discovered natural lasers is not realized com

pletely yet. 
4. The idea of connecting these wires was not mine. 
5. Using renewable resources can significantly reduce the amount of air 

pollution. 
6. I don't mind your reading science magazines in the reading room. 
7. We hear of the up-to-date equipment being bought for your lab. 
8. He was sure of repairing the ignition system without anybody helping 

him. 
9. Exploring other worlds by means of robots soon will become 

a reality. 
10. Seeing is believing. 

II. Choose the right option. 

1. ... heavy units is not easy. 
a. assembling b. assembled c. being assembled 

2. The teacher does not know of the students ... the apparatus. 
a. damaging b. being damaged c. having damaged 

3. New possibilities for ... atomic energy open up. 
a. applying b. having applied c. applied 

4. The projects of ... waste-to-energy plants cause fierce opposition. 
a. constructing b. having constructed c. being constructed 
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5. Instead of ... the old air-filter they replaced it with a new one. 
a. having cleaned b. cleaned c. cleaning 

6. You can improve your work efficiency by ... modern technologies. 
a. applying b. having applied c. applied 

7. What device do taxi-drivers use for ... passengers? 
a. charged b. being charged c. charging 

8. They are talking about the shuttle ... already. 
a. launched b. being launched c. having been launched 

9. He always operates the apparatus without ... safety regulations. 
a. observed b. observing c. having observed 

10. They insist on the short circuit ... 
a. being avoided b. avoiding c. having avoided 

111. Translate the following sentences into English. 

I. CocTaBJ1eHHe HOBOH KOMnhiOTepHoH nporpaMMhi 6hmo HeJ1erKoH Ja
.natteti. 2. PerneHHe ,naHHOH npo6JieMhi HeBOJMO)I(HO 6eJ npose.neHHSI cepHH 
3KCnepHMeHTOB. 3. Bbl MO)I(eTe paCC\IHTbiBaTb Ha TO, \ITO KOMnhiOTep Bbl· 
.nacT saM TOttH)'IO HH<l>opMaU.HIO. 4. Po6oThi cnoco6Hhi BhinOJ1HSITh TIDKe
J1}'10 pa6oTy He ycTasa~. 5. Mbi ocse.noMJieHhi o TOM, ttTo oH cetittac HCCJ1e
,nyeT CBOHCTBa HOBOfO crurasa. 

IV. Reported Speech 

I. Correct mistakes and translate the sentences into Russian. 

I. They announced that the new vehicle will be widely used in the future. 
2. The article said that rain forests are badly damaged by acid rains. 
3. She asked Denis if when the Science Museum had been opened in 

London. 
4. We are all interested is there life on Mars. 
5. The student answered that he never heard of the Doppler effect. 
6. The student was asked that to enumerate advantages of personal com-

puters. 
7. I was interested if were actuator robots more mechanically efficient. 
8. They wondered why were those devices made of quenched steel. 
9. The engineer said to us not to touch the wire while the power was on. 

10. Can you tell me how does a power plant generate electricity? 

II. Choose the right option. 

1. It was reported they ... their research 2 days before. 
a. had carried out b. would carry out c. carried out 
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2. The inventors were interested who .. .finance the further research. 
a. would b. will c. -

3. The miners did not know what ... the explosion. 
a. causes b. caused c. had caused 

4. She asked how often ... in various scientific projects. 
a·. did you participate b. you did participate c. you participated 

5. The instructor advised us ... driving during rush hours. 
a. to avoid b. that we avoided c. avoid 

6. They were certain they would win the race. 
a. BbUlfpaJIH b. BbUlrpaiOT C. BbH1rpbiBaiOT 

7. He said the devic.e needed no improvement. 
a. He H}')K)J.aeTCH b. He H}')K)J.aJICH C. He 6y.n.eT H}')K)J.aTbCH 

8. That article said that the hail had damaged many cars. 
a. nospe.n.HT b. nospe)l(.n.aeT c. rrospe.n.M 

9. We were asked if we believed in artificial and alien intelligence. 
a. rrosepHM JIH b. aepi1JIH JIH c. aepHM JIH 

10. They wanted to know ... the fault had been found. 
a. - b. if c. who 

Ill. Tran~late the following sentences into English. 

1. OH cKa3aJI, qTo 3TH IlJlacTHHbi .n.enaiOT 113 JaKaJieHHoi1 cTaJIH. 2. KaK 
Bbl .LJ.}'MaeTe, "lfTO Bbi3BaJIO .LJ.aHHbiH 3Q>Q>eKT? 3. 0HH IlOJ-fHTepeCOBaJIHCb, 
3KcrrepMMeHTHPYIO JIM H co crrnaaaMH. 4. YqeHbie o6'bHBI11IH, qTo c noMOI..l.lhiO 
6HOTeXHOJIOfl.fi1 OHM C03.LI.aJIM HOBbiM CBep:xnpO'llibiM MaTepHaJI, CBOHCTBa KOT~ 
poro OHH cei1yac HJyYaiOT. 5. Coo6w.aJiocb, 'iTO cyw.ecTayeT B03MO)I(HOCTh 
C03.LJ.aHHH HCK}'CCTBeHHOfO pa3y-Ma. 

Translation Check 

Choose one of the paragraphs and translate it in writing. Use the dic
tionary if necessary 

1. Bomb Buster. The Mini-Androsis is 
used by bomb squads across the country to 
locate and dispose of bombs. About three 
feet long, the Mini-Androsis looks some
thing like a small armoured tank with eight 
wheels on four 'legs' that extend for climb
ing stairs. Its movable arm can lift objects 
weighing up to 15 pounds and place them 
in bombproof boxes. Detachable acces-
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sories allow the Mini-Androsis to break windows, to see in the dark, and to 
defuse or detonate bombs directly, either by blasting them with water, firing 
at them with a shotgun, or placing other smaller bombs nearby. 

2. There is a lot of debate at present about the best way of disposing of the 
domestic waste we generate. In the past it was dumped in holes in the ground -
old quarries and sand or gravel pits. Such landfill sites are limited in number. 
They also have to be prepared and managed carefully to prevent chemicals 
from the waste polluting underground water, streams and rivers. Where 
organic waste is disposed of to landfill and then decomposes it is known to 
produce methane gas, with explosive consequences. What are other options 
for waste disposing? Alternatives to landfill are generating less waste, recy
cling (including not only useful materials such as tins, paper and glass but 
also organic matter that can be composted) and burning waste. 

3. Burning domestic waste in order to reduce its amount and to release use
ful energy is being much discussed today. A lot of such waste-to-energy plants 
proposed across the UK are causing strong opposition. The engineers de
veloping and managing these plants work within much tighter guidelines and 
restrictions than was once the case. Although recycling is uncontroversial and 
many people support well-organized schemes, there is concern about the 
potential dangers of such power stations. The Environmental Protection 
Agency has published a report on problems arising from incinerating waste. 
It claimed that such projects were perhaps more dangerous than it was 
thought. One person's waste-to-energy plant is another's incinerator. 

4. Making high-quality alloy products is a complex process including many 
stages. 

a) Quenching is defined as rapid 
cooling by placing in oil or water, of 
a metal object from the high tem
perature at which it is shaped. This is 
usually done to maintain mechanical 
properties that will be lost with slow 
cooling. Quenching is commonly 
applied to harden steel objects. On 
the contrary, tempering is known as 

heat. treating of metal alloys, particularly steel, to impart specific properties. 
~or mstance, heating hardened steel to 752°F ( 400 °C) and holding it for a 
time before quenching in oil decreases its hardness and brittleness and pro
duces s~rong and tough steel. Quench-and-temper heat treating is applied at 
~any different cooling rates, holding times, and temperatures, and is a very 
Important means of controlling the properties of steel. 
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b) Casting is the process of pouring molten metal 
into a mold, where it solidifies into the shape of 
the mold. The process was well established in the 
Bronze Age, when it was used to form bronze pieces 
now found in museums. It is particularly valuable for 
the economical production of complex shapes, rang
ing from mass-produced parts for automobiles to 
one-of-a-kind production of statues, jewelry, or mas
sive machinery. Most steel and iron castings are 
poured into silica sand. For metals of lower melting 
point, such as aluminium or zinc, molds can be made 
of metal or of sand. 

5. Home-made Electricity? Two wires of different metals (e.g. iron and 
copper), an alcohol I gas flame and an earphone are needed for the experi
ment. Try connecting the wires to the earphone and rubbing their ends in the 
flame. This will let you hear sounds caused by a small electric current being 
produced in the heated wires. Can you explain how it works? Each metal has 
its own natural rate for losing electrons. The contact being made, heat forces 
a more active metal to loose some electrons from its surface to a less active 
metal. This transfer of the electrons is the electric current. Try putting the 
ends of the wires into salt water and rubbing them together while in the solu
tion. This will allow electricity to be produced, not by heat but by chemical 
action. 

6. Natural infrared lasers are very rare in space. However, it was reported 
that a powerful ultraviolet laser beam, several million times brighter than our 
Sun, shooting toward Earth from a super-hot 'death star' located 8,000 light
years away had been observed with NASA's Hubble Space Telescope. The 
astronomers identified a gas cloud acting as a natural ultraviolet laser, near 
the huge, unstable superstar called Eta Carinae- one of the most massive and 
energetic stars in our Milky Way Galaxy. The ultraviolet laser in Eta Carinae 
shines in the same way as artificial optical lasers and similar, microwave 
devices called masers. The discovery will provide scientists with a new tool for 
studying how monster interstellar lasers actually work. 

Writing 

a) Read these advertisements below and choose the one you like most. 
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Design Engineer 
We are a long established large engineering company specializing 

in mechanical equipment and require to appoint 
a design engineer for our design office. The applicant should be 
aged between 24-36 and must have a sound and practical engineer
ing background. He/ She should have experience in lorry attach
ments and conveyor systems; must be able to work on his/her own 
initiative and be very active. This is an extremely responsible posi
tion with good prospects for further advancement. 
Please reply in own handwriting with your CV to: 
Minsk Tractor Works 
29 Dolgobrodskaya street 
220668 Minsk, Belarus 
tel/fax: 2272166 

Quality Engineer 
The Instrument-Making Plant now 
has an opening for a Quality Engineer 
to take full responsibility for ensuring 
quality-related activities. 
Educated to at least BA degree level in 
mechanical engineering, experience in 
quality improvement in instrument
making industry will be a distinct 
advantage. A working knowledge of 
problem-solving techniques is essen
tial. There will be excellent opportu
nities for career development as the 
company continues to grow. 
To apply, please send a CV to: 
Sergei Levashov, 
Instrument-Making Plant 
31 Kulman street 
220310 Minsk, Belarus 

Deadline is Friday April 25 

~------------------------

Analyst Programmer 
Salary $ Negotiable 
A growing company requires 
an analyst programmer with at 
least two years' "C+" or "Java" 
expenence. 
You will need excellent inter
personal and communication 
skills and be able to work effec
tively as a member of a team. 
We offer an attractive range of 
benefits and prospects to our 
employees, including life assur
ance, permanent health insur
ance and the company car. 
Apply in writing enclosing 
your CV to: 
Alexey Petrov 
IBA 
10 Yakub Kolas Sq. 
220015 Minsk, Belarus 

b) Write your CV and a letter of application for the post you've chosen. 
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I SUPPLEMENTARY READING 

TEXT 1 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. Is the function of the car very complicated? 
2. What fearures affect the car design today? 
3. How does the Hy-wire differ from the conventional car? 
4. Why is there no engine compartment in the Hy-wire? 
5. Where is all the equipment positioned? 
6. How is the Hy-wire operated? 
7. What are the major problems of the Hy-wire to be solved in the near 

future? 

II. Read the text attentively for more details about the unusual car. 

How GM's Hy-wire Works 

Cars are very complicated machines 
with an incredibly simple job of turning 
wheels. The overall function of the car 
being so basic, does it actually need all 
those complex heavy devices? Most 
likely, a lot of us will be driving radical
ly different vehicles within 20 years. 

Two basic elements dictating car GM's sedan model Hy-wire 
design are the internal combustion 
engine and mechanical and hydraulic linkages. The defining feature of the 
Hy-wire is that it has neither of them. The engine is replaced with a fuel cell 
stack, which powers an electric motor connected to the wheels. A computer
based drive-by-wire system substitutes the linkages. 

These changes result in a very different car - and a very different driving. 
There are no pedals, no steering wheel and no engine compartment. In fact, 
all the equipment moving the car is housed in an 11-inch-thick aluminium 
chassis at the base of the car. The main computer in the chassis sends elec
tronic signals to the motor control unit to vary the speed, the steering mech
anism to maneuver the car, and the braking system to slow the car down. 
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Everything above the chassis serves 
only to driver control and passenger 
comfort, but the coolest thing in this 
design is the possibility to switch from a 
van to a sports car just by replacing the 
car body. 

The driver's control unit (X -drive) 
looks like a video game joystick having 
two ergonomic grips, to the left and 

right of a small monitor replacing an instrument panel and giving you a rear 
view from video cameras (in place of mirrors). Buttons on the controller 
let you switch easily from neutral to drive to reverse, and a starter button 
turns the car on. As it doesn't directly drive any part of the car, the X-drive 
controller can be moved freely in the passenger compartment. A second 
monitor provides stereo, climate control and navigation information. 

There are rio ideal cars as yet. Safety is a big concern with drive-by-wire 
cars since electrical failure means the total loss of control. The other burning 
issue is developing energy-efficient methods of supplying hydrogen for the 
onboard fuel-cell stacks. Assuming that GM can tackle the major fuel and 
safety issues satisfactorily, the highway will see some major changes within 
the next few decades. 

Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. The simple job of the car consists in .... 
a) turning wheel; b) showing video-film; 
c) having complex devices. 

2. The major characteristic of the Hy-wire design is the absence of .... 
a) the internal combustion engine; c) both. 
b) mechanical and hydraulic linkages; 

3. The driving system operated by the computer receiving and sending 
electronic signals is also known as a ... system. 

a) 'fly-by-wire'; b) 'drive-by-wire'; c) 'fuel cell'. 
4. The main computer is installed ... the passenger compartment. 

a) in; b) under; c) above. 
5. Speed, mileage and fuel level information are available to the driver .... 

a) on the monitor of the X -drive; b) on a video camera; 
c) on the instrument panel. 

6. The Hy-wire is started by .... 
a) pushing a button on the X-drive; b) turning a grip; 
c) observing the monitor. 
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7. While operating the Hy-wire you do not use your .... 
a) hands; b) feet; c) head. 

8. To mass-produce the Hy-wire car General Motors will have to solve the 
problems of .... 

a) passengers; b) highways; c) safety and fuel supply. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

Zero-pollution Cars 

The electric car is an environmen
tally friendly alternative to gasoline
powered vehicles. It performs like a 
conventional car with one important 
difference - it is nearly silent and pol
lution-free. The electric car is propelled 
by an electric motor powered from a 
controller, which in its turn gets its power from rechargeable batteries. 
However, the batteries need replacement every 20,000 miles. Fuel cells solve 
the battery problem. 

A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device that converts 
hydrogen and oxygen into water, producing electricity and heat in the 
process. Unlike a battery, you can continually recharge a fuel cell by adding 
chemical fuel - hydrogen from an onboard storage tank and oxygen from the 
atmosphere. The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) seems to be 
one of the most promising technologies. A single fuel cell produces about 0. 7 
volts. To get this voltage up many separate fuel cells are combined to form a 
fuel cell stack. 

Zero-pollution cars are also designed to run on compressed air using the 
concept of the steam engine. Liquid nitrogen stored at -320 oF serves as the 
propellant for the LN2000's cryogenic engine. Air moving around the 
vehicle heats the liquid nitrogen to the boiling temperature and causes it to 
turn to gas pushing on the engine's pistons. The only emission being nitro
gen (which makes up 78% of the atmosphere}, the air-compressed car fully 
justifies the name of its manufacturer - Zero-pollution Motors. 

TEXT 2 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. When was the first flying car designed? 
2. What models of flying cars have already been designed? 
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3. What speed can the Skycar develop? 
4. Is the Skycar fuel-efficient? 
5. What is a 'fly-by-wire system'? 
6. How does the CityHawk differ from the Skyrider? 
7. Why are flying cars designed as an alternative to road cars? 

11. Read the text carefully and say what you have learnt about the new 
breed of cars. 

Flying Cars 

Just a decade and a half after the 
Wright Brothers took off in their air
plane over the plains of Kitty Hawk, 
N.C., in 1903, other pioneering men 
started dreaming of a flying car. The 

_:7~l~ ~~~~:.p~8~~ ~:::. ~:'!~i'!!t;:p~= 
~~~lii~~·~"':. failed. Numerous flying cars are being 
invented today. Moller's latest project, the Skycar M400, is designed to take 
off and land vertically, like a Harrier Jet, in small spaces. Having a range of 
900 miles, it will cruise at around 350 mph with the top speed of 400 mph 
using petrol, diesel. alcohol, kerosene and propane as fuel. The fuel mileage 
of the Skycar will be comparable to that of a medium-sized car, getting 20 
miles to the gallon. To make the Skycar safe and available to public, it will be 
completely controlled by computers using the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) satellites- a so-called 'fly-by-wire system'. In an emergency the vehi
cle will release a parachute and airbags, internally and externally, to cushion 
the impact of the crash. The cost of a Skycar is estimated to be $60,000 if 
mass-produced. 

MACRO Industries' SkyRider X2R will use the same fly-by-wire system 
to safely transport passengers. Drivers will simply get in, turn on the power 
and enter the address or phone number of the desired destination, with the 
SkyRider doing the rest. MACRO said that the system would be fully auto
matic, but allowing some manual control. Commands will be entered just by 
telling the car what you want it to do. 

Similarly to Skycars and Sky Riders, City Hawks also take off and land ver
tically. However, there are some key differences. The CityHawk will be pow
ered by fans driven by four internal combustion engines. This number of 
engines will allow the vehicle to land even if one of the engines is lost. The 
CityHawk will have cruising speeds of 90-100 mph. The car is likely to be 
used as an air taxi, for news gathering and for traffic control. 
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The mass availability of flying cars can be very scary. Yet, if proper safe
guards observed, flying cars will not only cut rush hours and traffic jams, but 
also they will allow us to Jive hundreds of miles farther from work and still 
make it to the office in no time. 

Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

I. The Wright Brothers' invention started the idea of flying .... 
a) horse carts; b) airplanes; c) cars. 

2. The first developments of flying cars in the early 1900s were .... 
a) surprising; b) ineffective; c) successful. 

3. The Skycar takes off and lands .... 
a) vertically; b) horizontally: c) spirally. 

4. Without refuelling the Skycar can fly ... miles. 
a) 350; b) 400; c) 900. 

5. The Skycar uses as much fuel as ..... 
a) the Harrier Jet; b) a medium-sized car; c) a GPS satellite. 

6. The function of the Skyrider is .... 
a) to safely transport passengers; b) to sky fight; 
c) to control traffic. 

7. The CityHawk will be propelled by .... 
a) funs; b) fans; c) fins. 

8. Flying cars will create problems of .... 
a) traffic jams and rush hours; b) safety; 
c) moving away from polluted cities. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

A New Form of City Transport? 

Just don't call it a high-tech scooter! The Segway is 
the world's flrst self-balancing human transporter. It is quite 
stable on two wheels and runs on ordinary household 
electricity at the speed of 12 mph having the range of 15 
miles. Four major elements of the Segway include the 
wheel and motor assembly, the sensor system, the circuit 
board brain and the operator control system. Balancing 
is controlled by a solid-state silicon gyroscope* system, 
which passes all tilt information to the two electronic 
controller circuit boards comprising 10 on board micro
processors, which in total are three times as powerful as 
a typical PC. Their function is to adjust the speed of sev
eral electric motors according to the stability informa-
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. 
tion. The motors, powered by a pair of rechargeable nickel metal hydride 
(NIMH) batteries, can tum each of the wheels independently at ~ariable 
speeds. When th,e vehicle leans forward or backward, the motors spm both 
wheels forward or backward accordingly to keep from tilting over. When the 
rider operates the handlebar control to turn left or right, the motors spin one 
wheel faster than the other, or spin the wheels in opposite directions, so that 
the vehicle rotates. The machine is unlikely to replace the car but it is a supe
rior option for the city. 

*A basic gyroscope is a spinning wheel inside a stable frame. A spinning object 
resists changes to its axis of rotation. As the point of applied force moves along with 
the object itself, it ends up applying force on opposite ends of the wheel - the force 
balances itself out and the gyroscope maintains the stable position. 

TEXT 3 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

I. What is a car? 
2. Does the car have many applications? 
3. What did the mass production of cars result in? 
4. Is the car an efficient means of urban transportation? 
5. What problems has the car caused? 
6. How do environmentalists suggest improving transportation? 
7. What fuel will the cars run on in the future? 

II. Read the text attentively to learn more about the questions the cars 
pose. 

Cars: Passion or Problem? 

For many people, cars are more than a convenient form of transportation; 
they are a source of passion and pleasure. Yet cars can also be a source of 
many problems. 

In 1903, Ford Motors became the first to mass-produce cars. This made 
the car available to large numbers of people. It has brought people much clos
er to places of work, study, and entertainment. Many people also work in car
related industries: fixing cars, washing cars, advertising cars and selling car 
products such as stereos and cellular phones. 

Many Americans buy a new car every six years. In fact, there are more 
cars than people in the United States. In New York City, 2.5 million cars 
move in and out of the city each day. In this traffic, the average speed is 
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sometimes 8.1 miles per hour. This speed 
could be easily reached by riding a horse 
instead of driving a car. , 

Environmentalists dream of turning 
parking lots into parks and replacing cars 
with bicycles. They insist on developing 
public transportation and point out that it 
saves fuel and does not damage the environ- The 2ooo Honda Insight hybrid 
ment that much. Many people around the electric car 
world are unhappy with car traffic and pol-
lution but they cannot imagine their life without driving. 

Still, there is an important question that must be answered: What kind of 
fuel will be used when gasoline is no longer available? To solve this problem, 
car companies in Korea, Japan, Europe, and the US develop electric cars that 
will not require gasoline at all. · 

The electric car is not a new idea. Being pollution-free, quiet and easy to 
start, it had a success with women in the 1900s. But gasoline-powered cars 
were faster and soon became much more popular. In the 1970s, when there 
were serious problems with the availability of oil, car companies began to plan 
for a future without gasoline again. 

Today's new interest in the. electric car is partly related to a passion for 
speed and new technology. In 1987 a solar-powered car won a 2,000-mile race 
in Australia. Air-compressed cars, fuel cell cars, flying cars are currently under 
development. However, the importance of cars will not decrease, no matter 
how they change in the future. 

Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. The major function of the car is to serve as .... 
a) a means of transportation; b) a source of entertainment; 
c) a source of problems. 

2. The mass production of cars made the cars .... 
a) large; b) practical; c) available. 

3. The New Yorkers move at approximately 8.1 mph because they .... 
a) like horse riding; b) are not in a hurry; 
c) stop in traffic jams. 

4. Environmentalists object to .... 
a) replacing cars with bikes; b) polluting the environment; 
c) developing public transportation. 

5. The topical question of the day is .... 
a) what fuel will replace gasoline; b) how much fuel will cost; 
c) when electric cars will appear. 
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6. Electric cars are being developed because conventional fuel will soon 
become .... 

a) expensive; b) unavailable; c) inefficient. 
7. Electric cars lost popularity in the 1920s because they were .... 

a) pollution-free, quiet and easy to start; b) slow; 
c) driven by women. 

8. Even if the cars totally change in- the future, their importance will 
not .... 

a) increase; b) decrease; c) change. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

Why Bicycle? 

A public bus trip here in Greifswald costs 1.50 Euro, the taxi is much 
more expensive. And it is environmentally dangerous! (Don't forget that 
Germany is one of the 'greenest' countries in Europe). Maybe that's why 
most people here prefer a healthy, pollution-free, cheap and convenient vehi
cle- the bicycle. Indeed, it's as difficult to imagine Greifswald without this 
kind of 'public transport' as it is hard to imagine this city without students! 

The bicycle in Greifswald is a dream of every newcomer. Some of them 
are lucky to obtain it from their friends, but there are still those who are sadly 
looking at the daily bike traffic along the streets and go to their workshops 
on foot. According to unofficial statistics here in Greiswald every person has 
a bicycle or even two. It's as natural as eating sausages for breakfast. The ave
rage commercial price of an average make of a bicycle is around 200 Euro. 
The average price of a stolen bike at the local 'black market' is much lower -
30- 50 Euro. Here you even have a chance to buy your own bike, stolen last 
week, though already coloured from pink to blue. If you even don't have a 
Ferrari, having a new 'Adventure' (probably one of the best makes of a bicy
cle in Greifswald), sounds quite cool. 

P.S.: One thing that every owner of a bike ought to remember: LOCK 
IT!!! 

TEXT 4 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What is bicycle riding compared to? 
2. What forces make the bicycle fall over? 
3. What force prevents you from fallil~g when cornering? 
4. How is riding 'hands off possible? · 
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5. Why is a slowly moving bicycle stable? 
6. How does the bicycle rider balance? 
7. What should we consider in order to make the bicycle stable and easy 

to ride? 

11. Read the text attentively to learn more about bicycle riding laws. 

Riding a Bicycle 

Why is riding a bicycle so much easier 
than tight-rope walking if in both cases you 
are in contact with the ground through 
two very small areas? This is how physi
cists explain it. 

The bicycle doesn't stay up on its own. 
It falls over under the influence of the 
weight (mg) acting vertically downwards 
through the centre of mass and the reac- - -
tion (R) from the ground acting vertically castor 

upwards. Some extra forces to keep the bicycle up are clearly needed. 
Steering into the direction of fall makes the bicycle travel in a curve. The 

resulting centrifugal force experienced by the bicycle and the rider pushes 
them upright again, so correcting the fall. This simple theory of balancing 
explains why the bicycle cannot be ridden with the front fork locked. 
However, it does not explain why it is possible to ride 'hands off. 

The rotating wheel is observed to be much more stable than the station
ary wheel as spinning stabilizes the motion due to the conservation of angu
lar momentum. Also, the precession of the front wheel automatically steers 
even the riderless bicycle to keep it upright. 

At slow walking speed the gyroscopic forces are definitely too weak and 
riding is controlled by the steering geometry of the bicycle concerning the 
head angle (the angle of the axis of rotation with the ground) and the fork 
rake (it shows the relations of the wheel axle and the rotation axis). They 
control tw~ important features to do with the bicycle stability. The first is the 
castor of the front wheel showing how far the point of contact with the 
ground is behind the steering axis. It determines how strongly steering is self
centering and stable. The second feature is the lowering of the centre of 
mass by means of turning the handlebars. 

This addition to the theory of balance works as follows. As the bicycle 
begins to overbalance while moving, the handlebars automatically turn in the 
direction of lean to lower the potential energy. This makes the bicycle travel 
in the right sort of curve to correct the lean. The castor of the front wheel 
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stops the handlebars from turning too far and forces them to straighten up 
when the bicycle is upright again. A combination of centrifugal force, gyro
scopic action and correct steering geometry gives us a stable bicycle that is 
easy to ride. 

111. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. Tight-rope walking is ... bicycle riding. 
a) much easier than; b) as easy as; c) more difficult than. 

2. The bicycle falls over under the influence of .... 
a) the center of mass; b) mg and R; c) some extra forces. 

3. The centrifugal force pushes the rider .... 
a) towards the centre; b) away from the centre; 
c) along the circle. 

4. The front fork locked .... 
a) causes the centrifugal force; b) makes riding impossible; 
c) improves your balance. 

5. Angular momentum and gyroscopic action make the bicycle .... 
a) stable; b) rotating; c) stationary. 

6. At slow walking speed the stability of the bicycle is controlled by .... 
a) gyroscopic forces; b) the head angle and the fork rake; 
c) the handlebars. 

7. The negative castor means that the bicycle is .... 
a) very unstable; .1?) super-stable; c) lying flat on the ground. 

8. Handlebars are used to .... 
a) increase the potential energy; b) raise the centre of mass; 
c) correct the lean. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

castor 
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Bike Extremes 

Understanding how a bicycle balances allows 
us to design the two extremes - an unridable 
bicycle and a super-stable bicycle. The first will 
have a very steep head angle and an enormous 
fork rake (a). This ensures a negative castor and 
the centre of mass rises when the handlebars are 
turned towards the lean. That is, the handlebars 
will try to turn in the wrong direction when the 
bicycle leans over. This bicycle is very difficult to 
ride. All your skill is needed just to stay upright, 
and you certainly couldn't ride hands off. 



Just by reversing the design we could also make a super-stable bicycle. All 
we need is a small head angle combined with a negative fork rake as seen in 
picture (b). This bicycle is so stable that it will travel riderless until it almost 
stops. However, it is awful to ride. It is too stable to be steered in any direc
tion desired and only an inert rider with no balancing reflexes and no sense 
of direction would be happy on such a machine. 

The bicycles we normally ride are between these two extremes. For a bicy
cle to be maneuverable, it should not be too stable, but for safety and ease of 
use, it should not be unstable. Cycling connoisseurs get their frames hand
made to their own measurements. You can see now how steering geometry 
will affect the feel and the handling of the bicycle. 

TEXT 5 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What is the carbon content of steel? 
2. How does adding carbon influence the properties of steel? 
3. How is tool steel produced? 
4. Why are thick tools often soft inside? 
5. What drawbacks do carbon steel tools have? 
6. Do cooks use knives and other cutlery made of strong carbon steel? 
7. In what ways is the quality of steel improved? 

II. Read the text attentively to learn more about the developments in steel 
making. 

Steel Quality 

In order to understand tool quality, remember that steel is basically iron 
with a carbon content of 1. 7 percent or less. Adding carbon makes the metal 
harder, but also more brittle, less malleable and less resistant to stress and 
shock. As tools differ, steel is matched with a suitable carbon content for 
each tool. 

Tool-quality steel must have at least 0.6 %of carbon content. This insures 
that the steel can be heat-treated. Traditionally, heat treating involves heating 
the metal to about 1,350 °F and then plunging it in to cool water. This abrupt 
cooling technique, called quenching, changes the carbon particles in the 
metal into hard carbide crystals. Heat treating produces a hard edge on tools. 
However, it only penetrates about 1/8" into the metal and thick tools retain 
a soft center. 
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Obviously, the quality of each tool depends on the skill of the smith, but 
many old tools are still in use today. These 'water-hardened steel' tools are 
made of carbon steel and hold a very keen edge. Yet, they have two serious 
drawbacks. These tools tend to rust easily and to lose their temper and edge 
at high temperatures: e.g. carbon-steel drill bits will dull quickly when used in 
an electric drill; a carbon-steel turning chisel, for use on a lathe, loses its edge 
when subjected to the friction of the rotating wood. 

In order to make better steel, metallurgists experiment with various alloy 
ingredients. For example, adding tungsten or molybdenum results in high
speed steel resisting a great heat build-up. When buying drill bits, be sure to 
look for ones made of high-speed steel. Chromium and nickel make steel 
stainless or rustproof. Early stainless steel knives had one major drawback 
however; they could not hold a sharp edge the way carbon steel knives could. 
Chefs and serious cooks preferred carbon steel knives (even though they 
were prone to rusting) for this reason. Metallurgists gradually improved the 
quality of stainless steel having developed a grade for cutlery that is rust
resistant and can hold a keen edge. 

In addition to creating alloys, manufacturers also improve the techniques 
of steel making. They have developed special heat-treating ovens and slow
quenching methods so that temper and hardness could be accurately con
trolled. 

Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. Basic steel contains ... 1. 7 percent of carbon. 
a) exactly; b) no more than; c) no less than. 

2. Steel with a high carbon content is .... 
a) hard and brittle; b) malleable; c) shock and stress resistant. 

3. Different tools are made from steels with ... carbon content. 
a) the same; b) different; c) similar. 

4. Heat treating produces a hard edge on tools as a result of carbon .... 
a) heating; b) quenching; c) crystallizing. 

5. 'Water-hardened ' or carbon steel tools have the advantage of being .... 
a) wear-proof; b) rustproof; c) temperature-proof. 

6. The best drill bits are likely to be made of ... steel. 
a) carbon; b) stainless: c) high-speed. 

7. Earlier chefs and serious cooks preferred carbon steel knives because 
they were .... 

a) sharp; b) rusty; c) stainless. 
8. The new techniques in steel making aim at .... 

a) creating special heat-treating ovens; 
b) developing slow-quenching methods; 
c) controlling temper and hardness accurately. 
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IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

The Rims of Steel 

Ancient metal smiths realized that tools would last longer if the hard shell 
could somehow be inserted in the core of the metal. In Damascus they deve
loped the technique of folding the metal again and again, then hammering it 
into a solid piece of laminated steel. This method was so successful that 
Damascus steel became prized throughout the ancient world. The lamination 
technique was perfected to manufacture samurai swords and continues today 
in tool making in Japan. However, the Damascus process took time. Each 
piece had to be tested for quality and there were many rejects. The process 
was eventually replaced by a less complicated technique. The smith shaped 
the tool, heated it in the forge, and then quenched it. By carefully limiting the 
thickness of the tool, the blacksmith could create a tool with the right com
bination of toughness and hardness. 

Are modern tools superior to those of past generations? In general yes, 
but there are cheap exceptions. Such tools are case-hardened so that the hard 
exterior is only a fraction of an inch thick. When the tool is sharpened, the 
hard exterior is ground off; and the tool cannot hold an edge. Some tools 
look like stainless steel, but they are only nickel-plated. As soon as the plat
ing wears off, the tool begins. to rust. You get what you pay for. When it 
comes to tools, it pays to buy good quality products. 

TEXT 6 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What is weathering? 
2. What are the main chemical weathering processes? 
3. Are there any chemical weathering agents more active than pure water? 
4. How does hydrolysis work? 
5. Can limestone dissolve in pure water? 
6. What role does water play in weathering? 
7. What form of weathering is dominant in the desert areas? 

II. Read the text attentively and say what new things you have learnt 
about weathering. · 

Weathering 
Weathering is the general term used to describe the breakdown and altera

tion of materials near the Earth's surface into products that are more in bal-
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ance with the physical and chemical conditions experienced there. No rock 
material can escape the impact of weathering. 

Considering the processes that alter rock at the Earth's surface, we usu
ally distinguish chemical and physical weathering, with water playing the 
major role. The main chemical processes include solution, hydrolysis, car
bonation, oxidation and chelation. 

Solution is the process in which minerals simply dissolve in water. It is con
trolled by the amount of water available and the solubility of material. 
Although some minerals will dissolve in pure water, the weak acids formed 
when certain substances (e.g. sulphur dioxide) dissolve in water are more effec
tive weathering agents- remember acid rains! 

Hydrolysis describes the direct reaction between water and a mineral in 
which the material is replaced by hydrogen from water. 

Carbonation occurs as follows. Small quantities of carbon dioxide can be 
dissolved by rainwater to form weak carbonic acid. Additional carbon dio
xide can be picked up as water drains through the soil. Carbonic acid is a 
very effective solvent of carbonate-rich rocks such as limestone, which are 
only slightly soluble in pure water. 

Oxidation of iron, common in most rock minerals, creates characteristic red
dish weathering profiles. 

Biological processes (e.g. the decomposition of plant matter) can eXtract 
metal cations that would otherwise be insoluble. This process is called chelation. 

The chemical processes involved in rock breakdown are complex, but the 
dominant factor is the supply of water. In desert environments chemical 
weathering is limited by the lack of available moisture. 

Physical, or mechanical, weathering involves changing in volume of with
in the rock mass causing the pressure release, which normally results in 
breaking off blocks of the rock. It is evident that physical and chemical 
weathering processes are closely interrelated. 
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Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. Weathering is the process of breaking and ... materials near the Earth's 
surface. 

a) creating; b) changing; c) developing. 
2. Weathering influences ... rock materials. 

a) all; b) some; c) no. 
3. Solution, hydrolysis, carbonation, oxidation and chelation are ... weath

ering processes. 
a) physical; b) chemical; c) mechanical. 

4. Acid rains are the result of ... of certain gases in water. 
a) solution; b) chelation; c) hydrolysis. 

5. Carbonic acid is a very effective solvent of .... 
a) carbon; b) rocks; c) limestone. 

6. Reddish weathering profiles are produced by the oxidation of .... 
a) sulphur; . b) iron; c) carbon-rich rocks 

7 .... is the main component of all chemical weathering processes. 
a) solution; b) balance; c) water. 

8. Physical, or mechanical, weathering normally results in ... pieces of 
rock. 

a) breaking off; b) pressing; c) releasing. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

The Influence of Weathering 

Given that all the rocks are heading towards breakdown, weathering 
poses a number of opportunities and problems for humans. The breakdown 
of rock material is essential for the operation of other processes at the 
Earth's surface. Weathering produces materials, which are then transported 
by rivers, rain or wind. It also releases minerals from rocks, which are essen
tial in the soil formation. The layer of altered rock created by weathering 
(termed regolith) contains various minerals that can be concentrated to 
become economically workable for mining. Bauxite deposits, which are a 
major source of aluminium ore, are created by tropical chemical weathering. 
At the same time weathering can create problems for human activity, espe
cially through the damage it causes to building materials. The conservation of 
our architectural heritage requires action against the effects of weathering. In 
natural landscapes too, weathering can impose hazards, particularly where it 
is responsible for· weakening rock so that it becomes dangerous. And yet, 
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although the 'breakdown' may imply a negative impact but in fact we~th~ring 
is the adjustment of materials to more stable states. As such, weathenng IS an 
essential link in the cycle of Earth surface materials. 

TEXT 7 

1. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. What qualities are given to spiders in legends? 
2. What are the properties of spider silk? 
3. How is the super-strength of spider silk proved? 
4. What is silk made of? 
5. Where do spiders obtain amino acids? 
6. Is the structure of the cobweb homogeneous? 
7. Why is the spider's spinning technique environmentally friendly? 

11. Read the text attentively to learn more about the secrets of spiders. 

Spiders' Webs 

In myths and legends, spiders and their silk webs 
have equally fabulous properties. Today scientists are 
trying to solve the secrets of spider silk. Their dis
coveries may eventually lead to the biosynthesis of a 
new generation of materials. 

Spider silk has extraordinary properties. The web 
of the garden spider is so fine that we only see it 
when covered with dew. However, the threads of spi
der silk are estimated to be much stronger than steel 
threads of identical thickness. Experimenting proves 
that if the web were scaled up, with threads as thick as a 

pencil, it would be certain to stop a Boeing 747 in full flight. The cobweb is not· 
only strong; it is also able to absorb the energy of the flying object without giving 
it back. If they did, the web would behave like a trampoline. Instead the recoil is 
buffered by a mechanism built into the fibre. Engineers could make very good us~ 
of a fibre with such amazing qualities. The secret must lie in the structure of silk. 

Silk is a protein. Its molecules are·made up oflong chains of amino acids 
covalently linked together. Spiders are known to feed on insect protein, 
which they break down by digestion to amino acids used in the synthesis of 
silk. Each particular protein has a unique sequence of amino acids. Some 
chains of protein form nanocrystals making silk fibres smooth and strong. 
Between the crystals, other lengths of the protein chain form a mass of coils 
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making the web soft and rubbery in order to stretch and absorb the energy of 
an impact. 

Chemists envy the spider's spinning technique because, unlike the 
processes for making artificial fibres. it is environmentally friendly. Kelvar, 
the high-tech fibre used in body armour, is spun from concentrated sulphuric 
acid heated almost to the boiling point. By contrast, spider protein produced 
as a water jelly by the glands inside the spider is somehow turned into a 
water-insoluble fibre at the temperature of the spider's surroundings. Besides, 
the web being broken easily, the spider often has to create a new one. Always 
efficient, it recycles the protein by eating the old silk and proposing 
researchers another mystery to be solved. 

Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. The secrets of spider silk .... 
a) have fabulous properties; b) haven't been solved yet; 
c) are kept well. 

2. Spider silk has extraordinary properties of being .... 
a) fine and invisible; b) strong and non-resistant; 
c) like a trampoline. 

3. Steel threads are ... spider silk threads. 
a) as strong as; b) much stronger than; c) far less stronger than. 

4. The web does not behave like a trampoline because .... 
a) it absorbs the energy of an impact; 
b) it can stop a Boeing 747 in full flight; 
c) it is made of protein. 

5. Spider protein consists of .... 
a) dead insects; b) silk; c) amino acids. 

6. The web is a complex structure of nanocrystals combined with .... 
a) amino acids; b) coils; c) flying objects. 

7. The function of a disorderly mass of coils is to make the web .... 
a) strong and shiny; b) absorb the energy of the impact; 
c) tangled. 
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8. The spider's ability to produce silk at the temperature of its surroundings 
and to recycle the web later proves its spinning techniques to be .... 

a) very mysterious; b) artificial; c) environmentally friendly. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary If necessary. 

Bios ilk 

The demand for super-strong materials forces scientists to imitate Nature. 
They found out that biotechnology made synthetic silk protein possible. 
Research proved that a synthetic gene with the blueprint for a silk protein 
could be inserted into the genome of a bacterium. The gene of the spider 
Nephila clavipes was used because this silk is unusually strong. It was expect
ed that the bacteria with that gene would make silk protein. The bacteria 
were reported to be cultured in a fermenter where they grew and multiplied, 
producing large amounts of silk protein. However, to form a fibre the silk pro
tein had to be dissolved and spun. 

As the production of milk and silk are basically similar, there is also the 
possibility of obtaining silk from transgenic goats. Researchers are known to 
have recently transferred the synthetic silk-producing gene to the milk-pro
ducing cells of a goat. The silk protein dissolved in goat milk is likely to be 
easier to spin into fibre than that produced by bacteria. 

The question is how soon the scientists will invent an efficient method of 
spinning silk. It was predicted long ago that if biosilk became a reality it 
would fmd many uses including bullet-proof vests, commercial fishing nets, 
tethering satellites. Have you any other ideas? 

TEXT 8 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. When and where was paper invented? 
2. How did the invention of paper influence the development of the 

mankind? 
3. Does paper have any advantages over computers!? 
4. Are there any disadvantages of using paper? 
5. What is the objective of creating E-Ink? 
6. How does E-Ink beat current display technology? 
7. Will environmentalists mind applying E-Ink on a large scale? 

II. Read the text attentively and say what new things you have learnt 
about E-lnk. 
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E-Ink - A Revolution in Information Technology 

With a world full of electronic displays made with liquid crystals, light-emit
ting diodes and gas plasma, you probably don't think of paper as being a revo
lutionary display technology, but the Chinese invention of paper in 105 A.D. for
ever changed the way the world communicates. Without it, books might still be 
printed on silk rolls, making literacy an expensive skill. It would be nearly impos
sible to live one day without coming into contact with paper in some form. This 
year, for example, the world will consume an estimated 280 million tons of 
paper. 

For nearly 2,000 years, ink on paper was the only way to display words 
and images, and it still beats computer displays when it comes to portability 
and price. Paper also doesn't require an external power supply. Yet it does 
have some limitations: once printed on paper, words cannot be changed with
out at least leaving some marks, and it is also difficult to carry around a large 
number of books. 

Scientists are developing a revolutionary technology that could replace 
paper, called electronic ink. It will allow you to carry a whole library in one 
book. E-Ink technology aims at creating a digital book that can type-set itself 
and that readers could leaf through just as if it were made of regular paper. 
Such a book could be programmed to alternate between up to 10 books 
stored on the device. Just as electronic ink could radically change the way we 
read books, it could change the way you receive your daily newspaper. Simply 
pressing a button on the delivery computer will simultaneously update thou
sands of electronic newspapers each morning. 

E-Ink has several advantages over current display technology, including: 
low power usage, flexibility and readability. Electronic ink uses 50 to 100 
times less power than liquid crystal displays because it only needs power 
when changing the display. E-Ink can be printed on any surface, including 
walls, product labels and T-shirts. You will soon be able to change your digi
tal wallpaper by sending a signal to the electronic ink painted on the walls. 
Another advantage electronic ink has over traditional computer displays is its 
readability. It looks more like printed text, so it's a lot easier on the eyes. And 
it saves trees by cutting the demand on paper! 

Ill. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. The invention of paper changed the world communication by making 
books .... 

a) expensive; b) available; c) impossible. 
2. For nearly 2,000 years words and images were displayed by means 

of .... 
a) ink and paper; b) portable computers; c) books. 
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3. E-lnk technology will eventually create .... 
a) paper; b) newspapers; c) a digital book. 

4. The digital book will look like .... 
a) a computer display; b) a common book; c) a silk roll. 

5. Liquid crystal displays consume ... E-lnk. 
a) more energy than; b) less energy than; 
c) as much energy as. 

6. Electronic ink needs power in order to .... 
a) change the display; b) alternate between the books stored; 
c) show pictures. 

7. Digital wallpaper, T-shirts and glass prove E-Ink to be .... 
a) energy-efficient; b) readable; c) flexible. 

8. Good readability of E-Ink means that the text is .... 
a) harmless for the eyes; b) easy to understand; 
c) weighs very little. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

How Electronic Ink Will Work 

Electronic ink is a new material that will have far-reaching impact on how 
society receives its information. This patented material is processed into a 
film for integration into electronic displays. The principal components of 
electronic ink are millions of tiny microcapsules, about the diameter of a 
human hair. Each microcapsule contains positively charged white particles 
and negatively charged black particles suspended in a clear liquid. 

Cross-Section of Electronic-Ink Microcapsules 
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When a negative electric field is applied, the white particles move to the 
top of the microcapsule where they become visible to the user. This makes 
the surface appear white at that spot. At the same time, an opposite electric 
field pulls the black particles to the bottom of the microcapsules where they 
are hidden. By reversing this process, the black particles appear at the top of 
the capsule, which now makes the surface appear dark at that spot. To form 
an E-Ink electronic display, the ink is printed onto a sheet of plastic film that 
is laminated to a layer of circuitry. The circuitry forms a pattern of pixels con
trolled by a display driver. These microcapsules are suspended in a liquid 
'carrier medium' allowing them to be printed onto any surface, including 
glass, plastic, fabric and even paper. In the long run, electronic ink may have 
a multibillion-dollar impact on the publishing industry. 

TEXT 9 

I. Scan the text to find answers to these questions. 

1. How many planets of the solar system are invisible to the naked eye? 
2. What planets were discovered last? 
3. What are the two methods of spotting distant planets today? 
4. Are the stars fixed? 
5. Why do stars wobble? 
6. What is the Doppler effect? 
7. What is the problem with the newly-discovered planets? 

11. Read the text attentively to learn more about space exploration. 

Discovering New Worlds 

Nine planets of our solar system orbit 
round the Sun, six of them being visible to 
the naked eye. To see the other three 
(Uranus, Neptune and Pluto) you need a 
telescope, and you need to know where to 
point it. The two outermost planets were 
discovered because of the effect of their 
gravitational pull on the orbit of Uranus. 
From the speeding up and slowing down of 
Uranus, astronomers could work out 
where the unseen planets were. 

Now the gravitational pull of planets on stars has allowed us to find giant 
planets in orbit around stars far from this solar system. Think about a large 
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planet orbiting close to the star. Both 
move around, the planet following a 
large circle, with the star moving in 
a smaller circle. Both turn around their 
common centre of gravity. This causes 
the star to wobble slightly in space. 

How can this help in spotting a new planet? A distant star is moving 
towards us for half the time and moving away for the other half. This has an effect 
on the light we receive from the star. As the star moves towards us, its light waves 
are compressed, shortening their wavelength so that they look bluer ('blue shift'). 
As it moves away, its waves are stretched out and look redder ('red shift'). This 
is the Doppler effect observed for any form of wave. Identifying a star, the fre
quency of whose light shifts back and forth along the spectrum, first t<:>wards blue 
and then towards red, the scientists interpret this as showing that the star is wob
bling in its orbit, as a result of the gravitational pull of a large planet. 

Distant planets are almost impossible to see, as they do not shine by their 
own light. However, they reflect the light of their star. Moreover, moving 
around its orbit such a planet will periodically block the star's light giving the 
scientists more proofs of its own existence. 

There is a problem with the newly-discovered planets. They seem to be 
massive. Their orbiting around the stars at high speed means that they are 
very close·to the stars, and therefore very hot. Our ideas of how planets form 
do not fit very well with this. Jupiter-sized planets are expected to be gassy giants, 
far from their stars, where it is cold enough for gases such as carbon dioxide and 
ammonia to freeze solid. The theorists have some explaining to do. 

Ill. Choose the correct variant to complete the sentences. 

1. Six planets of the solar system are visible .... 
a) through a telescope; b) without a telescope; c) with a laser. 

2. Neptune and Pluto were discovered due to .... 
a) the invention of a telescope: b) their influence on Uranus; 
c) the skill of astronomers. 

3. Scientists do not look for ... in order to spot a distant planet. 
a) laser flashes; b) wobbling stars; c) blocked star light. 

4. The star being orbited by a large planet is .... 
a) fixed; b) shining brightly; c) wobbling. 

5. The 'blue shift' means that the star moves .... 
a) around its gravity center; b) away from us; c) towards us. 

6. The pitch of the police siren becoming lower (the sound waves are 
stretched out) means the police car moving .... 

a) around you; b) away from you; c) towards you. 
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7. Distant planets are difficult to spot as they do not .... 
a) shine; b) reflect the light of the star; 
c) block the star's light. 

8. According to our theories of planet formation giant planets must be .... 
a) fast and hot; b) massive and gassy; 
c) cold and far from their star. 

IV. Translation Check. Use the dictionary if necessary. 

Life Beyond? 

Planets beyond the solar system are known as 
exo-planets. In 1999 British astronomers reported 
they had detected a reflected light of a giant exo
planet orbiting the star Tau Bootis, 50 light years 
away, using the William Hershel Telescope in the 
Canary Islands. 

When astronomers look at the light coming 
from distant exo-planets, they hope to find signs of 
life. They use a diffraction grating to split the light 
up into its different wavelengths - in other words 
they make a spectrum. From this, they can identi
fy the elements present. In the 19th century it was argued that we would 
never be able to discover what stars are made of. However, examination of 
the spectra of light from stars soon showed that they were made of the same 
elements as those on the Earth, mostly hydrogen and helium. 

The Earth is different from the other planets in the solar system. Its 
atmosphere contains oxygen, and that shows up in its spectrum. Oxygen is a 
sign of life as most plants and animals need it for breathing. But the Earth's 
atmosphere has not always contained oxygen. It is estimated to have been 
around only since the first algae produced it by photosynthesis, 2.5 billion 
years ago. So oxygen isn't simply a sign that life could exist on a distant planet
it is a sign that it almost certainly does exist. Astronomers are still looking. 
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I ACTIVE VOCABULARY 

Unit 1 

accountant. n 6yxra.TITep 
architect, n apXHTeKTop 
be, v 6biTb 

to be afraid of sth 6oSITbCSI "'ero-JI. 
to be good/bad at sth xopomo/ 
llJTOXO pa36HpaTbCSI B "'eM-JT. 
to be tired of sth/ sb ycTaTh OT 
qero-JT./Koro-JT. 
to be busy with sth 6biTb JalliiThlM 
"'eM-JI. 
to be surprised at sth Y.U.HBJTSITbCSI 
"'eMY-JT. 
to be impressed by sth/sp 6hiTb no.u. 
Bne"'aTJieHHeM OT "'ero-JT./ KOfO-JT. 
to be bored with CKYY.aTh OT 
to be fed up with 6biTb ChiThiM no 
ropJio oT 
to be interested in HHTepecoBaThCSI 
to be fond of mo6HTh 
to be crazy about cxo.rr.HTh c yMa no 
to be proud of rop.rr.HTbCSI 
to be eager CHJlbHO ( OI.JeHh, CTpaCTHo) 
)l(eJiaTh 
to be in the 1st (2nd, etc.) year 
6biTb Ha nepBOM (BTopoM, ... ) KYpce 

carpenter, n nJTOTHHK 
chemist, n XHMHK 
department, n <PaKYJibTeT, OT,UeJiem1e 

correspondence department 
3aOl.JHOe OT,UeJTeHHe 

economist, n 3KOHOMHCT 
electrician, n 3.rieKTPHK 
engineer, n HWKeHep 
engineering, n TeXHHKa, KOHCTpYJ1pO

BaHHe, CTPOHTe~bCTBO 
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civil engineering rpa)I(.IJ.aHCKoe 
CTJ)OHTeJTbCTBO 
mechanical engineering MalllHHo
cTpoeHHe 
power engineering 3HepreTw-IecKoe 
CTJ)OHTeJThCTBO 
electrical engineering 3JieKTpoTex
HwrecKoe CTpOHTeJTbCTBO 
electronic engineering 3JieKTJ)O
HHKa 

freshman, n nepBOKYPCHHK 
graduate, n BhrnycKHHK 
joiner, n CTOJTSip 
junior, n TpeTheKYpCHHK 
mathematician, n MaTeMaTHK 
mechanic. n MexaHHK 
metrologist, n MeTpoJTor 
physician, n TepaneBT 
physicist, n cPH3HK 
postgraduate, n MarHcTpaHT, aciTHpaHT 
senior, n cTy.rr.eHT nocJie.rr.Hero KYPCa 
sophomore, n BTOPOKYPCHHK 
student, n cTy.rr.eHT 

Unit 2 
Section A 

also, adv TaK)I(e 
alternator, n reHepaTop nepeMeHHoro 

TOKa 
although, adv XOTSI 
as TaK KaK 
axis (axes. pi), n OCh 

horizontal axis ropHJOHTaJihHaSI OCb 
vertical axis sepTHKaJibHaSI OCb 

charge, v 3a piDKaTb( CH) 



recharge, v nepe3apiDKaTb( cSI), 
llOBTOpHO 3ap.IDKaTb 
discharge, v pa3piDKaTbCSI( CSI) 

choose, v Bbi6HpaTb 
draw, V pHC08aTb, qepTHTb 
enough, adv .n;ocTaTOlfHO 
evenly, adv paBHOMepHO, O.IJ;I1HaK080 
fast, adj 6biCTpbiH; adv 6biCTpO, 'laCTO 
graph, n rpa<t>HK, .n;HarpaMMa 
indication, n noKaJaHHe 
investigate, v HJYliaTh, Hccne.n;o8aTb 
label, v noMeqaTh, oTMe'laTb 

move, v .rumraTb( cSI), nepe,n;8HraTb( cH) 

number, v HYMepooaTb 
operate, V npH80.IJ;HTb(CS1) 8 ,ll;8IDKe

HHe,ynpaBnSITb(CS1), pa6oTaTb 

operation, n pa6oTa; Mam . .n;ei1cT811e, 

(TeXHOJIOfH'IeCKaSI)OnepaUHSI 

panel, n naHeJib 
record, v 3affiiiCbl8aTb, perHCTpHpo8aTb 
repair, v 'IHHHTb 
slowly, adv Me.IJ.TieHHO 
solve, v pemaTb 

to solve problems pemaTh npHMepbr 
strong, adj CHJibHbiH 
tum, v 8pa~aTb( CSI) 
variable, n nepeMeHHaSI (8eJIHlfHHa) 

dependent variable 3a8HCHMaSI 
nepeMeHHaSI 
independent variable He3a8HCHMaSI 
nepeMeHHaSI 

Section B 

accelerate, v pa3rOHSITb, ycKo-
pSITb( CSI) 

amount, n 8eJIW:IHHa, KOJIH'IeCT80 
carry OUt, V 8blnOJIHSITb, np080.IJ;HTb 
circuit, n uenb 

clip, n 3a)K11M, KJieMMa 
crocodile clips 3a)KJ1Mbl mna 
"KpOKO.IJ;HJI" 

conductor, n npo80.IJ;HHK 
connect, v coe.n;HHSITb 
decrease, v }'MeHbmaTb( cst) 
definite, adj onpe.n;eneHHbiH 
determine, v onpe,n;eJISITh 
electricity, n 3JieKTpH'IeCTBo 
flow, V Tellh; n llOTOK 
increase, v yoeJIHlfH8aTb( cH) 
lead, n npo8o.n; 
look for, v HCKaTh 
multimeter, n MYJihTHMeTp 
observe,v Ha6mo.n;aTh 
prepare for, V fOT08HTbCSI K 
probe, n ~yn 
range, n .n;uana3oH, HHTep8an, 

npe.n;en 
resistance range .n;uana30H 
(H3MeHeHHSI)COllpOTHBJieHHSI 

relationship, n OTHoweHMe 
resistance, n conpornBJieHHe 
switch, n nepeKmollaTeJib 

switch function selector 
nepeKJIJOlfaTeJih <I>YHKllHH 

unit, n 3JieMeHT, e.n;HHHUa 
value, n 3HalfeHI1e, 8eJIHlfHHa, 

noKa3aTeJih, lfHCJio 
voltage, n HanpiDKeHHe 

Unit 3 
Section A 

accept, v npHHHMaTh; .n;onycKaTh, 
npH3Ha8aTh, cornaLUaTbCSI 

access, n .n;ocTyn 
to have access to HMeTb .n;ocryn K 

according to, prep cornacHo, 8 co
oTBeTCT8HH C 
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accurately, adv TO"'HO 
add, V CKJUl)lbiBaTb 
available, adj .llOCTyrrHbiH; MMeJOI.UMH

CH D pacnOpH)f(eHMM 
calculation, n Bbi"'MCJieHHe 

to do calculations npoHJBO.llMTb 
Bbi"'HCJieHHH 
calculating machine ycTpoucTBO 
.D.llH BbllJHCJieHMH 

communicate, v coo6maTh, nepe.nasaTh; 
OfilUaTbCH 

compile, V KO~tnHJIMpOBMTb 
compile a programme cocTaBJI.SITb 
nporpaMMY 

CPU (Central Processing Unit) 
QeHTpaJibHbiH npoQeccop 

data, n ,naHH.bie, Q>aKTbl, HHQ>OpMaQHSI 
decision, n pemeHMe 

to make a decision npHHMMaTb 
pemeHMe 

define •. v onpe.neJISITb, ycTaHaBJIMBaTb 
JHa"'eHue 

display, V B.biBO):{MTb ):{aHHbie Ha 
3KpaH; n .n11cnneu 

divide into, v .neJIMTh 
drive, n ):{MCKOBO):{ 
dull, adj CJcy"'HbiH; MOHOTOHHbiH 
embrace. v BKJIJO"'aTb, JaKJIJO"'aTb B 

ce6e. co.nep)f(aTb 

employ, V npMMeHHTb, J.1CTIOJib30BaTb 
encoding, n Ko.nuposaHue 
fail, V TIOBpe)f(,J:{aTbCH, BbiXO):{MTb M3 

CTpOH, OTKa3biBaTb 
floppy, n fM6KMH (MafHMTHbiH) ):{MCK 

floppy disc rH6KMH .UHCK 
hardware, n annapaTHoe o6ecnet.IeHMe 
input, n soo.n 
keyboard, n KJiaBMaTypa 
make Up, V COCT3BJIHTb, KOMIIJieKTO

BaTb 
memory, n naMHTb 
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mouse, n Mbillib (ycmpoiicmBo yKa-

3aHuR) 
multiply, V YMHO)f(aTb 
network. n Bbi"'MCJIMTeJibHaH ceTb 
output, n B.blBo.n 
OWing to, prep no npM"'MHe, 

BCJie)lCTBHe, 6Jiaro,napH 
peripheral. n nepM¢epMi1Hoe 

yCTpOHCTBO; adj nepHQ>epMUH.biH 
permanent. adj nocTOSIHHbiH, 

HeMJMeHHbiU, ):{OJifOBpeMeHHblH 
powerful, adj CHJibHbiH, MOfY"'MU, 

MOlUHbiH 
precisely, adv TO"'HO 
primarily, adv npe)f()le scero, 

rJiaBHblM 06paJOM 
process, v o6pa6aTbiBaTb 

to process information o6pa6aThi
BaTb MHQ>OpMaQMJO 

processor, n npou:eccop 
remain, V OCT383TbCSI, npefibiBaTb B 

npe)I(HeM COCTOSlHMM 
replace, v JaMeHSITh, 3aMemaTb 
screen, n 3KpaH 
software, n nporpaMMHoe o6ecne

lJeHue 
storage, n 3anoMMHaHMe; xpaHeHMe 

storage device ycTpOHCTBO 
XpaHeHMSI MHQ>OpM3U.J.1J.1 

store. v xpaHMTh 
subtract, v Bbi•JuTaTb 
SUpply, V TIOCT3BJISITb, ):{OCT3BJISITb, 

):{383Tb; n TIOCT3BK3 
transmit, V OTTipaBJISITb, TIOCbiJiaTb, 

nepe.nanaTb 
user, n noJibJOBaTeJib 
with the help of c noMOI.UhJO 

Section B 
advantage, n npeuMymecTBO 
basic, adj OCHOBHOH 



branch, n oTpacnb, oeTBb 
branch of industry OTpacnb npo
MbilllJieHHOCTH 
branch of science oTpacnb HayKH 

capability, n BOJMO)I(HOCTb, cnoco6-
HOCTb 

capable, adj cnoco6HbiH, 80JMO)I(HbiH 
come OUt, V 8blXO,llHTb, ll05lBJHITbCH 
concept. n noHHTHe. u.ueH, o6mee 

npe.ucTaoneHue, KOHu.enu.uH 
consume, v noTpe6nHTb, pacxo.uooaTb 
contain, v BMew.aTh, co.uep)l(aTb n ce6e 
COUnt, V llO,llCI.JHTbiBaTb, CI.JHTaTb 
deal with. v paccMaTpHBaTb oonpoc. 

HMeTb .neno ( c lleM-11.) 
depend on, v Ja8HCeTb OT 
develop, v paJBH8aTb, paJpa6aTbiBaTb, 

COJ.IJ.aBaTb 
development, n paJ8HTHe 
devise. v COJ.Ua8aTb, paJpa6aTbi8aTb 
disadvantage, n He.uocTaToK 
frame, n paMa, Kopnyc 
general-purpose, adj yfUf8epcanbHbiH 
generation, n noKoneHHe 
go on doing sth npo.noiDKaTb .nenaTb 

l.JT0-11. 
improve, v YllYl.JlllaTb 
in comparison with, prep 8 cpaoHeHHH c 
intelligent, adj yMHbiH 
invent, v HJo6peTaTb, cOJ,lla8aTb 

invent the abacus HJo6pecTH ci.JeTbi 
invention, n 113o6peTeHI1e 
inventor, n H3o6peTaTellb 
link, V CBH3bl8aTb, COe,nmuiTb; n CBH3b; 

coe.uuHeHHe 
occupy, v JaHI1MaTb (npocmpaHcm«o) 
power, n CllOC06HOCTb, BOJMO)I(HOCTb, 

MOlli.HOCTb 
reduce, v yMeHblllaTb, CHIDKaTb 

reduce possibility yMeHblllHTb 
8epORTHOCTb 

remarkable, adj JaMeliaTellbHbiH, 
Y.UHBHTellbHbiH 

save, v coxpaHRTb, 6epetib, cnacaTb 
save time 3KOHOMHTb BpeMR 

Unit 4 
Section A 

actuate, V npHBO,llHTb 8 .IJ.eHCTBHe; 
JanyCKaTb; BKllfO'IaTb 

actuator, n npHBO.ll, HcnollHHTellb
HbiH MeXaHHJM 

advance, n ycnex, nporpecc, YJIY"I-
llleHHe 

although,· adv XOTR 
apply, V npi1MCHRTb, ynoTpe6nRTb 
bend, v cru6aTb(cs:r), HJrw6aTb, rH}'Tb 
capacity, n BOJMO>KHOCTb 
carry, v HeCTH, nepeMemaTb, nepe

HOCHTb 
cause, V Bbl3biBaTb, npHBO,llHTb 

(K lleMy-11.) 
complex, adj CJlO)I(HbiH, TPY.llHbiH 
create, v coJ.uaoaTb 
degree, n cTeneHb 
discover. v OTKPbiBaTb 
discovery, n OTKpbiTHe 
essential, adj He06XO,llHMbiH, BCUKHbiH 
even, adv .ua)l(e 
experience, n onbiT pa6oTbi 
extend, v yoellHtJHBaTb( cH), pacnrrH

oaTb(cs:r) 
field, n c<f>epa, o6nacTb ( ucCJleiJotJa

HliR, npuMeHeHUJl) 
in the field of B o6nacTH 

force, n cWia, ycWIHe 
gear, n MeXaHHJM, YCTpOHCTBO, npH-

6op 
industrial, adj npOMbllllJICHHbiH 
manipulator, n MaHunyns:rTop 
muscle, n MYCKYll, MbilllUa 
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pick up, v no,nHHMaTb, no.n6upaTb 
place, v noMemaTb, ycTaHawmoaTb; n 

MeCTO, OpOCTpaHCTBO 
plant, n Jaoo.n. ct>a6puKa 
production, n npOH3BO,UCTBO, H3f0· 
TosneHue;npo.nyKUH~ 

production line npouJoo.ncTBeHHaSI 
nHHI1~, TeXHOnOfH'·IeCKaSI nHHH~ 

provide, v npe.nocTaBnSITb, o6ecne~m-
saTb 

recently, adv He.nasHo 
reduce, v }'MeHhlllaTb, CHH)KaTb 
robotics, n = robot engineering 

po6oTocTpoeHue, po6oToTex
HW-JecKaSI DpOMbilllneHHOCTb 

sequence, n cep11~. nocne.nosaTenb
HOCTb, p~.n 
sequence of operations cepuSI one
pau.m1 

series, n p~.n. cepuSI 
spring, v np}')KJ1HHTb; n np}')KHHa 
straighten, v BbiDpSIMJISITb, pa3ru6aTb 
Stretch, V paCT~fHB3Tb( C~). H3TSirHBaTb 

Section B 

achieve, v .nocTuraTb 
achievement, n .nocTIDK.eHue 
begin, V H3Y.HH3Tb 
certain, adj onpe.neneHHbl.H 
COnsist of, V COCTOSITb 113 

effector, n HcnonHHTenbHbiH opraH 
end effector pa6oY.u.i1 opraH 
(po6oma) 

efficient, adj 3cPQleKTHBHbiH, ,neHCT
BeHHbiH 

finish, v JaKaHY.HBaTb 
grip, n 3aXBaT, 3aXBaTHOe ycTpOHCTBO; 

V 3aXBaTbJBaTb 
gripping device JaxBaTHoe ycTpoi1-
CTBO 
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handle, V COpaBnSITbCSI, BbiDOnHSITb 
hazardous, adj onaCHbi.H 
install, V ycTaHaBnHBaTb, MOHTHpOBaTh 

to install equipment ycTaHasnMBaTh 
o6opy.nooaHMe 

monotonous. adj MOHOTOHHbiH 
motion, n .LJ.BIDKeHMe 
put, V DOJIO)I(HTb; DpHBO)J.HTb 

to put into operation npMBO,[{HTh 
B ,[{eHCTBHe 

relieve, v o6nerl.faTh, ocna6JIHTb, 
yMeHblllaTb 

repetitive, adj 6e3 KOHU.a llOBTOpSIIO· 
mu.HcSI, CKYY.Hbi.H 

research, n uccne.nosaHMe; 113Yl.feHMe; 
H3blCKaHHe 
to carry out research BhiDOJIHHTh, 
npOBO)J.HTh 113hiCKaHHSI 
research work Mccne.noaaTeJihCKasr 
pa6oTa 

sensor, n ,[{aT'-IMK; 'lf}'BCTBHTeJlhHbiH 
31IeMeHT,ceHcop 

start, V Ha'-IMHaTb 
switch on, v BKniO'lfaTh 
switch off, v BbiKnl011aTh 
widen, v pacrnupSITb( cSI) 

to widen one's possibilities 
pacrnMpMTb B03MO.>KHOCTM 

Unit 5 
Section A 

accelerator, n aKcenepaTop, ycKOpM
Tenb 

brake, n TOPM03 
brakes {p/) TOpM03HaSI CHCTeMa 

burn. v ropeTb, cropaTb 
carburettor, n Kap6IOpaTop 



chamber, n KaMepa; OTCeK; OT.D.enemte 
combustion chamber KaMepa cro
paHHSI 

chassis, n ['Jresi]-sing, ['Jresiz]-p/ 
WaCCH 

combustion, n cropaHHe, C)f(HraHHe 
internal combustion engine .D.BH
raTeJib BHyTpeHHero cropaHHSI 

compose, n cocTaBmiTb 
compress, v C)I(}IMaTb, no.D.BepraTb 

C)f(aTHIO 

drive, V BeCTH, ynpaBJISITb; npHBO.D.HTb 

B .D.BIDKeHHe; n npHBO.D., nepe.D.a1.Ja 
equip, v o6opy.D.oBaTb, ocHamaTb 
feed, v noJJ..D.ep)I(HBaTb; cHa6)1(aTb 

(mOMUBOM, Boaou, Cbtpbi!M), llHTaTb 
gear, n nepe.IJ.a1.Ja, wecTepHSI 
ignite, v soJropaTh( cSI); Ja)I(HraTh( cSI) 
intake, n nocTynn:eHHe, npHTOK; 

BllYCKHOe ycTpOHCTBO 
air intake B03.IJ.YX03a6opHHK 

locate, v paJMemaTb, pacnonaraTh 
mix, V CMeWHBaTh; nepeMeWHBaTb 
piston, n nopweHh 
pump, n Hacoc 

fuel pump TOllllHBHhiH Hacoc 
refer to, V OTHOCHThCSI. K 
separate, adj OT.D.eJihHhiH 
situated, adj pacnoJIO)I(eHHhiH 

be situated pacnonaraTbCSI 
steering, n pynesoe ynpasneHHe 
suspension, n no.D.BecKa 

independent suspension HeJaBH
CHMaSI llO.D.BeCKa 

system, n CHCTeMa, KOMlllleKC, ycTa
HOBKa 
automatic braking system CHCTeMa 
aBTOMaTWieCKOfO TOpMO)f(eHHH 
fuel system TOllllHBHaSI. CHCTeMa 
lubrication system CHCTeMa CMaJKH 
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cooling system CHCTeMa ox.na)K.IJ.e
HHSI 

tank, n 6aK; UHCTepHa 
fuel tank TOllllHBHbiH 6aK 

venturi, n Tpy6Ka BeHTYPH 

Section B 

adjust, V HaCTpaHBaTb, peryJIHpOBaTb 
arise, V B03HHKaTb, llOSIBJISITbCSI 
attention, n BHHl\taHHe 

pay attention to o6pamaTh BHH
MaHHe Ha 

comfortable, adj Y.D.06HbiH, KOM¢op
Ta6eJihHbiH, YIOTHhiM 

considerably, adv 3Ha1.JHTeJihHO 
construct, v CTPOHTb, coopy)l(aTb, 

KOHCTp}'MpOBaTb 
design, v npoeKTHposaTh, paJpa6a

TbiBaTb, KOHCTpyHpOBaTb; n npoeKT, 
pa3pa60TKa,KOHCTPYKUHSI 

detect, v o6Hapy)I(HBaTh 
distance, n paccTOSIHHe 
ensure, v o6ecne1.msaTb, rapaHTHpo

BaTh 
feature, n npHJHaK, CBOHCTBO, xapaK

TepHaSI oco6eHHOCTh, xapaKTepHaSI. 
1.-1epTa 

feed, V llO.IJ.aBaTb, llHTaTb, CHafi)l(aTb 
gasoline, n 6eHJHH 
gearbox, n Kopo6Ka nepe.IJ.a1.J, Kopo6-

Ka CKOpOCTeH 
highway, n MarHcTpanh 

automated highway aBTOMaTH3Hpo
BaHHaSI MafHCTpaJib 

in time, adv sospeMSI 
introduce, V BHe.IJ.pSITb, BBO.D.HTb 
monitor, v KOHTpo;mposaTh, 

ynpaBJISITb 
passenger, n nacca)I(Hp 
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place, v noMew.aTb; pa3Mew.aTb; 
n MCCTO, OpOCTpaHCTBO 

power, v cHa6)f(aTb 3HeprneH:, 
npnso,nHTb s nencTBne 

respond, v pearnposaTb, cpa6aT&I

saT& 
space, n MeCTO, DpOCTpaHCTBO 
stability, n CTa6H1lbHOCTb, YCTOWIH-

BOCTb, CTORKOCTb, npO'-IHOCTb 

steam, n nap 
successful, adj ycneiiiHbiH, y.na'-IHbiH 

unless, prep ecnn He, noKa He 
workload, n Harpy3Ka 

Unit 6 
Section A 

acoustic, adj a~cycTn'-leCKHH 
acoustic system a~cycTH'-IecKaSJ 
CHCTeMa 

cab, n Ka6nHa 
cleanliness, n oqncTKa 
condition, n ycnosne 

under good condition npn xopo
IIIHX YCJIOBHSIX 

COntrol, n KOHTpOJib, CHCTeMa ynpaB-
JieHHSI, pbl'-lar ynpaBJieHHSI 

demand, v Tpe6osaT&; n Tpe6osaHne 
due to, prep 6naro.nap.R 
enable, v .nasaTb B03MO)f(HOCT& 
enhance, v ysenwmsaT&, noB&IIIIaT& 
exist, V C}'I..UeCTBOBaTb 

filter, n Q>HJI&Tp 
oil filter MacnoQ>IDI&Tp 
climate control filter Q>HJI&Tp KJIH
MaTn'-lecKoro KOHTpOJlSI 

flat, adj ITJlOCKHH 
illustrate, v HJIJifOCTpHpoaaTh, no

HCHHTh 
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incorporate, v BHe,np.RTh, BBO.llHTb, 
ycTaHaBJIHBaTb 

involve, v BKJIJO'-IaT& B ce6SJ: 
level, n yposeHb 
light, n ~BeT, Q>apa 

work light Q>apa 
maintain, v o6cJiy)KHBaTb, co,nep.>KaTh 

B HCnpaBHOCTH, nonnep)J(HBaTh B 
XOpOIIIeM COCTOSIHHH 

manufacture, v npon3BO.llHTb, n3ro
TOBJISJ:Tb, o6pa6aTbiBaTh 

mount, v ycTaHaBJIHBaTh, co6npaT&, 
MOHTHpOBaTb, KpenHTh 

noise. n IIIYM 
Opportunity, n B03MO)f(HOCTb 
outstanding, adj Bhi,llaJOmnuc.R, 3Ha-

MeHHTbiH 
performance, n npon3BO.IJ:HTeJI&HOCTh, 

<f>YHKUHOHHpOBaHne, 3Q>Q>eKTHB
HOCTh 

productivity, n npo.IJ:YKTHBHOCTh, npo-
H3BO.llHTeJihHOCTb 

protect against, v JamnmaT& oT 
purpose, n u.en& 
quality, n Ka'-leCTBO 

high quality BbiCOKOe Ka'-leCTBO 
low quality HH3KOe Ka'-leCTBO 

refmement, n YJIY'-IIIIeHne, (y)cosep-
IIIeHCTBOBaHne 

reliable, adj Hane)I(HhiH 
require, v TPe6osaTb 
requirement, n Tpe6osaHne 

to meet requirements cooTseTCTBO
BaTb Tpe60BaHHSIM 

specifications, n TeXHnqecKHe xa
paKTepncTnKn 

time-consuming, adj OTHHMaJOw.nH. 
MHOrO BpeMeHH 

torque, n BpaiUaiOIUHR MOMeHT, Kpy
THIUHti MOMeHT 

transmission, n npnso.n, Kopo6Ka ne
pe~a'-I,TpaHcMnccnH 



truck, n rpy3osoi.:f aBTOM0611.1Ib, (rpy-
30BaSI) TeJie)I(J(a 

trust, V .llOBepSITb 
wear, n H3HOC 
works, n 3aso.u 

Section B 

casing, n KO)K}'X, qexon, Kopnyc 
changer, n nepeKJIJOl.JaTeJib, Mexa

HH3M CMeHbl ( UHCmpyMeHnt06, 6aJI

K0611 T. n.) 
fiXture, n npwcnoco6neHwe, apMaTypa 
lathe, n TOKapHbiM CTaHOK 
machine, n cTaHOK 

cylindrical machine U111111H.llPHl.Je
cmi.:f CTaHOK 
prismatic machine npH3Mamtiecmti 
CTaHOK 
milling machine ¢pe3epHbii.:f cTaHOK 
drilling machine csepJI11.1IbHbii.f 
CTaHOK, 6ypHJibHaSI MaiiJHHa 
grinding machine lllJm¢osanbHhiM 
CTaHOK, 3aTO'IHbiH CTaH9K 
boring machine pacTOl.JHblM 
CTaHOK, CBepJIHJibHbiH CTaHOK, 6y
pHJibHaSI MaiiJHHa 
multi-purpose machine MHorouene
uoi.:f: CTaHOK 
machining centre MHorouenesoi.f 
CTaHOK 

numerical control l.JHCJiosoe npo
rpaMMHoe ynpasneH~-te, Y.nY 
computer numerical control (CNC) 
Y.nY T~-tna CNC 
direct numerical control (DNC) 
CTaHOK C U,eHTpaJIH30BaHHblM 
nporpaMMHbiM ynpaBJieHHeM 

remove, V Y.llaJISITb, CHHMaTb 
shape, V <f>opMHpOBaTb 
simultaneously, adv O.llHOBpeMeHHO 

11 a • 

tool, n opy.uwe ( npo~-tJBO.LJ.CTBa); 
HHCTp~teHT 

hand tool pyliHOti HHCTpYMeHT 
machine tool cTaHOtiHaSI (aBTO
MaTH3MpouaHHaH) CMCTeMa 
cutting tool pe)K}'I..U.Hii HHCTpy
MeHT, peJeu. 
metal-cutting tool MeTaJIJiope)I(}'
IUHH MHCTpyMeHT 

Unit 7 
Section A 

ability, n CllOC06HOCTb; B03MO>KHOCTb 
able, adj cnoco6Hhlfl, yMeJiblH, yMeK>

IUHH 
to be able to yMeTb, MOl.Jb, 6blTb 
B cocTOSIHHH I B cHJiax 

alloy, V C£1JlaBJISITb, JierHpOBaTb 
annually, adv e)l(ero.uHo 
appliance, n 3JieKTponpw6op 

domestic appliances npe.uMeTbi 
.LIOMaiiJHero o6HX.O.Lia 

brass, n naTyHh, )l(eJITaSI Me.llh 
bronze, n 6poH3a 
constituent, n cocTaBHaSI qacTb, 

KOMllOHeHT 
decoration, n OT.LieJIKa, YKPaiiJeHHe 
ductile, adj KOBKHH, TSifYl.JHH; BSI3KHH 

(o Mema.n.ne) 

estimate, v ou,eHMBaTb 
evidence, n csw.ueTeJibCTBO 

except, prep MCKJIIOl.JaSI, KPOMe 

extract, v M3BJieKaTb 

functional, adj KOHCTPYKTHBHbiH 
heat, n Te£1Jlo, Te£1JIOTa 

lead, n CBHHeu 
machine, v o6pa6aTblBaTb Ha MaiiJHHe 

Hlllf CTaHKe 
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mine, v paJpa6aThiBaTb, .no6biBaTb 

ore, n py.na 
copper ore Me.nmur py.na 

plumbing, n so.nonposo.nHo-KaHaJIH3a-

UHOHHa.R CeTb 
pure, adj 'IHCTbiM, 6ecnpHMeCHblM 

rate, n CKOpOCTb, CTeneHb 

recover, v soccTaHawmsaTb 
recycling, n IIOBTOpHOe HCIIOJib30Ba-

HHe, }'THJIH33UH.R 

resource, n pecypc; MH. Janacbr 

run OUt, V HCTOW.3TbC.R, KOHllaTbC.R 

scrap, n OTXO.Ilbi 

surface, n nosepXHOCTb 

fin, n OJIOBO 

tremendous, adj orpoMHbiM, rpoMa.n

HbiM 

turnings, n (pi) ToKapHa.R CTp}')KK.a 

uniform, adj e,nuHoo6pa3HbiM, o.nHo

o6pa3HbiM, O.IlHOPO.IlHblM 
workability, n cnoco6HOCTb no.nsep

raTbC.R o6pa6oTKe, o6pa6aTbiBae
MOCTb 

Section B 

account for, v o6b.RCH.RTb, OTBe~aTb, 
.RBJI.RTbC.R npWIHHOM 

add, v .no6asJI.RTb, rrpHcoe,nHH.RTb 
beside, prep KPOMe, IIOMHMO 
Cast, V JJHTb, OTJJHBaTb 
chromium, n xpoM 

comprise, v BKJJJO~aTb, co.nep)l(aTb, 
COCTO.RTb H3 

content, n co.nep)l(aHHe, .non.R 
corrode, v p)l(aBeTb; no.noepraTbC.R 

.nei1CTBHJO KOpp03HH 
especially, adv oco6eHHO, rJJaBHbiM 

o6pa3oM 
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exceptionally, adv HCKJJJO'IHTeJJbHO, 

KpaMHe 
furnace. n ne\Ih 
harden, V 33KaJIM.BaTb( C..R), IIOBbiillaTb 
IIpO~HOCTb;TBep,neTb 

ingot, n CJIHTOK, 'lfYIIIKa 
iron, n )KeJJe3o, qyryH 

pig iron rrepe,neJibHbiH 'IYfYH, 

llYIIIKOBbiM l.fyryH 
malleable, adj KOBKHM; T..Rryl.fHM 

melt, v paciiJiaBJI..RTb( c.R ). IIJiaBHTb( c..R) 

modify, V BH.Il0113MeH..RTb, MO.IlHcPH-

UHPOBaTb 
ornamental, adj .neKopaTHBHbiM 

particular, adj oco6biM 

percentage, n npoueHTHoe co.nep)l(a

HHe 
purify, V Ol.fHW.aTb( C.R) 

range from ... to ... Kone6aTbC..R s rrpe-

.nenax oT ... .no .. . 

refine, v YJIYlli.UaTb, (y)cosepi.UeHcT
sosaTb 

resistivity, n (3JieKTPHllecKoe) y,neJib
HoecorrpoTHBJieHHe 

rust, v p)KaBeTb 
steel, n cTan b 

alloy steel nerwpooaHHa.R CTaJJb 
carbon steel yrnepo.nHcTa.R cTanb 
tool steel HHCTpYMeHTaJJbHa..R CTaJJb 
stainless steel Hep)l(aBeJOW.a..R cTanh 

molten steel paciiJiaBJieHHa..R cTanb 
strength, n npollHOCTb 

strengthen, v ycHJIHBaTb, yrrpollH..RTb 
superior, adj JJy~I.UHM, rrpeBOCXO.IlHbiM, 

Bhici.Uero KatieCTBa 
temper, v 3aKaJJ.RTh 

treat, v no.nsepraTb ( TexHonoruqe
CKon) o6pa6oTKe, o6pa6aTbiBaTb 

work, v o6pa6aTbiBaTb 
working, n o6pa6oTKa 



Section C 

absorption, n nornmueHHe 
account, n BHHMaHHe, paclJeT 

to take into account npHHHMaTb so 
BHHMaHHe 

additive, n .n.o6aBKa, TIPHMeCb 
anisotrophic, adj aHMJOTpOTIHbiH 
bakelite, n 6aKeJIMT 
cause, v Bbi3biBaTb 
chain. n uenb, uenolJKa 
characteristic, n xapaKTepHaH '-lepTa, 

OC06eHHOCTb, CBOHCTBO 
combine, v o6be.LI.MHJITb, colJeTaTb 
compare, v cpaBHMBaTb 
composite, n KOMTI0311L.lM.OHHbiM 

MaTepMaJI 
conclusion, n BbiBOJl, JaKJIJOlJeHMe 
convert, v npeopamaTb, nepe.n.eJibiBaTb 
defme, v onpe.n.eJIHTb 
detailed, adj .n.eTaJibHbiH, no.n.po6HbiH, 

o6CTO.SITeJibHbiH 
draw up, v cocTaBJIJITb ( iJ01cyMeHm ), 

o<t>opMJIHTb 
durability, n npOlJHOCTb; CTOHKOCTb; 

)lOJifOBelJHOCTb 
fabrication, n M.3fOTOBJieHM.e, c6opKa 
fail, V TipOBaJIMTbCH, TIOTepneTb He

y.n.aqy 
failure, n aoapM.H, noope)K)leHMe, He

y.n.alJa, npooan 
fibre, n BOJIOKHO 

glass fibre CTeKJIOBOJIOKHO 
carbon fibre yrneoonoKHo 

impact, Il B03.LJ.eHCTBHe, BJlHHHHe 
incineration, n C)IGfraHHe ( omxorJoB) 
include, v BKJIJOlJaTb, co.n.ep)f(aTb 
insulation. n HJOJIHUHH 
keep, v coxpaHHTb 
laminate, n CJIOHCTblH MaTepHaJI 
limit, v ycTaHaBJIHBaTb npe.n.en, orpa-

HH'-IHBaTb 

material, n MaTepM.aJI 
materials engineering MaTepM.aJio
oe.n.eHM.e 

nylon, n HeHJIOH 
object, n o6beKT (u3yr.teHu.R H m. n.), 

Ja)la4a 
obtain, v noJiy4aTb, npuo6peTaTb 
peculiarity, n xapaKTepHaH qepTa, 

OC06eHHOCTb 
plastics, n TIJiaCTMaCCbi 

thermosetting plastics TepMopeaK
THBHbie TIJlaCTMaCCbl 
thermoplastics TepMoTIJiaCTM.lJecKHe 
CMOJlbl 

polymer, n noJIHMep 
polythene, n noJIH3TI1.TieH 
procedure, n npoL.le.LJ.YPa, npoL.lecc 
properly, adv )lO)J)f(HbiM o6paJoM; KaK 

CJie.n.yeT; npaBI1JibHO 
prove, v ,noKaJbiBaTb 
report, n OTlJeT 
resin, n noJIHMep, CMOJia 

phenolic resin <t>eHOJIOaJib,nerH.LI.Hbu1 
TIOJIMMep 

shock, n y,nap, TOJilJOK 
smooth, adj poBHbiM, rna.LI.KHi1 
solid, adj TBep,nbiH; n TBep.n.oe Teno 
stiff, adj HefHYIUHMCH, )f(eCTKHM 
sufficient, adj .n.ocTaTOlJHbiM 
synthetic, adj CHHTeTHlJeCKHM 
while, cj TIOKa, B TO BpeMH KaK 

Unit 8 
Section A 

affect, V BJIHHTb 
apron, n <PaPTYK 
arc, n 3JieKTpHlJeCKaR .n.yra 
attach, v npHKpeTIJIHTb( cR); npHcoe

JlHHHTb( CH) 
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bead, n csapHOH wos 
boot, n 60THHOK 
brush against. v cnerKa 3a.D.eBaTb 
by means of nocpe)lCTBOM 
clothing, n o.ue.>K.lla 

protecting clothing JalllHTHa.SI 
cneuo.ue.>K)la 

conventional, adj =ordinary o6bi'1HbiH, 
o6menpuH.SITbiH 

crack, n TPemuHa 
currently, adv )leHCTB}'IOUlHH B H8CTO.SI

Ulee speM.SI 
damage, v nospe.>K)laTb; n nospe.>K)le-

HHe 
decade, n .uec.SITMneTue 
desirable, adj )KeJJaHHbiH 
despite, prep HecMoTp.SI Ha 
drastic, adj KOpeHHOH, pa)lHKaJJbHbiH 
effect, n BJJH.SIHue 
electrode, n 3JJeKTJ)OJl 
establish, v ycTaHaBJJuBaTb 
exhibit, v noKa3biBaTb, npo.SIBJUITb 
follow, v npu.uep)KHBaTbC.SI, cne)lHTb 
fuse, V JUI8BHTb( C.SI ), CJUiaBJI.SITb( C.SI) 
fusion, n JUiaBKa, CJJH.SIHue 
glove, n nepqaTKa 

helmet, n WJieM, KacKa 

hence, prep cne.uosaTeJJbHO 

holder, n PYlJKa, PYKO.SITKa 
join, v coe)lHH.SITb 
joint, n CTblK 

latter, adj nocJJeJJ.HHH (u3 aByx Ha-

36aHHbtx); llpOntUBOnOJlOJIC. 

the former) 
location, n MecTonoJJO)f(eHue 
neither ... nor... Hu ... Hu ... 
nevertheless, cj TeM He MeHee 
overall, n cneuo.n.e)l()la 
owing to, prep no npwnme BC.rJ.e.JJ,cT· 

sue, 6naro.nap.SI 
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penetration, n rny6uHa nponnaBJJeHH.SI 

response, n peaKUWI (Ha Ho3cJeucmtJue); 

cpa6aTblBaHHe 

rod, n cTep)KeHb, npyT 

rule, n npasMno 

safe. adj 6eJonacHbiH 

safety rules npasMna 6eJonacHOCTH 

significant, adj 3HalJHTeJJbHbiH, Ba)K-

HbiH, cymecTBeHHbiH 
soften, v pa3M.SINaTb; CM.SirlJaTb 

strike, v y.u;ap.SITb; Ja)I(HraTb .nyry 
surface, n nosepXHOCTb 

tensile, adj npolJHbiH Ha pa3pbiB 

the same, adj o.n;HHaKOBbiH 
tip, n KOHI.JHK 
transformer, n TPaHc<f>opMaTop 
unique, adj e,n;HHCTBeHHbiH B CBOeM 

po,ne; YHHKaJJbHbiH 
wear, v 6biTb o.ueTbiM ( Bo "'inD-fl. ); HO-

CHTb ( oaexay U ln. n.) 
weld v csapHBaTb; n csapHOH lliOB 
welding, n csapKa 

widespread, adj lliHPOKO pacnpocTPa
HeHHbiH 

Section B 

allow, v noJBOJI.SITb, paJpernaTb 
block, v JaKJJHHHBaTb( c.SI ), Jaco-

P.SITb(C.SI) 

both ... and... u ... H ... 

clean, v lJHCTHTb 
coil, n cnupanb 

coil spring Ul1JIHH)lpHI.JeCKa.SI (BHH
TOBa.SI) npy)KHHa 

COndition, n yCJJOBiile, COCTO.SIHJ1e 
consequently, adv cne.n.osaTeJJbHO 
consume, v noTpe6JJ.SITb, HcnoJJb30-

BaTb 



consumption, n noTpe6JieHHe 
contract, v C)I(HMaTbCSI 
convenient, adj y.no6Hhiif, no.uxo.nH

lllHif; npl1fO,llHbiH 
COOl, V OCTbiBaTb 
deliver, V flOCTaBJISITb; ,llOCTaBJISITb; 

CHa6)KaTb 
ease, v ocna6JISITb, ocoo6mK.naTb, o6-

ner.IaTb 
even, adj O,lli1HaKOBbiH; TOT )Ke caMbiH 
exact, adj T01IHbrti 
expand, v pacuntpSITb( cSI); yoenwm

BaTb( CSI) B 06'beMe 
expansion, n yoenwieHHe o o6'beMe, 

pactmt:peHM.e 
gauge, n HJMepHTeJibH.brn np11.6op 

fuel gauge TOnJIHBH.blti pacxo.noMep 
fit, V YCTaHaBJIM.BaTb, MOHTM.pOBaTb 
function, V ,lleHCTBOBaTb; n Q:>yHKU,I1SI 
immediately, adv HeMeJJ.JieHHO 
inside, prep BHYTpH 
leading, adj oe.nYlllHif; nepe.noooti 
light, n CBeT 

warning light npe.nynpe)K,llaiOlllHH 
CBeTOBOH CM.fHaJI 

load, v Harp}')KaTb; n HarpyJKa 
means, n cpe.ucTBo, cnoco6 

means of transport cpe.ncTBO nepe
.llBM.)KeHHSI 

OVerhaul, V peMOHTM.pOBaTb; n peMOHT 
particle, n qacTM.Ua 

fine particles MeJIKM.e qacTHUbl 
prevent, v He .nonycKaTb, npen.SITCTBo-

oaTb 
quantity, n KOJIM.lJeCTBO, BeJIM.lJM.Ha 
sensitive, adj llyBCTBM.TeJibHbiH 
stress, n HarpyJKa 
supervision, n Ha6JIIO.UeHHe 
thermostat, n TepMOCTaT 
wax, n BOCK 

Unit 9 
Section A 

abbreviate, v coKpamaTb 
alteration, n HJMeHeHHe 
bulb, n naMnOliKa 
burn out, v BbiropaTb, neperopaTb 
capacitor, n KOH.UeHcaTop 
cell, n 6aTapei1Ka, ( Q:>oTo )3JieMeHT 

fuel cell TOnJIHBHbiH 3JieMeHT 

charged, adj 33lpiDKeHHbll1 

circuit, n uenb 
closed circuit JaMKHyTa.SI uenb 

condenser, n KOH.UeHcaTop 
core, n cTep)KeHb, St..llPO 

coursework, n KYPCOBaSI 
current, n TOK 

direct current np.SIMOti TOK 
alternating current nepeMeHHbiH 
TOK 

dielectric, n HenpoBO.UHHK 
electricity, n 3JieKTpWiecTBo 
expect, v npe.nnonaraTb, O)I(H.UaTb 
filament, n HM.Tb HaKana 
force, v BbiHY)K.llaTb 
frequency, n qacToTa 
gap, n JaJop, npoMe)I()'TOK 

air gap B03.llYlliHbiH JaJop 
generate, v Bbipa6aTbiBaTb, reHepM.po

saTb 
glow, V ropeTb, CBeTHTbCSI 
grid, n 3HepreTHllecKaH ceTb 

transmission grid ceTb 3JieKTponepe
.naq 

induce, v BbiJbiBaTb 
insulator, n HJOJI.SITop, HenpoBO.UHHK 
loss, n noTe pH; (.MH.) noTe pH 
mica, n CJIIO.Lla 
negative, adj OTPHU.aTeJibHbiti 
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notice, v JaMettaTb 
notion, n noHJ~THe 
power, n 3HeprHJ~ 

power plant 3JieKTpocTaHUHJI 
thermal power TepMuttecKaSI 3Hep
ruJ~ 

nuclear power SI,IlepHaJ~ 3HeprH$1 
underground steam power 3HepruJ~ 
no.nJeMHoro napa 
solar power cOJIHettHaSI 3HepruSI 
kinetic power KHHeTH'IecKaJ~ 3Hep
fHSI 
chemical power XHMH'I.JecKaJ~ 3Hep
fi1SJ 

rectifier, n BhinPSIMHTeJib 
reverse, v MeHSITb HanpaBJieHue Ha 
npOTHBOTIOJIO~Oe 

rotate, v opamaTbCSI 
socket, n naTpoH, p03eTKa 
stand for, V CHMBOJIH3HpOBaTb, 03H3-

ttaTb 
supervisor, n Hay'-IHbiH PYKOBo.nuTeJih 
through, prep 1.Jepe3, no 
transformer, n TpaHcQ>opMaTop 

step-up transformer noBbilllatomu:H 
TpaHcQ>opMaTop 
step-down transformer noHH)f(ato
IUHH TpaHcQ>opMaTop 

turn, n BHTOK (npOBOJIOKH) 
turn out, v BbiBepTbiBaTb 
Wind, V HaMaTbiBaTb 
winding, n o6MOTKa 

input winding BXO,nHaSI 06MOTKa 
output winding BbiXO,nHaSI o6MOTKa 
primary winding nepsul.JHaSI o6MOTKa 
secondary winding BToputtHaSI o6-
MOTKa 

wire, n nposo.n 
overhead conductor wire nposo.n. 
B03JlYlliHOH JlHHHH 
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Section B 

absorb, v nornmuaTh 
account, n pactteT, OTtteT 

to take into account npHHHMaTh so 

BHHMeHHe 
accumulate, v HaKannuoaTh 
array, n naHeJib 
cell, n 3JieMeHT 

photovoltaic cell <t>oT03JieMeHT 
circulate, v UHPKYJIHposaTh 
coDed, v co6upaTh 
collector, n KOJIJieKTOP 

solar collector conHettHbiH KOJIJieK

Top 
cover, v noKpbiBaTh 
divert, V OTBOJlHTb 
excess, adj H3JIHlliHHH 
exhaust, V HCTOIUaTb 
fossil, adj ucKonaeMblH 

fossil fuel ucKonaeMoe rop101.Jee 
furnace, n neqh; TonKa 

solar furnace conHettHaSI nel..f.b 
housing, n )I(RJIOH <t>oH.n 

housing development )f(HJIOH Mac~ 

CHB 
huge, adj orpoMHbiH 
inexhaustible, adj HeHcTOlUHMbi:H 
pollute, v JarpSI3HHTb 
pollution, n JarpSIJHeHue 
pollution-free, adj 3KonorwieCKlf l.JlfC-

TblH 
run, V pa6oTaTb, ,neHCTBOBaTb, npHBO· 

JlHTb B J(B'IDKeHHe 
search for, n HCKaTb 
solar-powered, adj npi1BOJli1MblH B 

JlBH)f(eHHe COJIHel.JHOH 3HeprHeH 
solution, n peweHHe 
sunlight, n COJIHeYHbiH CBeT 



tackle sth, v nbiTaTbCH Haiint pewe

HHe 

transfer, v nepe.n.asaTb 

variation, n HJMeHeHHe 

Unit 10 
Section A 

Constantly, adv TIOCTOSIHHO 

evident, adj otJeBH.IJ.HbiH 

exhaust, v HCTOII.I.aTb 

immensely, adv qpe3BhitiaH:Ho 

nearly, adv no1.fTI1 

option, n sapHaHT 

reason, n npl11.fi1Ha 

reliable, adj Ha.IJ.e)l(HbiH 

resource, n pecypc 

renewable resources, pi B03o6-

HOBJIHeMbie pecypcbi 

satisfy, v y.n.osJieTsopHTh 

satisfy needs y.n.osJieTBopHTh H}')K.llhi 
; 

sensible, adj pa3yMHblH, OII.I.YTHMhiH 

shortage, n He.n.ocraToK, HeXBaTKa 

source, n HCTOtiHHK 

alternative energy sources aJibTep

HaTHBHhie 11CTOtfHHIGI 3Hepnm 

threaten, v yrpo)l(aTh 

time, n pa3 
( ... )times as much B ( ... ) pa3 

6oJibiiie 

turn into, v npesparn.aTh 

twice, adv .lJ.BIDK,lJ.hi 
usable, adj ro.IJ.HhiH K ynoTpe6neHHIO 

Section B 

antifreeze, n aHTH<l>P113 
backwards, adv HaJa.n. 

common, adj o6bitJHhti1 

coolant, n CMa30tJHOOXJia)I(.IJ.aiOlllaH 

3MY1lbCl1Sl 
dirt, n rpH3b 

dissipate, v pacce11saTh 
dust, n TiblJJb 
emit, v Bbi6pacbtBaTh, Bhi)J.eJIHTh 
external, adj BHelllHl1H 

fault, n ow116Ka, Hel1cnpaBHOCTh 

fill Up, V 3aTIOJJHHTb, HaTIOJJHSITb 
flat, adj pa3piDKeHHbti1 

flat battery pa3pH)I(eHHaH 6aTapeH 

fluid, n )1(11.IJ.KOCTb 

foresee, v npe.n.cKa3hiBaTb, npe.n.BI1.D.eTb 

forwards, adv snepe.n.; .IJ.aJJbllle 

gap, n l1CKpOBOH npoMe)l(yTOK 

hose, n lllJiaHr, r116KHi1 Tpy6onposo.n. 

impurity, n JarpH3HeHHe, rpH3h 

jam, v Jae.n.aTb, 3aKJJHHHBaTh( cH) 

mixture, n cMecb 

fuel mixture TOnJJHBHaH cMeCh 
order, n nopH.lJ.OK 

in order s nopH.IJ.Ke 
out of order He s nopH.n.Ke 

overhaul, n (KanHTaJJhHbiH) peMOHT 
overheat, v neperpesaTb( cSI) 
pipe, n Tpy6a 

exhaust pipe BhiXJIOnHaSI Tpy6a 
plug, n npo6Ka, JamylllKa 

spark plug cse1.fa 3a)I(J.1raHHSI 
point, n TOtJKa 

freezing point TeMnepaTypa JaMep
JaHl1H,T01.fKa3aMep3aHHH 
boiling point TeMnepaTypa KHne
HHSI, TOtiKa KHTieHHSI 

pull, V TSIHYTb 
pump, v no.n.asaTh HacocoM, Kat.JaTh 
push, V TOJJKaTb 
release, v ocso6o)I(.IJ.aTb, pa36JioKHpo

saTb 
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ring, n KOJibU.O 
piston ring nopuJHeooe (ynnoTHH-
TeJibHOe) KOJlbU.O 

service. v o6cJI)')KHBaTb 
service station cTaHU.lUI Texo6c.JIY
)I(HBaHHSI 

start, v Jaoo,nHTb, JanycKaTb, BKJIIO
tJaTb; HatJHHaTb 

starter, n CTapTep (ycmpoucmBO aflJI 

nycKa aeuzameAR) 
thorough, adv ocHooaTeJibHbiH, TI..U.a

TeJibHbiH 
unobstructed, adj 6ecnpenHTCTBeH

HbiH, coo6o,nHbiH 

Unit 11 
Section A 

assure, v o6ecnetJHBaTb 
award. v HarpaJK,llaTb 
beam, n JIY'I 

reference beam onopHblH JIYY. 
object beam o6beKTHbiHJIY'I 

coat, v noKpbiBaTh 
coating, n llOKpbiTHe, CBeTOtJYBCTBH-

TeJibHbiH CJIOH 
colourful, adj KpacotJHhii1, SIPKHH 
dichromatic, adj .nsyxu.seTHbiH 
direction, n HanpasneHH.e 
emboss. v tJeKaHMTb 
fllm, n rmeHKa 
foil, n <Ponbra 
hologram, n mnorpaMMa 
holography, n ronorpa<PHH 
illuminate, v ocsemaTb 
image, n o6pa3, H3o6pa:>KeHHe 

three-dimensional image TpexMep
Hoe H3o6pa)f(eHHe 
multidimensional image MHoroMep
Hoe 11306pa)f(CHHe 
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imagine, v aoo6pa)l(aTb, npe,ncTaBJJSITb 
imperfect, adj HecoaeprneHHbJH 
indefinitely, adv HeorpaHH'IeHHO, Heo-

npe.neneHHO 
intend, v npe.nHaJHa'laTh, HaMepe

saTbCH 
interference, n aJaHMHoe BJJHSIHHe; 

HHTep<PepeHLJ.HSI 
interference pattern MHTep<PepeH
U.MOHHaH KapTMHa 

lack, V HCTibiTbiBaTb He,nOCTaTOK, H}')K· 

,naTbC51, He HMeTb 
lens, n JIHHJa, nyna 
master, n MacTep-Mo.neJih, npoMo.neJih 
mirror, n JepKano 
monochromatic, adj MOHOXpOMHbiH 
numerous, adj MHorotJHCJieHHbiH 
opposite, adj npOTHBOllOJIO)I(HbiH 
originally, adj nepsoHatJaJibHO 
plate, n <PoTOnJiaCTHH(K)a 

holographic plate ronorpa<PH'Ie
cKaH nJiaCTHHa 

power, n cnoco6HOCTb, ( onTH'IecKoe) 
ysenwieHHe 

record, v Jan.HCbiBaTb 
reflect, v oTpa)l(aTb 

reflection, n oTpa)l(eHHe 

respectively, adv cooTseTcseHHO 

safeligbt, n HeaKTHHH'IHbiH CBeT, 6e-

30TiaCHOe ocsemeHwe 

separate, adj oT,neJibHbiH 

single-colour, adj o.nHou.seTHhii1 
split, v pa36HsaTb 

splitter, n paJ,neJIH.TeJib 

beam splitter pacmenHTeJib 3JieK
TPOHHoro Jiytia 

stable, adj yCTOHlJ.HBbiH 

stamp, V OTTietiaTbiBaTb, OTTHCKHBaTb 

the former, the latter, adj nepBbiH, no-
cne.nHHH (u3 dHyx) 



vibration, n ow6pau.wSI, KOJJe6aHwe 

view, v paccMaTpHBaTb 
viewable, adj Ha6mo.uaeMbiH 
visible, adj Bli.llHMbiH 
whole, adj = complete u:eJJbiH 

Section B 

ability, n cnoco6HOCTb 
act, V ,lleHCTBOBaTb 

additional, adj .uononHI1TeJJbHbiH 

approach, v npH6mnKaTbCSI, no.uoo-

.lli1Tb; n nO,llXO,ll 

artificial, adj HCr<yCCTBeHHbiH 

conscious, adj coaHaTeJJbHbiH 

control, n ynpaBJJeHI1e 

remote control .uwcTaHU:HOHHOe 
ynpaoneHI1e 

count (on), v pacClii1TbiBaTb 
creature, n cymecwo 

definition, n onpe.ueneHI1e 
defuse, v B3pbiBaTb 

environment, n oKp)')KaJOIUaSI cpe.ua 
eventually, adv co opeMeHeM 

explore, v 11ccne.uooaTb 
gather, v co6HpaTb 
imitate, V 11MHTI1pOBaTb 
insert, V BCTaBJJSITb 

inteUigence, n pa3yM, 11HTeJJJJeKT 

linear, adj JJM.HeHHbiH 

manipulate, v MaHI1nyJJHpooa~b 
motor, n .llB11raTenb 

stepper motor rnaroBbiH ( 3JJeKTpo) 
.UBHfaTeJJb 
servomotor cepBO.UB11raTeJJb, cepoo
MOTOP 

navigate, v ynpaBJJSITb, HanpaBJJSITb 
neural, adj HelipoHHbiH 

neural network HeiipoHHaSI ceTb 

qualify, v onpe.ueJJSITb 
respond, v pearHpooaTb, cpa6aThrBaTb 
response, n peaK.U11SI (Ha eo3aeucm-

eue ), cpa6aTbiBaHwe (ycmpoiicmea) 
sense, v ornymaTb, 1IYBCTBOBaTb, no-

HM.MaTb 
solenoid, n coJJeHO.H.U 
specific, adj onpe.ueneHHbiH 
stimulus, n cHrHan ooJ6)')K.llemtSI, 

CTI1MYJI 
suggest, v npe.ll.TiaraTb, cooeToBaTb 
supervise, v KOI-ITponnpooaTb 
surroundings, n oKpy)KaJOw.aSI cpe.ua 
system, n clicTeMa 

·rule-based system 3KcnepTHaSI 
CliCTeMa 

ultrasonic, adj ynbTpa3BYKOBOH 

Unit 12 
Section A 

amplification, n yci1JieHHe 
amplifier, n ycl1lii1TeJib 
amplify, v yci1JJHBaTb 
area, n o6nacTb 
back and forth, adv HaJa.u-onepe.u 
behaviour, n nooe.ueH.He 
bounce, v OTCKamoaTb 
cavity, n nonocTb 
coherence, n KorepeHTHOCTb 
concave, adj oorHyTbiH 
continuous, adj HenpepbiBHbiH 
denote, v 03Hal!aTb 
directionality, n HanpaBJJeHHOCTh 
destruction, n paJpyweH.He 
dozen, n .UJO>KI1Ha 

in dozens of fields B .uecSITKax 
o6nacTei1 

excited, adj B036y>K.ueHHbitl 
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flash, n scnblwKa 
flash lamp HMnynbcHaH naMna, <t>o
TOBCnblwKa 

flat, adj nJIOCKHH 
intense, adj HHTeHCHBHbiH 
inversion. n HHBepcnH 

population inversion HHBepcHH Ja
ceneHHOCTH (3HepzemU'ieCKUX ypo8-
Heii) 

majority, n 60JibWHHCTBO 
mean, v JHal{HTb 
medium, n cpe.n.a 
monochromicity, n o.n.Hou:seTHOCTb, 

MOHOXpOMHOCTb 
oscillator, n reHepaTop, ocuHJIJIHTop 
partially, adv qacTJ.iliHO 
pulse, V nyJibCHpOBaTb 
pulsed, adj nyJibCHPYIOW.HH 
radiate, v HJJiyqaTb 
reflective, adj OTpiDKalOmHti 
resonator, n peJOHaTop 
ruby, adj py6HHOBbiM 
similar to, adj no.n.o6HbiH, noxo)I(Hti 
totally, adv noJIHOCTblO 
transparent. adj npoJpaqHbiH 
.treat, v o6pamaTbCH 
unlike, cj B OTJIHqne 
Upper, adj BepXHHH, BbiCWHH 
variety, n paJHoo6paJHe 
via. prep qepeJ, nocpe.n.cTBOM 
wavelength, n .li.JIHHa BOJIHbi 

Section B 

abundant. adj HJo6HJTYIOlllHH 
acid, n KJ1cJioTa 

acid rain KHCJIOTHbiH .lJ.O)f(,LJ,b 
• average, adj cpe.n.HHM 

ban, v JanpemaTb 
colourless, adj 6ecuseTHhli1 
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combustible, adj roplO"Hu1 
compound, n coe.n.nHeHHe 
consequence, n nocne.n.cTBHe 
consist in, v JaKJIIOY.aTbCH B 
densely populated, adj rycToHaceneH-

HbiH 
deplete, v HCTomaTb, paJpywaTb 
depletion. n ncTomeHHe, paJp}'llleHHe 
destructive, adj PaJP}'lllHTeJibHbrH 
dioxide, n .lJ.HOKCH.lJ. 
envelope, n o6onoqKa 
environment, n oKp}')KaiOmaH cpe.n.a 
eutrophication, n 3BTPO<tmKaU.HH (3a-

pacmaHue BoaoeMa BoaopoC!lJlMu) 
far-reaching, adj .n.aneKo H.lJ.Yll.lHH 
flammable, adj = inflammable nerKo 

BocrmaMeHHIOlllHUCH, ropiOlfHH 
foam, n neHormacT 

packaging foam ynaKOBOlJHbu1 ne
HormacT 

gas, n raJ 
industrial gas npoMbliiiJieHHbiH raJ 
natural gas npHpO.LJ.Hbiif raJ 
man-made gas HCKYCCTBeHHbiH raJ 

greenhouse, n napHHK, TermHu:a 
greenhouse effect napHHKOBbiH 3<P
<t>eKT 

infrared (IR), adj HH<t>paKpacHbrH 
insist on, v HacTaHBaTb 
layer, n cnoif 

nitrogen, n aJoT 

odourless, adj 6eJ Janaxa, Hena.xHyiUHi1 
overestimate, v nepeou:eHHBaTb 
oxygen, n KHcnopo.n. 
ozone, n OJOH 

pollutant, n Jarp.HJHHIOJ..U.ee sew.eCTBo 
present, adj npHCYTCTBYIOlll.HU 
react, v pearnposaTb 
refrigerant, n oxna.n.nTeJib 
release, v BbiCBo6o)l()laTb 



result in, v npHBOJJ.HTb K 

solvent, n paCTBOpHTeJib 

state, n COCTO.RHHe 

free state CB060JJ.HOe COCTO.RHHe, 

HeCB.RJaHHOe COCTO.RHHe 

tasteless, adj 6eJBf<YCHhii1 

toxic, adj TOKCWIHblH 

ultraviolet (UV), adj ynhTpaqmoneTo

BbiH 

Unit 13 
Section A 

across, prep qepeJ 

advanced, adj paJBHTbiH 

alien, adj BHeJeMHOH 

brief, adj Kpanrnii 

bright, adj .RpKHi1 

communication, n CB.RJb, KOMMYHHKa

UH.R; CHCTeMa CB.RJH 

compound, adj COCTaBHOH, CJIO)I(HbiH 

detect, v JaMettaTb, HaXOJJ.HTb, o6Ha-

p}')KI1BaTb 

distant, adj y.n.aneHHbiH 

entire, adj secb 

establish, v ycTaHaBJIHBaTb 

eyepiece, n rnaJoK 

fascinating, adj YBJieKaTeJihHhiii 

fruitful, adj ruiOJJ.OTBOpHbiM 

generate, v coJ,n:aoaTb 

handheld, adj KapMaHHbiii 

hardly, a<!v e.n:oa 

interstellar. adj Me)f(JBeJJJ.HbiM 

item, n npe,n:MeT 

last, V )J,JlHTbC.R 

magnification, n yoeJIHlJeHHe 

magnify, v yoeJIHlJHBaTb 

maintain, v yTBep)l(JJ.aTb, Ja.RBJI.RTb 

microscopy, n MHKpocKonH.R 

modify, V Blr1JJ.0113MeH.HTb 

multitude, n MHO)I{CCTBO 

objective, n o6beKTHB 

permanent, adj nocTOHHHhiM 

practicable, adj OCYIIlCCTBHMbiH 

resolution, n paJperneHHe 

scan, v Ha6mo.n:aTb 

sign, n JHaK, npHJHaK 

significantly, adj JHalJHTeJihHO 

spot, V HaXOJJ.HTb 

star, n JBCJJJ.a 

sodium star HaTpneoa.R JBeJ,na 

X-rays, n peHTreHOBCKHe nyttH 

Section B 

appealing, adj npHBJieKaTeJibHbiH 

booster, n paKeTa-HocuTeJib 

combine. v cotteTaTb( c.R) 

disintegrate, v pacna,naTbc.R 

disposable, adj o,nHopaJoooro uc-

noJibJOBaHH.R 

essentially, adv no CYIIIeCTBY 

experience, v ucnbiTbiBaTb 

gimbal. n YHHBepcanbHhiii rnapHHP 

house, v paJMeiUaTh 

initially, adv cHaqana, HJHalJaJibHO 

irreplaceable. adj HeJaMeHHMbiH 

land, V npHJCMJI.RTbC.R 

launch, v JanycKaTb 

lift off. v BJJieTaTb 

locate, v paJMeiUaTb, ycTaHaBJIHBaTh 

maneuvre, v MaHespupooaTh; n Ma-

Heop 

orbiter, n Op611TaJibHaH CTyTieHb, MHQ

ropaJOBbiH TpaHcnopTHbiH KOCMH

lJCCKHH Kopa6Jib 

payload, n noneJHhiii rpy3 

practice, n npaKTHKa; npHMeHeHHe; 

OCYIUCCTBJieHHe Ha npaKTHKC 
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put into practice ocymecTBJHITb 

propellant. n paKeTHoe TOn.JIHBO 

rate, n HHTeHCHBHOCTb 

recoverable, adj aoccTaHOBHMhiPi 

re-entry, n BXO)l(JJ.eHHe B antoc¢epy 

reusable. adj MHoropaJoaoro noJihJo-

BaHml 

satellite. n cnyTHHK 

separate, V OT.UeJUITb( CSI ), PaJ.Uemrrb( CSI ); 

adj OT.UeJibHbllt 

shuttle, n MHoropaJOBhiH TpaHcnopT

Hbni KOCMH'-IeCKMH KOpa6Jib, 

MTKK 
space, n KOCMH'-IeCKOe npocTpaHCTBO, 

KOCMOC 

outer space KOCMH'-IeCKoe npocT

paHCTBO BHe JeMHOH aTMOC<f>epbi 

spacecraft, n = spaceship KOCMH

'-IeCKHH KOpa6Jib 

storage, n peJepayap; xpaHeHMe; Ha

KOnHTeJih 

store, v JanacaTb; HaKan.JIHBaTb, 

XpaHHTb 

take off. v BJJieTaTh 

take-off, n BJJieT 

thrust. n TSira. cMJia TSirH, (peaKTHB

HaSI) CMJia, TOJI'-IOK 

weightless, adj HenecOMhu1 



GRAMMAR 

Unit 1 

to he 

The verb to be has the following forr~s in Present Simple. 

Positive Negative 

I am I am not 

He a student. 
('m not) 

She is He is not a student. 

It a disk. She (isn't) 
Jt a disk. 

We 
You are students. We are not 
They You (aren't) students. 

They 

Questions 

Am I 

he 
a student? 

Is she 
it a disk? 

we 
Are you students? 

they 

Word Order 

0. Place. time I. Subject 2. Verb/Predicate 3. Object 4. Place, time 

I. Now we are students at University. 

2. The students are fond of English. 
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Pronouns 

Personal Possessive Demonstrative 

Subjet·t Object 

I me my 

You you your 

He him his 

She her her 

It it its 

We us our 

You you your 

They them their 

There is I There are 

a) 
There is 

There is 

Is there 

b) There are 

There are 

Are there 

Silrgular 

This is a wheel. 

That is a wheel. 

EXAMPLES: 
He is an architect. 
I'm glad to meet him. 
This is his wife. 

not 
a r_uler on the table. 

a ruler on the table? 

not 
rulers on the table. 

rulers on the table? 

PIUIYll 

These are wheels. 

Those are wheels. 

c) Remember the structure of such questions: How many rulers are there on the table? 

Prepositions 

near 
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above 
on 

in 

below 
under 

at 



Degrees of Comparison 

Comparatives of one-syllable adjectives (regular) 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

... ... + cr ... +est 

long Ienger the longest 

wide wider the widest 

big bigger the biggest 

busy busier the busiest 

EXAMPLES: This pipe is short.This pipe is shorter than that pipe. 

This is the shortest pipe in the workshop. 

Comparatives of longer adjectives (two/ three/ four syllables) 

Positive Comparath·e Superlath·e 

... more+ ... the most+ ... 

powerful more powerful the most powerful 

expensive more expensive the most expensive 

elastic more elastic the most elastic 

Posith·e Comparative Superlative 

... les.<t + ... tlze least + ... 

practical less practical the least practical 

difficult less difficult the least difficult 

busy less busy the least busy 
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Irregular comparison 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

good better the best 

bad· worse the worst 

much I many more the most 

litlle less the least 

Expressions of Quantity: "many, (a) few''/ "much, (a) little" 

Countable Nouns Uncountable Nouns 

the quantity is large ( M Horo) many, a lot of I wheels much, a lot of 

the quantity is small but enough a few wheels a little fuel 
(HeMHOfO) 

the quantity is too small, not few wheels little fuel 
enough ( Ma.no) 

EXAMPLES: There are many nails in the toolbox. 

some 

no 

There are a few nails in the toolbox. Take some. 

There are few ~ails in the toolbox. Bring some more. 

There is much cement in the box. 

There is a little cement in the box. That's enough. 

There's little cement in the box. I need some more. 

Indefinite Pronouns "some /any I no" 

positive There is some petrol in the tank. 

negative There are no tools on the table. 

(not) any negative There aren't any cars on the road. 

any question Are there any computers in the classroom? 

Remember the word order in the following questions: 
Do you happen to know what engine i.U~? 
Could you tell me where the Technical University is? 
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I 

He 
She 
It 

We 
You 
They 

Unit 2 
Present Progressive (Active) 

Positive 

am - 1 

He 
is She 

studying. It 

We 
arc You 

They 

Questions 

Am I 

he 
Is she 

Negative 

am not ('m not) 

is not (isn't) 

arc not (aren't) 

it stud~ing? 

we 
Are you 

they 

It is used to express 

1) progressive actions that are going on now, at the moment of speaking. 
I am measuring pressure right now. 

studying. 

2) progressive actions that are going on around now, not necessarily exactly at the 
moment of speaking. 

I am studying Physics this semester at University. 

Spedfic: time expressions 

right now, at the moment, today, this week, this month, this year, nowadays 

I 
He 
She 
It 

We 
You 
They 

Past Progressive (Active) 
Positive 

was 

working. 

were 

Negative 

I 
He was not 
She (wasn't) 
It working. 

We 
were not You 

They (weren't) 
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It is used to express an action that was in progress at a specific time in the past. 

Dima was reading a textbook at 7 o'clock yesterday. 

Speciftc time expressions 

at that time, at 6pm yesterday, the whole day, yesterday, from 3 to 5 o'clock yesterday 

Future Progressive (Active) 

Positive 

I 
You 
He 
She will be watching. 
It 
We 
They 

Negative 

l 
You 
He 
She will not be (won't be) 
It 
We 
They 

Questions 

I 
you 
he be 

Will she 
watching? 

it 
we 
they 

watching. 

It is used to express an activity that will be in progress at a specific time in the future. 
I'll be working at the lab at 2 tomorrow. 

Specific time expressions 

at 5 o'clock tomorrow, from 2 to 3 tomorrow, at this time tomorrow, the whole day tomorrow 

1 
You 
We 
They 

He 
She 
It 
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Unit 3 
Present Simple (Active) 

Positive 

I 
perform You 
carry out We 

different They 
experiments. 

perform~ 

carries oui I I 
_L i 

-------- ----' 

He 
She 

L~ __ l 

Negative 

don't 

perform different 
carry out experiments. 

doesn't 



Questions 

I 

Do 
you 
we 
they perform different 

carr~· out experiments? 
he 

Does she 
it 

It is U.'ied 
1 ) to state general facts in the present 

I live in Minsk. I study at the Technical University. 
2) to state general rules or laws of nature 

Water boils at 100 oc. 
3) to express habitual actions, regular routines 

My classes at University usually begin at Sam. 

Specific time expressions 

every day (month, year, ... ), in the morning, usually, often, always, sometimes, seldom, 
rarely, on Sunday, at the weekend, as a rule, etc. 

You 
He 
She 
It 
We 
They 

Past Simple (Active) 
Positive 

im·ented computer. 
made a discovery. 

I 
You 
He 
She 
It 
We 
They 

Negative 

did not invent computer. 
(didn't) make a discovery. 

Questions 

I 
you 
he invent computer? 

Did she 
it make a discovery? 

we 
they 
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It is used to express 

I ) a completed action 

He compiled a programme yesterday. 

2) past habits or actions repeated in the past 

When he was at school he often thought about becoming an engineer. 

Specific time expressions 

yesterday, the day before yesterday, last year (month, ... ),in 1995, a year ago, etc. 

Future Simple (Active) 

Positive Negative 

I I 
You You 
He 
She will buy computer. 
It 

He 
will not 

She (won't) buy computer. 
It 

We We 
They They 

Questions 

I 
you 
he 

Will she buy computer? 

It is used to express 

1) a future act 

it 
we 
they 

The students will take their exams in June. 

2) a future intention 

I will call you tomorrow. 

Specific time expressions 

tomorrow, next week (year .... ),in September, in 2010, in a few days, etc. 
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Unit 4 
Present Perfect (Active) 

Positive 

I have 
You ('ve) 

We 
They done 

an experiment. 
performed 

He has 
She ('s) 

It 

Negative 

I 
You have not 
We (haven't) 
They an experiment. 

performed 
He has not (hasn't) 
She 
It 

Questions 

I 

Have 
you 
we 
they done 

an experiment? performed 
he 

Has she 
it 

It is used to express 

1) an action that completed in the past but we are interested in its present result. 
I have visited many countries and I can tell you a lot about them. 

2 ) an action that began in the past but is still going on in the present. 
I have worked as an engineer for 10 years. 
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Specific tinre expressions 
just, already, yet, never, ever, lately, recently, since, for 2 years, etc. 

Past Perfect (Active) • 

Positive 

I 
You 
He prepared 
She had ('d) 

done 
the programme. 

It 
We 
They 

Negative 

I 
You 
We 
They had not done 

the programme. 
(hadn't) prepared 

He 
She 
It 

Questions 

I 
you 
he 

done 
Had she 

prepared 
the programme? 

it 
we 
they 

It is used to express an action in the past that happened before another action in the past 

or by some specific time in the past. 

We had completed the test by 5 o'clock yesterday. 

He had written a report before I called him. 

Specific time expressions 

by 2 o'clock yesterday, by the end of the year (week, ... ), before + Past 
Simple, etc. 
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You 
He 
She 
It 
We 
They 

Future Perfect (Active) 

Positive 

will have tested the device. 

I 
you 
he 

Will she 
it 
we 
they 

You 
He 
She 
It 
We 
They 

Questions 

Negative 

will not (won't) ha,·e tested the 
device. 

have tested the device? 

It is used to express a future action that will be completed before another future action or 

by a certain time in the future. 

I wiU have finished the experiment by 5 o'clock tomorrow. 

She will have prepared the necessary equipment before we begin the 

experiment. 

Specific time expressions 

by 2 o'clock tomorrow, by the end of the next year, before + Present Simple, etc. 

Unit 5 
The Passive Voice 

A passive verb indicates that the subject of the sentence did not perform the action of 

the verb. It shows that someone or something else performed this action. 

EXAMPLE: The Statue of Liberty was designed by a French engineer. = 

= A French engineer designed the Statue of Liberty. 
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Present, Past and Future Simple Passive 

Present Past Future 

am 

constructed l\'aS constructed will be constructed 
is built were built built 

are 

EXAMPLES: I. Students are taught different subjects at University. 

2. The first robot was designed in the 20th century. 

3. New cars will be designed in the future. 

Unit 6 
Present, Past, Future Perfect Passive 

Present Past Future 

have constructed constmcted constructed 
has been built had been built will have been built 

EXAMPLES: 1. A new chemical element has been discovered lately. 

2. This road had been repaired by the time you came here. 

3. The data will have been processed by the end of the day. 

Unit 7 
Modal Verbs 

The modal verb can often has the meaning of ability, opportunity or permission to the 
verb. 

Positive Negative Question 

Present I can drive. I can't drive. Can you drive? 

Past I could drive. I couldn't drive. Could you drive? 

Future - - -
_L_ 
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EXAMPLES: 1. He can compile difficult programmes. (ability) 

2. At the Technical University students can get good knowledge in 

all spheres of engineering. (opportunity) 

3. You can take this device now. (permission) 

Another expression that shows ability is be able to. It has the following forms: 

Present Past fun1re 

am 
is able to drive 

was 
able to drive will be able to drive 

were 
are 

EXAMPLES: 1. He is able to charge this battery. 

2. He was able to solve the problem. 

3. We'll be able to manufacture the new device. 

May 

The modal verb may often has the meaning of possibility and permission. 

Positive Negative Question 

Present You may go. You may not go. May I go? 

Past - - -

Future - - -

EXAMPLES: 1. We may study the properties of metals at today's lesson. (possibility) 

2. May I take that instrument?- Of course, you may. (permission) 

Another expression that shows permission is be allowed to. It has the following forms: 

Present Past Future 

am 
is allowed to go 

was 
allowed to go will be allowed to go 

were 
are 

EXAMPLES: 1. You are allowed to borrow the book. 

2. He was allowed to test the machine. 

3. We will be allowed to experiment with different metals. 
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Must/ Have to 

The modal verb must has the meaning of necessity and obligation. 

Positive Negative Question 

Present I must study. I mustn't study. Must I study? 

Past - - -

Future - - -

EXAMPLES: I. We must drive to our work. (necessity) 

2. All students must attend this lecture. (obligation) 

Another expression with the same meaning is have to. 

Present Past Future 

Positive I have to work. had to work. 
I will have to work. 

He has 

Negative I don't 
have to work. 

dido' t have to I will not have to 
He doesn't work. work. 

Question Do I 
have to work? 

Did I have to Will you have to 
Does he work? work? 

EXAMPLES: 1. We didn't have to complete all the tests yesterday. 

2. She will have to demonstrate the new machine tomorrow. 

Remember the following structures: 

1. You mustn't cross the road here. (=Don't cross it.) 

2. You don't have to do it today. (=It is not necessary to do it today. You don't 
need to do it.) 

Modal verbs can also be used with Passive verbs. 
Remember: 
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Remember the following constructions: 

What is it called? It is called a ruler. 
It is known as a ruler. 

What is it for? It is for measuring length. 
What is it used for? It is used for measuring length. 

Remember the following constructions: 

It is made of metal. 

Is it made of metal? 

What is it made of! 

What material is it made of! 

Why is it made of metal? 

Unit B 
The Infinitive 

The Infinitive is the initial form of the verb. It is usually used with the particle to. 

To explain the rule is rather difficult. 

I! is 
Subject I! was 

I! will be 

Adverbial Modifier of 

Purpose 

* to= in order to (here) 

difficult 

hard 

rather necessary 

quite essential to explain the rule. 

very important 

easy 

valuable, etc. 

To* explain the rule you should give examples. 

You should give examples in order to explain the rule. 
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Consider 
the difference: 

Predicative 

Anribute 

I. To explain the rule is 

rather difficult. 
2. To explain the rule you 

should give examples. 

aim 
duty 

The idea 
Its function 
Their goal 
Olga's objective 

purpose, etc. 

I. O'leHb TSDKeJlO 06"bJICHHTb 
3TO npaBHJIO. 

2. l.JT06bl 06"bJICHHTb 3TO npa
BHJIO, Te6e cne .. uyeT npusec
TH npHMepbl. 

is to measure the 

was temperature. 
' will be 

The car to be used runs on 
solar power. 

1. MawHHa, KOTopaJK 6y,g,eT 
HCOOJib30BaTbCJI, pa60TaeT 
Ha COJIHe'IHOH 3HeprHH. 

2. MaWHHa, KOTOQRJI AOJDK
Ha HCDOJib30B8TbCJI, pa-
6oTaeT Ha COJIHelJHOH 
:meprHH. 

Unit 9 
The C~mplex Object 

The Complex Object (the objective infinitive construction) is translated into Russian with 
the help of an object clause beginning with words 11mo6bt, 11mo, KaK. 

object 

subject predicate noun or pronoun (to ) *+ infinitive 
in the objective case 

1/youfwe/they expect 
Students 'don't expect me/you/him/her/ 

us/them to repair the car. 
He/she/it expects the mechanic 
Oleg doesn't expect 

*Remember: to is never used after let, make, see, hear, feel, watch, notice, observe in the 
Active Voice: e.g. We watched the engineer make a hologram. Then he let us experiment 
with a laser. 
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The Complex Object is used after the main verbs denoting: 

wish mental 
activity 

to want to suppose 
to wish to expect 
to desire to consider 
need to assume 
I would like to prove 
(=I'd like) to believe 

to understand 
to think 
to find 

We would like you to test the device. 

I consider him to be a professional 

in his field. 

She found the carburettor to be 

blocked. 

The engineer told us to stop the 

experiment. 

The teacher makes us study hard. 

He heard the engine start after a 

loud click. 

sense awareness inducement 
perception 

to see to know to make 
to hear to find to cause 
to feel to note to force 
to watch to claim to let 
to notice to state to allow 
to observe to declare to permit 

to pronounce to enable 
to announce to ask 
to report to tell 

to order 
to command 

Mbi xoTemt 6bi, "'T06bi Bbi rrpoTeCTHposaJnt 

3TOT np1160p. 

Jl C"'HTaiO, "'TO OH npo<flecCHOHaJI B CBOeH 06· 

JiaCTH. 

0Ha o6Hapy)I(HJia, "'TO Kap610paTop Jaco

pHJICH. 

MIDKeHep CKa3aJI HaM npeKpaTHTb 3KcnepH· 

MeHT. 

Y"'HTeJib JacTaBJIHeT Hac ycep.nHo y"'HTbCH. 

OoCJie rpoMKoro meJI"'Ka oH yCJibilllaJI, "'TO 

.llBHraTellb Japa6oTan. 

Remember: The Infinitive in the Complex Object is often used in the Passive Voice but it 

is translated into Russian in the Active Voice and is placed before the noun. 

The engineer allowed the technology HIDKeHep paJpewHJI HcnoJibJOBaTb :ny Tex-

to be used. HOJIOfHIO. 

The Complex Subject 

The Complex Subject (the subjective infinitive construction) is translated into Russian 

with the help of a non-personal main clause followed by an ~bject clause beginning with 

the word 11mo. 

Compare: It is said that the car is broken. I 
The car is said to be broken. rosopSJT, 'ITO MaUJHHa CJIOMaHa. 

Remember: Always begin translating sentences with the Complex Subject from the predi
cate rendering it as a non-personal main clause followed by an object clause with the word 
11nro. 
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predicate (the expressions, subject 
sllbject the PllSsive Voice) (to +infinitive) 

I am (not) 

You/we/they are (not) 
Students likely to know Physics well. 

supposed 
He/she/it is (not) 
Olga 

predicate (the Active Voice) 

You/we/they seem 
Students don't seem to know Physics well. 
He/she/it seems 
Olga doesn't seem 

The Complex Subject is used with the following: 

expressions verbs in the Passive Voice verbs in the Active Voice 

to be likely to say to consider to seem I to appear 
to be unlikely to know to assume to prove I to turn out 
to be sure to think to believe to happen I to occur 
to be certain to report to see 

to suppose to hear, etc. 

to expect (see Complex 
Object) 

The project is likely to be completed soon. BepoHTHO, 'ITO npoeKT CKopo JaaeprnaT. 
The Sun is considered to provide us with C'IHTaeTCH, 'ITO COJIHUe o6ecne'IHBaeT 
all the energy we need. Hac acei1 Heo6xo.aHMOH 3Hepruei1. 
We happened to work together for the Cny'I!1JIOCb TaK, 'ITO Mbi pa6oTaJIH BMecTe 
same Company. B O.llHOH KOMf!aHHH. 
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Forms of the Infinitive 

Aspect / Voice Active Passive 

Indefinite 
He is likely to design a new car A new car is sure to be de-
soon. signed in the near future. 

Continuous 
He seems to be designing -
a new car now. 

Perfect He is said to have designed a A new car is reported to have 
new car recently. been designed by our engi-

neers. 

Perfect He proved to have been design- -
Continuous ing a new car for two years. 

Unit 10 
The Participle 

rhe Participle is a non-finite form of the verb combining features of the verb, the adjec

ive and the adverb. The two forms of Participles are Participle I and Participle II. 

Attribute 

P I We installed a new heating system. 

Pll 

Mbi YCTaHOBIDIH H08YIO o6orpe8aTe.'IbHYIO CHC
TeMy. 
We installed a new system heating our house na- Active 
turally. Voice 
Mbl ycTaHOBI1.JII1 HOBYIO CHCTeMy, o6orpe8a10WYIO 
Haw .[(OM npHpO.[[HbiM cnoco6oM. 

We live in a house being heated naturally at the 
moment. 
Mbi >KH8eM 8 LlOMe, o6orpe8aeMOM ceii•1ac 
npHpO.[[HbiM cnoco6oM. 

We live in a solar-heated house. 
Mbi >KH8eM 8 .[(OMe, o6orpesaeMOM conHe'l-
HOH ::mepr11etl. 

We live in the house heated by the Sun all 
the year round. 
Mbr >K118eM 8 .[(OMe, KOTOpbiH o6orpe8aeT-
C.R COflHUeM KpyrnbiH fO.[(. 

Passive 
Voice 



Compare: 
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p 1 BuUding solar houses we save energy. 
CTPOR JlOMa ua COJJHe'IHblX 6aTapeRX, Mbl coxpa- Active 
HRCM 3HeprHJO. Voice 
Haling built a new solar heating system the engi-
neers started to test it. 
floCTJ)OHB HOByJO COJIHe'IHyJO OTOnHTeJibHyJO 
CHCTCM)', HIDKeHepbl Ha'-laJIH ee npo&epRTb. 

Being built in a new way the system offers many 
advantages. 
liyJIY'IH nocTpoeHHOH HOBblM cnoco6oM, 3Ta 
CHCTeMa HMeeT MHO:>KeCTBO JlOCTOHHCTB. 
Having been built completely the plant was 
thoroughly inspected. Passive 
noCJie TOro, KaK 3aBOJ1 6bUI nOJDiOCTbJO nOCTJ)OeH, Voice 
ero TWaTellbHO nposepn.1H. 

P II When buUt by skilled workers the experimental 
system worked well. 
nocTpOeHHa.R OnbiTHblMH pa60'IHMH, 3Ta CHCTe
Ma xopowo pa6oTa.na. 
If built on time the new power plant will start to 
work in May. 
Ecnn HOBaR 3JieKTpocTaHUHR 6yJieT nocTpoeHa 
BOBpeMH, OHa Ha'IHCT pa60TY B Mae. 

Unit 11 
Participial Constructions 

Participial Constructions 

Active Voice We observed the teacher making a hologram. 

Mbl Ha6.'1JOJlaJIH, KaK Y'IHTeJib Jl<:.J1aJI ronorpaMMY. 

Passive Voice The teacher was observed making a hologram. 

Ha6JIJOJlaJIH, KaK Y'"IHTeJib Jie.rlan ronorpaMMy. 

Ab.'iolute The car having been repaired, the driver left the 

Participial service station. ' 

Constructions llocne TOro, KaK nO'-IHHHJUt MaWHHy, BOJlHTeJlb 
yeXaTI CO CTaHUHH Texo6CJly:>KHBaHHSI. 

An experiment was carried out yesterday, new 
equipment being used. 

B•1epa 6bVT nposeJieH 3KcnepnMeHT, npn:•1eM n:c-
nOJlb30BaJJOCb HOBOe o6opyJ10BaHHe. 



The Gerund 

~he Gerund is a non-finite form of the verb combining features of the verb and the noun. 
t is used independently and after the following words: 

prepositions nouns+ adjectives + verb.tt 

prepositions prepositions 

on the idea of to be famous for to mind 
after the method of to be sorry for to result in 
before the way of to be sure of to object to 
without the purpose of to be capable of to use for 
instead of the necessity of to be tired of to insist on 
against the technique of to be good at to rely on 
in spite of, the importance of, to be surprised at, etc. to prevent from, etc. 
etc. etc. 

¥a/king, talking and thinking like a human being will soon become possible for robots. 
Without gathering data it is impossible to prove the theory. 
rhe new technique of compiling new programmes accelerated our work a lot. 
lobots are capable of doing difficult tasks. 
,eople cannot prevent robots from becoming too clever. 

Unit 12 

Aspect I Voice Active Passive 

Indefinite We are against polluting the air. We object to the air being 
polluted. 

Perfect We know of industry having We have heard of the air hav-
polluted the air badly. ing been polluted badly. 

Compare: Gerund Participle 

Testing a laser takes time. Testing a laser he made a dis-
covery. 

Before switching on the laser Switching on the laser we fol-

we read the safety instructions lowed the safety instructions 

carefully. carefully. 

a driving license a driving woman 

( = a license for driving) (=a woman that drives) 
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Compare: Gerundial Constructions 

Professor is illlerested in completing the (he will complete it 

research. himself) 

Professor is interested in the research (somebody will com-

being completed. plete it) 

Professor is interested in students com- (students will com-

pleting the research. plete it) 

Professor is interested in our complet- (we will complete it) 
ing the research. 

Unit 13 
Reported Statements 

We use laser tele- He says (that) they use 
laser telescopes. OH rosopHT, l 

'ITO OHH HCnOJib3Y· scopes. 
lOT .'Ia3epHble TeJie-He said (that) they used OH CKa3aJI, 

laser telescope. CKOnbl. 

We used laser He says {that) they used 
telescopes long laser telescopes long ago. 

l 
'ITO OHH HCnOJib· 

ago. He said (that) they had 
OH rosopHT, JOBaJIH naJepHhie 

used laser tele-scopes 
OH CKa3an, TeJieCKOnbl yxe 

long before. ,IlaBHO. 

We will use laser He says {that) they will 
'ITO OHH CKOpO 6y-telescopes soon. use laser tele-scopes 

OH rosopHT, l .IlYT MCnO~b30BaTb soon. 
OH CKa3CL1, He said (that) they .1a3epHbie Tene-

would use laser tele- CKOnbi. 

scopes soon. 

Reported statements are introduced by these words: to say, to report, to announce, to 
inform, to point out, to consider, to assume, to suppose, to know, to believe, to state, to claim, 
to suggest, to predict, to tlrilrk, to he sure, to he certain, to dream, etc. 
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Reported Questions 

Are you studying alloys She wonders i[we are studying alloys now. 

now? She wondered whether we were studying alloys then. 

She wonders i[we studied alloys at the lesson yesterday. 

Did you study alloys at the She wondered whether we had studied alloys at the lesson 

lesson yesterday? the day before. 

She wonders ifwe will study alloys next year. 

She wondered whetl1er we would study alloys the next 

Will you study alloys next year 

year? 

Remember: if = whether. 

What alloys is he studying They ask what alloys he is studying now. 
now? They asked w/1at alloys he was studying at that time. 

They ask when he studied alloys. 
When did he study alloys? They asked when he had studied alloys. 

Why will he study alloys in They ask whv he will study alloys in future. 
future? They asked wiry he would study alloys in the future. 

Reported questions are introduced by these words: to ask, to inquire, to question, to won

der, to want to know, to be interested, it is interesting, to know, to find out, not to be sure, etc. 

A, a 
ac 
a-hr 
c 
de 
dm. 
e.g. 
g 
hi-fi 

h.p. 

APPENDIX 1 

Most Frequently Used Abbreviations 

-ampere 
- alternating current 
- ampere-hour 
- degree centigrade 
- direct current 
- decimetre 
- exempli gratia-for example 
-gram 
- high fidelity 

- horsepower 

aMnep 
nepeMeHHbiH TOK 
aMnepfqac 
rpa.uyc UeJibCHH 
npHMOU TOK 
,neUHMeTp 
HanpHMep 
rpaMM 
BbiCOKaH TOlfHOCTb 3ByKo
BOCnpOH3BeJlCHHH 
JIOUiaJlHHaH CH..1a 
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Hz 
i.e. 
j 
kg 

kW 
kW-hr 
I 

m 
m 
mi 
min 
No; Nos 
pc., pes 
ppm 
psf 
psi 
Qnty 
rpm 
rps 
sc. 
sec 
t 
v 
W,w 
yd 

,lltOHM 

<l>yr 

Rp.n. 
MHIDI 

-hertz repu 

- id est = that is TO CCTb 

-joule .lVKOYJlb 
-kilogram KHJIOrpaMM 

-kilowatt KHJIOBaTT 

- kilowatt-hour KHJIOBaTT/'IaC 
- (Lat. libra) pound <l>Y"T 
-litre JlHTp 
-metre MeTp 

- milli- MHJlJlH-

-mile MHJUI. 
-minute MHHyra 
- number(s) HOMep(-a) 
- piece(s) UITyKa(-H) 
- parts per million 'laCTeH Ha MHJlJlHOH 

- pounds per square foot <f>YHTOB Ha KB. <f>yT 
- pounds per square inch <f>YHTOB Ha KB . .lUOHM 
-quantity KOJlH'IeCTBO 
- revolutions per minute o6opOTOB B MHHYTY 
- revolutions per second o6opOTOB B CeJCYH,Jzy 
-scale UIKaJta 
-second ceK}'H.Ila 
-ton TOHHa 
-volt BOJlbT 
-watt BaTT 
-yard JIP.Il 

APPENDIX2 

inch 

foot 

yard 

mile 

Units of Measurement 

Linear Measures 

in 

ft ( 12 in) 

yd (3ft) 

mi ( 1760 yd) 
MHIDI MOPCKCUI. nautical mile 

(knot) 
-naut.mi ( 6080 ft) 
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2.54 em 

30.48 em 

91.44 em 

1609,33 m 

1853,18 m 



Measures of Weights 

,llpaxMa dram dr 1,77 g 

YHUIUI ounce oz ( 16 or) 28.35 g 

<I>YHT pound lb. ( 16 1z) 453.59 g 

CTOH stone st. (14 lb) 6.35 kg 

KBapTep quarter qr(281b) 12.7 kg 

UeHTHep hundred hwt (112 1b) 50.8 kg 

ToHHa 6onblllaR weight ton t (20 hwt) 1016.048 kg 

,lbKHJUI 

flHHTa 

KBapTa 

faJIJlOH 

liyllleJib 

KBopTep 

KB . .ZUOHM 

KB. <I>YT 

KB.SIP.ll 

AKp 

KB. MHJIJI 

Ky6. JIIOHM 

Ky6. <f>yT 

Ky6.SipJ1 

ToHHa 

perHCTPOBaSI 

gill 

pint 

quart 

gallon 

bushel 

quarter 

square inch 

square foot 

square yard 

acre 

square mi~e 

Measures of Volume 

0.141 

pt ( 4 gills) 0.57 1 

qt (2 pt) 1.14 1 

ga1(4qt) 4.55 1 

bsh ( 8 gal) 36.37 I 

qr (8 bsh) 290.94 1 

Square Measures 

sq in 6.45cm2 

sq ft ( 144 sq.yd) 9.29 dm2 

sq yd (9 sq.ft) 0.836 m2 

ac ( 4840 sq.yd) 0.4 hectare 2.59 km2 

sq mi (640 ac) 259 hectares 

Cubic Measures 

cubic inch c in 16.39 cm3 

cubic foot c ft ( 1728 c in) 0.028 mJ 

cubic yard c yd (27 c ft) 0.76 mJ 

register ton reg t (100 c ft) 2.33 m3 
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APPENDIX3 
Conjunctions 

1. Co'lunumellbHbte col03bl 

and- H, a 
as well as - TaK .:ll<e KaK. a TaK.:ll<e 

both ... ~nd - H ... H; KaK ... TaK 

but- HO, a 
not only but also - He TOJibKO ...• HO H ... 

either ... or - HnH ... HnH; nH6o ... n116o 

neither ... nor - HH ... HH 

or - HnH, HHatJe 

2. lloiJ'IUHUnle/lbHble COI03bl 

a) BpeMeHH: 

after - nocne Toro KaK 

as - B To apeMH KaK; Kor.na; no Mepe Toro KaK 

as long as - noKa; .no Tex nop noKa 

as soon as - KaK TOJibKO 

before - nepe.n TeM KaK 

since - c Tex nop KaK; nocne Toro KaK 

till, until - .no Tex nop noKa ... He 

while - B TO BpeMH KaK 

• 

as- TaK KaK since - TaK KaK, llOCKOJibKY 
because - noToMy liTo; TaK KaK 

B) yCJIOBlUI: 

if- ecnH 

provided - npH ycnoBHH, ecnH 

r) uenH: 

in order to - .IlllH Toro 'IT06bi, 'IT06bi 

.u) o6pa.Ja .ueiifcTBHH: 

as -KaK 

as if- KaK 6y.uTo; KaK ecnn 6bi 

SO ... that - TaK ( TaKOH) ... '-ITO 
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unless - .IliDI Toro 'iT06bi, LJ.T06bl 

such ... that - TaKOH ... 'ITO 



e) cpaBHeHIUI: 

as ... as - TaKOH )f(e ... KaK; TaK ... KaK . 
not SO ... as - He TaK ... KaK; He TaKOH ... KaK 

)I() CJie,n:CTBHH: 

SO that - TaK '-ITO 

B) ycTymneJibHbie: 

in spite of- HeCMOTpH Ha TO, '-ITO 

though (although) - xoTH 

than- '-leM 

since - OOCKOJibKy 

APPENDIX4 

Spel/itrg 

1. Words ending in -y (baby, carry, easy, etc.) 

If a word ends in a consonant+ y (-by/-ryf-sy, etc.): 

y changes to ie before -s: 

country I countries apply/applies 
--lorry /lorries study I studies try/tries 

y changes to i before -ed: 

hurry/hurried study/studied apply/applied 

y changes to i before -er and -est: 

easy I easier I easiest 

heavy I heavier I heaviest 

y changes to i before -ly: 

try/tried 

easy I easily heavy /heavily temporary /temporarily 

y does not change before -ing: 

studying applying trying employing 

y does not change if the word ends in a vowel + y (-ayf-eyf-oy/uy): 

enjoy I enjoys/ enjoyed play I plays/played alloy I alloys 

Note: say/said pay/paid lay/laid 

2. Verbs ending in -ie (die, lie, tie) 

If a verb ends in -ie, ie changes to y before -ing: 

lie/lying die/dying 

3. Words ending in -e (smoke, hope, wide, etc.) 
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Verbs 
produce /producing use I using move /moving 

Exceptions: be/being 

Verbs ending in -ee: see/seeing agree/agreeing 

produce /produced use I used move /moved 

Adjectives and adverbs 

wide/wider/widest late I later I latest large I larger/largest 

polite 1 politely extreme I extremely absolute /absolutely 

terrible/terribly probable/probably reasonable/reasonably 

4. Doubling consonants (stop/stopping/stopped, hot/hotter/hottest, etc.) 

We double the final consonant ( -pp-, -nn-, etc.) of these words before -ing, -ed, -er 

and -est: 

stop/ stopping/ stopped 

plan/planning/planned 

thin/thinner/thinnest 

hot/hotter /hottest 

If the word has more than one syllable (prefer, begin, etc.), we double the final con
sonant only if the fmal syllable is stressed: 

prefer I preferring/ preferred 

begin/beginning 

Compare: 

visit/visiting/visited 

develop/ developing/ developed 
Exception: 

travel I travelling/travelled cancel/ cancelling/cancelled 

We do not double the final consonant if there are two vowel letters before it (-oil, 
-eed, -ain, etc.): 

explain/ explaining/ explained 

cheap/ cheaper I cheapest 
quiet/ quieter I quietest 

boil/boiling/boiled 

APPENDIX 5 

Word Formation 

An English word can be divided into three parts: a prefix, a stem and a sufflX. Pre

means 'before'; a prefix, therefore. is what comes before the stem. Prefixes usually change 
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le meaning of the word; for example, un- changes a word to the negative. Unmagneti

rble means 'not capable of being magnetized'. A sufftx is what is attached to the end of 

le stem. Suffixes, on the other hand, change the word from one part of speech to anoth

·. For example, -ly added to the adjective quick gives the adverb quickly. Both prefixes and 

tfflX.es are referred to as afflX.es. 

SUFFIXES 

I 

NOUNS VERBS 

-ance -ize 

-ence -ate 

-or -fly 
-er -en 

-ist -ify 
-ness 

Noun-forming suffixes 

SUFFIX MEANING 

-ance state 

-ence quality of 

~r l a person who 

-or a thing which 

-ation l the act of 
-lion 

-ist l a person who 
-yst 

-ness condition of 

-ion action/state 
-ing activity 

-ment state, action 
-ity state, quality 

-ian pertaining to 

-ism condition/ state 
-dom domain/ condition 
-ship condition/state 

ADJECTIVES 

-able 

ADVERBS 

-ly 

-ible 

-less 

-ic 

-ical 

-ish 

EXAMPLES 

performance 

independence 

programmer, operator 

compiler, accumulator 

execution 

analyst, typist 

cleanliness 

conversion 

welding 

measurement 

electricity 

electrician 

magnetism 

freedom 

relationship, partnership 
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Verb-forming suffixes 

SUFFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

\ 
computerize -ize I 

i 

-ate I automate, activate I 

-fy 
to make simplify 

-en harden, widen 

Verb-forming suffixes 

SUFFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

-ly in the manner of electronically, logically 

• 

Adjective-formimg suffiXes 

SUFFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

-a! 
·. 

computational, logical I 
; 

I 

-ar circular 
; 

have the quality of 
-ic ; magnetic, automatic I 

-ical 
1 

I electrical 

-able l comparable 
capable of being 

-ible divisible 

-ous l dangerous capable of being 
-ious religious 

-ful characterized by helpful 
-less without careless 
-ish like yellowish 
-ed having 

1 
computed, punched 

-ive quality of interactive 
-ing to make or do processing, welding 
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PREFIXES 

NEGATIVE SIZE LOCATION TIME AND NUMBER 

AND ORDER 

POSITIVE 

un- semi- inter- pre- mono-

non- mini- super- ante- bi-

in- micro- trans- fore- hex-

dis- ex- post- oct-

re- extra- multi-

mid-

Negative and positive prefixes 

PREFIX MEANING. EXAMPLES 

un- ' unmagnetized, unpunched \ 
in- l incomplete i 

im- ~ 
not, 

impossible 
il- ' not good enough • illigal Q.) 

~ > 
-~ ir- ; irregular, irrelevant 
co 
Q.) z non- not connected with non-programmable, non-impact 

mis- bad, wrong mispronounce 

dis- (opposite feeling disagree 
oppos1te act10n discount 

anti- against antisocial 

de- reduce, reverse demagnetize, decode 

under- too little underestimate 
I 

Q.) 

.~ re- do again - rearrange ·;;.: 
0 over too much overheat Cl.. 



PrefiXes of size 

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

semi- half, partly semiconductor 

equi- equal equidistant 

maxi- big maxicomputer 

micro- small microcomputer 

mini- little minicomputer 

macro-) macroeconomics 

mega-
large megabyte 

Prefixes of location 

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

inter- between, among interface, interactive 

super- over supersonic 

trans- across transmit, transfer 

ex- out exclude, extrinsic 

extra- beyond extraordinary 
sub- under subscheme 
infra- below infra-red 
peri- around peripheral 

PrefiXes of time and order 

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

ante- l before antecedent 
pre- preftx 
prime- ftrst primary, primitive 
post- after postdated 
retro- backward retroactive 
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Prefixes of numbers 

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

semi- half semicircle 

mono- one monochromatic 

bi- two binary 

tri- three triangle 

quad- four quadrangle 

penta- five pentagon 

hex- six hexagon 

septi- seven septivalent 

oct- eight octagon 

dec- ten decimal 

multi- many multiprog-ramming 

Other prefixes 

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

auto- self automatic 

co- together coordinate 

neo- new neoclassical 

pan- all panchomatic 
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APPENDIX6 

List of Most Frequnt/y Used Prepositions, 
Conjunctions and Adverbs 

PrefiXes of time and order 
about 

above 

above all 

across 

after 

after all 

against 

along 

among 

around (round) 

at 

at last 

at least 

before 

behind 

below 

beside 

besides 

between 

by 

by the way 

by no means 

down 

for 

from 

in 
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0, npO,OTHOCHTeRbHO 

OKORO,npHMepHO,BOKpyr 

BbiWe, Han 
npe.>K.lle acero 

nonepeK, qepe3, Ha )lpyron cTopoHe 

nocne; 3ii; nocne Toro KaK ( co103) 

B KOHUe KOHUOB 

npOTHB 

B.llORb, no 

cpe.llH 

BOKpyr 

npu o6o3Ha'ieHuu Mecma: a, Ha, y; 

npu o6o:JHa'ieHuu epe.MeHu: a; 

npu o6o3Ha'ieHuu 3aH.RmUJI: 3a 

HaKOHeU 

no KpanHen Mepe 

npu o6o3Ha'ieHuu Mecma: nepe)l; 

npu o6o3Ha'ieHuu epeMeHu: )lO, nepeJl; paHbwe (Hape'iue); 

npe)l()le 'leM (C0/03), JlO TOfO KaK, nepe)l TeM, KaK 

noJa.llH, 3a 

HIDKe, BHH3Y 

p}l)lOM C 

nOMHMO,KpOMe 

Me)I(Jly 

3KBU6GAeHm pyCCK. meopum. naaeJICa UMeHU 

cy~ecmeumeflbHozo: nocpe)lcTaoM, nyTeM; MHMO; 

K ( 0 epeMeHU) 

KCTaTH, Me)I(Jly npO'IHM 

HHKOHM o6pa30M 

aHH3 110; BHIH (Hape'iue) 

3a, pa.II,H; .UIU!; B Te'leHHe (yKa3btBaem aflumeAbHOCmb ); 

1160, TaK KaK (C0103) 

113, C, y; OT 

a; qepe3 (a.fifl o6o'3TW•ieHUR epeMeHu) 



in this way 

into 

of 

of course 
on=upon 

over 
since 
through 
throll~hout 

till=until 
to 

toward (towards) 
under 
until 
up 
up to 
upon 
with 

within 
without 

Infinitive 

be 

beat 

become 

begin 

bend 

bet 

bite 

blow 

break 
bring 

TaKHM o6paJOM 
8 (Ha fJonpoc: «KyiJa 1») 

:JKfJUfJaAemn pyc:cK. poiJum. naiJeJKa UAteHu 

cyU(ec:mfJumeAbHolo: HJ, o, npo 
KOHeqHo 
Ha; no; o; 
OAR o6o3Ha'1eHUR epe.MeHu; c iJHJLMu u '1UCAaMu: 8nepe.n, 
.nan&we 
qepe3 (Ha.n); C8biWe 
C, C MOMeHTa; C TeX nop KaK; nOCKOJibKy; TaK KaK 
qepeJ ( 8HyTpH, no) 
no 8CeMy, 80 8CeM 
.no; (.no Tex nop) noKa ... He · 
3K8U8QJieHm pyccK. iJam. naiJeJICa UMeHu cyU(ecmeume.AbHOlO; 

K, 8, Ha ( iJeuJICeHue 8 HanpaeAeHuu " '1eMy-mo) 

K; no Hanpa8JieHHIO K 
no.n; npw; no,cornacHo 
CM. till 
BBepx no; 8Bepx (Hape!1ue) 

BnJIOTb JJ.O 
CM. on 
3K8U8QJieHm pyccK. meopum. naiJeJICa UMeHu cyU(ecmeume.Ab

HOlO; C, CO 
B npe.nenax; qepeJ ( o epe.MeHu) 

6eJ 

APPENDIX7 

List of Irregular Verbs 

Past Simple Past participle Translation 

was/were been 6biTb, HaxO)lHTbCSI 

beat beaten 6HTb 

became become CTaHOBHTbCR 

began begun HaqJ.tHaTb 

bent bent c;rw6aTb 

bet bet .nep)l(aTb napH 

bit biten KyCaTb 

blew blown JlYTb 
broke broken .lOMaTb 
brought brought npHHOCHTb 
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Infinitive Post Simple Past participle Translation 

build built built CTpOHTb 

burst burst burst BJpbiBaTbCH 

buy bought bought llOK}'I1aTb 

catch caught caught JIOBHTb, CXBaTbiBaTb 

choose chose chosen Bbi6HpaTb 

come came come npHXO.UHTb 

cost cost cost CTOHTb 

cut cut cut peJaTb 

deal dealt dealt HMeTb .neno 

dig dug dug KanaTb 

do did done ,n;eJiaTh 

draw drew drawn pHCOBaTb; TaUUHTb 
drink drank drunk nHTb 
drive drove driven BO,UHTb,ynpaBJIHTb 
eat ate eaten ecTb 
fall fell fallen na.naTb 
feed fed fed KOpMHTb 
feel felt felt lfYBCTBOBaTb 
fight fought fought 6opOTbCH 
find found found HaXO,UHTb 
fly flew flown neTaTb 
forbid forbade forbidden JanpemaTh 
forget forgot forgotten Ja6biBaTb 
forgive forgave forgiven npouuaTb 
freeze froze frozen JaMep3aTb, JaMopa)f<HBaTb 
get got got nony~aTb; CTaHOBHTbCH 
give gave given .naoaTb 
go went gone H.llTH, exaTb 
grow grew grown pacTH, BblpauwoaTb 
hang hung hung BHceTb, oewaTb 
have had had HMeTb 
hear heard heard CllbiWaTb 
hide hid hidden np.RTaTb 
hit hit hit nopa)f(aTb uenb, y.nap.RTb 
hold held held ,llCp)l(aTb 
hurt hurt hurt noope)l(,llaTb, TpaBMHpOBaTb 
keep kept kept XpaHHTh 
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Infinitive Past Simple Past participle Translation 

know knew known JHaTb 

lay laid laid KJiacTb 

lead led led B03~1aBnHTb, BeCTH 

leave left left OCTa~LRTb, yeJ)KaTb 

lend lent lent ,UaBaTb BJaHMbl, O.ll<UDKiiBaTb 

let let let nOJBOmiTb 

lie lay lain Jle)l(aTb 

light lit lit ocaew:aTb 

lose lost lost Tep~ITb 

make made made .nenaTb; BbiHY)K.naTb 

meaJt meant meant JHaliHTb, no,npaJyMeBaTb 

meet met met BCTpeqaTb, :JHaKOMHTbC.SI 

pay paid paid rmannb 

put put put KJiaCTb 

read[ri:d] read[ red] read[red] liHTaTb 

ride rode ridden eJ,nHTb aepxoM 

ring rang rung JBOHHTb, JBeHeTb 

rise rose risen nO,UHHMaTbC.SI, BCTaBaTb 

run ran run 6e)KaTb 

say said said roaopHTb, cKaJaTb 

see saw seen BH,UeTb 

seek sought sought HCKaTb 

sell sold sold npo.naaaTb 

send sent sent nOCbLlaTb,OTnpaBnHTb 

set set set ycTaHawmsaTb, noMewaTb 

sew sewed sewn/sewed lilliTb 

shake shook shaken Tp.SICTH 

shine shone shone CH.SITb 
shoot shot shot CTpel1.SITb 
show showed shown noKaJbtBaTb 
shrink shrank shrunk COKpawaTbC.SI 
shut shut shut JaKpb!BaTb 
sing sang sung neTb 
sink sank sunk TOHYTb 
sit sat sat CH.lleTb 
sleep slept slept cnaTb 
speak spoke spoken roaopHTb, paJroaapHBaTb 
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Infinitive Past Simple Past participle Translation 

spend spent spent TpaTHTb, npOBO,nHTb Bpewt 
split split split pacmenJUITb, pacKaJibiBaTb 
spread spread spread pacnpocTpaiDITb 
spring sprang sprung np}')KHHHTb, npbiraTb 
stand stood stood CTOJITb, Bbi,nep)f(HBaTb 
steal stole stolen KpaCTb 
stick stuck stuck npHKJieHBaTb 
sting stung stung )f(aJIHTb 
stink stank stunk BOHJITb 
strike struck struck y,napHTb; 33)f(HfaTb 
swear swore sworn KJUICTbCJI, pyraTbCJI 
sweep swept swept MeCTH, no,nMeTaTb . 
swim swam swum fUlaBaTb 
swing swung swung Ka'laTb 
take took taken 6paTb 
teach taught taught Y'IHTb, o6y'laTb 
tear tore tom pBaTb 
tell told told cKaJaTb, paccKaJbiBaTb 
think thought thought .nYMaTb 
throw threw thrown 6pocaTb 
understand understood understood fiOHHMaTb 
wake woke woken npOCbinaTbCJI, 6y,nHTb 
wear wore worn H3HaWHBaTb, HOCHTh 
win won won BbiHfpbiBaTb 
wind wound wound KpyTHTb, 3aBO,nHTb ( '1QCbl) 
write wrote written fiHCaTb 

Keys to the Crosswords 

Unit 2. Section A 

Across: 1. coulomb. 6. pascal. Down: 2. volt, 3. joule, 4. ampere, 5. watt. 

Check Your Progress 

Down: 1. essential, 2. quality, 3. fuel, 4. discovery, 5. polymer, 6. motion, 7. vehicle, 
8. engine, 9. robot. Across: 10. copper, 1 I. ailoy. 
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Unit 8. Section A 

Down: l. plate, 2. defect, 3. create, 4. deform, 5. joint, 6. property, 7. beam, 8. bead, 
9. strong, 10. crack, 11. weld. Across: 1. performance. 

Unit 9. Section A 

Down: 1. transmit, 2. flow, 3. rectify, 4. open, 5. direct, 6. turn, 7. primary, 8. magnet, 
9. glow, 10. circuit. Across: 11. alternator. 

Unit 10. Section B 

Down: 1. fan, 2. common, 3. charge, 4. carburettor, 5. fuel, 6. empty, 7. spark, 8. brake, 
9. petrol, 10. horn, 11. service. Across: 12. accelerator. 

Unit 11. Section A 

Across: 1. viewer, 2. vibrate, 3. whole, 4. visibility, 5. consume, 6. coating, 7. application, 
8. recorder, 9. original. Down: l. evolution. 

Unit 12. Section A 

Across: 1. distance. Down: 2. solid, 3. cavity, 4. pulses, 5. particle, 6. oscillator, 7. concave, . 
8. excite, 9. reflect. 

Section B 

Down: 1. chlorofluorocarbon, 14. carbon. Across: 2. acid, 3. heat, 4. slow, 5. robotics, 
6. property, 7. object, 8. difficult, 9. pollutant, 10. unite, 11. modern, 12. argon, 13. oxide. 

Unit 13. Section A 

Across: 1. constellation. Down: 1. computer, 2. powerful, 3. scanner, 4. observatory, 5. li
mited, 6. decode, 7. alien, 8. flash, 9. handheld, 10. optics, II. eyepiece, 12. recorder, 
13. distant. 
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